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To T H E

READER

DISCOURSE
H E Worthy Galen, in his Book of Forma

tion, &c. asketh, (orbiddeth rather) all the

Philoſophers, That if they have found any

Truth they ſhould communicate it 3 for

nothing was yet known that could ſatisfie, a Learning

Soul. Truth in Science is eaſter talked of than taken.

Many enquire after Truth,but uſe not the proper Means

to attain it; like St. James's Petitioners, Thataskand re

ceive not, becauſe they ask amiſs. And many there are

that pretend to purſue it too, that are onlyObjetis of its

Diſdain,'unfit for the Employment, or for ſo raviſhing and

delightful Acquaintance. Verity is a Lady of Celeſtial

Lineage, and therefore too Coy for Common or Ordinary

Cºurtſhip. St. Baſil ſurely was in the Right when he ſo

Elegantly wrote, Auššegros i dºščia, & Travraxéºw

#xysºrea. Truth is a Queen that is hard to be taken by

hunting, ſhe muſt be obtained by a Curious and Secret.

Search on every Side. - -

Ihave been (I bleſ; God for ſuch Opportunity) not only

4 Week, Month, or Year, but more iban Six Legal Ages,

inpurſuit of Truth, and** a juſt Confidencesº
- . A 2 ° - ºf har



To the R E A D E R.

that I have diſcovered Something, that I can ioyfully cry

“Evel»d, unto. Nay, I can affure you, that if an Ingeni.

ous Aan doth mix bis Obſervations with bis Theories,

he may arrive at ſomething in Science beyond Midas bir,

Ears. And I hope the following Diſcourſe will plainly

evince the ſame to the World. º:

Ifmy Hypotheſisſhould chance to be infirm in anything,

(and I have a great bopes tothe contrary,) my Examples

may make my Reader amends for his Paint and Charge,

they being all exaffly true as they are ſet down ; not

one of them taken barely upon Truſt from any Man, but,

examined and proved before they were admitted a Place

in my Book: And in this I find my ſelf warranted by

the Exquiſite Pen of that Great Ornament of Learning,

the Honourable Mr. Boyle, in his Eſſays, p. go, “When

“ a Writer(ſaith he) acquaints me only with his Thoughts.

“ or Conjećtures, without enriching his Diſcourſe with

“any Real Experiment, or Obſervation, if he be miſta

* ken in his Ratiocination, I am in ſome Langer of err-,

“ing with him, and at laſt am like to loſe my Time,

“ without receiving any valuable Compenſation for ſo,

“great a Loſs. But if a Writer endeavours by delivering

“New and Real Obſervations or Experiments to credit,

“ his Opinions the Caſe is much otherwiſe; for let hit .

“ Opinions be never ſo falſe, (his Experiments being

“true,) I am not obligedto believe the Former,and am left

“ at my Liberty to benefit myſelf by the Latter. And,

“ though he have Erroneouſly ſuperſtruſted apon his Ex

“ periments, yet the Foundation being Solid, a more war,
&Q º Builder may be very muchfurther'd by it, in the

“Erection of a more judicious and Conſiſtent Fabrick.

Since the Virtuoſi of this Mercurial Ageſeem to deſign

chiefly the Promotion of Experimental Philoſophy, (the

only Way indeed to prevent the Learned Author of Rel

Medici his being out-talked by a Prating Mariner.) why

fhould not Experiments in Ajºy be at leaſt a little

/*edon, iſ not patronized, by them? If therebe a Truth
- 1I]



. To the R. E. A. D. E. R.

in the Art, it cannot be unworthy, as well the Counte

nance, as the Acquaintance, of the beſt Learned. 'Tis

Aſtrology’s greateft Unbappineſs that it wanteth a Car

dan, Bellantius, Heydon, Rantzovius, or Goclenius,

&c. in our Age to defend it. My Inclinations aim at a

Certainty in Science; and I can truly ſay that I beve .

found more in Aſtrology than in allothers put together.

But ſuch is my ill Fortune, (though perhaps better than I

an aware of) that I want Parts to Demonſtrate that to

be certain and true to others, which by aſſiduous Expe:

| rience I am my ſelf convinced of; and therefore an

doubtful whether my 4ſter Diſcourſe, (although I know

it be truly done,) be well performed, and convićtive to

| my Reader's Reaſon, as well as to my own. - -

| My Education harb been below my Birth, and both be

s' neath myMind. I canand do deſignin myStudies as much,

andas great Honour to the Stars, (as they are the Inſtru

| ments of my Creator, by whom he governs this Inferior

| World) as they themſelves enjoy of Luftre and Bright

neſs. and when I cannot ſo clearly ſimisfie, the World

as my ſelf in theſe Matters, I am troubled that my Mer

cury is ſo much, or not more, Combuſt. Where Aſtrolo-.

gy parts Hands with Verity, there I do part with Afro

| logy. And it is for the Truth’s Sake that I have ever

| appear'd ſo publickly in Defence of the Syderal Science.

I deſire no longer to plead for Aſtrology than the Verity

thereof will indempnific me; ’tis Matter of Fatt I here.

defend; and ſuch Fait too that is not inhibited by the

; Catholick Church. What that forbids I readily re
: nounce, what that indulges I ſhould ceaſe to be aºi

ºn if I did not embrace. God hath made me, non Bru

tum, fed Hominem, (as Morine ſays of himſelf.) not a

Senſual, but a Reaſonable, Creature,and hath endewed

| me with a Soul that diſdains to Court any Science out of

any other Deſign than the Diſcovery of Truth. -

ſ We know Aſtrology (an Art in itſelf Harmleſs, Ulſeful,

| Pious, as Mr. Carpenter, Dr. Gell, and others, have prº
wed



To the R E A D E R.

... " I doubt not but I ſhall meet not only Friendly, but Cen- t

ſerious, Readers. The Ingenious will, as guided by the

Laws of Civility, caſt a Charitable Covering over my

ved in their Sermons to the Society of Aſtrologers) hath .

ever been impugned byſome,andyet by the generality of rhe

Learnedallowed of anddefended. Few deny theſnfluences

eftheStars, but many (with the Excellent Author of Pſeud.

Épidem) ſuſped the due Applications of them; that all

Natural Beings are invigorated andimpaired by Stellary

Influx the beſt Divines.Philoſophers andPhyſicians,have

affirmed, but that thoſe Influences ſhould reach to Things

§rtificial, as Ships, &c.(the Subjećt of thispreſent Traćt,)

that cannot ſinkinto the Reaſon of many to apprehend. The

Anthor of Cometomantia (ſuppoſed to be Dr. H.More) is ".

dºwnright angry with Aſtrologersfor preſuming to Aſſert, ,

the Stars ſhed their Beams upon Buildings, or upon Hard

Stone, as well as upon Soft Fleſh. His Objećtions are

anſwer'd in my Cardines Coºli; and ſo they were alſo by

Witruvius, and others, long before they were made, or the

Anthor of them Born : Nay, the LearnedGaffarell in his

arheard of Curioſities, Cap. 6. affirms the Influences of

the Stars upon Things%rtificial,ſocertain and true, that

neitherSt.Thomas Aquinas,(who,he ſays, left nothingun- ;

examin'd in the Queſtion.jnor Albertius Magnus,could

- fº. deny it: dnd every one but meanly vers'd in A-,

I wellknows that the Argument is greatly ſupported 3

by Gauricus, Junčtinus, Garca:us,Cardanus, Morinus,89 c.

But what can be ſaid after the Angelical Dočtor? An

Author ſo Eminent, Happy, and True, in all his Ratiocina.

tions, that all Chriſtian Divines, Philoſophers, &c. moſt

rcadily embrace and follow. I ſay, when the Truth of .

the ºueſlion is by ſo great Authority evinced, for me toº

proceed further were but to light a Candle to the Sun- |

-

:

Imperfe&tions, and conclude my Book to be the Work of

a Man. The Envious will pick Sºuarrels where none are

to be found; and all Men that Write muſt ever be

fubjeti to the Malignancy of his Whip-cord. T.

- - 2 is
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* "Tis far more eaſie, (as the former Learned Authºr

in his Epiſtle to his Sceptical Chymiſt obſerves,) to

frame Objećtions againſt any propoſed Hypotheſis, than

to propoſe any Hypotheſis not liable to Objećtions, ind

be that can write a Book to pleaſe the Guſt of all Res

ders muſt have not only a Wit, but Fate, as Monſtrans

as that Shoe-maker, Skill and Cunning, wbo coald

make a Shoe to fit every Man's Foot.

S. But I write not (as I ſaid) to Court Applauſe, flat

º Advance Truth. And therefore it is that I

Ahave choſen at this Time to preſent, not a Great Book

unto the Reader, nor dare I account it aGood one, anti!

it have obtain’d the general Suffrage, and happily paſſad

the Fire-Ordeal of Calumny and Contempt. And yet

methinks having been ſo free in my Method, andſo jaft

in my Examples, I cannot reaſonably deſpair of the Irge

nious Artiſt's Acceptance. Howbeit I will not be eitherſ,

Arrogant or Ambitious as to Opinion I have ſo much as

merited his Thanks. ‘Time may poſſible ſet me up ſuch a

Glaſs that I may thereby diſcover many Things in this

, Eſſay for Alchimy, which at the preſent I effeem right.

Sterling Silver. I will not therefore (I ſay) be too Fond

of this Brat of my Brains, left as it grows up into an

Acquaintance with the World, it may (inſtead of attaining

Wigour,anda delightful,lovely.Shape, &c.) grow ricketty,

or into an Exanthemata, Epilepſy, or Palſy. A Dyapſe

I do not dread,for it is deſign'd to grow no bigger ; it

bath taken Knot-graſs and Daſy-roots already, even in

its Swadling Cloaths. -

... ... But paſſing theſe Fears, I can aſſure you no Diſeaſe

Hereditary attends it : If it chance to be Maimed, or

Mutilated, Çubp alone muſt do it. The Luminaries

were both Free at its Birth, and ſo was the Horoſcope

alſo., Nay, I can affirm further, that it had ſhining Fixt

Stars on all its Angles: Andyet I cannot promiſe to my

BookImmortality; no, ſhould it be never ſo well received

or approved of: Syth not only Solomon's Herbal,*:::
*/t
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beft Bººks of the moſt Famous Philoſºphers, in Traff of
Timehave ſuffer'd Oblivion,but even in our own AgeHeſ.

mont’s Book de Magnetica Vulnerum curatione, ſo much

effeemed, and ſo highly cry’d up in Anno 1651, is now

not only neglečted, but by the Learned Voted Extrava

gant and Ulſeleſs. Mr. Boyle, Scept. Chymiſt. '

Men therefore ought well to weigh Things before they

s' expoſe themſelves to the Preſs, left in the Room of be

ing reputed Sober and judicious Promoters of Science,

* they labour only for the contemptible Charaćter of being a

#00i in 193int. Omnia probate, quod bonum eſt te.

nete. I have only this to add, That this Aſtrological

Seaman was compleated about the Tear 1698, as may

be known by the judgments on ſeveral Ships, as particu

larly the @bgat, where I mention Perſons and Things,

as they wereihen, and not as they are at preſent. Fare- i

wel, and be Induſtriouſ. I am, - - :

Thine and Aſtrology's

Servant,
-

º

- john Gadbury. -

Nauticum

-
-

- *
-
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Nauticum Airologicum :

º o R, TH E - . . . . .

Aſtrological Sea-Man, &c.

ſº Mong all the parts of Aſtrology, (ſince the No.

ble and moſt Uſeful Artº;
been ſo Eminently improved) there is none

to befound more particularly neceſſary and

profitable, for the adventurous Merchants and Seamen,

(whom I aim in this Diſcourſe principally to aſſiſt and,

ſerve) than that of Elections. . . . .

In great undertakings, (and what of Mundame Af

fairs, ſetting Government aſide, ſo great as Merchandize?).

. Care and Caution is to be uſed. Sober and Steady

en, and ſuch as can pretend any fair Claim or Title to

Reaſon, ſhould not (methinks) ſuppoſe, that the wiſeſt

of Mortals, was either miſtaken, or in a Rhetorical

Dream or Delirium, when he aſſerted, (and beſides too,

it is a part of Sacred Writ.) There is a time for all

Things. , Nor ought we to think, that all the Sages of

antient times ſtood in need of Hellebore, when they tranſ

mitted, as Truth to Poſterity, and fit for them to mind,

That, Beginnings are deemed Ominous. And, ad limen

offendere, or In portu impingere: For a Man to trip at the

Threſhold, whengoing out of door, or, a Ship to ſtrike

on the Bar, or run on Ground, when ſetting to Sea,

| have ever been look'd on as bad Signs. And,

r’

B . . . . . Faru,
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2. The Aſirological Sea-Mam.

Raru, principii eſt exitu bonus mali.

A bad Beginning ſeldom comes to a good End. And,

as an Axiom in the Canon-Law, it is obſerved —— Prin

cipio que ſunt inchoata malo, vix eſt ut bono peragantur

exitu, (1.) Thoſe things that are ill begun, ſcarce ever

end well. Nay, the Great Philoſopher poſitively avers

. (AJWraw & # apāre, &c.) It to be impoſſible, but that

which is faulty at the firſt, ſhould prove ill at the laſt.

And the Grave and Incomparable Seneca therefore, from

Bio the antient Greek, determines the point — Let

every Man ſet it down for a Rule, and know it for an un

doubted truth, which Bio ſometimes ſaid, Omnia homi

mum negotia ſimilia initiis effe; That all the Affairs of .

Men, will prove either good or bad, according to their

Teginnings. - -

Neither, yet, ſhould the true born Chriſtian, or

worthy Philoſopher, think lightly or meanly of our

bleſſed Lord and Saviours —--- Nonne duodecim ſunt

hora diei ? in anſwer to the timorous doubts of fome of .

his Diſciples: it being impoſſible for him, who was the

Lord of all Truth, to breath any thing but Truth to the

then unbelieving World. Let me be then excuſed, or

not cenſured at leaſt, that I aſſume herefrom - If

a time be to be obſerved in, or for all things, it muſt be

ſo obſerved, either to humane Advantage, or Loſs. If

the former, it is naturally neceſſary to be known, that

it may be the more happily improved and made uſe of

If the latter, 'tis alſo convenient to be underſtood, that

it may the better be ſhunned and avoided, or at the leaſt

mitigated. -

Qurignorance of Times and Seaſons, may, (and often

doth) plunge us into manifold, and ſometimes Fatal Er

rors and Dangers, in the Management of our greateſt

Affairs or Concerns; whereas a right underſtanding or

Knowledge of them, is profitable, and may prevent the

... " - - greateſt



The Aſtrological Sea-Mam.

greateſt Damage or: Prejudice; that our Neſcience

can any way expoſe usunto; And, (favente Deo) may

make Engliſh-men as Honourable and Fortunate as the

Men of Iſſachar, of whom Divine Writgives this Grave

and True Teſtimony—That they had Underſtand

ing of the Times, to know what Iſrael ought to do. 1 Chron.

C. I2. V. 32. - -

But paſſing all prefatory Arguments or Apologies, as

being no way deſirous to entertain my Reader only with

words or Rhetorical Flouriſhes, but, on the contrary, to

befriend him with ſomething of Experimental Aſtrology,

which is not novel, in reſpect of Caeleſtial Order and

Energy, although it may probably appear at firſt ſome

what New and Uncouth unto him,. - I will forbear all

further Preamble, and propound unto him the Method I

intend to purſue in this Treatiſe, which I have adventu

led (for what Reaſons, will appear in the Sequel hereof)

to Entitle The ASTROLOGICAL SEA-MAN. And

itſhall be thus. - - -

1. A Brief System to the Introdućtory part of Afro

lºgy; the better to invite my Reader to the right under

ſtanding of the following (or any other Aſtrological) Di

ſcourſe. For all Arts are as well buried, as preſerved,

in their own Terms ; and no Man can underſtand any

Science, that is ignorant in the Terms thereof. , , -

2. I ſhall briefly Treat of the Nature and uſe of

Elections in an Aſtrological Sence: and of the difference

between an Election, Nativity, or Queſtion. Such Di

ſtinétions being neceſſary to be known, but ſcarce at all

underſtood by our vulgar Engliſh Aſtrologers, who pra

(tice certainly, at a very ſtrange rate for Truth, by rea:

ſon of their ignorance herein. -

3. The Third part ſhall conſiſt of Ritles or Aphoriſms,

proper for the right underſtanding of the Succeſs or Miſ:

fortune of any Ship at Sea, relating to the beginning of

is Voyage; Time of its firſt Launching ; or, upon an

Horary Qiſſion of ſuch Ship or Veſſeſ, theº
H 2. • *.*.



4. The Aſirological Sea-Mim.

º

LOGY, to take leave of my Courteous Reader. . .

of whoſe Voyage is not known; ſo far (I mean) as is

[yet] diſcernable by the power of ſecond Cauſes. For

ſurely, there is a Plus ultra in all Arts and Sciences, and,

in reſpect of Men, (I need not pretend to Prophecy, but

be bold to aſſert) there ever will be, even till Time ſhall

be no more. . . . . - • * . . .

4. The truth of this Dočirine Illuſtrated, and made

good by fundry famous Instances and Examples; toge

ther, with the Nativities of many of his Majeſties Ships.

Royal ; the times of whoſe Launching, &c. were taker

with curious Care and Exačtneſs; ſome of them by.

! Perſons of Honour and of great Skill in theſe Matters

Others of them, by Perſons of*g only ; and ſº

kindly Communicated to me, by the Original Obſer

vers. And this Method purſued as here propounded

will bring me to the Concluſion of my preſent purpoſe

deſign; where I intend (unleſs by ſome occaſional acci

dent prevented) until the perfeót Birth of my long exº

pe&ted, and often promiſed, BODY of ASTRO
º

; : : -
- * * * *
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C H A. P. i.
, - . . .

Containing a 'Brief Syſtem to the . ºired for,

fºr of Asº Roilogy, ºffin, º

Reader in the better Önderstanding of the

follºwing Diſcºnſe, &c,. . . . -

The Dfnition of A S T R O LOGY..."
- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

- STRO LOG r is an: Art which teachéth us to

.ſy underſtand the A10tions, Natures, and Influences

of the Sun, Aſoon, -and-Stars; as well Fixed as Erratick,

and how we ſhould apply the ſignifications of ſuch Influ

tnces unto all humane perſons and actions, that are (fa

ſente Deo) by God's permiſſion Governed, brought

forth, or begun under them, as Secondary Cauſes of ſuch

Gubernation, Produćlion, or Original. And, as it teach

eth theſe differences, in, of, and over Perſons, Things,

Or Aëtions, ſo it hath the Sun, Moon, Stars and Heavens

for its Subječi; or Principles; and theſe viſible to be ſeen

by any induſtrious, willing, or knowing Eye. I can

nothere ſtand to tell you how they come to expreſs their

Natures or Influences in, or upon, Perſons or Aétions,ºc.

is too large a Diſcourſe to enter upon in this place. Nor

is it the deſign of this Treatiſe to explain ſuch Arcana

of Nature; it will better befit our intended BO D Y

of ASTROLOGY, than a ſhort or brief Syffem

thereof, which is only to inſtrućt our ASTRO L 0

GICAL S E A-MAN. To proceed then,

The Stars (the Subječts or Principles of this Art) are

divided into Fixed and Erratique. The Fixed Stars are

thoſe which be placed in the Eighth Sphere; and yet, are

not void of AMotion, but are termed Fixed, * , riºsº,

in reſpect of the ſlowneſs of their Aſation,º ...”

which is not much above a Degree in an hun- " ' " " .

B 3 divºl

*-



* 6 The Aſirological Sea-Man.

dred years; as alſo, in regard of the ſwift and Anoma

lous Motions of the Erratique Stars. They are com.

monly known to Aſtrologers, to be lo22 in number; of

their Natures, Magnitude, Places in the Heavens,’ &c.

you may be very fully informed in a Book of them, En

filed, Hargils Tables reduced to this our Age. |

The Erratique Stars. .

The Erratique or Wandering Stars are the Seven Pla

nets; and are ſo called, by reaſon of their being found

to move differently in, and about the Zodiacal Circle,

according as their Latitudes are found to be, more, or

leſs, North or South, of the ſame. And they, together

with the North and South Nodes of the AMoon, are thus

called and charaćter'd. -

The Planets Names.

. The Sun, 3. Mercury.G)

H. Saturn. b. Luna.

%. jupiter. , X & Q. Dragons Head.
6. Mars. *}. Dragons Tail. - “.

9. Venus. ( (B. Part of Fortune. i

The Natures and Influences of the Planets are thus known.

and distinguiſhed, according to Antient Obſervation of

Aſtrologers, in Conjunction with our quotidian Expe

rience of them. -

The Planets Natures, &c. :

E. Saturn, is cold and dry, Melancholly, Diurnal,

Unfortunate. - - - -

* Jupiter, is hot and moiſt, Sanguine, Diurnal, For
tunate. e |

3. Mars, is hot and dry, Chollerick, Diurnal, un.

fortunate, . . . . --

-> €. The* }.
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O. The Sun, is hot and dry, Temperate, Diurnal,

.# Fortunate. ,

3. Venus, is cold and moiſt, Phlegmatique, Noćtur

mal, Fortunate.

9. Mercury, is convertible in Nature, and either

Fortunate, or Ulnfortunate as he is configurated with ei

ther good or bad Stars. -

D. Luna, is cold and moiſt, Phlegmatique, Noćtur

mal, Fortunate, per ſe, and always, unleſs oppreſſed of

b. or 3. or void of Courſe, or Combuſt. ... "

& Dragons Head, is always reputed Fortunate, like

jupiter or Venus.

º

U. Dragons Tail, is ever held unfortunate, like Sa

tº thrn or Mars, -

...

| The Diviſion of Heaven in Twelve Parts, or Signs.

The Heavens are by Aſtrologers (for their better ac

commodation in their Obſervations of thoſe GloriousCrea

|tures the Stars) divided into Twelve equal parts or por

tions, which for diſtinčtions ſake, and for the better im

printing them in their Memories, they have called Signs,

(and not improperly, as their Enemies unequally ſuggeſt,

! becauſe they do truly and really Signifie,which is the Na

ture and Purport of a Sign ſo to do; as I ſhall, I hope,

elſewhere diſcourſe more at large) and aſſimilated them

- to ſeveral Creatures here on Earth, whoſe Natures (pot

ſibly) as well as Names, they are known to bear. And

they are Called and Charactered thus. -

The Signs of the Zodiack.

'Y. Aries. T t ſº. Libra.

& . Taurus. | • | m. Scorpio. | -

II. Gemini, & Northern 5 F. Sagitary. Southern

$5. Cancer. ; Signs. ivy. Capricºrn. Signs.

ºl. Leo. |*. Aquarius.

*. Virgo. Uz. Piſces. - *
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Now, the beforeſaid ſeaven Planets or wandering

Stars, are, not only obſerved to be conſtantly moving in

this Zodiacal Circle,but are alſo found to be there either

well or ill poſited or fcituated, according to ſome certain

known Dignities or Debilities they happen to receive

therein; or, as they ſhall fortune to be in Conjunction,

- or in good or bad aſpects of one ano

The cráºr of Nature ther. For we are not to believe that

tw:ludis Chance, and “ the Beams of Light or Influence are

proves a Deity directed by Chance,but by a ſpream

‘. . . . Reaſon deſigned in ſuch a Line Aſa

thematical, to ſuch and ſuch particular purpoſes; as is

moſt happily demonſtrated by Sir Ch. Heydon. Other

wiſe, we ſhould not only accuſe Nature for want of skill

in Proportions,but open a direct Gap to the Atheiſt,who is .

already too much apt to believe too cheaply of a Deity;

and would, no doubt, be glad to imbibe ſuch a Principle

(as beſt pleaſing to his Appetite) That all things come by

Chance, and that there is neither Method nor Order in

the Influences of Heaven: but that they are a ſort of con

fuſed Contingencies,that thereon depend, brought to paſs

by the Energy of a meer Huddle of Atoms: and conſe

quently, that the Planets which Airolºgers term good,

may inſtil bad Influences, and the Planets they call bad,

good ones; and that Trines and Sextiles may as well ſhower

down Injuries as Kindneſſes, &c. and produce Miſchie

vous Natures, as well as Mild ones, in the World; all

which to aſſure you, is, as well againſt the Sovereignty"

of a peity, as againſt the Truth of Aſtrology : I will

here but only tell you, that the very daily Motion and

Alteration of the Weather doth manifeſt it to be falſe;

and ſurely then much more doth the divers Natures and

Diſpoſitions of Men, moſt conſtantly

Differences of men, refute ſo great an Error. Let but

and why? any Antagoniſt to Aſtrology ſhew me .

… a Perſon that hatha Square,Conjunction,

or Oppoſition of Saturn, Mars, or Mercury in the*:
- - * Q

--
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of his Geneſs, and I will ſhew him a Lyar, and an

unquiet Perſon, by his natural inclination, unleſsºg&d "“”

Education help to prevent. On the contrary, let him pro

duce me a Perſon born under a Trine of jupiter, Wenus,

Sol, Mercury, &c. from good parts of Heaven, and

I'll acquaint him with a Perſon fit to be confided in, and

one that is naturally of juſt Principles. But I digreſs.

- . . . . Of the Five Aſpetts. . . . . .

Of Aſpects, there be five in number, which are by

Airologers principally obſerved for the conveying Coe

leſtial or Planetary Influences unto each Phyſical body in

the Univerſe, by which they are (as Experience conſtant

ly teſtifies) either happily affected, or unhappily affitted;

and thisis even viſible and manifeſtin inanimate Bodies, as

well as animate. Their Characters and Names are thus.

1. 3. Conjunction,though improperly called an Aſpect,

is when two Planets are found in one and the ſame Sign,

Degree, &c. . tº

! 2. K. Sextile, is when Planets are two Signs diſtant,

º, which is ſixty Degrees, or the fixth part of the Zodiack,

and thereforé ſo called. . . . . . . .

3. D. Quadrate, is when Planets are three Signs di

ſtant, which is ninety Dºgrees, or the fourth part of the

Zodiack, and from that ſo called, … . . . . .

4. A. Trine, is when Planets are four Signs diſtant,

or one hundred and twenty Degrees, which is the third

part of the Zodiack, and therefore ſo termed. -

5. P. oppoſition, is when Planets are diſtant fix Signs,

or one hundred and eighty Degrees, which is one half of

the Zodiack, the whole Cirle conſiſting of three hundred

and ſixty Degrees. . . . . . . . -

The Nature of the Aſſetts.

... The Natures of theſe Affetts or Beams, are Eminent

ly found to differ in tranſmitting the Planetary Influxes to

althings on this Terreſtial Globe; and to be brief, tº:
* - - Call16.
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r

cauſe I intend no large introduction here, they are thus

* by Aſtrologers noted and underſtood.

A Conjunction, is either good or bad, according to the

Nature of the Planets conjoyn'd. If it be of jupiter or

Penus, which are good Planets, it is good. As unition

of Roſes, begets the greater Redolence. Et contra.

A Sextile, is an Aſpett of Friendſhip, but imperfectly

ſuch, as being but half a Trine; and is found experimen

tally to enforce the Influences of the good Planets, and

abate the vigor of the Malefiques. -

A Quadrate, is a Ray of imperfett Enmity, being

half the Oppoſition; and irritates the Influences of bad

Planets; and retards the Energy of the good Ones; un

leſs other aſſiſtances appear, which very frequently do.

A Trine, is a moſt perfeót Beam of Happineſs, and

denotes true Concord, JAmity, and Friendſhip. It is a

In

; ſo powerful, that not only the good Stars diffuſe their

uences moſt forcibly upon Perſons or things, &c. but

even the bad ones diſtil good Atoms thereby: as a Miſer,

by the Tongue of a powerful Orator, is compelled to .

Club towards a general Charity.

An Oppoſition, is the very worſt of Aſhetts, and de:

clares abſolute Enmity and Diſcord, and ſeldom is any

good performed by this Beam, unleſs conſequentially, as

Peace is ſaid to be the Effect of War.

Signs Movable, Common, Fixed. º

Some Signs are obſerved to be Movable, others Com

mon or double bodied, and others Fixed, and they are

thus termed for ſeveral reaſons; fome of which I will

here ſet down. When the Sun or Planets are in Movable

Signs, the Air is ever obſerved to be more apt to Change

and Pary, than in other Signs. When in thoſe called

Common Signs, the Weather is neither very fixed, nor

yet much ſubjećt to Mutation, but partakes of a middle ||

quality between both. When in a fixed Sign, the .

. . - Weather
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Weather is generally fixed, and, unleſs ſome Apertio

Portarum happen, tis rare to find an alteration therein."

And, hence it is, the Sun in Leo, generally brings

along with it, parchinghot Air; and in Aries, dry, but

lofty Winds; in Piſces, much moiſture, &c. they are

thus known and obſerved of Aſtrologers. - - -

S. Sl. 1ſl. 2:... are Fixed, Conſtant

^^. gº. - . VF. are Movable, Cardinal -

Signs.

II. m. T. K. are Commonor By-corporeal.

. Triplicities of the Planets and Signs.

Then are theſe sign, obſerved tomakeup four Tripli.

SS. m. K.

cities or Trigons agreeable to the four Ariſtotelean Ele

ments; which are not ſo ſoon baniſhed the Schools, as

talked againſt; ſyth even ſome Eminently i.earned in

Chymiſtry, begin to thinkas worthily of them; as of the

Chymiſts three Principles. And poſſibly, this Ages bait

ing of Ariſtotles, and the Peripatetical Doctrine, will

prove, in the room of an Erradication, an Eſtabliſhment

thereof: and thoſe Antient Truths he firſt diſcovered,

may come to be embraced again. Nay, what if it ſhould

appear at length, that every thing that hathbeen ſaid

againſt him, that looks like a Truth, is nomore, or other,

than what himſelf hath long ſince avowed; ſaving that

it may have been expreſs'd in other words P But I am

not here to enter upon Controverſies, therefore to my

Purpoſe. - -

^^. Sh. 1. ) - Fiery,

8. 111'. vº. • Earthy - - - - -

II. C#. :* sign of the Airy, 2. STriplicity.

Watery,

And theſe Triplicities have ſeveral Planetary Gover.

nours, or Rulers; as the Sun and jupiter Rule the Fiery.
Wenu, and Luna, the Earthy, Saturn and aerº,the

: - iry.
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Airy. Mars, the Watery Trigon. In my intended Body

of Aſtrology, I ſhall give you a Reaſon hereof.

Some Signs are again termed Maſculine, Diurnal, &c.

others Feminine and Noëturnal, by Aſtrologers.-as,

- Maſculine, Diurnal.

Femifine,Noćturnal.

v. T. Si. *, *, *, *...e.

... . . . . .3aresigns

And tell me honeſt Reader, have you not ſeen, not on-,

ly different Sexes in the World; but even in the ſame

Sex,at ſome times,a Vigour, or Week; eſs, remarkable viz.

An Effeminate Aſſam, and a Mºſculine Wººn, a Vira

go, &c. Beſides theſe, and fundry other Diviſions, and

Jub-Diviſions of the Sigms (too manº for me here to emu

merate, and therefore I ſhall refer my Reader for them

to my Doctrine of Nativities already abroad in the

World; or, unto my Body of Aſtrology, when it comes

into the World, wherein I have trea

ted of them at large.) I may not

* - here omit to acquaint you, that the

Planets are found to receive Dignities and Debilities, to

ſuffer, and raign in ſome particular parts of the Zodiack;

more than in others.— So h. receives the Dignity of

Houſe in º. and sº. and his Exaltation in º. the mea

ning whereof is this, Aftrologically, viz. If h : be Sig

nificator of the Weather, and in VP. &. or =. he makes

it more Cold and Piercing, &c. than when in any other

Sign. If he be ſignificator of a Perſon in a Nativity, and

ſo poſited, he declares him to be more Saturnine, viz.

"Tis of the wºn more Prudent,ºTi

of Saturn to be Stri- mº, Suſpicious, jealoiº, Reſer

out, Sufficiºs. &c. ved, Thoughtfkl, Plotting, &c, and

ſo of all the reſt. . . . . .

But becauſe the Table of Dignities, &c. according to

ºlemy, doth more readily expreſs them to the Eye, I

| here inſert the ſame, for the uſe and conveniency of

cry Reader. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

- - - A

Dignities and Debili

tits of the Planets.
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This Table is very eaſily underſtood, being explained

evenby the Title over each Collum thereof; but leaſt it

ſhould to any prove difficult, I will briefly unfold it. Un

der the Signs in the firſt Collum, you find Y. and under

the Houſes of the Planets, in the ſecond Collum, you

find 3. D and under Exaltation, in the third Colium,

you find @. 19 and under Triplicities in the fourth Coll.

you find o. º. all which tell you, that Y. is the*
-

- Ou,a
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houſe of 3. and Exaltation of the 9. and Triplicity of

the G. and ¥.— Then under the Terms of the Planets,

againſt Y. you find º. 6, 2., 14 g. 21, &c. which

tells you, that Y. governs the firſt 6 Degrees of Y. by

his term, º. hath her term from 6 to 14 g hath his

term from 14 to 21 Degrees, and ſo of the reſt. And

under the Faces of the Planets, againſt Y. ſtill, you will

find 3. Io G). 20 2. 30. which acquaints you that 3.

hath his Face or Decanate in the firſt to Degrees of Y.

the 6). hath his Face in the ſecond 10 Degrees of Y.

and 2. hath her Face in the laſt 1o Degrees of Y. do ſo

in all the reſt.

lunder the Titles Detriment and Fall, you have the

Detrimentsand Falls of the Planets expreſſed; as againſt

- Y. under Detriment, you find g.

h º:?. and under Fall, H. which tells you,

...]. ” that 2. hath her Detriment in Y. an

h. there receives his Fall, where

Note, that a Planets Detriment is always oppoſite to his

Houſe; and his Fall oppoſite to his Exaltation.

And whereas you will find Figures at the Foot of the

Table, under their reſpective Collums, it is to explain the

Number of Dignities they receiveby being in ſuch parts of

the Heavens, and the Debilities they ſuffer, by being in

Oppoſition to ſome of them.– As a Planet being in his

own Houſe, receives five Dignities; by being in his Ex

altation, four Pignities; by being in his Triplicity, three

º

Dignities; by being in his Term, two Dignities; by be

ing in his Face, one Dignity. So, by being in his Detri

ment, he ſuffers five Debilities; by being in his Fall, he

ſuffers four Debilities. This Table needeth no further,

or other Explanation.

I ſhould now have proceeded here, and ſhewn you

how to ſet a Figure of Heaven, and annexed thereunto

'l the principal terms of Art; but not deſigning any ex

it Introduction to the Science of the Stars in this place,

as before Hinformed you, I ſhall here omit that, and refer

- **

you
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you to my Doğrine of Nativities, where I have treated

threof at large. Only remember further here, if you

pleaſe, that as the Zodiacal Circle is divided into twelve

equal Parts or Signs; ſo the whole Heavens are divided

into twelve equal Angles or Houſes. - --

And, unto theſe twelve Angles, are aſ:º †:
referred by. Aftrologers, all matters ..# referre

or things relating to Humane Life; . . * -->

as is aptly expreſſed in this Dyſtichon. ------* * *, *

- . . . . . . .2

Vita, Lucrum, Fratres, Genitor, Nati, Valetudo,

1. 2. . . . , 3. 4. 5. 6.

º

Vxor, Mors, Pietas, Regnum, Benefaffaq; Carcer.

| 7, 8, 9. . . . Io. 11, 12.
º

Which I have elſewhere thus Engliſhed. ..[I

Firſt Houſe notes Life. The Second, Wealth doth give,

The Third, how Brethren. Fourth, how-Parents live.

Iſſue, the Fifth. The Sixth, Diſeaſes bring. ... ...,

The Seventh, Wedlock. And the Eighth, Death's ſting. .

The Ninth, Religion. The Tenth, Honour ſhews.

Friendſhip, the Eleventh. And the Twelfth, our Woes.

Of theſe Angles or Houſes, ſome are termed Angular,

others ſuccedent, and cadent; all which together with

their ſeveral ſignifications, is readily expreſſed in the

following Figure.

And
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* * - -
-

- - - - - - * -- - - - - - - ) -

- - - --l --

SIGN IF I C A T A

..". Do M o Ru M.,

See Morine's Demonſtration of

this Celtſial Diviſion into 12 &

parts, in Aſtrol. Gallica; or, |

º as he is tzculently Tranſlated in- $”.

| &"3 …] to Engliſh, by the Learned capt. [...º.
: QºS. * *N George Wharton. %

\ *...” J2

%2 &

ºr

39. KY.| §§º.*.*... ...Nº ".

- & . *** * III. -

------—- —

And, having brought my Reader thus far, by way of

Introduction, to acquaint him with the firſt Rudiments of

Aftrology, that he may be the better enabled (by this

Chapter) to underſtand what follows. I ſhall (by Divine

permiſſion) proceed unto. . . . . . . . .*

º
- - - - - -

- - - -

-

-

º

-

- * ,

- - -

-

* * *
-

- -
-

- - *...
. . . . . . . . . . : [.... . . . . . . . - - - - - - -

- -

- - --
-

-

- - - ! -
-

- - - - -- - 2 . . . - - - - -- . . .”
- -

-

-

- -

* - - - - -
-

:-

-- - -
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-
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A

C H A P. II.

Which Treats of the Nature and oſe of Eleåions, in an

Aftrological Sence; and, of the difference between an

Election, Nativity, and Queſtion. - -

of an Election and its uſe Aſtrologically.

pº by the nice Grammatical conſtruction, and

various uſes of the words, Electio, and 'Exxoyº

With the many curious Definitions, and Derivations,

that the Ingenious Critiques in both Tongues afford us

thereon: It ſhall ſuffice me here to inform you, That

* Eleftion, in an Aſtrological Sence, is the ſerious and

trati Choiſe of a Genuine and Proper time, wherein we

nºy (by God's affiſtance), according to the Energy andIn

#nce of ſecond Cauſes, begin, or attempt, any matter or

hintſ of eminent weight and conſideration, proſperouſly

and to good effett. Or, more conciſely, it is the chufing

ºf a good and favourable Poſition of Heaven, and the

huming of a bad one, in our commencement of any

timentor weighty Affair, relatingto humane Life.

And this Election, or Choice, may be madethree man

ºr of ways, according to the Opinions of Aſtrologers,
for the favouring of any undertaking. But, becauſe I

reſolve not to tranſgreſs my Original intention, which is,

Otto treat of Elections at large, but only of that part

thereof, in this place, which relates to the benefit of the

Worthy and Adventurous Merchant and Sea-man ; (al

thoughfmuſt tell you, that an ingenious Reader may,

by varying what he reads, make this Diſcourſe ſervicea

ble and uſeful unto him, in all manner of Elections what

ºver.) iſhall here propound theſe three ſeveralwº -

. . ~~~ ºf
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by which an auſpicious Election (ſub Deo) may be made,

and an inauſpicious one avoided. -

First way of making a. Election.

The firſt (and indeed the chief) way, of making or

framing an Eleftion, is, from the Geneſis or Nativity of

the Perſon or thing, for whom it is deſigned tobe ſewicea

ble, in caſe that can be but truly known and obtained.

And this is the beſt and moſt rational way of making or

framing an Election, and ſo approved of by the beſt and

learned of Aftrological Writers; becauſe here is a ſe

cure ground or foundation for the Artiſt to build on :

It being a moſt certain, ſplendid, and ruled truth – That

all Progreſſes and Ends of Things, are Analogous or ſuita

ble to their beginnings. And there can be no beginning ſo:

abſolute and; and, in all reſpects, ſo fit to be re.

ly'd on, in theſe matters, as a Radix or Nativity truly

known and proved. - *

To illuſtrate this way of makingan Election, it is cond

venient, that I deſcend to a practical Inſtance. *:

Know then, that if thou wouldeſt Elect atime favou-º

rable from the Nativity or Birth of anything, for thy:

purpoſe, thou muſt then make the Figure of Heaven,

or thy Election, agreeable thereunto, by framing it in

Sextile or Triue unto that; or by making the places ol

the Fortunate Stars, viz. Y. S. G). or D. or their Trint

and Sextile places therein, the Aſcendant or Mid-Hea.

ven, or the Sun, or Moons, or Part of Fortune's places.

in thy Election, ever being careful to avoid the places di

Saturn, Mars, or the Dragons Tail in the Radix, or their

Oppoſite or Quadrantal places, as dangerous for either:

your Horoſcope, Medium Cali, Sun, or Moon, &c in

your Election, and then leave the Iſſue to providence.

And, here by the way, let not the ingenious Reader

miſtake me, or think that I aſſert a Reminiſcency in the

Stars, as in Animate or Reaſonable Creatures; or that

-
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Ibelieve the Planets to wear Socks, . . .

either perfum'd or of an ill ſcent, as hi º:ºº:

a late Learned Author is pleaſed, in ...” “*

the room of better matter, to caſt - -

ſcoffingly upon Aſtrologers. I only aſſert à Harmony

and Similitude in the Sphears of Heaven, and in the Mo

tions of the Planets; together with an Energy by their

Motion, to ſtimulate Influences, kind, or unkind, in re

ſpect of us poor Mortals. And although the Stars ſhould

haveno knowledge of the places they were in at a Nati

vity, that they ſhould be preſumed to remember what

they did there, or what Influences they irritated and emit

ted the laſt time they paſſed their Radical places; yet,

tertainly, the God of Stars knew well enough, that

hehad Created them, and appointed them alſo, to ačt and

do his pleaſure (as we muſt acknowledge they are always

Frforming) when they come there: And that is by aſ

firing us, they have in themſelves a known and unaltera

beinfluence in one and the ſame part of Heaven always;

and this as certain as in a Clocks ſtriking, when the hours

it directs to, are accompliſhed.

Thus the Sun when he comes to riſe Coſmically with

the Stars of the Eagle, always pro- •

duceth Rain and Winds. So alſo, with Tranſis very Powdful

Wirgilie, or Seven Stars. And, the in tvºry rºſti.

like alſo, when he comes to their op- -

poſite places. After this manner, when he riſeth with

the Dog-Star (although ſome think that Camis non Aſordet

# Anglia) have we a hot and parching Air, and an in

kmperate Seaſon. Cum multis aliis, &c. And, thus al

| F. or 3. paſſing the Aſcendant Gº, or X. in any

besNativity, (chiefly, if they oppreſſed them, or any

f them in the Radix thereof) irritates Choller, or in

Feaſeth Melancholly; whereas, A. G. and Y. paſſing

He ſame places, exite a Generous, Pleaſant, Free and

heerful humour. And of the truth hereof, can I pro

ce abundantretive, ºf any Man, that º:
- a 2. lit
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but his Nativity by him, may eaſily prove the truth

hereof in himſelf, and that frequently. -

Let but the Antagoniſt be ſo ingenious as to obſerve a

little theſe matters, and then Character me for an Impo

ſtor, and a broacher of Fables to delude the World with,

in the room of Truth to inform it, if he do not find theſe

things true. But to our Election again.

I ſhall give an Example in the Nativity of a Ship, and

an Election from it to confirm the Method or Rule fore

going.

A SHIP firſt Launched

after Her being Built.

I. an Ağrological fence, the firſt Launching of a Ship;

A to try its ability in the Water, in which Element it is

to live, and ſhew its Force and Aćtivity, and to under

its Fortune, is its true Nativity, Radix, or Birth:

hour, &c. Howbeit

>
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Howbeit, although its General Fate, be written in the

particular Poſition of Heaven; yet, we find that is apt

to be either augmented or diminiſhed, by a careful heed

ing, or a non-obſervance, of ſuch Times, wherein it is to

be Re-launched, or, when it ſhall weigh Anchor, in or

| der to ſome particular Service or Aćtion for the future.

! Now, we know a Ship can be Launched but once, in re

gard of its Nativity, and in relation to its General Fate:

but, it may be Re-launched forty times, in reſpect of its

Particular Fate; which is terminated in every.
; Aétion, for which ſhe happens to be thus particularly

tted. - -

. Therefore, to Elect a time favourable for this Ship to

begin any Eminent Aétion, from its Nativity, is to ob.

ſerve the ſame, and the places of the good Planets there

in; (as before you were taught) and let the Figure of

the Election, as near as you can, be under either £. Y.

II. H. Horoſcopical; they being the Trine and Sextile

places of the Figure. Or elſe, let it be the ſame with

the Nativity it ſelf. But, if neither of theſe can be ob

tained, (as ſometimes it may ſo fall out) then take the

places of the Fortunate Stars, or of the Siem or Moon, for

the Horoſcope; ever obſerving, to poſite the Moon well,
and in ºf Configuration with the principal Significa

tors; which always are, the Lords of the Aſcendant and

Ninth Houſes, and the diſpoſiters of the Moon and Part

ºf Fortune. Now, in this Nativity foregoing, A. Y.

| 0 ) are in × Y. & take therefore thoſe Signs, or

the Signs of their Triangles, for the Horoſcope, or Moons

place, and (favenie Dio) your Election will be ſucceſs

ful and happy. But you muſt always have a care of

that part of c. which h's J. or 3. his é. hurts,

leaſt thereby you deſtroy the hopes of a good Elélion.
|

*-

* -

C 3

r
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|
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A Figure of an Election

from the foregoing

Nativity. -

D 4 A 3

ad A 2.

º

N this Ele:#ion you ſee II. to aſcend the Horoſcope,

which was the Eleventh Houſe of the Nativity, and

therefore it muſt be Friendly. The Lord of the Aſcen

dant here, is on the place of the X. there, and ¥. here

in +. to his Radical place, in A. of Q. and h. the D.

herein on the Aſcendant of the Rádix; otherwiſe the X.

in Sl. is not good in Sea-Affairs. Thus all things (you

fee) conſpire to make it a good and fortunate Election.

And, in any the like caſe, you need not be affraid to truſt
- * - - Ullto
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fing therefrom.

unto our Method of Pračtice. And ſo you have the

firſt way of Electing, (which is from the Radix.) ex

plained. • -

The ſecond may of making an Elečijon.

2. TheSecond way of making or framing an Election,

or finding out a Friendly time for the Launching or ſetting

Sail of a Ship, is from an Horary Question, (of the Ma

ſter or Captain thereof, or of any other Perſon eminent

ly concerned therein) ſeriouſly, and, intento animo pro

pounded. (i. e.) when his or their minds ſhall be ear

neſtly ſolicitous and thoughtful about either the ſafety or

hazzard of a Weſſel, or, of their own profit or loſs ari

For, the mind in theſe matters is

principally buſied or affected, as it firſt of all is informed

either withhope or fear of the matter in queſtion, by the

Pulſe of the Primum Mobile, or Soul of the World;

(Call it whether of the two you pleaſe) and thence comes

it to paſs, that our hopes and fears, are, not only imper

manent, but very ſuddenly tranſent, and ſlide from one

thing to another in moments; even as the univerſal Spi

lit of the World moveseither with, or againſt our parti

cular Spirits; advancing to our Expectancy's, or contra

* ...; our deſires, according to the Nature and Diſpoſi

tion of the AMºndane Figure, at that time when ſuch fears

or deſires are prevalent. -

And this is the true reaſon and ground of an Horary

Queſtion; and plainly demonſtrable from the Coeleſtial

* Mathematicks, even in all the Aétions and Paſſions of

every perfon in this inferiour world.

Neither can any Man (let him ſuppoſe himſelf a Socra.

tes) by all his policy and ſubtilty, wholly exempt himſelf

from this Energy; Syth we cannot aſſure our ſelves of

ever having the ſame thoughts (I mean in all freſpects

exačtly and fully, for . I know we often have the

like, and very nearly the ſame) which once we have en
- - 4. C 4. joy: º
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joyed; or, whichhave rather paſſed through us. Itbe

ing as impoſſible that it ſhould be ſo, as for the ſame Po.

ſition of Heaven ever to return again. Which cannot

- -
be, unleſs we ſhould ſuppoſe (with

* His Learnia Notts the Learned & Gregory) that the

on the Scriptures. world ſhould out-laſt all reaſonable

ſuppoſition: nor indeed then neither.

But ſince we are not upon the ſubjećt of Horary Quº.

ftions at large, we will paſs all further diſcourſe of this

Nature here, as Anomalous to our preſent deſign; and

return to the Matter in hand.

Tomake an Election then froman Horary Queſtion, for

a Ship, Voyage, &c, you muſt frame the Figure of your

Election agreeable to that of the Queſtion, in caſe the Fi

gure were Fortunate. Otherwiſe you muſt alter the

; : Scheam of the Elettion from that of the Queſtion, by

fortunating the parts thereof, that were Unfortunate

therein. For a bad Fate Aſtrologically, may be ember-.

tered, and a good one improved; or elſewere all Know

ledge uſeleſs. And that is the meaning of Ptolemy in the

8th. Aphoriſm of his Centiloquium. *

" Sapiens anima conſert Celtii operationi, quinadmdum optimus Agri

cola azando trpurgando que confºrt Nature, Ptol.

To explain this fully (for I am unwilling to be guilty

of Riddles, or to leave any thing in obſcurity, whereby

to forment my Readers) I will produce you an Eminent
Inſtance. -

A perſon having a Ship to put to Sea (and having ſeve

ral doubts in his mind concerning her) enquires of me,

whether he may ſafely, and with ſucceſs, adventure up.

on the preſent intended Voyage. The Heavens were in

the following poſture at the time of his Interrogation.
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If the intended Wowage

be Profitablejºs

I 6 7. o.

3 July 13°. 3h. P. M.

Sub. Latit, 319. 32'.

bor. Aff. h.

a + g. ad A 2.

ments of diſcouragement to the Querent about the

nterrogated undertaking. As (1.) 3 in the Aſcendant,

(2.) the Lord of the Aſcendant in the Eighth Houſe, and

(tho' in his Exaltation) Combuſt there. (3.) the Moon

in 3 vſ. in the Ninth Houſe, the Angle that naturally

ſignifies Sea Voyages. (4.) h in C (B. in the Se

cond Houſe. (5.) The Lady of the Tenth on the Se

venth, in Č'. to the Aſcendant, and 3 there. (6.)

Mercury, which ſignified the Veſſel, as Lord of the 7th

Angle, is alſo Lord of the 9th. and in the 8th. Combuſ

and Retrograde. (7.) H Lord of the Hour.

All which were Arguments of great infelicity to the

intended Voyage, and of Dammageboth to the Owner,

and Ship likewiſe. Sickneſs, if not Impriſonment, is
- - - -- . 1- ..l4--a 4-4-2-4-a- -

I. the Figure of thisHorary gºfiº, are many Argº

|
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threatned to the Querent; Contradićtory weather, and

a fear of Pyrates, &c. to be brief, the Teſtimonies of

ill were ſo many, and ſo little of good in the Figure to

ballance them, (nay none at all, but the Poſition of Y .

on the 7th. Angle in A. of D. who happily transferred

the Light of g. to her.) That I poſitively adviſed the

Querent to a pretermitting of that intended undertaking,

acquainting him with the ſeveral AMenaces of the Hea

vens towards him ; bidding him be careful how hetemp- -

ted Providence, left it proved worſe than I feared, which

indeed was bad enough. . . . - - \

But, notwithſtanding the unhappy Menaces of the Fi

gure, and my Advice given, he tells me, he is engagd

with, and to, ſeveral Owners, who have agreed with

him upon the Voyage; and it is not now in his power to

avoid the undertaking thereof, without great diſparage

ment unto him, together with the ill opinion of his

Owners and Friends. Yet confeſſeth he is ſuſpicious of

the improſperouſneſs of the Voyage; (as indeed, who

is not, that hath Mars in the Aſcendant of ſuch an En

quiry?) and therefore propounds he the Queſtion. \

What is now to be done? 'Tis dangerous to go: yet

go he muſt. No hopes, neither of embettering theſe

rugged and ſevere Menaces by an auſpicious Election, as

can begº. from the Queſtion; unleſs the Moon in

Trine of Venus, Lady of the 5th. and 10th. Houſes can

afford us any. And, to go at all adventures, what is it

but to hazzard both Ship, Men, and Goods. * ,

. The Nativity of the Ship under gueſtion is unknown;

I therefore (ſyth there is no remedy for the Querent, but S

going) muſt endeavour to frame an Election for the

Voyage, from the Figure of the Queſtion, by oppoſing

therein, the unhappy threats it intimates. * , -

To aſſiſt me herein, I demanded of the Querent, in

what time, ſince he muſt go, he was (God permitting)

to begin his intended Voyage 2 about three weeks hence

he tells me, (i.e.) from the time of the Question) or any
- - time
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i time after that, to Bartholomew-Tide; which was five or

fix weeks from the time of the Queſtion. To be ſhort,

the time I pitched upon, was Auguſt the 10th. 9 h. 55 .

A. M. or ten of theClock at the fartheſt, for him to ſet

Sail, or firſt of all to weigh Anchor for his Voyage. And

the Figure of Heaven was as followeth:—

Figura Elečionis,

A. º: 7 o.

uguſt the Ioth. 9 h. 55'.

A. M.

D; e - o”

*... 3 .*

D a B 2. ad K G & 3 Qº

The Figure of the Queſtion being ſopernicious in all re

ſpºts, required the greater care and induſtry of an Ar

liſt, in framing an Election that might conveniently Me

liorate it: And a bettet I could not poſſibly meet with, in

that limitation of time, the Tide, and all other matters

%ld circumſtances conſidered. - Herein
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Herein the Aſcendant and Moon are made the Mid-Hea

ven of the Figura Queſtionis. The Angles of the Scheam

and Moon,all in Movable Cardinal Signs. The Lady of the

Aſcendant in the Ninth Houſe, in great reception of the

AMoon. The Lord of the Ninth and Eleventh Angles

both, one Planet, and he in Conjunction of jupiter in the

Medium Cali, in Domo Solis. The Moon Lady of the

Tenthin the Horoſcope with Noble Fixed Stars. The La

dy of the Aſcendant in A. to GB. in the Second Houſe.

The Moontransfers the Light of the Lady of the Aſcen

dant to the Sun and Mars by a Sextile Aſpeth, and they,

in noble Trine of each other; one of them being partly.

Lord of the Mid-Heaven, and the other wholly, Lord

of the Seventh and Second Houſes. And laſtly, which is:

not the leaſt to be conſidered, there are Eminent Fixed.

Stars on all the Angles of the Figure. º

All which Arguments (if nothing, were to be minded

but this Eleftion) pronounce it to be a moſt happy and

Heaven-favouring Eleštion of Time in earneſt, for ſuch

a purpoſe: and declares theVoyage, not only to be happy,

and profitable, but Eminently Reputable alſo. Asindeed,

with reſpect had to the Original hereof, which was the

Figure of the Queſtion, it was. But, we muſt always

conſider, that God and Nature do nothing in vain; for,

had not this Querent been irritated to an Interrogation,

this auſpicious Elećtion could never have been liable to an

abatement of its good ſignifications: but, as it hatha de

pendance upon that for its Radix, we cannot expect it

ſhould have the full Effects of ſo many Illuſtrious Signifi

cations. For we muſt know, and ſhall ever be ſure to

find it true, That an Election (be it never ſo good or bad

in it ſelf) can never totaly alter the Promiſes or Aſenaces of

an Original Queſtion, which is its Nativity, but only

augment to the Good, or mitigate the Evil of them. For

therein are the Seeds of the fift or Misfortune of

ſuch Voyage or Veſſel incloſed; as Fruit is originally in

its Root; or as Scent and Colours of Wegitables are ver
ally in their Seeds. " - - Nor
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Nor need any trouble themſelves with obječting, that,

not a Question, but a Nativity, is the Radix properly of

an Election. Sith the Queſtion, if with a ſeriousand ſo

licitous mind propounded, is ever the ſame, (or very

like unto it) in ſignification with the Radix; and may

therefore be reaſonably preſumed equal with the proper

Root thereof; eſpecially when the true Nativity is not

known, or not by any means to be found. As a Step

Father, in the room of the natural Sire, performing all

the Offices of a Father, is, by a Child to be looked upon

and owned in the ſame Capacity, and Relation to him,

as was his real Father, when alive. And if experience

will ſerve to vouch this verity further, (if there be at

leaſt any need thereof) I can produce ſufficient.— But

to the Effect.

The Ship did weigh Anchor at the time Elected; and

within ſix days did receive Dammage by a Storm,wherein

it had like to have been Wrecked. In twenty days af

ter, it had neerly been caſt away again, by running into

the Quickſands; but, with greater danger than loſs, in

little time got very well off again.

Afterwards, this Weſſel made its Port both proſper

ouſly and ſpeedily; ſo alſo, it did make a happy return

home again, and this without any material or remarkable

prejudice or dammage; excepting that they were diſtreſſed

ſomewhat in their return, for Proviſion, and freſh water,

ſome of theirs proving ill; by reaſon whereof, (as might

be reaſonably ſupposd) both the Maſter and Marriners

were a little unhealthful.– There happen'd alſo a ſmall

| Mutiny in the Ship, (like 3 in the Horoſcope of the Que

ſtion) occaſion'd by an unlucky impudent fellow, a Car

penter belonging to the Ship; this was ſtill as they were

returning home,

To conclude, the profit of the Voyage was much leſs

than was either expected, or at firſt propounded by the

Owners; or, (as I have heard the Maſter of the Veſki

ſay) than was ever known before.
- Thºs
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Thus have you abrief, but true Hiſtory of the whole

matter. And, in every reſpect, moſt ſuitable to the ſig

nifications of the bad portended in the Scheam of the

Question, and likewiſe of the ſafety denoted by the Fi

gure of the Election. ! .

By which we may obſerve, That an ill Queſtion may

be bettered by a fortunate Election of Time. And,

that a good Eleãion is really ſerviceable and profitable.

But then, we may alſo obſerve, That tho' the Election

be never ſo good in itſelf, its auſpicious ſignifications can

not totally avert the unhappy Menaces of that Figure,

or Radix, from whence you make or frame the Election.

And, ſo you have the ſecond way of framing an Electi.

on explained. |

*

The Third way of making an Elim,

The Thirdway of making an Eleſtion, Aftrologically,

is, when ueither the Nativity of the Ship or Weſſel is

known, nor yet an Horary Qaeſtion propounded concer

ning it. And, thus I can aſſure you, it often falls out.

For there is ſcarce one Man of ten, that knows his time

of Birth; and, I preſume, there is ſcarce one Ship of

an hundred, whoſe Geneſis, or time of firſt Launching,

was ever taken notice of. The greaterpart of the World

either thinking to over-look all Starry Influences, or elſe

are readily willing to neglect them; as believing ſuch

knowledge, (though both excellent and veritable in it

ſelf ) to be only the Apocriphal part of Philoſophy, and

therefore in no wiſe fit to be minded by any that Hunger

and Thirſt after true Wiſdom. º

& But this obiter.- If the Birth-hour be not known

nor yet a Queſtion concerning your matter propounded,

the Artiſt muſt then endeavour to find a Poſition of Hea

ven, wherein the Aſoon, and Lord of the Horoſcope, &c.

ſhall be in good and fortunate places of the Figure, and ſº

in Signs Superiour and Commanding, free from afflićtion.

and impediment of any kind. - I
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I would not, now, here, have any over Curious or

Critital Perſon (and yet I know Aſtrology hath its Here

liques, as well as Divinity) from Opinion and Humour

only, objećt to me.— That Elections are not to be made,

but from ſome known Radix. For, if by an nnknown

Radix (which is the reverſe of theknown) they mean the

Nativity of a Perſon or Weſſel not to be found, or of a

Queſtion unpropounded, &c. Then to ſome perſons,

Weſſels, &c. the Heavens muſtas to humane Science be

wholly uſeleſs; becauſe it is impoſſible to Derive, or

Elect, from that which is not, or is not, at leaſt to our

knowledge. But this were a groſs abſurdity, as well as

a great untruth to ſuppoſe, Syth the Aoy& anteuxliiis,

or ºtherial matter, is in every place conſtantly operating

to ſome particular end. And, although the Lines by

which this ſubtile Influence is directed, ſerve not me, or

is not forcible enough to moveme, to doubt, it may, be

yet ſtrong enough to direct me to Aét; and, ſo I ma

happily make choiſe of a good time to commence my Af

fairs in, although I know not the Nativities of the Perſons

or things, which are Inſtruments or Mediums by which

my purpoſed Affairs are brought to paſs. . For, God and

Nature, as they are never idle, ſo they do nothing, but

toſome ſignal effect or purpoſe.

Heaven hath its various Seaſons in it ſelf, as well as

to us: and Beginnings, whether to Men known or un

known, have proportionate progreſſes and ends. And,

(if Seneca may be believed) it is not in humane power to

contradićt an Original Deſtinated Intention: ſo, that if

thy Election be good, thou needeſt not doubt, but the Ra

dix belouging to the Weſſel thou frameſt thy Election for,

is good alſo.

If therefore by an unknown Radix, they mean a time

involved in the general Rowl of the Heavens, which are

the firſt movers, augmentors and decayers of all things;

we muſt freely acknowledge that ſuch Time, by reaſon

of an infinite Coeleſtial variety, is too hard for Mortality
- - to

i
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to diſcover, without theadvantage of Divine Inſpiration.

Yet is this no injury to our way of Elettion, but rather

ſeems to conclude our§: For, it is in this fence

that I aſſert Elections, profitable and truly to be made and

known, tho' the Nativity be Ignote, or that there bene

ver any Queſtion propounded: Sith the Election is ever

the Image of the Radix; and what is Ignote to us, is

not ſo in it ſelf, but hath a place in the Univerſal Regi

fter of Nature. And all things derive from the Heavens.

But yet, if any ſhall further objećt, that, ſhould we

allow of ſuch kind of Elections, they are as probable to

prove Bad as Good. . As Morine and ſome others, among

us, very idly from him haveſuggeſted; urging that the

Eighth or Twelve Houſes, &c. as well as the Eleventh,

Fifth,or Tenth, &c. of a Radix, may aſcend the Eaſtern

Finitor in an Election. Or, that the places of Saturn and

Mars, or their Oppoſitions or Qgadrantal places, mayº

in a Figure of Election, happen to be Horoſcopical, as

well as the places of jupiter or Venus, or their Sextile,

or Trigonal Beams: And ſo come to render that Pernitious

and Deſtructive, which our Election pronounceth good,

happy, and hopeful. And, on the contrary, may de--

note that to be Fortunate and Succeſsful, which we may

not only fear, but find to be attended with abſolute Ruine .

and Deſtrućtion. To this I anſwer. - º

If the thing were poſſible which is urged by this Ob

jećtion, the Inference, would indeed, prove too ſtrong

to be ſhaken or invalidated by any Man. But it is not

poſſible that there can be any Contradićtion to the Ope

rations of Nature, where a Mans Will is at liberty, and .

only to be Exerciſed, as himſelf pleaſeth, as it is in the

framing of an Election of Time, when a Radix is whol.

ly unknown. - -

...Beſides, Nature would be found guilty of offering

Violence to its own Decrees, if it ſhould deſtroy its ge: ;

neral intention for the ſake, or advantage of any one par

ticular, as in this Caſe. As is the River, ſo is the Stream,

*
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foreither Goodneſ; or Badneſs. And if the Tree be good,

the Fruit thence iſſuing cannot be improſperous. Know

therefore, that if thy Radix be kind; (let it be known

or unknown) thy Election cannot be cruel. Can any

one accuſe Nature for want of skill in Geometry? if

not, why may we not (by God's Bleſfing) thereby, be

directed to a favourable Election, although we do not

know our Radix or Nativity? - -

But, methinks, the matter is moſt plain, and put be

yond all doubt, in the verity of Horary Queſtions, (of

which we mention'd ſomewhat before.) Inaſmuch, that

either the ſame Horoſcope, with that of the Nativity, or

a Sign of the ſame Trigon, (which is ever ſemblable unto

i) hath ever been found to poſſeſs the Eaſt Angle at the

time of the ſerious propounding any Horary§.
Ald this I have more than an hundred times proved true;

by an after knowledge of the true Geneſis or Nativity of

ſindry Querents. -

A Conſpicuous Truth thereof it is, that the Heavens,

in reſpect of the ſame Subjećt, move to the ſame effect,

by a ſimilitude of Figure. And conſequently, an Electi

i. may be profitably made, although the Radix be not
[10Wn. -

Some, may alſo yet further objećt. If neither a Ra

dix be known, or a Queſtion ſeriouſly propounded by a

Qurrent concern'd, and it be true that the Progreſſes and

Eids of Things anſwer to their Beginnings; what need

then have we to make Elections 2 – 1 Anſwer,--

... Although the Radix be unknown, and the Perſoncon

(trued cannot be ſerious or ſolicitous enough in his mind

9propoſe a Queſtion; yet is an Election uſeful. [Tho’

Iſay not ſo much unto ſuch a Perſon, as to one more fe

Houſly and Philoſophically affected with the Matter or

º the Election relates unto.] And that for theſe Rea

10IlS.

1. It diſcovers Truth in Coeleſtial Influences, and pre

"ºuts our admiration at the Events of Things, which
©t]f
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our ignorance often expoſes us unto; and convinceth us,

that Nature hath a particular deſign in all her Operations,

which is certainly not only a happineſs but a benefit t

underſtand. Tiyaºks waſp?y, is an Axiome, a Mann

not be aſhamed of. - - - -

2. By an Election we may probably embetter ti

(as before I mentioned) and make it more kind to o

purpoſe. It teaching us the true difference betw

gaipG-, and xº~3-, between the opportunity of time t

favour us; and Time in general, which may be either

proſperous or impropitious unto us. Thus alſo is Reaſon

known from Chance, or hap-hazzard, and preſciencedi.

ſtinguiſheth a Man from a Brute. Thus it is, that we are

preſerv'dby Wiſdom,while Fools go on and are puniſhed.

3. And laſtly, an Election declares the Fatum Navijº

the ſucceſs of the Ship or Veſſel, &c. which cannot but

be a ſatisfaction (at leaſt) unto ſuch Men that are themo

indifferent in theſe Matters. I ſay, it cannot but be aſ:

tisfaction unto them, to know this, although they can

not command their Minds or Tongues to an enquiry afte/

it. The Knowledge and Obſervance of an Election, (bé

the Radix known or unknown) muſt therefore be effectu

al and advantageous.

But, leaving theſe, perhaps too curious diſquiſitions,

as not very proper, or uſeful to my honeſt and well

meaning Sea-AMan, or for our vulgar Engliſh Readers;

for thoſe I foreſee will be the cheif Inſpectors of this diſ.

courſe. (And indeed I do not Calculate it for the Meri

dian of any Taller underſtanding.) I will now (and it

is but time to) come to an Example, the better to Illu-º

ſtrate this third way of making an Election. !

In
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Schema Ele'ſſionis.

- ‘’’. I 6 6 9.

%. - 2 December 17 °. 4h. 7'.

P. M.

Sub Latit, 51 o. 32".

2. O Hor. 3.

e D a >k G) ad A Y.

t -

- (3)

º N& 2, s”.

Sº a %3.”

Nthis Figure you ſee the Lord of the Aſcendant and

Moon (and pray think not that I do omit minding

the Moon tohave Cancer for her Houſe, and that jupiter

doth there receive Exaltation) are admirably well poſited,

and in the prime Angles of Heaven. The Moon alſo is

above the Earth, (which Haly ſays, is very profitable in

ſuch matters ) Very ſwift in motion, and in Trine

and Reception of jupier (an Eminent advantage in all Na

Val Expeditions) and happily transferrs the Light of Sol

and Mars by an amicable Beam unto him, promiſing all

Imaginable Felicity to the Voyage, or undertaking, de

igned by this Eleštion. , - -

Tis true, the Sun and jupiter are in Oppoſition from the

Aſſendant and ſeventh Angles: but that is not of force

ficient to deſtroy, or yet to much prejudice the De
- - D 2 ſigns
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ſign, by reaſon of theaforeſaid Noble Configurations, and

the happy transferrency of Influence mentioned.

Indeed, Saturn in the Ninth, ſhould, not only make

the Voyage ſomewhat more ſlow,than might be expected,

but a little improſperous alſo,had he not been Lord of the

Ninth Houſe, and his Languid Plumbeous Nature and In

fluence, ſo happily vivify'd by the preſence of Wenus,and

by the Sextile Ray of Mercury caſt unto him, a dignitati

bus jovis. -

To acquaint you with matter of Faët, (for this is no .

aſſumed, but a real Inſtance.) This Weſſel did then firſt

of all weighânchor for itsVoyage deſigned; but could not

then govery far, becauſe it was againſt the Tide. How

beit, it having ſo fortunate a beginning, its progreſs both

backward and forward was proſperous; and its return &

alſo was moderately ſpeedy, non obſtante Saturn his Po

ſition in the Ninth Houſe, and in a Fixed Sign. ...

Whence it is Obvious, that the

The Moon Governis Moon is to be preferred before the

of the Seas. §§ of the Ninth Angle, in anº

Election for a Sea-Voyage. She is:

indeed, the Lady of the Seas, and it is by her Magne

tique Virtue and Influence, that they both Ebb and Flow,

and in all things they are obedient to her Motion.

And thus you have all the three ſeveral ways of

Framingan Election taught you, and that I conceive very.

º ; which was the deſign of this particular Chapters
to CIO. º

A Nativity more No- To conclude this, It will not be

ble than a 3.#.", ami's to mind you here, that a Na.

Queſtion. Élé. tipity in theſe matters, is more No.
Étion. ble than an Horary Queſtion, as the

Root is more Excellent than the

Branch. And an Horary Queſtion is more worthy than

an Eleślion, ſingly and alone conſidered; as preventative,

Phyſick is preferrible before Curative,

CHAP. III.]
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C H A P. III.

1. Conſiſting of Aſtrological Rules and Aphoriſms, proper

for the right understanding the Succeſs or Misfortune of

any Ship at Sea, relating to the beginning of its Voyage;

or its Original Launching; or to an Horary Queſtion

of ſuch Ship or Weſſel, the beginning of whoſe Woyage is

not known, or the Nativity thereof to be had 5 or to

Elections, &c. thereunto belonging, ſo far as is diſcerna

ble by the Power of ſecond cauſes.

He Great and Manifold Hazzards that Princes and

- T Merchants do daily run at Sea, either by Enemies,

ill Weather, Rocks and Sands, Cºc. ſhould (methinks)

3 invite them to a ſerious minding of the Poſition of Hea

venand Stars, under which they beginſuch Eminent un

dertakings. -

And, that I may be the more ſerviceable unto Perſons,

of all Conditions, in ſo Eminent and Weighty an Affair,

and thereby yield ſome probable encouragement at leaſt,

unto ſo Noble and uſeful an Art as Navigation ; I will

(God permitting) in this Chapter, produce unto you,

ſome, of the many Aphoriſms left us by the Antient Sages

in this Science, relating to the Safety or Danger of all

Maritime Affairs. And for Methods ſake, I ſhall divide

this Chapter into the ſeveral Parts or Sečtions following.

1. Of the Diviſion of the Ship, and how the parts thereof

are Aſtrologically referred to the parts of the Zodiack,

according to the Arabian Haly. º -

2. Of the proper Significators of a Ship or Weſſel, both in

reſpect of a Queſtion, Election, &c. ºd

3. Of the ſeveral Arguments that promiſe ſafety or ſº

rity to a Ship either at, or going to Sea.

4. Of the Testimonies of Hazzard and Danger, that

Aſtrologically, attends all Maritime Affairs.

D 3 SECT,
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S E C T. I.

of the Diviſion of the Ship, and how the parts thereof,

are referred to the parts of the Zodiack.

Th; Learned Hay, from Pto- ||

Dt judicii, Aſiro. p. 3. lemy, refers the parts of a

tap. 14. fol. 115. Ship to the ſeveral parts of the

Zodiack, thus,-- Da Signum

'Y. Pećtoribus Navis, c. ei quodeſt ſub pećioribus modicum'ſ

verſus aquam, II. gubernaculo Navis, ºr . fundo Navis, Sl. i.

ſummitati Navis que ſtat ſuper aquam, º. Ventri Na- tº

vis, e. ei quod ſublevatur & deprimit de pettoribus Navis

in aqua, In, loco ubi morant Nauta, i. ipſi Naute, Nº. 1.

finibus exiſtentibus in Nave, *. Magiſtro Navis, *. Re

mis, (i. e.) Give (faith he] the Sign y. to ſignifie the

Breaſt of the Ship, and ſo of thereſt of the parts, as in tº

|

º

t

the following Scheam. |

^^. The Breaſt of the Ship. Tº

to . That part under the Breaſt

towards the Water.

II. The Rudder or Stern.

S3. The Bottom or Floor. vy. The Ends of the Ship.

Sl. The Top above Water. &. The Maſter or Captain.

#. The Belly. -* UK. The Oures.

+. The part above the Breaſt

of the Ship in the Water.

r

i

|

3

in. The place for the Marriners. *

1 . The Marriners themſelves. "

This Diviſion of Haly's, or Ptolemy's rather, was not.

wholly followed by Alkindus. For he, in theſe matters,

gave the Aſcendant to ſignifie the Breaſt of the Ship, and

the ſeventh Angle to repreſent the hinder part of the

- -- - - Ship, the Mid-Heaven to denote

Haly, pars 3, cap. the upper part of the Veſſel, and

# fol. 115. the fourth-Houſe to denote the Bot

• * tom of the Ship, or that part of her

which is under Water. Then, the four intermediate

" " ' ' ' ' ' ' Houſes
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Houſes between the Mid-Heaven, Aſcendant and fourth

Houſe, to ſignifie the right ſide of the Ship, viz. the 11th.

12th. 2d. and 3d. and the four ſuccedent and cadent

Houſes between the fourth. Houſe, the Occident, and

Aſid-Heaven, to fignifiethe left ſide of the Ship, &c.—-

Now, I am ſo far from fiding with one of theſe Learned

Authors againſt the other, that I know no reaſon but I

may embrace both their Opinions as to this matter. Nei

ther do they thwart, but ſtrengthen each other, and the

Truth alſo. For, the firſt Opinion, makes a Diviſion in

regard of the Signs of the Zodiack; the ſécond, in re

ſpect of the Houſes of Heaven. Nor is the one perfect,or

fit to be relied on, without the aſſiſtance of the other.

For the Houſes have their perfect and unalterable ſignifi

cations, (as both theſe Authors largely teach) as well as

the parts of the Zodiack. And, when AMorinus preten

lded to Demonſtratethis as Truth unto the World,(which

I muſt needs commend, with the Learned Oughthred,

for an Excellent piece of ſervice done, not only to this

Science, but to all the Sons of Art. Yet) he had been

more ingenious, I muſt needs ſay, and more Eminently

to have been extolled, had he related what others had

hinted at (in that matter, although not all out ſo happily)

before him. Nor do I find, that, that Great Philoſopher

and Phyſician hath made any remarkable Diſcoveries in,

or Additions to Aſtrology, beyond what the Ingenious

Cardan, and (before him) Ptolemy, and fundry Greek.

and Arabian Authors had done. 6. he hath had the

happineſs to live in an Age, wherein the Latine Tongue,

and perhaps Logique and 'Philjºy too, have been more

Eminently encouraged, and made uſe of, than in ſome of

ºtheir more Cloudy Days; and ſo he hath been enabled to

ſpeak the ſame things as they did, in more Curious,

* Apt and Quaint terms. I wiſh he had not let ſlip, (not

to ſay Exploded) many of the Excellent Pračtical Truths

that thoſe Worthy Fathers of this Art took great pains

to Advance and Promote. Morine was a Man fitted

- D 4 more
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more for Oratory, than Aſtrology, as by his Elevated

Mercury is ſufficiently Demonſtrable. And, his Nativº.

ty in a great many things, better beſpeaks his Parts and

Abilities, than his Book; although the one had but a ſmall

portion of time ſpent inits Erection, and the other Thir:

ty years in its Compiling. Not that I envy the Induſtry

and Pains of this Worthy Philoſopher, (for I am willing:

to pay him the Tribute of thanks for lending me in ma-.

ny things his Eyes) but wiſh only, that he had ſpent as

much time among Prattical, as Theorical Authors, in this:

Science, or had been ashappy as Cardan, or Gocleine,6%,

in the general Pračtice thereof. - |

º,

º

\

|

S E C T. H. t

of the proper Significators of a Ship or Veſſel, as well in
an Election, as Queſtion, &c.

QOme. Aftrologers are of Opinion, that the Aſcendant

S ſhall in all reſpects, ſignifie a Ship or Weſſel, be it

either in Queſtion, Nativity or Election. Others urge,

that the Moon and Aſcendant generally are Significators

of the State of the whole Ship and its ſoyage. So Haly.

Theſe are his words— Luna & Aſcendins generaliter.

ſunt ſignificatores totius Navis, & ſuorum ſtatuum, &c.

(i. e.) The Aſcendant and the Moon are generally the

ſignificators of the whole Ship, and of its ſucceſs, and .

the Lord of the Aſcendant ſhall ſignifie the Perſons Sail

ing therein.— Bomatus tells us, that we ought prin

cipally to have regard to the Moon. For, faith he,–

Ipſa habet participationem & ſignificationem in omni Prin

cipio, in omni Itinere, in omni Loco, in omni Tempore, in

omni Re, atq; in omni Hora, (i.e.) The Moon hath par

ticipation and ſignification in every Beginning, in every

-- - Journey,
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Journey, in every Place, in every Time, in ever

Thing, and in every Hour. So great is the Influence of

the Moon, ſhe being the Conveyer of all the other Pla

'nets Influxes tous, that ſhe is, by us, to be excluded no

thing, that hath relation to Humane Buſineſs or Aétion.

And it is no way to be doubted, but that the Aſcendant

and the Moon both, have a very great power and ſigni

fication of the good or bad ſucceſs that attends not only

Ships, &c. but all things under the Sun; as they ſhall

happen to be either afflićted or aſſiſted in your Figure.

But, of this more anon, when I come to the Third

Settion.

But then, by the leave of the Learned Haly, &c. I

muſt tell you, that it is thus to be underſtood only in

Elections, or in the Radix, or time of the firſt Launching

of a Ship. For in Queſtions concerning Veſſels or

|Iſoyages, &c. Not the Aſcendant, but ſeventh Houſe

ſhall poſitively ſignifie the Veſſel; That being the Grand

Angle of Matters or Buſineſs queſted, as caſting an op

poſite Ray to the Horoſcope, which ever muſt ſignifie the

Perſon Enquiring, or thing begun, &c. unleſs (to con

tradićt thereaſon hereof) we ſhould ſuppoſe the Ship of

a capacity to ſpeak, and ſo able to propound its own

Queſtion; Then indeed, the Aſcendant were proper

to ſignifie the Veſſel. But ſince all things inanimate, as

wanting the Organs of Speech, cannot therefore be

thought to deſire, much leſs to diſcourſe their Neceſſi

ties; we will therefore reſt ſatisfy'd, that there is anab

ſolute inability in them,either to Enquire,or Require,6-c.

Therefore the Aſcendant in matters of Queſtions, ſhall

only ſignifie the Perſon Enquiring; and the ſeventh An

gle ſhall ever repreſent the Ship or Veſſel enquired after.

And, this is the difference between a Qgeſtion, and a

Radix or Election, in an Aſtrological ſence. In the

Queſtion, there is a Perſon Interrogating, which the Af.

cendant (you have heard for what reaſon) muſt ever ſig

nifie. In a Radix or Elettion,there is no Perſon Enquiring,
an V
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any more than in the Figure of the Birth of a Man or

Woman: and therefore the Aſcendant therein (with our

Learned Arabian) ſhall repreſent the Veſſel or Ship.

That being the prime Angle, (or Point rather) upon, or

toward which the Coeleſtial Atoms make their Impreſſion

principally, to be diſtinguiſhed in time, by Effects of

Good or Bad Fortune, upon the Perſon or Thing born or

begun under it; as is tobe known by obſerving the true :

puntium temporis thereof. The Aſtrologer therefore, muſt .

vary his Rules or Aphoriſms in matters of Questions, from

thoſe of Eleftions and Radixes, by remembring (as he is +.

here taught)ever to take the ſeventh Angle in the place,

or ſtead of the Horoſcope; and the Lord of the ſeventh, ".

in the room of the Lord of the Aſcendant, and therewith

conſider, and apply thereto, the AMoons Configurations, :

together with her Applications and Separations, &c. and ºl.

you ſhall rarely fail (except through inadvertency) in 3

your Judgments. Further proof hereof, ſhall produce in

its proper place. {}

Thusare you informed of the proper ſignifications of 3

a Ship or Veſſel; and how they are to be varied in rela

tion to a Queſtion, Radix or Election, which was the ºf

buſineſs of this Section. - -

h;

º

S E C T. III. º

Aſtrological Aphoriſms, or Rules, of the ſafety of a

Ship, either at, or going to Sea; or at the time of its
firſt Launching. - ... k.

He Artift having well weighed the nature of the

T geſtion, and confidered and compared it with all

its Circumſtances, muſt firſt erect his Scheam of Hea

ven, with reſpect to the time it is propounded in, and ||

- - - Latitude
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Latitude of the place it is propounded under; and then,

either mentally, or otherwiſe, he muſt ſum up all the

Arguments of Happineſs and Misfortune he ſhall find

therein; and, according to the Major, or great number

of Teſtimonies, let him give his Judgment, either of

ºcceſs or prejudice. And to aſſiſt him the better here

in, let him well ponder the ſence and meaning of the

following Rules. -

1. When in your Figure you find the Principal Signifi

cators of a Ship or Weſſel, (you were acquainted which

they were before) and of the Men ſailing therein, to be

ſtrong and well poſited, and every way free from Affli

étion, you may then Judge ſafety and ſucceſs to the

Ship, and to the A4ariners alſo.

3. If the Aſcendant of the Figure ſhall befortunate,

and the Lord of the Aſcendant Unfortunate, and in ab

jećt places of the Heavens; Yº may then Judge that

the Ship or Weſſel ſhall do well, and arrive happily to its

intended Port, or Haven; but that there will happen

Dammage and Misfortune to the Men ſailing therein.

3. And, if you find in the Figure, the Moon, and the

Fortunate Stars Angular, and well affected, and the In

fortunes Cadent, and otherwiſe dejećted and oppreſſed;

you may then conclude, that the Ship and her Lading will

go very ſafe to her Harbour, or intended Port; and this

without any interruption. So happy is it, when you

find the Arguments of Miſchief under Hatches,and thoſe

of good ſucceſs, exalted.

4. If at any time you chance to find in your Figure,

the Arguments of ñº, and the Teſtimonies of danger .

to be equal; and that your Significations of ſafety hap to

be derived from the more Noble parts of the Figure, then

ſhall the Veſel in queſtion be wholly freed from the dan

gers menaced, although it fortune to be never ſo ſeverely

and ſmartly beſieged or encountered by them.

5. When you find that the principal ſignificators of

the Ship or Wiffel are ſwift in motion, and happilyintº
: ...", - - - O
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of the Fortunate Stars; and that thoſe Stars fortune to:

beingood places of the Figure above the Earth, the Ship.

flall then make both a ſpeedy and ſucceſsful Voyage.

Such an one, as ſhall be profitable to the Owners, and re

putable to the Maſter thereof, &c. and this ſhall be the

more Eminent and Conſiderable, if together herewith,

the Lord of the Second, and of the part of Fortune ſhall.

aſſiſt. -

6. Royal Fixed Stars upon the Angles of the Figure, at.

the time when any Ship or Veſſel is firſt Launched; or at:

the beginning of a Voyage,or its firſtYº... --

always denotes ſuch Ship or Voyage to be more than or

dinary famous for, and in Aćtion and Buſineſs; and to

be capable of doing and enterprizing ſomething, beyond

...what other Ships docommonly promiſe, or are known to

perform. l

7. In Sea-Voyages, or in matters of Maritime con:

cern, it is moſt natural and proper for Signs of the Wał

try Trigon to aſcend the Horoſcope; (chiefly Cancer: that

being, not only the Manſion-houſe of the Moon, but the

Exaltation of jupiter, as by the foregoing Syſtem is

taught.) And if the Moon be above the Earth, in good

Aſpect, viz. Sextile or Trine thereunto, and free from

all Oppreſſions of the Unfortunate Stars; there is then no

fear or doubt, but happineſs will attend ſuch Voyage. .

8. When the Degrees of the Horoſcope, Aſid-Heaven,

Sun and Moon, the Lord of the Horoſcope and Diſpoſiter

of the Moon, are found to be ſuch, as Aſtrologers term,

Light, Maſculine, and Encreaſing Fortune, (for there

are ſuch particular affections to parts of the Signs, as

well as to the whole Sign, as I ſhall elſewhere prove.)

A Ship then ſetting ſail, weighing Anchor, or being then

Launched, will (in its Life, or Voyage) meet with ſplen

did Honour and Succeſs, other Arguments of good For

tune herewith concurring.

9. Moveable Cardinal Signs poſeſing the Horoſcope of

your Figure, (if other Teſtimonies but moderately:
- Cur

-

- - -
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cur) do declarea Happy, Proſperous, and Swift Voyage

to a Ship then ſetting fail. The ſame occurring at the

Launching of a Ship, denotes it to be excellently happy

for ſervice and ſailing. -

10. The Sun, Moon, jupiter, Venus, &c. in your

Aſcendant, or Mid-Heaven, or, the Lord of the Aſcen

dant in the Tenth, or Lord of the Tenth in the Aſcendant

ever declares Fortunate Weſſels at their firſt Launching;

and, if it thusº at the beginning of Sea-Voyages,

irportends not only good ſucceſs to the Ship or Veſſel, &c.

but Preſages great Honour to the Commander thereof,

and advantage to the Labourious and Induſtrious Mari

nërS.

11. Many Fortunate Stars in the Eleventh Houſe, well

beholding the Part of Fortune, the ſecond Houſe or their

Lords, always declares the Ship or Veſſel to be ſuccesful

in Merchandizing, and that the Owners of ſuch Ship ſhall

grow Rich apace by her. Such Poſitions in a Man of

War, ſhews her Wićtorious, and to be Maſter of many

Prizes, and over many Enemies.

12. The Moon in Sextile, Quadrate, or Trine of the

'Sun, jupiter or Wenus, increaſing in Light and Motion,

denotes admirable ſailers; and makes alſo, very auſpi

cious and ſpeedy Voyages. And, if ſhe happen not to

be in her Detriment, or, in via Combuffa; but on the

contrary, freefrom all manner of Afflićtion, and Poſited

in a good part of Heaven, the ſucceſs and ſwiftneſs

thereof, will be the more remarkable. -

13. The Moon with Mercury in the ſecond Houſe, or

lingood Aſpect unto it, or to the Lord thereof; or, their

being in Conjunction in the Tenth Houſe, in amicable Po

ſition of the ſecond, or of his Lord, declares Fortunate

and Proſperous Voyages; and likewiſe portends ſuch Weſ.

ſºlº to be thriving and ſucceſsful, that are ſo Launched.

14. When you find the Moon in good Aſpect of Mars

ſupra Terram, and in an Airy or Fiery Sign, it declares

a Weſſel ſo Launched, or then ſetting Sail for a Voyage,
- [O

º
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to have, not only ſucceſs againſt, or freedom from Ene.

mies, but a Vićtory over them: and it alſo adds Courage

and Confidence to the Commander and Sea-man:
15. The Fortunate Planets in the Oriental Quarter o

Heaven, or above the Earth, and the Infortunes in th:

Occidental, or under the Earth, declares ſucceſs to a Weſ.

fel ſo Launched, or ſetting Sail, &c. at theº
or in the firſt part of its Voyage, or Life; but, toward.

the latter part of either, an Eclipſe thereof. |

* Note here, good Reader, that it is in Astrology,

in Grammar. There is no General Rule but admitsof

an Exception. And therefore the Artiſt muſt be ſure in

his Judgment upon things of this Nature, not to pro

nounce Happineſs raſhly, or, upon one ſingle Teſtimo

ny, to a Ship, or Voyage, but conſider the Argument;

or Exceptions againſt hisRule for ſucceſs, as well as that

alone; and ſo doing, he may (by Gods aſſiſtance) pro:

ceed to give his Opinion or Judgment thereon determi

nately, and for the Honour of Truth. - -

º

|

S E C T. IV.

Shering the ſeveral Arguments of Danger, which Aſtro

logically attend any Ship or Veſſel from the time of its

firſt Launching, Weighing Anchor, &c.

Hº acquainted you with the ſeveral Ar

guments of good ſucceſs, that impends over Veſ:

fels, at the time of their firſt Launching, &c. (and I,

need not Apologize that I began with them, ſince happi

nels ought to have the precedency of Misfortune, at

leaſt in the eſteem of Men, let them be never ſo ſeverel

in the Study and Fraćtice of Philoſophy; Good beingever

preferrible to Evil.) I come now to preſent you with
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the moſt Eminent Teſtimonies of Danger that naturally

attends ſuch Eminent A&tions; hoping thereby to aſſiſt

Mankind how to prevent many of the Misfortunes the

are conſtantly ſubject unto, by a non-obſervance of

the Principiums of ſuch great Affairs. And beginning

with the 55 Aphoriſm of Ptolemy's Centiloquium for

the Eaſe and Benefit of the Artiſts Memory, I ſhall

give you them Aphoriſtically, as I did the other.

1. The Malignant Influence of Mars againſt Ships is

diminiſhed, when he is placed neither in the Mid-Heaven,

or Eleventh Angle ; In thoſe places if he be poſited, the

Weſſel will be deſtroy'd by Pirates: But if the Horoſcope

be afflićted by any Martial Fixed Stars, the Ship will

then be burned. - - - - -

2. When you find the ſignificators of a Ship or Weſſel,

weak and infortunated of the Malefiques, (for there is a

great difference between aNegative and a Poſitive weak

fineſs of a Planet) and in ill places of the Heavens alſo;

much danger then attends,not only the Weſſel or Ship that is

then Launched, or ſo ſetting fail,or weighing Anchor, &c.

but of all things or perſons in her, or belonging to her;

if not a total or abſolute loſs of both them and her too.

3. If in your Figure you find, a Malevolent Planet ha

wing Dignities in the Eighth Houſe, to be poſited in the

Aſcendant; or, that the Lord of the Aſcendant ſhall be

| poſited in the Eighth ; or in evil Aſpect of the Lord of

the Eighth, Twelfth, Sixth, or Fourth Houſes; all theſe

declare the Loſs or Ruine of the P'ºffel, and of all things

| inher, or at leaſt a very great hazzard thereof. Nor can

ſuch Shipbe ſucceſsful either to Commander or Sea-men.

4. When in the Figure you find the Moon to be under

the Suns Beams, applying to Combuſtion, or in that part

!of Heaven called the Combuff-way; or otherwiſe afflićted

under the Earth, you may then be bold to pronounce

lº. Danger and Misfortune, to attend ſuch Ship or Weſ.

ſel, that is ſo Launched, or that under ſuch a poſition ei

|ther weigheth Anchor, or ſets fail. -

5. If
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5. If at any time you happen to find the Aſsendant

and Moon unfortunate in the Figure, aud the Lord of the

Aſcendant to be ſtrong and well poſited; The Ship is then

likely to be in a bad condition, and to encounter many

misfortunes; but her Lading, and the Men in her, will||

do well, and come off without much prejudice. |

6. When the Infortunes ſhall be in Angles or ſuccedent

parts of the Figure, and the Fortunes happen to be Ca

aent, &c. the Veſſel that is then Launched, will be ſub

jećt to many Eminent misfortunes; or, the Ship that is:

then weighing Anchor for a Voyage, will receive veryº

ſignal and remarkable prejudice therein. And (let the

induſtrious Artiſt be but careful to obſerve it;

and he ſhall find) the misfortune will happen upon that

part of the Veſſel, ſignified by the Sign where the Infor.

tune is poſited. -

7. If the Infortune threatning Danger, be Saturn; In

a Radix, or the Launching of a Ship, he menaceth it

with a troubleſome, but a #. Life, and that it ſhall be

ſplit or ſunk, before it have done or performed any Emil

nent or Conſiderable Service. In a Veſſel ſetting ſail for

a Voyage, he declares it to be improſperous, and in great

danger of ſinking, running into Sands, or ſplitting, &c.

and that the Men ſhall either be drowned, or elſe ſubjećt.

to very much ſorrow and hardſhip: unleſs their own par

ticular Fates are contradićtory to the general Fate of the

Ship; then (indeed) they may eſcape with the leſs haz

zard or miſchief. - !.

8. But when the Infortune threatning danger, ſhall be

Mars, and he in any of his Eſſential Dignities, or aſpe

º place where he hath power, or elſe poſited in an

Earthly Sign, he then portends the ſame prejudices that

Saturn did, but with much greater violence: and, before.

the Cataſtrophe of the Peſſel, he declares many remarka

ble and various troubles to happen unto it.:

9. If Mars ſhall be found to afflićt the Lords of the

Chief Angles of the Figure, and the Diſpoſiter of the

- - AM00m

/.
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Main alſo, the Men that ſail in the Ship, ſhalkbein very

great dread of their Enemies, and that in ſuch a manner,

whementur trºpidabunt, that they ſhallexceedingly treme,

ble by reaſon of them; ºr gºintſ; rºoſ, 3 ºf gia,

Io. If,together with this afflićtion of Aſars, there hap.

pen other Årguments of Evil in theißfloreſaid Parts or

Signs, there will then be Quarrelling, Gontroverſies,

Wounds, and ſeveral Thefts committed, among the

Men of the Ship, and thereby they will give advantagº.
to their Enemies: they will (underſtićh Poſitions) baal.

ways putting Fraudsipon, and ſºuthgofioneºgnºliet,

Butthis chiefly, when%; iniSiglièq&H

Preſenting the upper part of the Shipirgi'ſ ... oºſſibio?

ii. But if it fortune that Saturn do afflićt after the

ºne manner, as before we have ſaid of Marºtheſe

withen alſo happen many. Thefts and Knavery's in the

º aud fundry of the forementietied Miſchiefs, but

ºf ſo violent, and together: therewith, tedious and

ſoubleſome Voyages; but yet there will be no blood:

iſitdin the Weſſel. … º. º. 4; ( ) º). L. ºſiſ *o

12. When the Signs Infortunated happen to be in the

Mid-Heaven and Aſcendant, and Aſars prove the affli

ſing Planet, the Veſſel will then be burnt, either by ae

ſident within it ſelf, or elſe will be extreamly torn and

ſhatterd, nay poſſibly deſtroyed by the force of her Ene:

nies, and the Captain or Prime Officer thereof, ſlain;

(except,as formerly I noſed, his particular Fate ſhall con

kid againſt the general Fate of the Ship;to preſerve him;

Witthen ſhall he not eſcape without great danger) to di

iſguiſh herein,you muſt conſult Aſar, his Relation in the

Figure, viz. whether he have better Dignities in the

#leventh, than in the Seventh Høgſe, a But if Saturn be

the oppreſſing Planet, then extremity of Weather, or

ſºme Leak ſpringing, or accidental running on the

ocks, &c. will either greatly: diſtreſs, or deſtroy the

ºftly or elſe a tedious Captivity will attend her; chiefly,

if the Lord of the Twelfth concur in ſignification. . . . If
- - E 13.
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* {3. If Mars beina Humane Sign, the Ship ſhall then.

be burnt by the Power and Fury of her Enemiesin Fight,

(if Marsin your Figure be Lºrd of the Seventh Houſe).

or by accident from ſome of the Men within her : Ānā.

the danger ſhall begin in that part of her, ſignified by the

Place, or Sign, that A4ars is poſſeſſed of in the Heavens.

at the time of Launching, &c. - -.

14. But if Saturn ſhall be the threatning Planet, in the

ftead of Mars, and hej in the Mid-Heaven, the .

Ship will then be eitherfunk,0r very much dammaged by

violent Winds and Weather, by bad Sayls, &c. and the

Impediment or Prejudice, will be greater or leſſer, acº

cording to the Dignity or Debility of the Infortune (b.

it either Saturn of Mars) and his remotion from, or pro.

pinquity to, the Beamsof the Fortunate Stars. º

tº When the Lordof the Eighth ſhall Infºrtunate th:
Lord of the Aſcendant, or the Lord of the Aſcendant oi.

Moon ſhall be in the Eighth, the danger that will ther;

happen to the Veſſel, will be of the Nature of the Lori.

of the Eighth, (i. e.) if the Lord of the Eighth ſhallop.

preſs the Lord of the Horoſcope,the Moon,or her Diſpoſ.

- ter; it betokens the Death of the principal Officer of the

Ship, viz. the Captain or Maſter thereof; and many

other infelicities will befal the Ship, and the Perſons and

things therein. . . ". . . .

tº ſº. When the Lord of the Aſcendant, the Moon, and

her Diſpoſiter and the Lord of the Ninth, ſhall be ſlow:

in Motion, then will the Ship or Veſſel, in all probability.

make a very longand tedious Voyage, and of little pro

fit to the Owners. Chiefly, if the Lords of the Angles,
fortune to be ſlow in Motion alſo."

-

17. If it chance to fall out, that there be in the Figurd

Enmity between the Lord of the Aſcendant and Diſpoſi

ter of the Moon, and no reception happen between them,

nor yet any aſſiſtance from the Benevolent Planets; then

will the Sea-men or Marriners Contend or Quarrel with

each other, and there will be great Diſcord, Grumbº
-

- all
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ind Murmuring, between the Captain, or Maſter, and

them: And they, whoſe Significator is the ſtrongeſt and

beſtpoſited, ſhall prevail (i. e.) if the Lord of the Aſ

tendant be moſt powerful, the Sea-men will prevail, and

overcome their Superiors: (we have known it too true,

that ſometimes a Mutiny or Rebellion hath proſpered.

But, if the Diſpoſiter of the Moon be ſtrongeſt, the

Captain, Maſter, and Officers of the Ship, will have the

letter, and ſhall, with little trouble, hanſomly reduce

ºniº, and Sea. men to Obedience, and good
der. - -

18. WWhenviolent fixed Stars ſhall be upon the Aftem

dant, or with the Sun, Moon, or in Oppoſition to anyo

the principal parts of the Figure, at the time of firſt

launchingof a Ship, or, at a Weſſels firſt ſetting Sail,&c.

much Violence, and fundry various Hazzards attend ſuch

Weſels or Voyages. * ... -- - - -

| 19. If the Moon ſhall be in Conjunétion, Quadrate, or

* of Saturn or Mercury, at the Lauriching of ā

Ship, or at the beginning of a Voyage, it declares much

iſºlicity to befal it in its Progreſs: And, unleſs other

Teſtimonies interpoſe, the abſolute loſs of the Weſſel,

fier by Enemies, or ill weather; according to the re.
htions of thoſe Planets in the Figure. But, if there be

Arguments of ſafety to theº in general, it ſhall (by

Gods bleſfing) eſcape both Captivity and Submerſion.

Howbeit, it ſhall undergo much Hardſhip, Labour, Dif.

ficulty and Trouble; and ſometimes, (Saturn being the

Natural Significator of Indigence and Poverty; and is

ſº to purpoſe, when he oppreſſeth the Significator of

Aćtivity and Induſtry, &c.) may be driven to a want

ºr ſcarcity of Wićtuals and freſhwater; or, at the leaſt,

i want of that which is good and fit for their nouriſh
ment and uſe. .

, 20. If, in your Figure, you find the part of Forture,

the part of Súbſtance, and their Lords to be unfortunate,

ſuch afflićtion threatens much Loſs and Dammage to the

-- E 2 - Maſter
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Maſter and Owners of the Veſel, in the Commodities of

º ... . * . . . ; , Goods, with which the Ship is La

. &Nºmi. wºden.H. And, here, let me adviſe

. . . . . , the nimble Artist, that he donor tº

- confidentſy explode the Arabian parts, &c. but conſideſ

wiſely, whether they are not to be admitted as aſſiſting

Cauſes, of good or bad Fortune, and whether they, i.

Conjunction with othermore powerful ones, do not, only

remarkably add weight, but turn the Scale too, in many,

Aſundane Effects? If Éxperience may bear any Teſt,

monie, that ſpeaks loudly for the Truth hereof. Many

will ſay, no Reaſon can be rendred of ſuch things. If

by reaſon, they mean, a Logical Demonſtration, it will

bé as hard thereby, to prove that twice two makes four,

But, if by Reaſon, they mean a probable Analogy ſº,

ſome certain Mathematical, or Geometrical Truth, why

may not a part proportional be as well drawn from th;

Sun, Moon, and Aſcendant, &c. as from any 4-ithm:

tical Alºuerov, or Numbers known and given? I,#
this to ſome apparent, reaſonable, andišić alſo?'

But, if nothing were to be urged for proof of it, ſave

Experience only; we are not to rejećt fair and known

Truths, becauſe we can give no Philoſophical Reaſon for

them. Then, what would become of the Load-Stout.

Weapon-Salve, Ebbing and Flowing of the Sea 2 cum milk

tis aliis, &c. Sith the beſt of Philoſºphers have ever,

been, are, and perhaps ever will be, in queſt after the

Reaſon of theſe Matters. And, ſince we are neceſſitated,

many times, to allow of a Faith in Natural Knowledge,

how much more then ought we to admire and adore Thtſ.

logy, which by that Diviſie Clue, brings us, from allou:

tróubleſome Enquiries here below, unto the Habitation

of God and Angels? But to my purpoſe again, from

whence I digreſſed. -

21. When the Lord of the Second ſhall be remote from

his Second, and alſo from the ſecond Houſe from th:

AMoon; and the Lord of the Part of Fortune, tº.
- froſſ
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from the Part of Fortune, (i. e.) Cadent from them or

in Quadrate or Oppoſition to them; Significat quod.hithm,

'viſin, indigentiam, &c, it betokens " ' " 'º'

(althmy Author) want of Wićtuals, * Haly, de judiº:

ind of common Neceſſaries for the Airºrum. . . .

Samen and Paſſengers. And if theſe . . . .” ”,

things happen in Watry Signs, there will be a ſcarcity of

Frth Water fit for their uſe: If in Earthy Signs, or thoſe

ºf the Airy Trigon, then will they be pút to it for want

ºf Wićtuals and Fireing, by reaſon whereof, much!trou

tle and diſcontent will befal them. . . . . . .

12. When Mars ſhall be weak in the Figure of Hea

ºn, at the Launching of a Man of War, or, at the

ſetting Sail of any Veſſel, Aſerchants Ship, or Other, and

in laſpect of the Aſoon and Lord of the Aſcendant, it

irdares ſeveral troubles to ſuch Weſſel, and ſhews them

ilways to be worſted by their Enemies in Fight.

13. The Aſoon ſlow in Motion, and in ill aſpect of Sa

turn or Mars, though other Trſtimonies are moderately

Fromiſing, it intimates to a Ship then Launched, or

£iting Sail, &c, a troubleſom and doubtful Fate, or

Voyage: And ſhews likewiſe that the Sea-men which ſhall

te, or go, inher, to be much out of heart, deſponding

and deſpairing of either ſucceſs or ſecurity. . . .

14. All the Planets ſlow in Motion, and under the

Earth, at the time when any Ship is firſt Launched, Por

ºndit to be a Veſſel but of obſcure Fame, and of very

or and mean Aćtion. . If, at the beginning of any

Voyage, they happen to be.ſo found, they demonſtrate

f to be tedious and ſlow, and in many things improſpe

IOUS, Cloudy, and unſucceſsful. Howbeit, the Fate of

the Former, and Succeſs of the Latter, ſhall prove bet

ſer at the laſt, than at the firſt.

25. The Dragons-Head is to be conſidered in theſe Judg

ments, as an adjuvant Teſtimony of Good, and the Dra

ºn Tail is ever known to encreaſe Arguments of Evil.

E. 3. - - 26. Whe
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26. When D Azimene, Pitted, Void, or Smoa.

ky Degrees aſcend the Horoſcope, under which a Ship is

firſt Launched, or doth ſet Sail for a. a Cloudy

Fortune will attend the Former, with ſeveral notable hat.

zards, &c. and, it is to be feared, that much Miſchief

and unluckineſs will befal the Latter, before its return.

home. Chiefly, if, together herewith, other Arguments.

ConCur. - º

... To conclade, you muſt ever remember, to obſerve,

in all your Judgmentsof this Nature, the Major Number,

of Teſtimonies, whether they be for Good or Evil For

tune, and by them you are to guide your Opinion in allº

matters Aſtrologically. If the Major Number of Teſti.

monies be for Good, then there is no doubt (by Gods:

Bleſſing) of Proſperity to the Ship, or Voyage. If the

greater Number of Arguments be for Evil, then an un

Tucceſsful Voyage, or Veſſel, is to be feared. And, in

this Latter, can you do better, than either to perſwade

};" Querent to let the Voyage alone, or elſe to ſave him.

elf by Inſurance? And, in the Former, you may con 9

fidently give encouragement, and (when the worſt is:

doubted or dreaded) perſwade him to keep his premium

AMoney. Thus have you all the (neceſſary) Aguments,

both of Good and Evil, of Encouragement and Diſ.

couragement, proper and pertinent to this moſt weighty

and confiderable purpoſe. And ſo I have finiſhed my

Theorical Part of this Treatiſe, and ſhall in the next

Chapter endeavour to improve it (for the Artiſts eaſe,

and the Worlds benefit) with Variety of Prattical Ex

amples. - - - - - - - - - - . . . .

CHAP. IV.
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c H A P. Iv.

In which you have the Truth of theformer pºint ill

ſtrated, and made goodby ſundry Famous Inſtances and

* Examples; being ; many certain Experiments of the

writy of Caleftial Influences. . . . . . .
**

º,º
- - -- - - -

ſº - - - ". . . . .

- A Nd, as I have proceeded in the Theorical§.
|A a tripartite diſtinčtion, ſo I ſhall here§: s

aſſiſtance) endeavour to make that good in a triple Divi.

ſon of Proofs or Experiments, by applying§to their

ſeveral Parts therein, &c. a

º

- - rº. -

- - - ** 1: . . . .

|

I. IO Nativities, ---, -º

l 2. In «10 Elections, X of Ships or Veſſels.

º 3, 20 Queſtions, 2’

t

: Not, but that I could in the room of theſe, if it were

needful, produce Hundreds of Examples of this Nature,

... that have happily occur'd to me in my almoſt Forty years

º Pradice of A#rology. But preſuming theſe to be, poſ

. ſibly, ſuper-ſufficient for the proof of the Matter in Que

flion, or under Diſcourſe, rather; I ſhall not trouble my

ſelf to multiply Inſtances, but reſt ſatisfy'd with theſe

few, as having thereby ſhewn the Ingenious Merchant,

and Induſtrious Sea-man a way, how he may (ſub Deo)

befriend himſelf in the beginning of his greateſt Maritime

Affairs. And ſo I come to my Examples.

zº

- -

-

* , SECT, I.
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S E C T. I. - º

of the Nativities of Ten Excellent Ships, ſome of which

have ſeen their Fates already; and others of them, have

#.ucceſ; or AMisfortune, (into which they are liable)

ºbiºga, Aſtrologically. ‘’’ ‘’’ ‘’’. ‘’-

*

ut, before I begin, I muſt re. wet you to bear in

ID."mid,"T thºof.Ship or Weſel (as I -

have formerly told you)is that Time, in which it was firſt

Launchedafter its being Built; it receiving then the Im.

fºllº.
âts Succeſsor Misfortuneeyer afterwards; the Water

being that flement, in, and by, which it ſhall be more

jā’īāśiñº, and iai receive according;
Honour or diſhonour, &c. e------------

I. NATIYITY, is that of the Galat ship card the Defiance.
21––a tri---- i. - l

i T- →

-

JC -

- , 69/A * * *-*. - Y - N - , ,

- ſº. - - ‘. . . . - -

- - * *
- - - - -- * * > ... --- **

-

-- - ºr a 2 - - , --> -- . . . . . .
- - - -Yºw a ºf . . . ... • . º

-

-

-

*

'' { * :- - - - - * -

!. . Sºil .574 -->

/ & The DEFIANCE Fri

º' gat Launched at Diptſya,
-3°. 3.- : . . . . . . . . . . . .

|… tºº. 1666.J.

v. .. Marth:28%. 3h. 34. P. M. lº

is . . . º. 2 Rar. Aftr. H. : ::... . . .
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Having in my Ephemeris for 1670. Printed this Emi

nent Example, I ſhall here Tranſcribe the ſame verbatim,

that I therein ſaid of this Noble veſſel, , , , , ...,’

. This Gallant Ship was firſt Launched at the time with

in mentioned; and then began to receive the Impreſſion

of the Stars, for its Action and Duration in the World.

The Nativity of it was inauſpicious, as you may ſee by

that reciprocal Argument of Miſcheif, ſo Fatal in all Coe

leſtial Figures, viz. The Lord of the Aſcendant in the

Eighth, and Lord gf the Eighth in theſiſtendant.....

Haly adviſes usin fiverything we begin, to ſee that

the Aſoon be not in any ill condition...And fol. 333. de

jud. Aftr. numbers up ten waysſheº be ſaid to be

ill; and, in this very Figure, I find her ſuffer in three of

them directly. (1.) In her being Cadent froman Angle.

(2.) As in the Terms of the Infortunes; to which Imay

! add, ſhe is with Violent and Tempeſtuous Stars. (3.) By

being void of Courſe. J . . . . . . . . -- ". . . .

The ſame Author.tells us inanºther place, That inan

Election (or Nativity of this kind) we ought notby any

means, to place either of the Infortunes in the Aſcendant,

or in any of the Angles. Theſe are his words. --— Ne

ſint Infortunia in Aſcendente, nec in aliquo Angulorum.

But herein we find his advice directly oppoſed: for both

the Infortunes are in Angles, and the Dragons Tail alſo.

He further ſays, Aſcendens fgnificat imitium ilius cuju,

ºff res, & Dominus Aſcendentis, Medium; & Dominus

Domini Aſcendentis ſignificat finem illius cujus eſt res. And

herein, the Reciprocal and Receptional poſition of the

Lord of the Eighth, and Lord of the Aſcendant expound

the Rule exactly as ſhall appear by the matter of Faët,
which was thus.-- - . .

As ſoon as this curious Built Ship was fitted for Service,

that Honourable and Valiant Perſon, Sir Robert Holms,

was Graced with the Command of her, or ſhe rather,

with ſucha Worthy Commander. And in her he bravely

Fought the Dutch, and did Gallant Service againſt them,
- - 3S
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as well in open Sea, as at the Ply. You ſee the Mºon

is in Trine of Mars, making her ſucceſsful enough for

Aćtion, though not for Duration. For after all the No.

ble Services performed in her, ſhe was laid up in Har

- bour in the Thames; where, on De--

vid. Ptol, cinliloq; cember the 8th, 1668. ſhe (being

Mph. 55. then not full three years old) was,

- by an unhappy accident Fired, and

make uncapable of Service.

We have an old Proverb, which ſays, Tide will ſta

for no Man. And it is true; but if one Tide be not fit

for the favouring fo Eminent a matter, as the Launchin

of ſuch a Ship, it had been nogreatinjury to havetarried

for another. But now this Gallant Ship is loſt, it is too

late to complain. - -

Any one vers'd in Aſtrology will tell you, That at the

very time this Veſſel was burned, it laboured under the

malicious Influences of two bad Directions, viz. The

Aſcendant to the Body of Mars, and the AMoon to the

Pleiades. And; what if I ſhould tell you, That the en

vious Planet Saturn, was juſt upon the Aſcendant in its

Revolutional Figure for that year? It is true. And is al.

waysdangerous, as well in the Nativities of Ships, as of

Men, when ill Direţiions happen.— Theſe are no illu,

.# Impoſtures, but concluding Truths...And, I could |

wiſh that Aſtrology were more univerſally underſtood, `

that ſuch EminentDangersmight be ſhund and avoided;

or, at the leaſt, mitigated.—— -

By this Inſtance we find, that the Influences of the

Stars extend themſelves to Things, as well as Men: And

that there is nothing in Art or Nature, but is guided (ful

Deo) by Aſtral Power. . . . - s

II. NATI
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HI. NATIVITY, is of the good Ship called Charles
the Second. -

CHARLES the Second,

Launched 1663.

& March 3°. ah. 48'.

P. M.

Sub. Lat. 51°. 32'.

Hor, Aſir. ©.

D a vac, ad k h.

That this good Ship fromits Radix, ſhould be, not on

ly Fortunate, but, in its kind, Honourable alſo, a Kingly

Sign Aſcending, and a Regal Star º: Cor Leonis) ri

fing therewith, and the Sun, Iord ereof, in Reception

of jupiter and Venus, with Venus her Partil Trine to the

Horoſcope, do very naturally declare,— Add hereunto,

that ſhe was Launched in hora Solis. And what if I ſhould

tellyou, that it may be looked on, as an Omen of Good,

in that it ſo exactly correſponds with the Good Things,

in the Geniture of that Glorious Martyr, KingCharles the

Firſt, whoſe Horoſcope is the ſame herewith toaDºi,
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The Moon in the Dignities of Mars, in Sextile of Sa'

turn, makes it not only Eminent for Aëtion, but Dura. |-

tion too. -

If any one will tell me, that Saturn in º. is very

ſtrong, which fignifies the Enemies of this good Ship;

and that the Sun is weak in the Eighth Houſe; and that

Saturn is Superiour to the Sun, both in Power in this Fí.

gure and in Order of the Ptolemaick Syſtem of the World.

Iſhall tell them again,that Saturn is in the ſixth Houſe; (the

Houſeof Bondage and Slavery) and although the AMoon

give virtue to him, yet Mars, the Diſpoſiterof the Moon,

infeſts and afflićts him by a Dexter Quadrate: and that

the Sun is in Noble reception of jupiter, (a Planet on the

Medium Caliin this Figure) and of Venu, who is Lady

of the Angle of Honourand Aëtion; and that Venus, the

only Friend in this Figure (by her Trigonal Beam to the º

Horoſcope) is in great reception of AMars; all which toge:

ther with jupiter his being in reception of the Lady of

the Mid-Heaven, declare it to bea Ship of Eminent Šer

vice and Duration, and of Great and Honourable per

formance; giving Honour to ſuch as ſhall Command in

her, after an extraordinary manner, and alſo betokens

her to be a Vićtor over all Enemies ſhe ſhall Encounter

with. * * * *

If the AMoon be Hylech, Mars is Alchocoden of this

Noble Ship, (and what can be better in the Nativity of

a Man of War?) and he being Angular, declares her to

live gloriouſly his great years, and generally, to prove a

Terrour to her Enemies. And, hark thee good Reader,

do not think but I know, what 6. and º. in Domo 4°.

means ? and it is no uncommon thing, for a Glorious

Morning Sun, that continues his Brightneſs and Claritude

the whole day, to ſet Cloudy in the Evening. º

* . .

* - .

- - - - - - - - - -
-

, , ; ; ; ,
* -

* , * ,
--

- -

,
- ?

--

- -

III. NATH
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II. NATWITY, is of the Lyal Londºn.
I

ºf .. "

|The Loyal LONDON, N

| Launched at Deptford,
. . . . . . C.: ; 3 - “... iſ: ... i.i. *-

I 6 6 6.

-6) June io near high noon, 13 |, . . . . ;

his hour juſt thiring... -

Sub Eltvat. 5 tº. 32'.

-

* . . . . . . .

In this Figure of Heaven we find, that the Moon is in

Oppoſition to the place of Mars, in the Geniture of the

City of London, whoſeName this curious Veſſel did bear.

And things of this Nature, are as properly to be compa

| red with their Originals, as Childrens Nativities are to

be conſidered with their Fathers Radixes; and this courſe

all the Learned in Aſtrology, unanimouſly Warrant.

. The Misfortunes attending this Veſſel, are plainly in

cluded in our ſecond Aphoriſm of Caution againſt ills,

which before I preſented you withal. Mars is in the

Aſcendant of this Scheam, and in Quadrate Aſpect of the

Sun in the Mid-Heaven, and both of them Dignified!"
*- -------------- - the
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the Eighth Houſe, which Astrologically portended a ſhort

Life to this curious built Veſſel. And accordingly, when

, the Sun was directed to the Quadrate of AMars, and the

Aſcendant to his Body, cum & ſine Latitudine, this Ship

was unfortunately burnt at Chattam in the River of

Thames, in ſomewhat above a years time after its firſt

Launching, Compare the unhappy Fate of this Ship

with Aphoriſm the 11th. of Danger, &c. and tell me

if it agree not exactly therewith.

In the Genitures of ſhort-liv'd Ships, as were this, and

the Defiance before-mentioned, there is no more uſe of

an Alchocoden, than in thoſe of ſhort-liv'd Perſons.

IV. NATIVITY, is of Sir William Petty's Double

Bottom'd S HIP. -

si, williamPºº. -

jº. Ship, Nº.

faunched 1664- -

1h.

× Dictmber 22”
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In the Nativity of this curious, but uncouth Weſſel,

wefind as well the Decanate as Terms of Saturn to aſ:

cend the Eaſtern Finitor; and the Pleiades, a violent tur

bulent Cöſtellation there. The Moon was in Oppoſition of

Saturn and Mercury, and carrying their Light to the Sun,

by the ſame unhappy Beam; and Venu, Lady of the Ho

roſcope, is in Conjunètion with Cauda Draconis, in Domo

Saturni. All which, by Aphoriſms the 4, 6, 17. 18.

before-mentioned, were dangerous, and denoted a ſhort

Life and a violent Death, to this neat built Weſſel. And

accordingly, notwithſtanding the Rarity and Curioſity

of her Contrivance, ſhe was not ſuffered long to pleaſe

the eyes of the World. For in, or about the middle of

November 1665. viz. a Year and a Month from its firſt

Launching, it was caſt away in a violent Storm about

Tarmouth-Road.-- It is obſervable, That Saturn was

- then on the oppoſite Point of the Moon in the Nativity

thereof. , A Tranſit very dangerous indeed, becauſe they

are therein in Oppoſition Radically. For Direction, the

Mºon you ſee was near the Oppoſite Points of Aſercury

:the Sun. And, I can tell you, that both in Men and

Things, the Influence of Mercury is oftner felt than his

Body is ſeen. And in this Nativity he may reaſonable

be eſteemed an Enemy : Eſpecially, as having the Sun

and Saturn for his Co-partners.

Aftrologers need not wonder that I do not trouble my

ſelf about the Alchocoden in his Geniture, any more than

in the laſtmentioned one : It being, like unto that, a Na

tivity of ſhort Life,

W. NAT; ;
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. . . ii. º 'º', ; . . . . . .

V. NATIVITY, is of that Gallant Ship, called: the

… ºiºi,ED GAR, Launched at Briſtol. . … Lºº

--> -º º, ! : "… . . . . . . . ºneſi: ; Si3:... . ºf ... "

t * all-–t----- -— —y

* vº - |

V.

- i

J'i -

ſº * . . . :

* *

" ; ; ; ". . . . . .

* . . ??c

... i. 12. * - … . lv. . . . . . .” # c

º, li jº to H.G. 6 8. Lº, A/

- * º! July 29°.8h. 15'. . - º
; : . - - f - -

Ji W f, iii Afſ, AA; ; ; ; ; Cº. - - --

***A. M. º. ºf . , 8.2% ºf
- "Fºr º ji -- liº.cº. "...º. it.

. . . . .47?r. Aftr.º.o.º.o.º. tºo ! ... +,

N} ºre E & adivac.jſºły’ ºf tº
—ºf . {

º |

t - -

º

- • *.

* ,

* :* ~ *, *. ... . . . . .

… This Curious Weſtivas called the Edgar, in Honour

of Prince Edgar, Son, to His Royal Highneſs james

Duke of Tork; Brother to King. Charles the Second,

and (then) Lord High Admiral of England, &c. - -

If Fortunate Planets on the Horoſcope declare Happi

neſs and Succeſs to Ships that are then Launched, as by

Aphoriſm the 10th, among the Rules of Safety, appears;

then will this Princely Veſſel generally be Happy, Fortu."

nate and Succeſsful; but chiefly, in the former part of

her Life: all the Arguments of Succeſsand good Fortune,

in this Nativity, being ſupra Terram, and in ſingular

good parts of the Heavens.

And,
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And, to denote her apt for the more Illuſtrious and

Eminent Aëtions and Performances, ſhe hath the Lumina

its in Sextile Aſpett of jupiter, from the Ninth and

Eleventh Houſes of the Heavens. And for an abſolute

nd ſure Token or Argument of Wićtory over her Ene-,

nies, we find the Lord of the Aſcendant in this Figure

tronger than the Lord of the Seventh Houſe; and he in

'extile of Mars, the Patron of War and Victory.

And, although the Launching of this Gallant Weſſel

appened a little after a New Moon, and that both the

Luminaries are in Platique Quadrate of Mars; yet, the

'un being ſo Eminently ſtrong in the Figure, and jupiter

aſtinghis Sextile between the Sun and Moon, prohibits

that prejudice that menaceth. . And the Ship may, (by

}od's Bleſſing) and good Repairing and Looking to, live

many years, viz., the great years of the Sun, and do

try, notable and ſignal Service againſt her Enemies.

Howbeit, I will not ſay, but the Quadrate mention'd,

may denote her liable to many. Accidents and ſundry Al

trations in the time of her life; but yet ſtill for the

ktter, by reaſon of the other more potent Arguments.

If Virgo be a Sign Mathematical, and Astrological,

sall Aſtrologers averr; why may I not preſume to aſſert,

That this Noble Weſſel will have the good Fortune to En

£rtain for her Commanders, good Navigators, and Aftro

ºgers generally 2 And this the rather, ſince Mercury is

| Virgo, and ſo near the Degrees wherein he receives

Exaltation. º

*

F VI, NATI
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VI. NATIVITY, i. of that have and Galani Pº,
called the RUPERT. -

The Rupert, Launced

- 1670.

º' - Y May 9° 2h, 15'. P. M.

Hor, X •

Sub. Latit. 31° 32'.

e ! D a 3 G. ad a h. -

This Curious Vaſil, had its Name given it in Honou.

of the Thrice Illuſtrious and Valiant Prince, Prind

Rupert; Nephew to our Sovereign Lord, King Charltº

the Second, and ſecond Son to the late King of Bohemia,

by that Excellent Queen, the Lady Elizabeth, Siſter tº:

kº Charles the Firſt, of every Glorious Memory.

If Movable Cardinal Signs upon the Angle of a N.

vity, ſhew Eminent and Succeſsful Aétion, this Gall

Veſſel will (no doubt) ſhare confiderably therein;

will be more often imploy'd than many of its Fellow

and many times to ſingular Succeſs, Honour, and A

vantage.' I know about ſeven years old, the Mid-H
W
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ven hereincomes to an oppoſition of Mars, and can tell

you what it ſignifies; but I know alſo, that at the ſame

time, the ſame ſignificator comes to a Trine of Saturn,

and he Exalted both in the Aſcendant and ſecond Houſe;

which Direștion doth conſiderably ballance the heat of

Afars.

| Howbeit, I muſt confeſs, That were not the Glorious

!Conſtellation call'd Arthurus Horoſcopical, and jupiter,

º; only in the Angle of Honour and Dignity, but exal

ited there, and Penus Lady of the Aſcendant in Noble

Reception of the Sun; together with AMars Lord of the

£venth, his being Stationary in Sextile of Saturn his

|Diſpoſitor."—– Were it not, I ſay, for theſe great Ar.

guments of Succeſs, Honour, and good Fortune to this

Princely Veſſel; I ſhould ſomewhat have feared the

ſignifications of Luna with the Bulls Eye, applying ad

Quadratum Saturni, as alſo the Poſition of Venus, in the

Eighth Houſe in her Detriment there. -

Howbeit, I could wiſh (and I am ſure I wiſh no harm)

that, when at any time this Noble Veſſel is Launched for

ſervice, thoſe Honour'd Perſons who ſhall have the

Charge thereof, would not ſuffer it to be done when the

|Moon is in any ill Aſpect of Saturn; or when the Horo

ſcope ſhall be afflićted of him, or Mars, or Cauda Dra

(0???.S". - -

!, Good care being uſed, this Shipmay Live and Flouriſh

happily Eighty and Two Years, from the time of its

firſt Launching. I ſay, if care and diligence be but uſed,

in the making choiſe of favourable Elections, when ſhe is

to be Launched or fitted for Service.

l

º

. .
-

'. p 2 VII. NATI
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vii. NATIVITY, is of that Excellent Ship, called

the Loyal LONDON. . . º

'? ".*. *. e/NA **.
3. • *.S2 , & .”

The Loyal LONDON,

Launched at Deptford,

1670.

@ june 26°. 4h, mant.

Hor. Aſir. ©

2 a 3 g ad 3: 3.6 L &

- - -

... . . ."

The Honourable City of London built this Ship in the

room of the other of that Name, which was unhappily;

burnt in the River of Thames; with whoſe Nativity Is

preſented you before. . - º

I cannot ſay that the Surveyors of this Curious veſ.

went Airologically to work in the Launching of her; anº
yet I know, theré are many Merchants, and Qitizens off

Éminent Quality, that underſtand the Art of Airology,
very well. But, whether it were done by Art, or At

cident, it is a moſt fingular Election of Time for ſuch a

purpoſe, and an Aſirºloger could not have performed it

better. - If
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If Mars in the Horoſcope of the other Ship, called the

Loyal London, and in Quadrate of the Sun, were Argu

ments of that Fatal Cataſtrophe it ſo ſoon underwent;

the Sun and jupiter aſſiſting the Aſcendant of this Brave

Weſel, ſignifies, not only along and proſperous Life unto

it, (ever ſubmitting to Divine Providence, which we

know, can contradićt the Current of ſecond Cauſes,when,

and as oft as it pleaſeth) but declares it capable of doing

many Great and Noble Things, as well for the Honour

of the King and Kingdom in general, as to the Eminent

Fame of that Honourable City in particular, whoſe An

tent Name ſhe ſo happily and deſervedly beareth.

The Moon in Sextile of Mars fromthe Dignities of the

two Superiour Stars, is an Argument of the good Cou

rige and Condućt that ſhallalways attend it from its Offi

ters and Commanders.

Venus in Taurus in the A72%dzaev, together with Ci

Mt Draconis on the Cuſp thereof, ſhews it ever to behap

pily befriended. -

The Trime of the Sun and Saturn, and the Poſition of

the Lord of the Medium Cali in the Horoſcope, declares

tnot only Honourable, &c. but alſo ſignifies its Honour

to be Eminent and Increaſing.

It hath a worthy and remarkable Nativity in earneſt;

and, if not contradićted in its Noble Significations, either

by the Fate of Nations, or by that of Perſons that ſhall

have the Command of her, ſhe will do very great and

admirable things, and fit to be Recorded.

| The Sun is Hylech, and thegood Planet jupiter Alcho

tuden. Ergo; this curious Frigat may live his great years,

which are Seventy and Nine.

F 3 VIII. NATſ.
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VIII. NATIVITY, is of that Princely Veſſel, called

the Royal CATHERINE.

The Royal Catherine, e

Launched at Woolwich,

I 664.

goio'. 26°. 2h. 50', P. M. {#734.2, -

Hr. Aſir. b • e •

X a vac. ad & 6.

This curious Weſſel was called the Royal Catherine,

in Honour of our moſt Gracious and Pious Queen Kathe

zine. And, (for a ſecret Aſtral Reaſon) I am of Opini

on, That the Appellation will prove an Omen of much

advantage unto it.

That this Noble Veſſel ſhall both do, and ſuffer, many

times, great violence; is moſt manifeſt from the Moon,

her applying adoppoſitum Martis, from violent parts of

the Heavens; and from their being in Quadrate Aſpett

of the Aſcendant, and Seventh Angles; as alſo from its

being Launched in hora Saturni. -

Nº.

But
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But that it ſhall be capable of doing more and greater

violence, then it can poſſibly undergo or ſuffer, is well

denoted by the Great and Signal Receptions of jupiter,

with Saturn, and Mars; as alſo by jupiter his being in

—partil Sextile of the Sun, and above the Earth diurnally,

/which Aſtrologers call his Hayne: and theſe Teſtimonies

are added unto very happily, in that the Aſcendant is

befriended by jupiter, Sol, and Mercury.— And, al

though jupiter be in Capricorn his fall, Mercury (Lord of

the Seventh) is both Retrogradeand Combuſt, and hath no

aſſiſtance but what he receives from jupiter. As if this

curious Weſſel were, not only promiſed Vićtory overher

| Enemies, but to be kind unto them afterwards, and to

do them manifeſt Curteſies. -

If the Aſcendant be Hylech, I am ſure jupiter muſt

be Alchocoden, or Dominus Annorum, and declares

this curious built Weſſel to continue, from the time of its

firſt Launching, at the leaſt his middle years: perhaps

(for the Reaſons before-mentioned) ſhe may reach unto

his great years.

7 7/ < *s - & Ar

- -

F 4. IX, NATI
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IX. NATIVITY, is of that Excellent Ship, called

º the CAMBRIDGE.

. The CAMBRIDGE

2" Launched 1 6 6 6.

¥ 5une 26, ch. 36.

P. M. -,

Hor. Aftr. h. º

) a vac, ad [...] 3. -

tº r,

This Gallant Veſſel had the Name of the Cambridge

given unto it, in Honour of the late Duke of Cambridge,

a Son of His Illuſtrious Highneſs the then Duke of Tork,

Brother unto our Sovereign Lord King Charles II.

As the Ship it ſelf is a very curious goodly Veſſel in

earneſt, ſo it hath a Nativity or Radix ſuitable. And

the Honourable Commandersthereof, will, (I have a con

fidence) find, that it is no ill or mean Poſition of Heaven,

to have Libra Aſcending, and Venus (Governeſs thereof)

in the Medium Cali, in Trine and Reception of jupiter.

Beſides this, as if God and Nature had Deſtinated this

curious built Ship for the performance, andº:
Q
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of ſome more than ordinary Aëtion and Honour, ſhe

hath, not leſs, than four Eminent Shining Stars, and

thoſe of great Magnitude too, upon, and in her Mid

Haven, viz. Ras Algenſe, or the Head of Čaſtor, the

Head of Hercules, Procyon, and Markeb. And ſhe hath

three more as conſiderable Conſtellations upon, and in her

Horoſcope, viz. Algarab, or the Right Wing of the Raven,

the Maſt of the Ship, and Spica Virginis; of great Mag
nitude alſo.

Ptolemy in the 36, of his Centiloquium tells us, That

the Fixed Stars do deſign admirable advantage, and remar

kable Aëtion, &c. which (unleſs Divine Providence con

tradićt the common Current of Aſtral Influence) muſt

naturally attend this Excellent Frigat, and Perſons rela

ting to her. -

| Let not the Critical Antagoniſt think that I overlook the

Moons Application ad Quadratum Martis, or Mars being

ſo near the Aſcendant, nor yet her being Launched in

hora Saturni; or the Sun his being in Platique Oppoſition.

of Saturn. I know well, that great Honours are not

to be obtained without as great hazards and difficulties; ,

theone, being the Natural way or means to the other.

The Angles of this Caleštial Scheam are in movable,

Cardinal Signs: which I take to be an additional Ar

gument of Honour and Succeſs, and greatneſsof Aétion.

And Ican tell you of a very great and active Prince, not

long ſince Regning in Europe, viz. Carolus Guſtavus,

| King of Sweden, that had almoſt ſuch a like Nativity.

And the Heavenly Influences are the ſame over Things, as

| Perſons, with reſpect to their Conditions and Capacities.

... If the Sun be Hylech in this Scheam, the Moon will be

Alchocoden; (ſome I know would accept jupiter, as be

sing in Trine of the Lady of the Horoſcope; and ſo, ſhould

... I have done, had the Aſcendant been Hylech) and will

therefore (Aſtrologically) protećt this Ship, her middle

* Years. - - ºd y Doth any one deſire to know what happen'd unto*:

º - Wnen

º

|
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when the Medium Celi was directed adoppoſtum Saturni? .

I will anſwer them, that under that Direction, ſhe was |

aćtually againſt the Dutch in ſome of the late Eminent

Sea-Engagements.--. I only aim at things in general |

here, or elſe I could tell you, when the Aſcendant comes |

ad Quadratum Saturni, and Sol, ad Oppoſitionem Saturni |

(nearly about theſame time) and the Moon alſo ad Qua

Åratum Martis.-- And when (a little after) the Medium ||

Caeli comes ad Conjunctionem Veneris,é Trimum javis,and |

the Aſcendant ad Spicam Virginis.-- I ſay no more but

this. It is a Gallant Weſſel in its ſelf; and is likewiſe

(witheminent Hazzards and Dangers) to do great things,

as well to the Honour of the Engliſh Nation in general; i.

as to the Noble and Valiant Perſons that ſhall have the .

good Fortune to Command in her, unleſs their particular

Fates oppoſe her good Significations.--- And at laſt to

periſh by Fire.

|

&
-

X. NATIVITY, is of the Excillent Ship, Namid the St. Michael. |

-

-

-

º

The St.M I CH A EL, Ně

Launched 1 6 6 9.

* Sep. 30 oh. 5".A. M.

at Portſmouth.

- Płor. D.

D a 3° ºf ad & 2 & 3: ...
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Here are not leſs than five Planets above the Earth in

this Figure; and three of them eſſentially dignified; and

all the Planets in Configuration with one another.

* If Planets, being above the Earth, dart forth the moſt

powerful Atoms or Influences, upon Perſons or Things,

born, or begun under them; this curious Shipmuſt hap

pily ſhare therein, and that to an Eminent degree. And,

if the Dignities of the Planets preſage publick Honour

and Succeſs, &c. this gallant Weſſel will never fail there

of; nor yet of ſuch Employment, Aëtion, or Service, that

ſhall neceſſarily be an Indućtion thereunto. Variety

of Configurations, declare variety of Aëtion to this hap

py Veſſel. And Mari’s Square to the Horoſcope, ſhews

them to be violent.

* To add unto the former Arguments of Fame, and

| Honorable Aëtion, &c. wehave Spica Virginis Culmina

ting, with the Sun; and divers Stars of the Nature of

Saturn, jupiter, and Mars, ariſing with the Horoſcope.

The Fate of this Ship is like to be ſuch, that ſhe willout

domany of her Equals, (I mean Ships of the ſame Rate)

in publick A&tion; and perhaps be oftner in Employment,

and upon Buſineſs, than many of them: Or, elſe, I muſt

profeſs to be ignorant of thoſe notable Arguments for

Aćtion and Succeſs mention'd; as alſo, of all the Planets

(Saturn excepted) being very ſwift in motion in this Ra

dical Figure.

Ağrologers tell us,that a Trine of the Sun and Saturn in

the Genitures of Perſons, (chiefly, from the Aſcending

part of Heaven) ſhews them not only Honourable, and

Eminent, &c. but gives them Power or command over

the Lives and Fortunes of others.- Why may not

this goodly Veſſel then, have the ſame good Fortune, and

Command over Ships, as the Perſons, &c. over Men 2

But herein, is, not only a Trine of the Sun and Saturn,

but the ſame benign Ray between jupiter and Venus,

and that from watery Signs too; which enforceth the

former Significations, and declares this Princely Veſſel, º
- e
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-

be attended with an Aëtive and Admirable Fate in earneſt,
during the time of its continuance. . |

The Sun is Hylech, being in the Medium Caeli, with an

Eminent Star, of an Excellent Influence andNature.Vhich

notably adds to the former mention'd Arguments of Suc.

ceſs.

The Friendly Planet Venus, is Alchocoden, or giver of

years; and although ſhe be in Scorpio, (her Detriment)

ſhe is in Trine of jupiter and Sextile of AMars her Diſpo

ſiter, and locally placed in the Angle of Friendſhip; in

timating, that ſhe may give her mean years at the leaſt,

which are 45, and ſo long (Favente Deo) will this curi

ous built Ship be capable of bringing Honour to her

Friends, and ſtriking Terror to her Enemies, or ſuch as

ſhe ſhall engage againſt at anytime. --

Thus much for this curious Weſſel; and alſo for a Con

cluſion to the firſt part of my Ternary of Proofs and In--

ſtances, which concerns the Nativities of Ships.

s E C T. II.

Of Elections, in Ten choiſe Inſtances or Examples, which

we have an aſſured Experience of; and helpeth to prove

(I hope ſo at leaſt) the ſecond part of our former
T. - N

heory.

N Election (I told you formerly) in the fence I

A make uſe of the word here, is nothing elſe, but

that particular time, which is made choiſe of, by an Ar

tiff, for a Ships firſt ſetting Sail, or weighing Anchor, in

relation to ſome particular deſigned Voyage. And a Weſ.

ſel may have many of theſe in its Life time, viz. as many

as it ſhall pleaſe God to permit it to perform Voyages

therein. Whereas it can have but one Nativity or Ka

dix: there being no ſuch thing as Regeneration in Aſtro

lºgy.
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£ogy. That, is a Science which depends upon Natural

and Rational Principles, and intrencheth not upon Theo

dogy in the leaſt; although many Men in theſe days, are

taught to believe the contrary. And, to the Advance

ment of ſo great an Error, and Injury to the Truths of

God and Nature, ſome, calling themſelves Aſtrologers,

have moſt Irrationally, (I was about to ſay,; -

contributed, by promoting (under pretence of the Syde

ral Science) Merlin's, and Mother Shipton's Fables, for

Prophecies ; Aggrippa's Retracted Vanities, and Trithe

mius's Suſpected Diſcourſes, &c. for true Philoſophy.

... But, my preſent Theam not leading to an Examination

of ſuch matters, I ſhall leave them, and come to my

Inſtances. -

I. ELECTION, is of Sir Jeremy Smith’s ſetting Sail,

as Admiral of the Engliſh Fleet, &c.

Sir JEREMY SMITH

ſet Sail from the Spit

head, with the Engliſh

Fleet, ) Decemb. 18.

...] 7h. 50'. A. M. 1665.

- Hor. Aftr. g.

| > a A & ad & 3.
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. . Sirjeremy Smith, in the A43ry, with about a dozen

more of our Noble Engliſh Ships of War, viz. Sir Fre

cheville Holes in the Antilope, (the Frigate in which he

unhappily afterwards loſt his Arm.) Captain Hubbert in

the Lyon, Captain Wager in the Crom, &c. ſet Sail from

the Spit-Head, at the time within written.

Every one Verſed in Aſtrology, will admire that

this Royal Fleet, ſetting Sail under ſo direful a poſ.

tion of Heaven, could ever live to return again. All the

Planets in the Scheam are diſpoſed of by Satºrm and Mer

cury, and they, both emminently afflićted: the one, by

Combuſtion; the other by being in Conjunétion of Cauda,

Draconis. And, that which did not meanly aggravate the

unhappineſs threatned to this Gallant Fleet, was, the

Moon§: being in Conjunction of Mars in Domo AMortis;-A.

and Mars his being in Quadrate of the Aſcendant and the
Sun. - -

The Story is thus (as 'I had it from my Honoured

Friend Sir Frecheville Holles; The whole Voyage was at

tended with but indifferent Fortune; for in Chriſtmaſ;

following, (or rather on Decemb, 28. Mercury having

then juſt changed his Sign.) A very violent Storm ar.

ſing in, or about the Łatitude of 42. Degrees, in ſome.

few days time, carried away the Mafts of the Lyon, An

tilope, Crown, and Milford; forcing theſe four back a.

gain into England. The reſt of the Fleet was very much

Scatterd, and Dammagd in their Aſafts: They continu-º

ed forth a conſiderable time, and miſſed much of their

intended Deſign. - - - - - - - t

May it not be of good uſe to our Noble Engliſh Nep

tunes, to avoid beginning their Eminent and Remarkable

Voyages, when either the Moon is in Conjunction of

Mars in the Eighth, or when the Lord of the Aſcendant

is Combuſt; or the Diſpoſiter of the Aſoon with the Dra

gons Head, or Saturn, as in this Elećion 8– I muſt |

ſeriouſly tell them, that had not the Fate of divers of the

Worthy Commanders in this Fleet been more row;
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and Succeſsful, than that of theYººwas unfortunate,

it had been little leſs than a Miracle, if but one of ſo ma

ny Gallant Ships had been ſaved, as appears by the Firſt,

Fourth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Aphoriſms of Danger be

fore-mention'd. - º -

Let the greateſt Enemy to Aftrology ſhew me butone

Fortunate Figure that hath been attended with unhappy

Succeſs, (cº contra) and I will be content to yield him

the Bucklers for ever; and not ſo much as once plead

for Aftrology any more. - / º

II, ELECTION, is of Captain Owen Cox, in the º

Nathan Frigate. A Fatal one indeed.

% |catin Owen Cox.”
| theNathanFrigateſ -

ſet Sail, on July 8°.

ºh mane. 1665.

-- ; Die h . -

| #3

#}s.26- ) /~.

- - S’

z &78

S-3

Q..?4.

O).

N2

NAD. H. H. & 8 ad a *.
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is (almoſt) of force herein; and, to add hereunto, the ".

This is the very time that Captain Owen Cox (my ve

ry good Friend) fell down toward Graveſend, in order

to a Voyage for the Straights, &c.— He had my Opinion .

upon a Horary Question of the ſucceſs of his Voyage be-,

fore; which when I come to my third part of Inſtances, T

I intend to inſert at large; as I haveformerly (viz., in my

Ephemeris Anno 1667.) done it already.

Only,here we are to take notice that this Election (Ido ||

not meanof this Captains own framing, but of the Fates; "

as you ſhall hereafter be informed) is a moſt pernicious

one in earneſt; and, as unfortunate, as the effect it ſelf

was fatal. -

For firſt, the Aſcendant and ſeventh Houſe are both in .

the terms of Mars; and the Aſcendant and its Lord in .

Azimen and Pitted Degrees. Secondly, the Moon is in

Tenebrous degrees, and entring the Via Combuſta. The

former is rendred dangerous by the 25 Aphoriſm, and the

latter by the third. Thirdly, the AMoon is in Quadrate

Aſpett of Saturn and Mercury; which by Aphoriſm 18. A

preſages the loſs of the Veſſel. -

The Moon ('tis true) is applying ad trinum Jovis;

but to what purpoſef Hebeing Lord of the Eighth, and

in Oppoſition to the Aſcendant. The fifth Aphoriſm alſo, %

Horoſcope it ſelf is naturally unfortunate, it being, as ſº

Cardan calls it, ſignum infeliciſſimum; a Sign moſt unhap

py. Chiefly, the latter part thereof. . º

On Monday August 14, following, when the Moon

came to a Conjunèlion of the Lord of the Eighth, and 1.

Mars was neerly come to the place of the Sun in this Fi

gure, this Valiant Captain had his Shipbroke all to pieces .

in Yarmouth Road by a Storm then ariſing; in which, not

only himſelf, but all his Men periſhed.

- III, ELECTION,

- • * * *
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II. £LECTION, is of the French Fleet ſitting sail for

Candia, under the Command of D. de Beaufort.

The Fleet under Duke de

Beaufort, ſet Sail from

Thoulon, g fune 5th,

4h. P. M. 1669.

S. N. Hor, h.

Suh Latit, 45°.

5 a vac. ad D 2

In this Ele:Hional Figure, you will obſerve an eminent

*unuſual Satellitium of planets in the Eighth Houſe,viz.

*lum Mortis, and Cauda Draconis in Aſcendente, to:

Her with the ºn her ſeparating ºf vacuo Curſus,

* Pflying ad Quadrarum Pºri, Lady of th:
ºth; and ſhe the peculiar Significatrix of both their

ºlick and their private Enemies. As if by this their

happy ſetting forth, they had unhappily haſtned to

* Ruine and Perdition: as indeed, not long after it

"ºrtunately proved, -

G For
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For, in twenty days time from the beginning of thi

Fatal Deſign, viz. on june the 25th. day following

they were all Routed by the Turkiſh Power in candi:

and the Famous Duke de Beaufort himſelf, was in

Conflićt ſlain. -

What think you of violent Stars upon the chief Anlº

gles of the Figure, and the Arguments of unhappineſ

efore mentioned 2 Compare this Scheam of Heaven with

the ſecond, and twenty fourth Arguments of Danger;

and tell me if the Effects have not punétually anſwered.

to them. I ſay no more to this Obſervation. 3.

IV. ELECTION, is of the Lord Willoughby his ſetti, º

Sail from the Barbadoes, and was never ſeen any more.

The Lord Willoughby |

ſet Sail from the Barba

does, 1666.

g July 13°. 6. 32. P. M. -

Hor, G^.

} a [] / ad v46.

This
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This Fatal Figure was given me by ſeveral Ingenious

perſons well acquainted with Aſtrology, who were curi

ous in the Obſervation thereof; jº of them agreed

in one, as to the truth of the time.

And, do you not ſee the Lord of the Aſcendant Retro

grade in the Kazoſºſaw, or the Angle of Deſpair, &c. in

Quadrate Aſpect of Mars, Lord of the Medium Calif

And, ſee you not likewiſe, that the Sun and Mercury

Lords of the Seventh and Eighth Angles, are in Oppoſition

to the Aſcendant, and the Moon in Quadrate of jupiter,

and GB. afflićted of U. Corporally f They are all Omens

of Eminent Danger.
-

Nay, to add unto theſe, you may obſerve, that the

Sun, jupiter,and the Medium Cali, are in Pitted Degrees;

the Aſcendant between Dark aud Feminine; the Moon,

in Pitted, Void, and Feminine; Saturn, between Smoaky

and Pitted; Venus, in Azimene; Mars, in Via Combuſta,

and Dark, though near Spica Virginis. Nor is the con

fideration of this part of Aſtrology Apochryphal ; although

manyH.; to this Science (without a true Know

ledge thereof) have branded it as ſuch. Let Experience

be weighed a little, and reaſon a little therewith ; and

perhaps it will be found, that we often reječt good

Wheat for Chaff. , • - -
-

There is not one Planet to be found in Degrees rejoy.

ting, but Mercury who is Lord of the Angle of Death.

'Tis a moſt Remarkable Obſervation. And Death on

ly triumphed in this fatal undertaking. For, this Ho

pourable Lord (and Twenty Two Sail of Ships, with

him) was devoured of the Sea, and never ſo much as

once heard of any more.

Let me ask the Modeſt Aſtrologer, whether ſuch Ar

ana are to be ſlighted 2 And, whether any perſon pre

ending to acquaintance with Philoſºphy, can hear of fuch

tupendious Misfortunes, and, with patience, reſt igno

tant of their Cauſes 2 - *"

6 v, ELECTION.
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v. ELECTION, is of the Adviſe Frigate, ſetting ſail,

from Dover, Commanded by the Valiant Capt. Young.

« »- - º •

* 2 ºz. a. o. 2 ... " -}.

º/| . . | &
-

.7.5 The Advice Frigate ſet | 3.

Hor. Afty. D. S',
.S. A tº

X a D G) ad [] dº.

|

Zº.

º

;

ſail from Dover,

june 1.6h. 30'. A. M. -

1670. i

3.

i

This Ship ſet ſail from Dover at the time within writ

ten, under the Command of Captain Toung. And, on

july the 3d. day following, ſhe was purſued by ſeven

Turks Men of War; and, being ſet upon by them, Va.

liantly Fought them, and giving them a brave Reſiſtance,

came off with a great deal of Honour in the Engage.

ment. Only, the Worthy Captain was ſlain therein,

and ſome Men wounded -

What think we now 2 Is the AMoon in the AMedium

Cºeli, (which ſignifies the Commanders of Veſſels

always) in Quaarate Affect of Mars, a good and proper
------ *

- º ſigni.
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ſignification hereof, or not P – The propinquity of

guiter to the Horoſcope, was ſufficient to ſave the Weſſel,

but not the Commander thereof. -

... I will acknowledge to you, that an Aſtrologer would

not (it is poſſible) have been poſitive in his Opinion, that

this Noble Captain ſhould have been ſlain in this Expedi

tion; but he would, and might have been confident, that.

the Veſſel it ſelf ſhould meet with Enemies, and that the

Captain or Commander thereof ſhould be in danger of

Death. See the Seventh and Eleventh Aphoriſms of Dan

ger, &c. and that is as much as an Artiſt need contend

for in theſe matters.

We know but in part ; was the Holy Apoſtle St.Pauls

Rule, and an abſolute, true, and unerring one. Can

any Man tell me in what Science, now in uſe among

Mortals, we may meet perfection ? Surely not. No,

although Geometry it ſelf be Courted for it.

An Aſtrologer ſhould be modeſt in his Prediſtions, and

not too confident. The knowledge of particular kinds

of things, is, not only denied Mortals by God and Na

ture: but acknowledged alſo by Ptolemy impoſſible to be

attained by them. See Aph. i. Centiloq. We need not

pry into the Almighties Secrets on the one hand,”or yet crave

Aſſiſtance from the Devil on the other. Can we not be

acquainted with the heats of Mars, but by doing diſhon

Our to God? And muſt we needs make uſe of unlawful

Studies to come to the knowledge of Natural things

There is no neceſſity thereof at all. The Aftrologer, if

in ſuch a caſe, he had given a Caution of Danger, had

acquitted himſelf like an Artiſt, and to go further, had

been preſumption at the leaſt. * -

G 3 VL ELECTION.
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VI. ELECTION, is of a Veſel that was ſunk with all

her good, as ſºon as ſhe was gotten out of Harbºr.

3. 8."

&b. 12

Ship ſet ſail from Tar

mouth, O March 21.

1ch. mane. 1665.

Hºr. Aftr. h. init.

> * * * * * *

This Weſſel (the Name whereof I have forgotten, but

yet can give any one ſatisfaction of the truthof the Story,

if it ſhall be required, and that by an Owner of her, an

Eminent Citizen, &c.) wasno ſooner got out of the Har

bour of Tarmouth, but was accidently fallen foul of by a

great Ship, (then riding in that Road) and by her weight

and force ſunk immediately to the bottomof the Sea, with

all the Goods in her. But the Men (God be praiſed) all

eſcaped. Pray be ſo good a Friend to the Truth, as to

compare the Fate of this Weſſel, with the third Aphoriſm

of Danger, &c. - - -

Beſides

--.
|
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... Beſides the Eminent Omen of ill, in its ſetting Sailin

# hora Saturni, we find the Sun, Moon, and Mars, in this

* Election, in Pitted and Aziment Degrees.

But, that which is worſe than all this, was, the Moon

Ther being Combust of the Sun, and applying to his Con

/ jurélion in Aries. Saturn in the Ninth Houſe is of illim

port: ſo alſo the Lordof the Mid-Heaven in the Angle of

|Sorrow, Fear, and Hazard; together, with the Lord of

the Fourth (which ſignified the end of the Affair.) his be

|ing Retrograde and Combuſt in a Moveable Sign, in Qua

drate to the Horoſcope.

[...Say, Anta omiſt, is there no diſtinčtion to be made of

Times in the beginning of Humane Enterprizes f Know

\ ye not that there are twelve hours in the day f ſaid our

Bleſſed Saviour.
-

r

| VII. Ele&ion, is of a Ship that ſit Sail from London to New-Caſtle.

|

|

1.

A Ship ſet ſail for New

Caſtle, 6. Octob. 5th.

5h. 39'. A. M. 1669.

Hor. 24.

X 4 A § ad g #.
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This Weſſel madea ſingular goodVoyage, and that free

from all manner of Hazards or Troubles, either from

the Weather, or publick Enemies, &c. and returned

ſafe, and well loaden to London again, in leſs than three

weeks time, from the day of #."; weighing Anchor;

although at ſuch a ſeaſon of the year.

Indeed, the Arguments of good were ſo many, and

fo prevalent; and thoſe of ill were ſo few, and inconſ.

derable withal; that had it fallen out otherwiſe with her,

it had been a poſitive contradičijon to the Rules of Aſtro

logy.

*ārā, the hour is governed by jupiter. (2.) The

AMoon is applying ad Conjunctionem jovis, in Medio Cali,

(3.) The Aſoon and jupiter both powerful in the Figure,

and in ahappy reception of each other. (4.) The Moon

is in Trine of Mercury, Lord of the Ninth, and he Diſ.

poſiter of the Part of Fortune. (5.) A noble Trine of

jupiter and Venus from the Tenth and Second Houſes,

(6.) The Sun, Lord of the Eleventh, in the Aſcendant. ||t

And, a Man not over-ſuperſtitious, would not be affraid

to make the Sextile of jupiter and Mars, a ſeventh Ar

gument of Happineſs. |

The ill of this Scheam is ſo little, that it is ſcarce

worthy mentioning: howbeit, to make things the more

plain, I will take notice of them, viz. (1.) Saturn his

aadrate to the Lady of the Aſcendant in the Second; is

which is overballanced by the Sun's Trine to him from

the Horoſcope. (2.) tº on the ſecond; which is allevia

ted by the preſence of 2. and g. in it.

Voyage.

*

VIII, ELECTION,

3. -

The Ship made a happy, proſperous, and ſucceſsful

!
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VIII, ELECTION, is of a Fleet of Merchant-Men,

- that Sailed out of the Dawns, &c.

A Fleet of Ships ſet ſail

from the Downs O

Sept. Ioh. 7h, mane,

1671.

Hor, Aſir. G)

) in 3’ & ‘x angulis.

Under the above-ſaid Poſition of Heaven, the good

Ship called the Providence, with fixty or ſeventy Sail of

Merchant-Men more, being then in the Downs, weighed

Anchor for their intended Voyage. But, upon the Oppo

ſtion of Saturn and Mars, juſt following, (thoſe Planets

having great Dignities in the Aſcendant and Seventh An

gle) were ſtrangely ſeparated one from the other, and un

happily ſhattered and diſtreſſed by the badneſs of the

weather; and the moſt of them, thereby ſuffered very

great dammage and prejudice, ſeveral ways.

Behol
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Behold the effects of an Oppoſition of the Aſoon and

Mercury from Angles, and Cardinal Signs! The rugged

Influence thereof being aggravated and increaſed by the

Oppoſition of Saturn and Mars. $º

It is not for nothing, that Aſtrologers have aſſigned an

equal Government to Mercury with Saturn in the Airy

Trigon. Had not Penus been in Trine of Saturn, and in

Sextile of Mars and jupiter; and that the Sun (though

in the Twelfth Angle by Poſition) had ruled the hour, at

the time they firſt ſet Sail, they might all have periſhed

in theOcean.

Thus we ſee, theremaybe Naumachies or Conflićts at

Sea, without one Nation or Kingdom contending againſt

another by the power of their Fleets.

And, Navies, as well as Perſons, are preſerved, and

advantaged, by a little Armour in the right place.

Theſe are Truths, yet freſh in every Man's memory,

and eaſie to be contradićted, if I ſhouldbut dare to im

poſe-upon the World in my recording of them.

**

-

IX, ELECTION.

*
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IX. ELECTION, is of a Ship that ſet ſail after the

aforeſaid Fleet, but was beaten alto pieces by the Weather,

A Ship ſet ſail after º

Fleet, @. September

I oth. 5h. 8. 1671.3

P. M. |

... h.

} a dº º ad vac.

& B 3 ex Angulis.

This Ship (being of the Company of the former Fleet)

ſet Sail under this Poſition of Heaven to follow the reſt

of its Fellows and Companions. But ſuch was its unhap

py Fate, that in leſs than a weeks time, from its weigh

ing Anchor, it was beatenall to pieces in a violent Storm

at Sea; and, (with much ado) all her Men were ſaved.

Do you not ſee an Oppoſition of Saturn and Mars from

Angles 2 and the Moon, (the conveigher of all the Pla

nets Influxes to the Earth) in Oppoſition of Mercury, from

Angles alſo 2 and applying advacuum Curſia.

Tomake this Election the more fatal and cruel, the

A^
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Moon was in Aries, a Sign of Violence, and Saturn was, ,

not only Lord of the hour, but of the Aſcendant. ,
. Pray, do not think that I beg the Queſtion of yeº

when ſask you, whether Aſtrology may not be ſervicea.

ble toMan-kind in theſe matters?

If you diſtruſt me, do but commence ſome of your

more Eminent Affairs under ſuch Poſitions, as I have ſet

up my Mark at, as dangerous, among the Aphoriſms be-,

fore going: And, poſſibly, you will prove the Truth

hereof, at your own charge and dammage. (A thing .

that I in this Treatiſe labour to prevent) which neverthe

leſs is, (Iconfeſs) a way far better to convince Men of

any approved verity, than , all the Arguments in the

world can be, if uſed to that purpoſe, by the ableſt

Philoſopher, or Rhetoritian in the World.

X. ELECTION, is of a ship that ſailed from London

- to New-Caſtle. -

a Ship ſet ſail fromN

London, toward New. * -

Caſtle, 3 Auguſt 27 $.

iii. p. Mº,” -

Hor. Aftr ).

D a vac, ad A Q
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At the time in this Figure mentioned, this Ship ſet Sail

rom London toward New Caſtle, and ſhe made, not on

Tºa proſperous, but a ſpeedy Voyage; as indeed, un

ºr ſo Auſpicious a Poſition of Heaven, it had been

º if ſhe had miſſed ſo to have done.

§ For, herein you ſee jupiter in the Aſcendant in Sextile

Aſpect of the Sun; and the Moon, who is Lady of the

Höroſcopé, and Governeſs of the hour, in which ſhe

weighed Anchor, is applying ad Trinum Veneris.

*... She returned to London again very well laden, in three

weeks time, to the great content, as well as advantage

of the Owner.

Hegge, you may obſerve the happy Effects of the

Ajº, being befriended by jupiter, and of the Moon

her being in Trine of Venus. Seethe 5th, 7th. 9th., and

12th. Aphoriſms of Safety, and conſider them herewith.

* And ſo I have (by Gods Bleſfing) finiſhed the ſecond

part of my Ternary of Inſtances or Examples, which

conſiſts of Elections. I am now come to my third and

ht part thereof, which treateth of Horary Queſtions.

*. S E C T. iii.
" -:

-

| Of Horary Queſtions, in Twenty Remarkable Examples,

with the true Hiſtories of them annexed, as a proof of

the laſt part of my Theory preceding. -

"A Queſtion Horary, is nothing elſe (as I have former

- A ly in this Treatiſe, and elſewere told you) but an

Interrogation made to an Artiſt, by a Deſponding Qae

rent, at the particular time, in which his mind is moſt

troubled and follicitous, about any matter or thing

Øgnoſtible to Humane Skill, as he is thereuntodiº
- - an
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and guided by the Caleftial Clock-work, . But, in this

place, I ſhall limit this Definition, particularly, to mat

ters AMaritime, thoſe being the Subjećt of my preſent

Diſcourſe.

The difference alſo of an Horary Queſtion from anſ

Eleštion or Nativity, I have likewiſe before acquainted

you withāl, ſo that I need not (atium agere) to do it here ||

again.

preſent, you with twenty Examples of Queſtions, &c.

they being double the Number to thoſe of Elections or ||

Nativities, and much more plentiful with me, (and, ſo

I believe they are with all other Practical Aſtrologers)

then either of the other. For, Man-kind is naturally

ſubječt to thouſands of Doubts about one and the ſame

I will therefore come to my intended purpoſe, andl

Thing or Veſſel, that cannot be preſumed to have more

than one Radix, or Launching Originally; or more than
\

one proper Election of Time for a Voyage to Sea. |

Not, but that I could have enlarged all three of them

to a far greater Number, if I had conceived it requiſite

ſo to have done. But, a Theſis or Dotirine, being once

well proved, if we ſhould add a thouſand Inſtances, it

be themore often evinced.

cannot thereby be the better, although (I confeſs) it may /

* ,

I, QllESTION,
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I, QueSTION, is of the Grey-Hound Frigate,

If Alive P

The Grey-Hound Frigate,

if alive f

§ February 3”. gh. 22".

mane. 1664.

Fior. 24. Init.

> a dº g ad El H.

For many days together, before the time wherein this

ueſtion was propounded, the Exchange News was,

that this Rich Laden Weſſel was loſt in #: Sea, by the

extremity of ill weather.

... An Ingenious Merchant, having a Thouſand Pounds

(and upward,) of concerns in her, being, by the Enſu

rers, refuſed the Enſurance of any Sum upon her under

Sixty Pounds per Cent. deſired my Opinion of her Con

dition under the above ſaid Poſition of Heaven.

Iconſidered, that the Moon being lately ſeparated from

in Oppoſition of Mercury, Lord of the Third of theF

gººf
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gure, and in the Twelfth Houſe, might very naturallyde.

clare falſe News, as alſo together therewith, the Fears

of the uerent. But then I found P'eaus, the Significa

trix of the Ship to be Angular, (in Platique Trine of the

Moon) and in Conjunction of jupiter, and both of them ||

in Sextile of Mercury, who is the Diſpoſiter of Luna,

which made me conclude, (and good reaſon there was

for me ſo to do, jupiter being Superior to Mercury, both

in Nature and Influence) that the Ship was alive and ſafe;

and would (by GodsBleſſing) be ſuddenly heard of; and

that there was noneed for him to Enſure; the Lady of

the Second Houſe being the ſame Planet that ſignified the

Ship, and ſo happily Fortunated as you have heard,

No, notwithſtanding the Mºon was applying 44 Quadra.

tum Saturni, and the Sun his being (though ſeparated)

in Oppoſition of Mars, Lord of the Aſcendant and Eighth
JHouſe.

#. Effect was thus. The Ship was ſafe; and, in

two or three days time, there was News come, that ſhe

was (by contrary Winds) forced into the Iſe of Wight. I

And the Merchant ſaved all his Premium Money, which
I think was noharm to him.

But, the ill Aſpects before-mentioned, might have

their Effects in this, with reſpect to the Quºrent, viz.

The Querents Friends and Correſpondents living at New- |

Caſtle, and he having Orders to Enſure for their parts in

the Veſſel, did ſo, at the before-mention'd Rate; and

they loſt their Money that was thus given.

Å Conjunction of jupiter and Venus in an Angle, is .

muchmore powerful for good, thanan Oppoſition of the

Sun and Mars, and a Quadrate of the Moon and Saturn,

from Cadent places of the Heavens, can be for Evil.

- . - II. QueSTION,
* .
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II, QueSTION, wof the Ship called the NICHOLAs

of London, ºf Safe 2 - - -

--

--

`.
* S.

The NICHOLAS ofLon

don, if ſafe? 3 Nov.

19th. 9h. 7". A. M.

1667.

Hor. Aſir. G)
*

-

} a vac, ad A h

Several Veſſels in this Ships company, were deſtroyed

y Wreck in Stormy and Tempeſtuous Weather; and

here came the unkind News to the Owners thereof, that

he was wreck'd and ſunk among the reſt: upon which

eport, one, conſiderably concerned in her, propoſed

he above-ſaid Queſtion. -

Iconſidered that Mercury, the Significator of the Weſ.

il, was Angular (though in Sagitary) and in Trine of

upiter, his Diſpoſiter, who was Angular alſo. Next,

obſerved that the Moon was ſtrong, viz. in Taurus,

jºr Exaltation; and, from a good Hoiſt of Heaven, º
- - - r H pile

f
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plied to a Trine of Saturn, Lord of the Querents Sub.

ſtance, as the Moon was Significatrix of the Ships Sub.

fiance, I therefore concluded, that profit and advan.

tage was comingto the Querent by the Ship. And, to

gether herewith, finding the Hour to be fortunate alſo,

as beinggoverned by the Sun. --— I affirmed to the Que.'

rent, That the Veſſel (according to the Rules of Safety

before going) was alive; and that he would hear of her

ſuddenly. Howbeit, I acquainted him that I conceived

ſhe had been greatly diſtreſſed, becauſe the Moon ſepara

ted from void cf courſe; and Mercury was in Detriment:

in Oppoſition to the Horoſcope of the Ship. :

The Iſſue was thus. The Ship came home in three:

days time from the Question, viz., upon the Trime of:

jupiter and Mercury exactly. It had fuffered ſome dam

mage by Storms, but not ſo much as was ſuppoſed.

What think you now of the Trigonal Beam of jupiter?:

III. QUI, is of the Mermaid of London, ſuppºſed to betaken by the Turks,'^sº sº

2.

if

12th. :

º 1667. *:

h;

Fior. ©. -,

Pax & adºk 2
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One of the Owners of this Weſſel, having not heard

any News of her in four months time, beyond what he

might reaſonably have hoped for Intelligence, and there

fore ſuppoſing her to be loſt in the Sea, or elſe taken by

the Turks, (then very much infeſting the Seas) moved.

this Queſtion concerning her.--

| Finding jupiter in the Seventh Angle, and the Moon in

Sextile of Venus Lady thereof, and the Sun Lord of the

Hour, not only Diſpoſiter of Venus, but in Trine of ju

piter from Angles; – I adjudged the Ship to be ſafe,

and in good condition. And, with that my Opinion I

earneſtly laboured to comfort the Querent: who, bein

ſignified by Mars, in Platique Oppoſition of Saturn, coul

ſcarce give credit to me, his fears were ſo great.

From the Poſition of Venus in the Ninth Angle, and,

... for that the Moon wasſwift in Motion, and (by Latitude)

not paſt, but applying to the Sextile of Venus; I ac

! quainted him, that I conceived the Veſſel was on its way

homeward, and would be heard of ſpeedily. Yet, I

ſuppoſed ſhe had been a little affrighted by Enemies, as

alſo by Tempeſtuous Weather; becauſe Wenus was late

ly ſeparated both from a Conjunètion of Mars, and an

Oppoſition of Saturn, and it was true.

For, the Ship was heard of in a fortnights time from

the propounding this Queſtion; and came home very

well, and in good condition, in November following:

But, ſhe had been chaſed by ſome Pirates in her way

homeward, which ſhe veryhºwed Some in

jury alſo, ſhe ſuſtained by ill weather.

Thus you ſee, that the Bodies and Beams of jupiter

and Venus, are (ſub Deo) certain Arguments of ſafety.

-

92.1231A

H 2 IV. Questios.
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IV. QueSHON, i. of the PRISCILLA of London,.\
- Trader to New-Caſtle, if ſafe? -

-

|

| The PRISCILLA of

London, if ſafe? 9 |

- jan. 22d. Ioh, 30'.

- - A. M. 1668.

Hor. X.

X a >k 3 ad A §

ThisWeſſel was acollier, and having been at New-Caſtle,

no News washeard of her in ſome conſiderable time; 2.

that the Querent much feared ſhe was loſt. And there."

fore propounded the within written Queſtion unto me,un.

der this Poſition of Heaven.

I conſidered herein, that the Moon (though in Sexta

Domo) was lately ſeparated a Sextilo Martis, Significa

tor of the Ship, and applied ad Trinum Mercurii, her

Diſpoſiter, and Lordof the Querents Subſtance; and that

both of them were ſwift in Motion, together, with ju

piter, his being Lord of the Hour: And was thence en

- - couraged

- - º \
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| couraged to tell him, that I doubted not (by Gods Bleſ.

ſing) but the Ship was ſafe, and not only ſo, but that ſhe

would be ſpeedily at home, or at leaſt füddenly heard of
- Thetruth is,-— The Ship was well, and heard ofthe

ſame day; and, in few days following, came ſafe home.

Whatthink you now * You, that are Enemies to Star

ty Truths P Do Aſtrologers commit Error and Foly,

when they attribute Intelligence to Mercury P Or, ſuc

|Ceſsand ſafety to jupiter 2— Let us not hoodwink the

eyes of our underſtanding, and, we ſhall then find,

|ThatAirology is,as well uſeful and Fruitful,as Truthful;

|Letthe Learned Commentator upon Religio Medici, think

wathe pleaſeth, When he ſays, Aſtrology is not ſo Truth

lſ as Fruitleſ.---- Certainly, no Tree ſo Fruitful as

the Tree of Truth. And, no Fruit ſo uſeful, as that

which grows on ſuch Sacred Branches. For,mot only Great

ºut of Great Oſt is,the TRUTH,and that ſhall prevail.

W. QuESTION, is of the ELIZABETH Pink, if ſºft a
2– - |

: - N." o -

-

-

º

w - - - -

-

-

The ELIZABETH Pink, N

if ſafe? & February 9 || 6′ N

4h. 18. P. M. 1666 | *.*.
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in this Figure thegº; Weſſel was ſignified by Sa.

turn, and he near Cauda Draconi, and the Moon ſepa

rated a§. Solis & jovis, ex Angulis; which inti.

mated the ſame to have been in ſome danger (to my ap

prehenſion) not only by Weather, but Enemies, &c.—

Howbeit, the Moon applying ad Trinum Saturni, and

Saturn ſo eminently ſtrong in the Eleventh from the St

venth, caſting a Trine to the Second of the Eigure; toge

ther with the Sun and jupiter haſtning to a Conjunction in

the Seventh.–

From all which Arguments, I concluded the Veſſel

fafe, (though lately in ſome danger, &c.) and that ſhe

would be heard of, if not come home, in three weeks or

amonths time at the fartheſt. You ſee the Sun wanted

but three Degrees of the Body of jupiter.

The matter of Faćt was thus. On March the 6th,

following, ſhe came home; but had been diſtreſſed very

muchby ill Weather in her return, and forced to make

many Ports before her Arrival, for relief– Here

you ſee, the Sun and fupiter did not ſignifie Enemies as I

feared; but the Moon (being in the Dignities of Mercu

ry) in Oppoſition of the Sun and jupiter, had Relation

to the Weather only, though from the Angle of Enemies.

I will not here enquire, whether the Weather may not

be as well the greateſt Enemy, as Friend to Maritime

matters? Becauſe I meant Martial Enemies when I gave

my Opinion hereon. I was, I confeſs, in that particular

deceived.— How even, and calm, ought the mind of

an Aſtrologer to be, whenhe is to diſtinguiſh of ſuch cu

rious matters! " ' " ' " " ' "

VI, Question,
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| VI. Question, i. of the Joſiah, if ſafe?

The joSIAH, if ſafe?

* February 16th. 4h.

5o'. P. M. 1665.

.

Hor. }

|

That the Qurrent, or Owner hereof, was ſufficiently

beſiedged with troubles and fears concerning the ſafety of

this Weſſel, the Lord of the Aſcendant in the Sixth Houſe,

, in the Dignities of Saturn, aptly denotes.— But that

the Ship was ſafe,mot only jupiter his governing the Hour,

but the Conjunètion of the Sun and jupiter in its Aſcen

dant plainly ſignified; as you may find by conſulting the

Arguments of ſafety, &c. -

he Moon ſeparating from a Sextile of Mercury, and

transferring Hermes his happy Beams to Venus, Lady of

the Third and Tenth Houſes, ſhewed good News was

coming, - -

1H 4. This

w
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This Weſſel (God be bleſſed) was ſafe, and in three

weeks time from the Queſtion, was heard of: and in

ſome two months time,orthereabouts,arrived in theriver

of Thames, very happily Laden; and thereby quitted this

Querent of his many & remarkable doubts concerning her.

May we not, from theſe, and ſuch like Inſtances and

Examples, with good ground, preſume to Predićt ſecu.
rity to Ships or Weſſels Interrogated ; in caſe we find the lº

ſame Arguments of ſafety in any future Queſtion From

like cauſes generally proceed like Effects. But hark thee

good Reader, it is not everyone that canſhew thee how

the Heavens are Poſited, that can tell thee what they

meanor ſignifie. To this it is required, that the Perſon |

giving Judgment, be not only born an Artiſt, and well

readinthe Čapleſtial Volume, but that he be under a good

fate alſo, when the mind of Man is become like a Chaos, i.
the Judgment is notapt for either Logical, or Aſtrological

diſtinétions.

vii. Question, is ºf the DEXTERITY, iſ ſiſt?

<º J’. ~ 23%.

-9.

| |

The DEXTERITY, if

ſafe 2 & March 28th.

1665. Ioh. I 5". A. M.

Hor. X.

} a D. G) ad -k
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Great News on the Exchange many days, that this

Weſſel was caſt away. Enſurance of any thing in her, at

reaſonable rates, could not be purchaſed by any of the

* Owners of her. -

One of them being much afflićted thereat, in great

trouble of mind, moved the before-ſaid Question to me,

and the Figure of Heaven wasas here repreſented.

The Moon with Cauda Draconis, and ſhe, and Saturn,

in Quadrate of the Sun and Aſars, were eminent Argu

ments of Danger to this Weſſel. And, accordingly, ſhe

had been much diſtreſſed both by Weather, and ł, Pi
rates, in her return home-ward. *

But, when I conſidered the great ſtrengrh of Saturn,

(though accidentally fallen into the Sixth Angle, which

is the Twelfth from the Seventh) and that the Luminaries

were Angular; and, that the Sun was in Sextile of ju

piter, Lord of the Medium Caeli; and he Lord of the

Querents Second Houſe; and that the Pars Fortune, and

moſt of the Planets,were in Fortunate Points or Degrees

of Heaven; and alſo, that the Hour it ſelf was gover

ned by the Moon. When I conſidered theſe things, I

fly,– I adviſed the Querent not to Enſure, but be

º that his Weſſel would (Favente Deo) come home

afe. - * * * * *

He followed my Advice, and ſaved Iool. in Enſu

rance Money thereby. The Ship came ſafe home on

April the 14th. following, viz. a little after the Trine

ºf jupiterand Venus; and before the Trines of Sol, Sa

turn, and Mercury. -

By this Example, the Artiſt is taught, not to be frigh

tº too much with ill Teſtimonies; but to conſider whe

ther the good ones be not ſtronger ? -

VIII, QuBSTION,
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VIII. Question, is of the Priſcilla; if ſºft

The Priſcilla, if ſafe?

D May 4th. Ioh. 43.

A. M. 1668.

Hor. Aftr. 6

D 4 + g in A & ad & P

This was a Trading Weſſel to New-Caſtle, and .#
been ſomewhat longer out than uſual, the Owner hereof, /

was very doubtful that ſome unhappineſs had attended

her; and therefore, with a troubled and ſolicitous mind,'

propounded the above-mentioned Queſtion to me, under

this Poſition of Heaven.

I conſidered firſt, that the Horoſcope of the Weſſel was

in a Degree increaſing Fortune; and the Lord thereof very

ſtrong in the Heavens, though falling into the Sixth Houſe,

and that the Quadrates of the Sun and jupiter to him, did
not hurt, but help the Queſtion. Good Planet;

ſeldom ſhed bad Influences. Chiefly, when the Ray they

emit themby, is of imperfect pººjudice, as is the Qua

drate Beam. Next,

|

|
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Next, I found the Moon was in exact Sextile of Mer

rury, and he Lord of the%. Second, and Diſpoſter

of Pars. Fortune, and in Trine of Mars, Lord of the

/Ninth in the Figure, and transferring their good Beamsto

Venus, Lady of the Ninth in the Queſtion, and Poſted in

the Eleventh of the Figure; viz. the Angle of Hopes,cº-c.

From theſeArguments I adjudged the Ship ſafe: And did

thereby a little enlighten the heavy heart of the Owner,or

Querent. But that which pleaſed him better than anything

I could poſſibly ſay to him, was, That the Ship was

really ſafe, (as I had given him my Opinion) and came

\imºinfour days timefrom the Question,very well Laden.

Herein you ſee, the Great Good that depends on the

Luminaries, being Poſted in good Houſes of Heaven, in

/cmjunion of the Benefique Stars.

IX. QUESTION, is of the Elizabeth Pink; if ſafe?

*_

*

The Elizabeth Pink, if

oº: ſafe? November 27th.

A." 4h. 26'. P. M. I671.

Hor. 2.

X in D 2 advac.
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-There wasgreat fear in an Owner of this Weſſel of the

abſolute loſs thereof; as Mercury in the Sixth Houſ,

Combust and in Detriment, ſufficiently declared. But,

finding the Moon in the Tenth Houſe, in good Aſpeth of

the Prime Angles of the Figure, and in Quadrate of W.

nus, a Fortunate Planet, (which Governed the Hora

Queſtionis) and applying, after a ſmall Vacuum Curſu,

ad Trinam Martis, & Quadratum Mercurii, and the

Dragons Head in the Eleventh, and Saturn and jupiter

both, in good Aſpett of the Second Houſe of the Querent,

and of the Ship likewiſe; I was poſitive in my Opinion,

That the Ship, (God not contradićting the Courſe of ſe.

cond Cauſes) was ſafe. Howbeit, I conceived

ſhe had been inſome hazardous condition, becauſe Saturn

had lately paſſed an Oppoſition of jupiter (Significator of

the Ship) and quadrate of the Sun, being yet within the

Mediety of their Orbs.

The Veſſel was heard of in a fortnights time from the

Question, and that ſhe was in a good and ſafe condition;

but her Voyage had been retarded by the unhappineſs of

the Weather; which havingbeen very Tempeſtuous for

along time, had put the Weſſel to very great diſtreſs, and

notable hard labour; and the Men alſo that were in her.

But both Men and Weſſel were (by Gods Mercy) preſer

ved, and, in a ſhort time after, came home to the con

tent of the Querent. -

What ſayeſt thou now Antagoniſt P I, not Saturn

truly termed the Author of Fear, Labour, Sorrow, &c.

in an Aftrological Sence. +

X, QUESTION,
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X. QUESTION, is of the Swallow, if alive?

The SWALLOW, if

alive? h Ottob. 21th.

9h, 45'. A. M.

1671.

Hor, @.

D a 2 & ad vac.

... An Ingenious Gentleman and Merchant, that had great

concerns in this Weſſel, hearing News of her being (with

others)in danger of the Algerine Pirates, which it ſeems,

were then in Chaſe of her; propounded the above

written Queſtion concerning her. -

Indeed the Lord of the Seventh being Combuſt and

Retrograde, and the AMoon void of Courſe, and in the

Combuff-way; together, with her ſeparating from a Con

junction of Mars, intimated Danger ſufficient to the Weſ.

ºl But then, I confidered, what might alleviate thoſe

threatning Teſtimonies; and finding, (1.) Penus on the

Horoſcope. (2.) The Sun and Saturn in Trine from

* , Friend
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Friendly Houſes. (3) jupiter his being in Sextile of

the Sun and Mercury. (4.) The Moon in an eminent

Angle ; together with the Sun his .# Dominus Hore.

(5) Wenus in Sextile of Mars, Lord of the Eleventh

Iconcluded, that the major number of Teſtimonies ought

to be preferred before the minor; and therefore acquain.

ted the Querent, That though the Ship had been in

reat Danger, and poſſibly undergone ſtrange and vio

É. hazards; yet, ſhe was now ſafe, and would bel.

heard of ſuddenly.

The Story was thus. This Weſſel was heard of, Ojº,

ber the 26th. following, viz. in five days time; when

the Moon came ad Sextilem Mercurii, near the Horo

fcope. But ſhe had been in Fight with the Turkſ,

and came off bravely, by the Valour and Courage of

the Commander and Sea-men therein. And his Majeſty,

the better to encourage Generous and Valorous Aëtions, \

at the Ships coming home, gave unto Captain Battiſon,

the Valiant Commander of her, a Medal and Chain of

Gold, as a Signal Mark of Honour for his good Service

performed againſt the Turks.

/
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xi. QuestroN, is of the Gift of London, iſ ſafe?

The Gift of London,

...?”, oãober 13th.

& 3 &

|

An Ingenious Merchant, that had much Concern in this

Weſſel, not hearing of her in any reaſonable time, accor

ding to his wonted Cuſtom when ſhe had been formerly

abroad, in much diſcontent of mind, propounded the

... within-written Queſtion.

To come to the matter of Fačt before I giveny Rea

ſons in Art; The Weſſel was alive and ſafe; and was

heard of in leſs than a weeks time. But had been di

ſtreſſed by Weather, and made no proſperous Voyage.

~ And ſuch a Judgment I had given to the Querent.

The

K" - 4h. 22'. P. M. | -

1671.

Hor, Aftr. lſ.

C. D in A h ad waſ,
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The Reaſons why I pronounced ſafety to the Veſſel,

were theſe following: . The Moon in Cancer ſtrong, in

Trine of Saturn, and Sextile of jupiter, (though ſepara

ted) and jupiter the Diſpoſiter of Venu, which ſignified

the Ship. Neither did I forget that jupiter Governed the

Hour; or that Venu, caſt her Sextile to Mars, to miti

gate his Fury; or, yet, that Benefique Stars, of the Na

ture of Venus and Mercury, did Deſcend on the Cuſp of

the Seventh Angle. -

But, the Arguments of her Labouringunder the hard

ſhip mentioned, were, Mars infeſting her Aſcendant,

and Saturn his being in Quadrate of Venus, Lady there

of; together, with his being in Oppoſition to jupiter her

Diſpoſiter.

By this you ſee, that when there are good and bad

Teſtimonies in your Figure, the Effects attending the in

terrogated matter, will prove accordingly.— And, if

the Arguments of Succeſs, be greater than thoſe of Miſ

fortune, be ſure you ſhall find ſafety to ſucceed on the

gueſtion. But, yet,ſhall theill Rays of the Planets have

their Effects too, according to their Natures and Rela

tions,

i.

!.

XII.--
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III. QueSTION, is of the PATIENCE of London,

if ſafe f -

The PATIENCE of Lon.

ºn, if ſafe? 13.
h A4ay 6th. Ioh. I 5'.

A. M.

Bor. Aftr. 2

> a vac, ad E &

This Ship was bound toward Alicant, and the New

#nd-Land, for the Fiſhing-Trade. And one of the

wners having a conſiderable ſhare inher, and ſuſpecting

it to have been loſt, (the Turks being then very fre

lent in all parts, doing Dammage to all they lighted

) propounded the aforeſaid Queſtion to me concerniug

Saturn is Significator of the Ship, (as Lord of the

venth Angle) and, being in Piſces in the Eighth of the

Fire, in Quadrate Aſpect of A1ars and Venus in the

knities of Mercury, Lord of the Eighth in the#:
I 30%.
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ſtion, made me at the firſt doubtful ºf the ſafety of the

veſſé. But, Venus being a Conſignificatrix of the Per:

ſon enquiring, and of the Ship too, and in theãº
of the Figure, in Sextile of jupiter, and in goºd Aſºº

to both the Aſcendant of the Querent, and Keſel, did.}

fire encourage me. And when, together with this

ºnfidered that Saturn was in Sextile of the Sun in t

zºº. Heaven, and that Mars was no Enemy in the Figur
either to the Weſſel, or Querent; and alſo that bothLumin

yies were Angular, and the good Planet Kent, Govern

the Hour, -i- I was ſufficiently perſwaded that thiſ

veſſeſ was ſafe; and encouraged the Querent according

ly to be of the ſame Opinion with me. - i º

To be brief. The Ship was ſafe; yet ha

been in ſome ſmall Danger, but camehappily home, all:

well inden. But (as the Querent afterwards acquaintéme) ſhe came to no good Market, other Ships havi w

brought in their Stores beforeher. -

Did you ever know Saturn a Significator in any

stion, that you did not find an Effect therein, of his tal

:
º::2

//

Z. L.

---

!

dous Nature or Motion * /N

-

2. S.

*
º

i.

2 - º
+.

-
º

i

*::

XIII. QIESTIO |
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XIII QUESTION. If good to fill his ship; . .

If good to Sell his Ship? || §§ -

1668. X September | *.

7th. I Ih.

- A. M.

Hor. Aſir. G)

D a -k 3 ad vac.

An Ingenious Merchant, having been long Owner of a

Weſſel that now began to prove a little unfortunate (tho'

formerly ſucceſsful enough) was doubtful, left ſhe might

prove ſo yet further; and, being ſomewhat loath to part

with her, propounded the above-ſaid Queſtion to me.

I firſt obſerved,That Violent Fixed Stars deſcended on

the Cuſp of the Seventh Angle; and next, that Venu, La

dy thereof (which ſignified the Ship) was in her Fall, Ke

trograde, Combuſt, and in Quadrate of Mars; as alſo,

in the ſame Aſpeš of jupiter,Lord of the 8th. in the Que

ſtion. And, to make the matter in Queſtion the more un

fortunate, Cauda Draconis was in the Aſcendant, and the

AMoon void of Courſe. . - -

All theſe Arguments conſidered, there is no Afrº
..I 2 l?
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but will believe,that Imuſt needs, not only adviſe,butper.

ſwade the Querent to ſell his Ship. And indeed ſo he did.

But the Querent (though reſolv’d ſufficiently to follow

my adviſe) being a little unwilling to part with an 0.

Servant too haſtily, did ſomewhat delay the Sale there

of.--— And behold, in ten weeks time from t

Queſtion, asſhe was going to New-Caſtle for Coals, wi

broken all to pieces, by the violence of a Storm.

What thinksmy Aſtrologian? Have not Things the

Anareta's too, as well as Men 2

Nay, what thinks the Antagoniſt to the Stars 2

he ſhew me any one unfortunate Figure, that hathbee

attended with a fortunate Effect? Let him do it ; and

do hereby promiſe to become his Convert; and w

write my Recantation, and therein beg Pardon of tº

WWorld for deluding it, and my ſelf, ſo many years tº

gether. -

XIV. QueSTION, is of the JOSIAH, if ſafe 2

|

The JOSIAH, if ſafe }
* November 2d. 9h.

15'. A. M.

1671.

Bor. Aftr. G.

P a A G) ad vac.

& A 2

s

sº

*
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Hereinwe muſt accept of Mercury for the proper Sig

nificator of the Veſſel Interrogated. And, he being in

the Eleventh Houſe of the Figure, no way afflićted or

impedited; and the Luminariº, in Friendly Trine of each

Other, and the Aſcendant being Fortunated, and Fortified

|by Penus her preſence there, together with the Sun his

Governing the Hour. All which were Arguments that

might very reaſonably denote the Veſſel to be in ſafety.

[And ſo ſhe was...] And this, non obſtante Saturn his being

in Quadrate to the Seventh Houſe, and in the ſame Aſpett

of the Aſcendant.

, And, becauſe I found that Mercury, in ten days time
from the Queſtion, came ad Trinum Saturni, Lord of the

werent's Second Houſe, and to a Sextile of jupiter his

Diſpoſter; and that the Moons next Aſpect, (after a

ſmall Vacuum Curſus) wasto a Trine of Venus in the Aſ

cendant, and this without Fruſtration. I told the Que:

rent (from thence) that he might (Favente Deo) moſt

probably hear of the Weſſel, or ſee her at, or much about

that time. He did not much believeme; jupiter you ſee

is in Oppoſition of Saturn, heightening the Querents fears.

Howbeit, he was a little enlightened in his humour, by

my Encouragement. •

The Truth of the Effect was thus. The Weſſel did

thencomeſafe home, and very well Laden alſo; to my

nolittle Credit, and to the Satisfaction of the Querent.

Thus you ſee, that if Saturn, Mars, or Cauda

Draconis, in the Aſcendant, deſtroy the hopes

of the Queſtion ; Venus or Jupiter Poſited therein, (not

otherwiſe contradićted) preſerve it.

i 3 XV. QllEST.
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XV. QllESTION, If the intended Voyage ſhall

prove Proſperous. -

If the intended Voyage

ſhall prove Proſpe

rous? june 24th. 9h.

mane. I665.

Die— b

Hor.— ?

X in D & ad El H

I have already Printed this Remarkable Experiment

in my Almanack Anno 1667, but the Obſervation bein

Ho Eminent, and our Annual Books ſeldom remembered af.

ter the year is expired,I ſhall Re-print it here again (toti

dem verbiº) for the advantage of Artiſts, viz.

Captain Omen Cox, upon, or a little after hisº

made Commander of the Nathan Frigate, propounde

the within written Queſtion unto me, and received the

ºwing Aeſirer, viz. That his Voyage would be unfortu

º, º' that it was better for him to pretermit than pur.

*** *. -
-

-

ºf tº ſº ſºlº & " Lord thereof is Stationary

-- -
II]
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n & B ex Agulis : X Lady of his Hopes in the 8th.

n Partil D & transferring his Beams unto h by a ma

icious D. All which portended much Infelicity to at

end the Querent from his intended Deſign; and b. be.

ng in the 4th, there in 3 Q 2 and 2 declared a Fa

al end unto it. I laboured all I could to diffwade him

rom that undertaking; but he being engaged with many

thers in that buſineſs before, and havingobliged ſeveral

n the ſame, (as he told me) could not, without con

raćting a great Diſhonour upon himſelf, make uſe of that

my Adviſe and Caution. -

When I ſaw there was no preventing his going, but

hat he was reſolvedly bent upon it; I adviſed him (for

mitigation of part of the dammage threatned, if it might

je) to forbear going but ſeven or eight weeks, be

:auſe the greateſ prejudice was probable to fall out about

hat time from the time of the Queſtion; the 9 wanting

even Degrees of h’s D and , and b much about the

ame diſtance in their P. This Querent did endeavour

hat, with many of thoſe he had to do with, but in vain:

for the more he delay'd time, the more he ſubječted him

ſelf to Cenſure and Suſpition; and at length (to prevent

the murmuringof his Omners) viz. On July the 8th, at

ſeven in the morning he fell down to Gravefend. 9 being

at that time in 3’ > again, and 9 lately ſeparate from

the [J's of & . — A time ſo unluckie J and corre

ſpondent to the Figure of the Queſtion in miſchief, that

nothing could be greater: and it was attended with a

ſuitable effect. For behold ! On Auguſt the 14th.

following, being ſeven week; and two days from the propoun

ding the Queſtion, this unfortunate Qūerent had his Ship

broke all to pieces in a Storm, near into Yarmouth, and

himſelf with all his Aſºm (except one or two) fell Sacrifices

tº the mercilſ; Waves of the Sea.— Thus we ſee that

the Stars ſometimes, by a kind of irrefiftible Influence,

direct, nay, huri Men into dangers [almoſt unavoidable,

even beyond the Power of humane Counſel or prevention.

I + XVI, QūESTION,

* - - -
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XVI QUESTION, is of the PROVIDENCE, if ſºft,

The PROVIDENCE,

if ſafe? / September

28th. 11h. 15'. A. M.

1671.

- Hor. 5 -

> a [] had k &

A little before, and alſo at the time of this queſtion,

there was great noiſe all over the Royal-Exchange, and

City likewiſe, that this good Ship was loſt, by reaſon of

which report, 3ol. per Cent would not be taken by the
Enſurers. - - - A. ... "

The Querent having conſiderable concerns in her, mo

ved the aboveſaid Queſtion to me, under this Poſition ofJHeaven. - w

I viewed the Figure ſeriouſly; and finding Mercury,

the Significator of the Weſſel, in the Houſe of Hopes,

lately ſeparated from a Sextile of jupiter, and applying

to a Trine of Saturn, Lord of the Second Houſe; and

that the Moon was in exačt Sextile of the Sun, (an Emi

nent Argument of Life) from the prime Angles of the

Figure; I adjudged the Ship to be ſafe, and in good con
z.:- - - dition,
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| dition, both in reſpect of her ſelf, and in relation to her

Owners; and that I doubted not but the Querent would

ſoon hearNewsconcerning her.

The Effect was thus. The Querent did hear of her

in October the ſecond following, about noon. And (firſt

Iſhould have told you) he having an Opinion of, and Cre

dit for the Truth I told him, thereby ſaved his Enſurance

Monev. -

If,º the Learned Mirandula ſays, By knowing the

uttermoſt force of Natural Agents, we come to know the

Divinity of Chriſt. . I may reaſonably and innocently

ſubjoyn, By being acquainted with the Energy of

Starry Influences, we may thereby, the more Eminently

come to underſtand the Wiſdom, and Powertoo,0fGod,

who firſt of all gave Influence and Motion to the Stars.

xvii. Question, is the St. JOHN, of Dantzick, if ſºft

The St. J O H N of

Dantzick, if ſafe?

9 September 20th. 9h.

45'. mane. 1671.

| Hor. Aftr. M.

D a -k tº in d \,

Sec. Latit.
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- This Veſſel by contrary winds, had been driven from

itsCºmpany, and no News heard of her in a fortnights

time; which occaſioned (as it might well) great fears in I

the Querent, that ſhe was totally loſt in the Sea. And,

being in the mind to Enſure what he had upon her, was

firſt deſirous to know my Opinion thereof, from a Figure

of Heaven, which happen'd to be this as you ſee.

Finding the Moon, which claim'd Exaltation in the

Seventh Angle, to be in Conjunction of jupiter, in the

AMid-Heaven, and he Governing the Hora Queſtionis;

and, that Venus, the proper Significatrix of the Ship, was

in the Aſcendant in Sextile of Mars Lord thereof, in the

Tenth Hoſe. It was encouragement ſufficient for me,

to give my Judgment.— That the Veſſel was ſafe,

and very probably in Harbour; and that I did believe he

would have News of her being alive and well, in a ſhort

time. Nay, I therefore further adviſed him not to En.

ſure, the Arguments of Hopes were ſo ſtrong.

The Querent followed my Adviſe, and, had norea.

ſon to repent it; for he thereby ſaved his Premium M.

ney.

as I Judged : and camehome in a fortnight following.

Many Men, ſomewhat acquainted with Aſtrology, may,

with a ſeeming ſhew of Reaſon, Object, — That Saturn

in the Fourth, in Oppoſition of Mars, ſhould not declare ſo

good an Iſſue as is here ſet down.— I Anſwer,- Saturn

is not in the Fourth of the Queſtion, though he be of the

Figure. And, it was nothing to the Fate of the Ship, .

what the Querent did with her Lading after ſhe came ||

ſafe home.
-

XVIII QUEST.

The Effect was thus. The Ship had been in Harbour, i.
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|XVIII. QUESTION.—— if his ship were ſºft

If his Ship were ſafe?

D Auguſt 24th. 1668.

ioh. 15'. A. M.

Hor. Aftr. 9:

j a A. 3 ad. P. h "

This Weſſel was a Trader to New-Caſtle, and being

longer out than was uſual, put the Owner of her into -

ſeveral fears, that all was not well with her. And, in

great perplexity of mind, he moved the above-ſaid Que

ftion concerning it to me, under this Poſition of Heaven. . .

Venus is Significatrix of the Weſſel, and Retrograde, in

her Detriment, and by Retrogradation applying to Com

buſtion of the Sun, and he Lord of the Fourth Houſe in

the Question ; which plainly argued that the Ship was in

logood condition,- And, when, together with this, I
- COil
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conſidered the Moon was in exact Oppoſition of Saturn,

and, both of them in Quadrate Aſpett to the ſeventh

Angle, I told the Quºrent poſitively, that I believed

all was not well; and that I feared, his Weſſel was in

great hazard of looſing, if not already loſt; becauſe }

and h were ſo exač and Diametrically oppoſite.

The Truth of the Effect was thus:- The Ship was

heard of in ſix days time; and though not loſt, yet had

ſhe been in great danger thereof, having unhappily run

on Ground at Nem-Cašle, and ſo, not only ſprüng a

Shrowd, but wholly loſt her Keel, which put the Owner

to a great deal of Coſts to Repair, before ſhe could be

fitted for Sailing again.

Honeſt Reader, I will readily acknowledge to thee,

I am but a Man, and therefore am often ſubjećt to com:

mit Error in my Judgments, ’tis a Crime I hope thou

wilt pardon. . . It is connived at in Phyſicians (I will not

ſay 'tistolerable in them)if they endanger Lives, before

they come to a rightº: of their Profeſſion.

Shall not the poor Aſtrologer be indulged a little, if he

be found to give a miſtaken, judgment? His after Expe

rience may perchance teach him to make amends for a

preſent failing. | 2 * -

* & - w

f : . - -

- -

f t

xix. QueSTION,

w

~.
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XIX. Question, i. of the EAGLE, if ſºft
ºn

-

º

The EAGLE, i

3 April 25th.

A. M. 1662.

º

Hor, Aſtr.

5 4 A 3. ad A §

This Weſſel had been at the Canaries, and ſome other .

parts Southward; and no News being heard ofher for a

conſiderable time,ſhe was ſuppoſed to have beencaſtaway

in the late terrible Storm, that happen'd in the latter end

of February before-going. |

The Fear was indeed two true. And, to confirm it,

you ſee in this Scheam, jupiter Lord of the Seventh An

gle to be in the Eighth from the Seventh, Retrograde

there, and nearly in Oppoſition of the San, and Quadrate

of Mars, Lord of the Eighth in the Figure. And, to add

unto theſe diſmal Teſtimonies, here is Cauda Draconis in

the Aſcendant of the Weſſel; all which denoted danger of

Shipwrack. According

– _--_
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Accordingly to theſe Ajiral Teſtimonies, and the Qup.

rents Fears, (moſt certainly irritated by Caleftial Ener.

gie) this good Ship was caſt away by ill weather on the

Portugal Coaſts, as ſhe was coming homeward.— But,

bleſſed be God, all her Men were ſaved, by the affiſtance

and opportunity of another Weſſel, that then happend

to be near her, which was better provided for an Encoun.

ter with Storms at Sea.

It is remarkable, that about the latter end of February,

ſhe was Wrecked, as was ſuppoſed; having been three

days contending with her concluding Fate. The angry

Planet AMars then becoming Direct, as jupiter (Signifi.

cator of the Ship) fell Retrograde. As Naturally ſigni

fiying its Deſtruction, and Philoſophically too.

XX. QUESTION, is of a Barbadoes Ship, if beſt

to Enſure ? -

A Barbadoes Ship, iſ

beſt to Enſure? 9 Au

gift ioth, 7h, 15'.

A. M. 1670,

-

-
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A DIARY of the Weather, &c.

November 1668. December 1668.

1|Cold miſl. rain all night.

2|Cldy, and gr.hollow was.

3|Same as the former.

4|Cold, ſome rain hol. wids.

5|Cold & clay, froſt at nig.

@ Fr.bright skie. Circab. P

| 7|Froſty aud cloudy air.

8 Same as the former.

9'Cldy, miſl. & great wids.

Io Fr. clear over-caſt at nig.

1 Sr. winds, ſtor ra. P. M.

12'Cloudy, dark, but warm.

© Cldy,warm, rainy, P. M.

14. Froſty air, gentle winds.

15 Miſl. gr. winds, ſtor. nig.

16 Storms of was and rain.

17|Froſt continues. 17 At Io ſtor. of hail, thund.

18|Still froſt holds. 18 Cloudy, rainy, windy.

19|Rainy A. M. froſt at nig. 19 Warm,thundrain at nig.

26Glorious froſt. G. Gr.winds, and rain, P.M.

21|Cldy A.M. cold rain P.M.21 Rain. P. M. winds at nig.

6|Cloudy A.M. froſt P. M.22 Froſty,wdy, troubled air.

23|e Clear air,freez. winds.23'e Cloudy, windy air.

* ~ *

IO

I I

|12
|I 3

º

Gr, was, and rain at nig.

Same continuing.

Still the ſame. Froſt at nig,

14|Curious froſtv air.

© Rainy, hail 3h. P. M.

16|Froſty,with ſharp winds.

24|Froſty A. ſnow threamº/A hard froſt,red Even.

2;Miſty morn, variab P.M.

26 Cold, cloſe, raw air.

27Cloudy, rain, P. M.

|28Cldy,high was rainy nig.

|Froſty at @ riſe. Showry.

Clouds, windy, moiſt air.

º
-

31|Fr

K. . .

25 Fr brokeA.A.4 frag.P.A4.

26.Hard fr. but thick air.

Gº Pleaſant froſt.

28 Fr. ſtill, but broke at nig.

29Miſty A. M. froſty Even:

30 Moderate air, windy nig.

eezing wids, like to ſm.

Şan

i.

º
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|º
I I

I 2

I 3

I4.

15

I 6

C)

18

I 9

2O

2 I

22.

23

O

25

26

27

28

29

3O

©

t -

!

1

2.

* 3,

january 1669.

Cloudy cold, ſnowy nig.

Snow m. clear froſty day.

Sharp froſt, yet lowring.

Cold freez.wds.cir, ab. X

High freez.wds continue.

February 1669.

Windy & cloudy ra.nig

Hail, gr. was, P.M. cold.

Storms of wa. ra. d. &n.

Same as the former,

O Froſty, yet variab. skie.

Same as the former.

O Pleaſ. fr. ſn. in the nig's

Snow A.M. fr. continues.

Snow A. gr.thaw, ra nig.

High winds, froſty even.

Darkhard fr. ſtrong was.

Miſty morn, miſl at noon.

Hard froſt, ſnow, hail, P.

Froſt,ſnow, & brisk was.

Dark cold fr.ſome ſn.P.M

Obſcure froſt, little wind.

Cold thaw, hail & ra. nig,

Fr. cloſe air, bright night

Fr. drifl. ſnow at night.

Gentle thaw,frag, at nig.

e Hard cold froſt.

Miſty, cold driſling air.

Dark, rainy, windy.

Rain, hail, & winds P.M.

Winds and rain.

Froſty, pleaſant air.

Cold windy and driſling

Curious air, circle ab. X

Pleaſant, yet variable,

Froſt N. winds, cir, ab. X

Curious fr. dropping nig

Cldy, warm, ſomet. drop.

Rainy day, with gr. was.

Pleaſ, with fr.but windy.

Cloudy,with daſhes of ra. |

Windy, cloudy, warm.

I 1|Pleaſant warm air.

12|Cloudy and wind. ra. nig,

13 Storms of ra. and winds. 1.

© Cldy & widy.drop. P.M. I.

15|Pleaſant, but high winds.

16|Raday with cutting wids.

ºwinds, rain, ſnow, hail. i.

I sºld froſt, high winds. ||

19|Pleaſant froſt. .

26's Fr.wdy: ſm. at 3.P. M. .

© Sharp froſt and ſnow, P. i.

22 Hard cold fr. continues. 1.

23Curious hard froſt. |

24Fr. cutting was.ſnow nig.

25Way cold thaw, ra. nig,

26 Cold,"ſome rain, wds.

27Cold, windy, rainy day:

© Rain, and hail, P. M.

|
I O

AMarch 1669.

Cloudy and windy.

Warm, ſome ra. at night.

Miſt.m.pleaſwarm,P.M.

April 1669.

Pleaſant winds,glor. nig.

Same as the former.

Gloriousair, brisk winds.

- - 4. Cloudy,

;

4.
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4.
5

6

©

8

9

IO

III

I2.

I 3

@)

I 5

I

17

I8

I9

2O

O.

22

23

24

25

26

2

O

Cloudy, rain about noon.

Miſty, clay, clear even.

Miſty morn. pleaſ. P. M.

O Cloudy, miſl, windy.

Pleaſantair,Star-light nig.

}Cldy. moiſt warm air.

Windy, rain at night.

#A pleaſant warm air.

A variable air.

Pleaſant warm air.

Like the former,wind. ni.

Cloudy,Cool, high winds.

A cool, yet pleaſant air.

A warm,bnt cloudy skie.

Bright air,with pleaſwds

3e Rainy, and windy.

Froſt, hail & ſnow P. M.

Froſt,ſhow,hail,rainy nig,

Snow and hail, gr. winds.

Snow, hail, and ſome ra.

Some moreſn.ſtrongwds.

A cloudy moiſt air.

(e)

I-2

I 3

I 5

I6

17

(2)

I 9

2O

I

22

23

24.

O

27

J28

5

6

7

8

9

I C)

(C)

I4.

26

Somewhl like the former.

Cldy; way, with ſome ra.

CCold,hail,ſnow, grºwds.

Frºmorn.windy,ra.at nig.

Windy, moiſt, warm air.

Cloudy, with ſharpwas.

Bluſt, winds, hail and ra.

Sharp cold air.

Somewhat clear, coldair,

A cloſe warm air.

Cool winds, yet pleaſ.

:Windy & cloudy,ſome

drops. - .

Cloudy, warm, ra. at nig.

• Cloudy and lowring.

2||Pleaſant day,bluſt. night.

}Showry days,bluſt. nig.

{Pleaſant and warm air.

Brisk was lightn. ra. nig.

Cloſe air, miſl. ra. P. M.

Obſcureair,clearing,P.M.

29|Moderately pleaſant. |29|Cloſe& warm.VVds nig,
30|Miſty m. pleaſant,circ. PI3d Pleaſ. air, Halo about &

31|Pleaſ, with gent. winds.
-

May 1669. | june 1669.

I 1 Pleaſ morn, cloudy P. M.

© l{ ..... . . . . . . 2 Cloudy morn.bright P.M.

3 VVindy days, ra.P.A4. 3. A curious, but hot air.

4. . . . . . 4. OA very wind day.

5|O Cloudy, but warm. 5 Soultry hot, with gent, w.

6 Hot, Lightning at night. 6) A pleaf day, was variab

- K
2. 7 Ho
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7Hot, but pleaſant air.

8Cloudy mornpleaſ. P.M.

© Pleaſ, and warm, way ni

IoHot, but glorious air.

11 Pleaſant, with gent, was

12 Bluſtering winds. .

13 Wils & rain, hail & Ligh.

14Foggy morn.curiousday.

15 A fabubrious air.

© Bright air, high winds.

17 Cloudy morn, clear, P.M.

18A clear, but windy night

: : Pleaſant, but widy skie.

22Wäy, warm, ſomera. P.

º Hot air, pleaſant winds.

24 Rainy aftern, windy nig

25 Warm, with clouds& ra.

26 Cloudy, windy,moiſt skie

27 Windy,great rain, P. M.

28 Windy, ra. and Sun ſhin.

#29 Hot, moiſt & windy air.

Q Rain & thund. a wet nig.

31 WWarm,yet windy skie,

I9e Wdy,clay, warmair.

8-|3|O

7|Much rain, A. variable,P.

8|WWhite clás, ſtrong was.

9|Rain in the afternoon.

Iola windy rainy day.

11|Cloudy and windy air.

12|Pleaſant, yet windy.

O

14|XVery hot days.

I6

17

I 8

I 9//

O

Hot day, night rainy.

O Pleaſant freſh air.

...]?Hot and pleaſant air.

22

23

24.

25

26

Exceſſive hot, gr. was.N. "

Hot,but cloudy and way.

Foggy morn. great heat.

& Glorious, but hot air.

28

9 {very hot days.

Hot, wäy, thund. &ra,

july 1669.

1|Rain, A.M.Pleaſant day.

2|Rain& wids thund.at nig

39 Clouds and ſome rain.

© Rainy,but warm air.

5|A cloudy skie, threat. ra.

6|VVarm and pleaſant.

- % }very hot air.

9|Hot day, with brisk was.

August 1669.

O Pleaſanthor air.

Same with the former.

Cloudy and rainy, P. M.

Hot, yet pleaſant days.

©

2.

3

4.

5

6

7Much thunder and rain.

© More thund, a rainy nig,

9Great thunder, with rain

I ke
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Iolike former,ſome drpsA.

Gº Pleaſant, but rain, P. M.

12 High was, heat remitted.

13 Bluſtering windy day.

143 Curious air; ºl.
I 5 winds.

16 Cloudy,highwds,ra.P.M.

17O Ra. m. moderate air.

© Cloudy and windy.

198tormy & ra. day & nig,

20Storms & rain continues.

21WVindy and cloudy.

22|Pleaſant, but cool air.

23|A rainy afternoon.

24|Moderately pleaſant.
O ;Pº with brisk

26 winds.

* 27|A rainy afternoon.

28|Soultry hot air.

29|R. Cloudy, with brisk

3O winds.

31|Cloſe, but warm air.

{sºy and rainy, but

hot. * . .

Hot,with gr,th.& ligh.ni.

Aſhower abnoon,hot air.

{Cloſe air, miſlng P. M.

* Hot, rainy afternoon.

Thick & cloudy,but hot.

Miſty morn. clear day.

Cloudy, with rainy after.

Pleaſant, and warm air.

Cloudy, and cool.

A curious bright day.

Miſty morn. but hot day.

º great heat. .

xceſſive heat conti

IO

II

I 2

I 3

I 4

O

I 6

17

I 8

I 9

2O

2. I

O

23

24

25

26

27

28

G)

3O

-->

W

{

* nues.

Still hot, lightning at nig.

Clondy,hot, lightn at nig,

Thun, and lightn, hot air:

September I 669.

{Vgy hot air, gentle

31|X O winds.

October 1669.

I ( - I'Pleaſant warm air.

|{Avery hot air. 2Cldy m. brisk was.P.A.ſ.

3|Miſty morning, hot air. |& Flying clouds, gr. winds.

4|A cloudy, dull cloſe air. 4'Rain, wind, thund, light.

|S|Moderately clear & pleaſ 5 WWarm air,hallow winds.

6|Cloudy morn pleaſ.P.44, 6|Drifling ra brisk winds.

7 7|Sharp winds, but fair.

8|{ ... 8|Cloudy, wind, threat. ra.
| 9 Miſt.cold fr. m.clear P. 9|Darkłłwindy ſome ra.

IO
- G) Sharp winds, but clear.

||11|A clear,but cold way day. 11|Darkclasgºwds.ſomTás

@ |Pleaſ, but ſharp cold airli 2WVăy clay, viol, ra. P.M.

K 3 . . . . . 13 A
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I34

13|A nipping froſt.

I4.

15

I6

17

18 alſ.

© Cldy,& windy,cold abat.

20|Cloudy,warm, ſome rain.

21 |Pleaſant warm air.

22|Miſty morn. pleaſ. P. M.

23|Clear, but windy skie.

24|Moiſt,yet warm, rain nig.

25|Cloudy, windy, warm.

Q Darkmiſty m.clear,P.M.

{Fº mornings, but

3 glorious º
© WWarm, oft threat. ra.

Miſty dark mornclea.aft.

9 ſant.

Pleaſant, but cold air.

27

28

39

A Diary of the Weather.

§º, but plea,

{Miſty morning, cold

15|Pleaſant, but ſharp air.

16|Froſty, but cloudy air.

©|A white froſt, variab.day.

I 8

I 9

2O

2. I

22

23

O

25

26

27

28

29

3O

A curious bright day.

{Rainy dulldays.

November 1669,

Great winds,radark skie.

Rain & winds,froſty nig.

Froſty, glorious day.

Cold, grºwinds, fr.broke.

Pleaſant, inclinable to fr.

Froſty,miſling at night.

{Blººring winds, clou

dv.

Windy,Cloudy,ra. at nig,

Sharp freezing winds.

*Dry winds,obſcure air.

łFroſty glorious days.

December. 1669. -

3

*-

;
© Miſty, foggy, cold air.

7Sharp air, froſt at night.

11|Froſty, and windy.

© A curious hard froſt.

8Cold fr.mor.breaks P.M.

9Cloudy, windy, with ra.

IoWindy.cloudy,moiſt air.j

13 Sharp cold air,raat night |

14e Bluſtr, windsand rain. .

Fr. morn. cold moiſt day. |

A cold d, rainy P. & nig

Cldy skie, cold remitted. I

Miſty morning,warm air,

)
-

A ſharp fr, but pleaſant, I

Fr.dark morn.pleaſ day,

Sharp, cold, & variab, air.

• Hard fr. cloudy, P.M.

O A very ſtormy dark day,

1Froſty pleaſ broke armigl

2 Rainy morn. cloudy day. ||

Moiſt warm air, rain at .

|

6|Pleaſ. A clay, ſomera P.

I 3

ºHard froſt continues.

15|Rain, froze as it fell.

- 16 A

* Hard frigrhollow was,
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16|Aſtinking thick fog.Froſt.

17|Miſty morn. freezing air.

18|Pleaſant hard white#.

19|Thaw morn.froſty at nig.

Froſt & miſt,m rainy nig.

Cloudy & ra. cold remit.

Dark, moiſt, raw air. T

A hard white froſt.

Pleaſant hard white froſt.

Froſty, but cloudy skie.

Cold froſt, circle about D

Hard froſt,Cutting winds.

I

17

I 8

G)

2O

2. I

A cloudy moiſt air ..., |22|Froſty,ſnow in the night.

23|Thick and cloudy skie. 23; ſnow-great winds.

24 - iode 24|Froſty, much ſnow fell.
25 }coudºuinand winds 25 §.eold, froſty air.

26|A pleaſant clear day. © |Hard froſt, great winds.

27|3 Acloudy cold air. . 27 S Froſty, but cold abat.

|0|Cloudy,winds & ra. nig.28 Hard fr. & high winds.

29|A cold and cloudy skie. 29 Hard froſt continues.

30|Cloudy,ſharp,inclin to fr. 3o Cold fr. much ſhow fell.

31|More ſhow, cold abated.

+ january 1670.

Cldy & moiſt, ſhow lies.

Miſty, cloudy air.

Grt. thaw, rain at night.

Rainy dark day.

Cloudy skie, ſome rain.

Rain & winds,thun light.

Great winds,doing miſch

A very pleaſant day. '

A miſty cloudy air.

Pleaſant warm air.

©

Cloudy, cloſe, warm.

I I

I 2.

I 3

Brisk winds, and rain.

VWindy and cloudy.

Great winds and rain.

15

17
→

-K 4

tº

February 1670.

1 * Cold froſt, ſnow in the

2 morning.

3 Sharp froſt filow at nig.

4 Hard froſt continues.

5 Hard froſty cold air.

© Froſty, with much ſnow.

7 Pleaſant froſty air.

8 Hard froſt, ſnow morn.

9 Froſty and more ſnow.

{Io Cold fr. with much ſnow.

I 1 Fr.much ſn. fr. bro. P. AM.

12 A cloudy rainy day & ni.

9 Rain, A.A.A. froſt at nigh.

14. Pleaſant but hard froſt.

|15 Rain, A.A.M.pleaſant P.A.ſ.

16 Froſt, A. M. rain P. 44.

17A miſty miſling rainyº
- L

r
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18A rainy morning.

19|Freezing winds, ſleet air.

2CA hard pinching cold fr.

21|Froſty, A. M.Rain at nig.

22|Froſt A. gr. was & ra. P.

3. {Curious froſty days.

259 Ra. P. ſnow in thenig.

26|Cold freezing winds.

27|Froſt, ſnow, cold winds.

28Snow'd all day,froſty air.

29 Sharp froſt, more ſnow.

©|Fr. & windy,ſnow in nig

31|Froſty cold, bluſt winds.

|I8||alin; warm air.

Cloudy and miſty,warm.

G |Pleaſant, but warm air.

21|Pleaſant, but ſharp air.

22 Rainy, A. M. fair, P. M.

23 Great winds, ra. at night.

24 O Rain, winds and hail.

25 Pleaſant froſty day.

26Like the form. windy ni.

© A cloudy and windy skie.

28VWinds & ra. day & nig.

I 9

i

} .

AMarch 1670. .

1|Rainy m. pleaſant, P.77

2 #Prºy, and pleaſant

3 a11.

4|Rainy and great winds.

5|Driſing, windy, yet warm

Cloudy and warm air

8|Some rain, A. M. cold air.

49

Cold was, ſome rain, P.

* VVdy,clay,with gent, ra.

14|Moiſt air, gr. rain at nig,

15|Thund.Lightnrain at nig.

16|A very rainy day.

I I

I 2

9

10-Cloudy, and ſharp airie

i I

| | April 1670.

1|A rainy day.

2|Miſty m. the day cloudy.

©|Cloudy,threatning rain.

4|Cloudy and rainy.

5A rainy afternoon.

6|Pleaſ. & warm,high was.

7Much rain, but warm.

8Fair morn. rainy aftern.

º Rainy day,ſomethund.

Great winds and rain.

12Cold winds froſt at night.

13.4curious bright air.

14A windy and rainy day.

15 Ra. P. terrib.wet way ni.

I ;Gril winds and rain,

O day and night.
17|Moiſt & warm, ra at nig,
18|Cloſe and miſl way nig.ſ scold rain.WWinds abated.

19 A
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yºA cold and cloudy skie. Tº Pleaſant. Some Fain,

G) A cloudy rainy day. |2013 P. M.

21 A cold miſlng air. *|3A curi •- -->

22Cldy, moiſt and raw cold, 22 : CllrIOUS Warm air.

23 A curious pleaſant air. 23|Much rain m.variable P.

24 Miſty m, cloudy and coole|Moiſt air,divers daſhesra.

25Great was, rain at night.

26}o Great cold winds,

© with rain.

28Cold air; with hail& ra.

|29 Cold day, with ſtor. was.

3oSharp, cold, freezingwds.

31 Pleaſant, cold froſty air.

25

26

27

28

29

3O

o A clay ſhowering day.

A rainy cloudy day.

A great deal of rain fell.

Gloomy thick air.

}cº, A. M. plea

ſant, P. M.

AMay 1670. june 1670.

Cloudy. A. M. rain, P.M.

A very glorious day.

Pleaſant. Winds riſe, P.

A rainy day and night.

Pleaſant warm air.

A rainy dark day.

Cloudy m. pleaſant, P.M.

• Awindy moiſt air.

Pleaſant,with gentlewds.

Pleaſ day Hail,rain at N.

Moderate clear air.

.º

I 2.

I3

I4.

O

I6

17

#Curious pleaſant days

Fair A. clay and way,P.

Clds & was,ſome rain.P.

A pleaſant day.

I 9

Cloudy, often ſhowring G

Thund.&rain,Aclay, P.

Cldy, rain in the Even.

Very pleaſant air, P. M.

Great thund. & ſtorms, P.

Moiſt,wdy.Threatensra.

Cloudy, and ſometime ra.

* Cldy, cloſe, but hot air.

The hot air continues.

i:
:
Yet great heat continues.

Pleaſant,with brisk was.

13|Cldy and way,yet hot air.

14|Cloudy A.M. Rain P.M.

15|A curious, yet windy air.

16|Hot day. Rain at Night.

17|Exceſſive heat. -

18|Cldy, ſome ra. abt noon.

Q Cldy day. Cleering at N.A clear, but cool air.

20
Cldy,rain P.with H. was

- 2 I A
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2 I 21|Cldy, way. Rainy aftern,

(>) }. pleaf day,brisk was 22|Rainy and cloudy.

23 23|o Cldy,wdy.Clear at N.

24 ) O 24Windy cloudy day.

25|QHot, with pleaſant |25|A rainy windy day.
26ſ winds. © Cloudy and windy day.

27

28|A hot ſuffocating air.

G) Heatabates,brisk was riſ.

3oVery hot air. .

3 IWarm air, cloudy, P.M.

2

27 ;Blſº winds, and

8 rain, P. M.

29

july 1670. August 1670.

}Cold, but warm air.

A glorious bright day.

Curiousand warm day.

e Very hot air.

Wºº. heat, but gentle
winds.

Miſty m.hot and pleaſant.

Hot air, with gentle wids.

Cldy, hot Drops at noon.

Thick way air. Ra. noon,

13|Pleaſant, with brisk was.

14|Cldy,wdy, threatning ra.

15|Rain, and bluſtring was.

16|Rainy D. & N.with was.

© Windy and rainy.

18|Fair, with flying clouds.

19|Pleaſant, Rain at night.

20|A very glorious day.

21|Pleaſant, with brisk was.

22| Hot air,& gentle was.

In 2

ºi*I

I I

I 2

Cloudy A. M. Pleaſant P. 4. -

50Sweetair,&brisk was.

22.

Great was Rain at night.23Rainy day and night.

1.Bluſtring was and rain.

2Cool and gentle air.

3 {Pleaſant clear air.

6|Cldy; lightn. thund.at N.

© Rain morn. hot air.

8Rain and Thunder.

9A cloudy dark day.

Io Pleaſant, hot air.

º

|

Cldy,wdy. Dropping,P.

sºciod, yet warm air.

I LMiſty morn Rain at night. .

12 Cldy,wdy, heat abates.

13 Hot,with pleaſant winds.

O gºl

15 drops at noon.

uſtring winds. Some

16Great and violent winds.

17|Violent, cold winds.

18A curious bright day.

19 Pleaſant with gentle wids.

20 O Pleaſant air.

O Rain morn. Fair, P. M.

pleaſant ſweet air.

*T ~-wr
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© Very hot air. -

25|Hot,gr.thund. & light. N.

26|A very hot air.

27|Miſty morn. but hot day.

: ;Glorious, but hot air.

30|Cloudy morn. hot day.

24A pleaſant day.

25Hot air. Flying clouds.

26

:G)

Miſty morn. pleaſant,

hot, P. M.

29Rain m. windy air.

3oEluſtring windy day.

© Windy: ſudden ſtorms.P.31 Great winds and rain.

smember 1670.

Highand boiſtrous winds.

2|Cold,miſty m. rain at nig.

3|Bluſtr. was. Rain at nig.

|G • Great winds and rain.

5'Cloudy, threatning rain

6A windy rainy day.

7Moderate good air.

8Cloudy, threatning rain.

9Windy and cloudy air.

Io

K)

I 2

13|Miſty morn. pleaſant, P.

14 Miſty rainy m. pleaf. P.

15|Cloudy, thick air.

16|Windy & clay. Rain, P.

17|Winds and rain, by fits.

© Pleaſant air. -

19|O Rain and winds.

20|Pleaſant day. Rain at nig.

21'Miſty A. cold, windy nig.

22'Cold winds continue.

: : Froſty, cold winds.

© Cloudy; rainy, P. M.

26 ;Cº. moiſt; rain at

273 night.

|

Rain and winds,

2. I

22.

25

26

Ottober 1670.

I A curious froſt.

Q Cloudy thick air.

3 De -

4×Miſty m.pleaſant P.A.M.

5

6VVds & clás, ſome ra. P.

7 Cold winds. Rain. P.

8 Rainy day, winds abated.

©Miſty A. Moſt and clay.
Iºclºy with rain, wdy

11\ night.

12 Brisk was, a rainy night.

13|Rain Acloudy & windy.

14A windy day and nigt.

15Gr. was. Storm ab. 3. P.

O VWindy Rain and hail, P.

Great was and clay air.

O VWindy rainy day.

WVindy and cloudy skie.

Storms of wind and rain;

Pleaſant, but cool air.

Froſty. Rain at night.

Storms of winds and rain.

17

I8

19

20

O

24lpleaſant A. rain P.4.

Cool air. Rain, morn.

Cloudy dull air.

27 Moiſt & clay. Miſt at N.rh Tº - ?---
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3O

Froſty, but pleaſant.

Rainy morn. windy day.3

3 I

November 1670.

ye White froſt. Windy.

, cloudy. -

Froſty, yet rain, A. M4

Froſty A. M. rain, P. M.

Tempeſtuous darkday.

Great, but cold winds.

Hard froſt, but pleaſant.

Froſty, cold. Rain at nig.

Cloudy, cold remitted.

|

f

I O IO

:

{

II

I 2

G)

I 6

17

I 8

I 9

Gy

12. I

22

23

|24

25

26

28

|29

3O

Miſty, and cloudy air.{Cl y y

I4 }

O Cold and clay.Rain, P.

Curious froſt. Broke, P.

Great winds. Rain at nig.

Strong was Ra. abt noon.

Cloudy & windy.Rain P.

High winds, and rain. .

Cold was, ſometimes ra

Storms of winds and rain.

Cloudy and windy.

Cold air. Rain at night.

Froſty, cold, and cloudy.

Pleaſant froſty air.

Froſty, and variable.

Frofly, thick & clay skie,

Froſty, windy. Snow A.

|O

ondy. Miſling windy|12

nights. I 3

Moiſt, cold and cloudy. :;
I6

17

O

I 9

2O

2 I

22

23

|28|Rainy day and night. 28Thick miſym, Jāyāy.

29|Windy; Rainy night, 29 Miſty m.Lowr. moiſt air’.

Pleaſant morn. clay day'

Great was. Rain at nigº

December 1670.

Great winds. Some rain.

* Sharp cold winds.

Miſty. Cloudy miſl. day.

Cold and clay.Rain at N.I.

Rain,wd,ſnow. Freez.P.

Cold freez.wds; ſome ſm.;

Cold, yet pleaſ. A.ſº
Miſty, cloudy, cloſe air. .

Cold & clay.Much ra N.

Moiſt & clay.Gent, was."
Moiſt & warm.Rain atN.F

Stormy winds and rain.

A curious bright day. ||

Thick fog, A. Hard froſt.

o Windy, & much rain.

Froſty. Way.clay.Ra. N. .

Froſty,but curious day.

Froſt.A.Cldy,wdy,ra. N. .

Bluſtr. was. Cldy,warm, i.

Pleaſant, inclined to froſt.

Rainy morn. cloudy day.

24|Cldy,brisk was, ſome ra.

O Windy, cloudy, moiſt.

26|Miſl.Grºwds, Lightn. Th.

27|Great wids, rain at night.

28VWindy, dark, rainy air.

29|Clear, ſharp cutting was.

30|VWindy, cold and cloudy.

31|Cold freez, was, & clay

Cloſe and cloudy air. ;

|

january
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january 1671. February 1671. -

ū Pleaſant,but cold froſt.

A windy rainy day.

Curious white froſt.

Great rain and winds.

Froſty, withſharp winds.

Froſty, A. Tempeſtu. P.

#Much rain,A. M. Great

winds.

Wdy & clay, circle ab.)

Strong wds; Cldy,moiſt.

1|Rain, A. Great was,cldy.

12VVdy Rain,haila Rain-b

13|Froſty A. M. cold winds.

14|Froſty A. tempeſtuous P.

9|o Much winds and rain.

16|Cldy.Great was,rainy N.

17|A very windy day.

18|Froſty A. clay,wdy, rain

19|A white fr.with cold was.

20|Rain A.M. clay & way.

21|VWindy, cloudy. Rain P.

9|Great was, and clay air,

23|Curious air, great winds.

24VVdy,clay,threatning ra.

25|A rainy windy day.

26|Froſty A. was & rain, P.

27|Cold winds. Rain, P.A.M.

28|Cldy, drifl. cold remitted.

9|WVdy,moiſt Raab. noon.

30|High winds and rain.

IO

Cold was, & cloudy skie.

A curious hard froſt.

Fr.miſty,cold, like to ſn,

Same as former.ThawN.

Miſty A. Hard white fr.

Fr. like to ſn. fimall rain,

Miſty, clay; A little ſn.

WVindy, with ſmall rain.

Cldy,moiſt; great winds,

Driſing rain.Great winds.

Pleaſant, but windy air.

Cloudy, windy; rain P.

O

|C)

.:
O

13

I4.

15

I 6

17

I 8

G)

2O

2. I

22

23

24.

25

O

27

28

Cool and cloudy.

Cold and cloudy. Driſ! P.

Stinking fog. Pleaſant P.

Cold and cloudy. Rain P.

Cldy, moiſt. Gentlewds.

Cold rain, & was. Hail P.

WVds,rain & hail Cold air

Froſty; cloudy, ſome ſm.

Miſty, cold and cloudy.

A cloudy day

Cloudy driſling air.

Small ra. Sometimes clear

Pleaſant froſty air.

• Raw air, cold & clay.

31|Violent & boiſtrous was.

March 1671. | April 1671.

I Cold and windy day.

#leiſur froſt,but windy.

I - - -

(2) | § Greatwinds and rain.

l -- r rv 7:...] --
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3 }Willy, and ſometimes

4|2 rain.

9|Driſling A. Rainy, P.

6|Cold dark rainy air.

7|Froſty, cloudy, windy,
8

9 } Pleaſant froſty air.

IoMiſty A. much rain P.

11|Froſty.Bluſtring rainy N.

©|A cloudy rainy day.

13|Moiſt air. Rain at night

14|Miſty A. M. Fair day.

15|Q Cloudy. Rainy night.

16|Rain A.Moiſt and cloudy.

17|Cloudy rainy day.

18|Pleaſant. Cold was riſe.

© Way, clay, ſleet, hail.

20|Cldy,Cold,wdy. Some ſn.

2 Ilfroſt A.Snow andſleet P

221) \

23| Black froſt. Pleaſ days.

24.

25|Froſty and windy.

©|Miſty A.M. Cloudy day.

27|Rain A. Cloudy & widy.

28|Lofty wds. Cldy miſling

29|Rain & winds A. Fair P.

3ciº Rain A. Cldy & widy.

A Diary of the Weather.

3

4.

5

6

7

8

O

IO

I I

I 2.

..'I 3

I4

15

O

17

18

I 9

2O

•|2 I

22

O

24.

25

26

27

.28

29

O

31|Windy, yet fair.

Clear air, but high was

Pleaſant froſt,and windy,

Same as the former.

Cloudy, windy day,

Bright air. Brisk winds

Cloudy,with rain P. M.

Cldy, ſhowring D.&N.

Pleaſant warm air. .

Miſty A. Some drops P.

Cldy, way, rain at night,

Rainy, dark, and windy,

O Moderate cool winds

Great cold winds.Clear

air. ,

Cold,wdy, clear Sun-ſhin

A glorious day; coldabi.

Bright air,with gintlvd.

Thick,cloudy, windy air

Curious warm,briskwds

A pleaſant, but hot day.

;Glº. days, with

hot air.

;Clear, buthor air.

Heat drops,A.Rainati;

* Cldy,wdy; rain atm;

Cldy, ſome ra. briskwi.

Rainy, windy, dark air

AMay 1671, june 1671. -

I Wdy,but hot. Rain in.N.

2 Some Rain A. Variable.

3 Rain A. M. Wāy warm.

4 Cldy,wdy,warm.Rain P.

5 Rain A.M.Windy warm. :

! Rainy, windy, warm
ſ air.

pleaſant, with briskwd;

Brisk wind. Rain P. M.

Cool and windy air.
6 pleaſant
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6

©

8

9|| winds.

IO

| I

12

I 3

0

15

I6

17

18

19

20

Q

22

23

#4

25
26

17

0

29

30

31

Hot day. Rain, P. M.

O Hot air, gentle winds.

WVindy and cloudy skie.

Cool and cloudy air.

'on winds; ſome rain.

Pleaſant. Rain at night,

Thunder, much rain P.

Hail & thunder. Cloudy.

Lowring, with high was.

© WWarm air. Rain, P

Miſty morn. Rain, P. M.

Showring, yet warm air.

Rainy day, ſtrong winds.

Pleaſant hot air, gentle

Cldy, windy. Rain P.M.

Greatwds,threaningrain.

Cloudy, windy. Rain, P.

WVdy; ra. P. Tempeſt.N.

Rainy, with great winds,

Pleaſant, but windy.

º: wds. Rain at night.

8Bluſtring winds. Rain,P.

9Cloudy, &great winds.

IoRainy, windy day.

© Cloudy and windy.

12|O Brisk was. Rainy P.

I 3Great winds and rain.

14Cloudy, but warm air.

I5 -

I6 {Pleaſant Warm air.

17)

O | Pleaſant, warm& widy.

I
9 -

20 clay, wdy, ſome rain. P.

21 Bright hot air,but windy.

22 Hot but pleaſant.

23Very hot, but cloudy.

24.

Q9 Brisk was, yet hot air.

26 \ 6.

27Cloudy and windy skie.

.28A glorious bright day.

29 Miſty morn, hot day. .

sosolity hot, yet brightair.

july I671,

| Thunder, rain, and hail.

() {clºy and wind.Some

3|P rain.

4|A curious bright day.

5|Storms of wind and rain.

6|VVdy, & clay. Rain P.

THotſoult.Thick clay air

8Cloudy way: yet warm

Auguſt 1671 -

1'Cool & clay. Gentlewds.

2 Flying clouds. Yet fair.

3'Cloudy, and hot air.

4Very windy. Rain, P.

5'Cloudy, windy, rainy.

oA windy, cloudy day.

. ;Rainy, cloudy, windy.

- 9 Hot
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@Horºwdy. Lightn, at nig,

IoHot,& pleaſ Gentle wids.

11|O Rain, A. Cool &clay.

I 2. 3Cº. and cloudy. Much

I 3. rain, P. M.

14|A rainy day. -

15 Great was, & ſome rain.

‘C) Pleaſant. Rain at night.

I 7

I§ Pleaſant warm air,

9Thunder, rain and winds.

Io.)O

11%Cldy,great was 8 rain.

I 2, Y

© Cldy,moiſt,Gr.wds abate.

14|Pleaſant ſweet air.

15 Somewhat cloudy,warm.

16 A very pleaſant day.

17 Cloudy, and ſome rain.

181ndifferent good air.
|

19 Pleaſant, but hot air. . .

22 Miſty, rainy, A. Gr. was.

© WWay air, ſcattering clas.

24. |

25 Se Rainy days,with was

26 -

|27Cloudy. Rain P. M.

: }Rainy, but hot air. |

© Cloſe, hot air. Rainy nig,

31 Thunder, was and rain,

|

|

22 Cldy,wdy.Heat drops,P:

23 Pleaſant,& hot.Rain atN.”

249 Cldy, & variable*
25 Pleaſant, and hot air. †

26A glorious bright day. .

G) Cloudy, but warm air.

28 Cloudy. A miſty night.

29 Miſty m, but bright day

30 Cloudy, and variable. ,

31 Miſty A. Hot bright day.
-

September 1671.

º,

º

October 1671. :

Cloudy A, but hot day.

Rain Å. way,yet hot air.

Rain A, a very wdy day.

Great winds, rain P. M.

Pleaſant, with flying clás.

Miſty A. Hot day,ra nig.

vvdy.clay, hail.VVetN.

Ovwindy and ſome rain.

Cloudy, dark, rainy day.

Pleaſant clear air.

Rainy day.Ten peſt. nig.

! *

-

.”---

-

|

! empeſtuous day & nig,

G) ... • T

2. }Stormy wind and rain.

3|Cloudy,windy,ſome rain.'

4A windy and cloudy air.

SA cloudy dark day. ſ

6NYdy& cláy.Rain at nig,

7|Dark, windy, rainy day.

olovVdy,moiſt, warm*
9|A rainy cloudy day.

16|Rainy A M.pleaſant P.M.

I I }Miº, A. M. pleaſant

I 2. P. M. * M -:.

I9

26Cloſe, cloudy, windy air.0 Great was Rain at night...

2. Cloudy; and cool winds.21 VWindy, yet warm air. †
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13|Moiſt air. High winds, 13

14|Thick, cloudy, dark air. 14

$º healthful air. .
O'Cloudy.Rainabout G ſet.17

18A curious pleaſant day. lº

19Bainy, windy, and clay. 19

20tempeſtuous day & nig.20

11|A moiſt and windy air. 21

* Moderately pleaſant, 9
23'Hard,pleaf fr. Rainy nig 23

9 Dark Tempeſtuous air. 24

25 Pleaſant froſty day. 25

16Froſty A. M.Rain P. M26

27Froſty, and pleaſant air, 27

28A dark rainy day. 28

29Amoiſt and variable skie.G

Cloudy, cold & lowring

$Cold, yet pleaſant air.

Cold,&ſometimes Rainy

3Curious froſty day. .

Cldy. Much raininth nig,

Rainy day and night.

Cloudy obſcure air.

• A curious but cool air.

A Tempeſtuous day.

Temp.continues.Thun.P.

Curious warm air.

Cldy, moiſt, & variable.

}cloudy, but warm air.

Miſty m. pleaſant day.

Cldy, dull, obſcure air.

Dark, cold, ſharp air.

--

ºpiº, windy, rainy days:

November 1671. December. 1671.

3 I

ºcloudy, miſing

2Cloudy, thick, moiſt air.

Dark, cloudy, very cold.

;
Wdy,cold, freezing air.

O Froſty,wdy,rain at N.

{A hard, but pleaſant

froſt. -

Froſty. Gr.& violent was.

Cldy A. M. Bright P.

Rain & ſleet,& high was.

;Curiºus froſt; great

winds. -

4|Rain with ſnow & fleet.

15|Cldy moiſt,cold remitted.

13

Cold,cldy, driſing at nig,

1 A cloudy, dark, cold day.

2 Miſling, clay. Rain at nig;

© Cold, dark, and cloudy,

4Rainy dark, A. Clear P.

5 o Fr.A. Cldy, ſome ra.

6 -

7* ſomewhat froſty.
8

& :Hard, froſty dark day.

11 Rainy, windy, dark day.

12 Cold, windy, miſling air,

I 3 - - -

º, but cloudy air.

i5

*Ráñy, cloudy, warm. 16 Cold, raw, miſſing air.
- "

- * . .
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17Cſoudy, windy, datkair.

18A curious bright day. .

© Cldy dark,moiſt.VVarm.

20Moiſt, eldy, obſcure air.

21 e Thick clás,º
22 Miſty, thoudy, miſhg.

| 3 Cloudy, moiſt. Great was.

24{P. Cloudy and

... windy. ... . .

© Cold yetſomewhat pleaſ.

27 Cloudy,Cold, and windy.

28WVindy, Rain at night. .

29 A rainy cloudy air.

* dark, cold air. †

+| 5anuary 1672.
—

-

Cldy drifl. Gr. wasabate

Moiſt and cloudy air.

A cloudy dark cold air.

oSnow A cold dark skie,

cloudy, cold, windy

Black froſt,Cloudy, dark

Froſty, miſty, dark air.

Froſt.Stinking fog, P.M.

VVijds A. pleaſant day.

Hard froſt. Gr.wds at nig.

A curious pleaſant day.

Rainy,warm.VVdy nig.

A good and pleaſant air.

| | 6 #º but pleaſant

17; 2 day

18 Miſling, and warm air.

19|Cldy Miſty miſing night.

9|

.

I O

I I

I 2

11

o

15

:22|A miſty day and night.

29

|9 Gr.wds cloudy moiſt air,

| - February 1672.

the Weather. |

|}cloudy, dark code.
1990ld, dark rainy day. ||

26|Very cold, but dark skie, i.

21ſº Sharp cold air. ºf

23|Froſty A.Miſty P, & mig, |©§:. mig

25Cldy & widy. Sleet at nig, 1.

26 Froſty, and pleaſant air.

27Very cold hard froſt. .

28Froſty, and ſome ſnow; i.

Acurious roſtyd wasp.
3o Gr.wds,l}, & N ſomera.

r

".

1|Curious hard frcontinue.

2O Cold, clay. Sn. all nig,

3'Asº all day. . |

O Cold, widy. Thaw on ſnº

.6 'sm. ſhow. Froſty migº
7. \ . . . º

8 Froſty. Gentleſh, all day. f

9cold fr & ſnowy D.&N.,

To Froſty,ſharp cutting was. |

G |A curiouscold froſtyº |

12 Fr. breaks. Gr, thaw, P.

13 Cold & gentle ra. all day.

14 Ra. A. Miſty, clay,moiſt.

15 Cold, miſty, and cloudy,

16 Miſty, miſl.A. Pleaſant, P.

17, -

99e curious froſy air
9 - - -

I

26;e A clay dark rainy air.
20 Fr. broke, Cldy,cloſe air;

re. - 4:1.
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º, 'old, cloudy, thick skie
O'Darkobſcure clouds.

12|Miſty,miſling cold day.

23 - •. . - 23

lá. {Sharp cold windy air. 24

15|Cold freez.wds, yet clear.

1610.

9)

jo Froſty,cloudy. Snow lies.

31|Curious cold froſty day.

ºf March 1672.

tº Hard,

33 froſt.

99Stinking fog, A. Pleaſ.P.

-4Froſty, pleaſant air.

5 Moiſt, windy, cloudy.

6Cloudy. Showry, P.M.

7Cold, froſt, ſhow,& hail

8Hard fr. A. Sm. & ſleet,P.

9Hard, but pleaſant froſt.

pleaſant

- - 26

17|} Pleaſ. froſt, ſharpwº;
2

19|Froſty, clay Snow at nig 29

I

2

3

4.

5

6

C)

8

22'Cloudy A. Pleaſant P.

Cloſe, but warm air.

}Cº.warm &

ſant. -

Cldy, cold,& miſling.

Miſling, clay, yet warm.

Driſling rain and cloudy.

Sharp cold cloudy air.

blea

© pe

April 1671.

{g* winds and fair.

Great was,& violenthal.

Froſty, with cutting was.

}Rainy and brisk was,

Cldy: Some rain at fig,

Wdy, dark & miſling.

9|Cloudy A. Pleaſant P.

9 Sreat was. Rainy eventoparkāir; milling rain.

II Froſty, and cloudy skie. II - - º, I

12.Sm.& ſleet. Cold& clay 12||Cldy, moiſt;brisk was.

13:3ſty, windy,& cloudy, 3}, . . . -

lº. &rain,é.]?|Cloudy A. Glorious day.

15Froſty,A.VVds& rain.P.15|Cldy A.Ra. P.& in therº.

16Sreat was, Rain & hail. 16º moiſt, windy.

*Way.clay, moiſt, warm |17|e Cold froſty air. -

*Sloudy and moiſt air. 18A

º • Miſty morn. Pleaſant|19|| -

9 * warm air. 2O . . . . . . . .

HFºggy A. Lowring dayſ@ Froſty,yet very bright.

º Cloudy, A. Pleaſant, PJ22 -

3|A cloudy lowingdºy. . (23 fłeaſ...as
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G) |Pleaſant clear air.

25 Windy, clay, cold moiſt.

26|Cloudy. Rain at night.

27|Curious bright air.

28|Cloudy,ſome miſling rain.

29|Curious warm air.

Sudy, miſling air.

y morn. Pleaſant, P.

May 1672.

1|o Rainy, and cloudy,

2'Great was 8 rain all day.

3 Way, ſome thund. & ra.

4Wāy, and flying clouds.

G) -

6. Boiſtrous wids, yet fair.

3|| .

º & clay, N.E. was

I O' j : -

I I

G)

ºvery pleaſant days.

I 3 -

14|Still th’ſame,but was riſe

15

: • Way, fair & clear.

17 -

18Cldy,&pleaſant ſhowers.

O Cloudy, and brisk was.

20Wäy,& clay, ſome rain.

: $Still like the former.

2

26|A windy and cloudy air.

27Cldy,with bluſtring was

O Pleaſant air. Somewds.

29Cloudy, but warm air.

3oBot air, and gentle was

june 1672.

1|Great N. was continue.

©|Cloudy, and brisk winds,

3|Cloudy, and cool winds.

Cloudy, and much rain.

5|Cloudy, and gentle rain.

6|Cloudy, and ſome rain,

7|Pleaſant: ſome rain A,”

8|Rain, thunder & lightn.,

© WWarm.Somera.&thun

IoAvery glorious day.

11|Hot,8: pleaſ, ſomera. Nº

12|Hot, & cloudy. Rain P.'

13|Cloudy and S. W.V. was

14|Cldy,and windy.Rain,P.

15|O Brisk was, threatn, ra:

© Rain, and great winds. i.

17|Hot & way. Lightn.atj *

18|Pleaſant,with gentlewds.

19|Great was,and ſome rain.

20|Bluſtring was and rain,

2 Cloudy, great S.W.wds.

22 {Hº: yet windy. Some

23 drops, P. M.

25.

t

21 Brisk was, and ſome rai

§ $very windy days.

24Gentle winds. Hot air. I

25Some drops, A.M. wº
26 Highwds, & ſome rain.

--

24
-

ºAcurious warm air.

27

27 Rainy A, Pleaſant P.

- 28 A
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28}". glorious, but hot 28

|29 :days. . . . .292 YWindy,andrainy days.
30 39;ºng N.winds,but @| O --

31|} fair. . |

july 1672, || || Auguſt 1672.

|Way, cloudy, moiſt air. 1|Windy and cool air.

1|Pleaſant, but windy. 2|) - -

|3|High winds and rain. 3|XGlorious days.

Great winds and rain. 9 ) . . . . . . . . .

Windy, &ſome rain. 5|A ſoultry hot air.

6|Rain, was,& thunder. 6|Rain, A. Pleaſant P.

9|Pleaſant, ſweet air. 7|Hot. A tempeſtuous nig.

$Brisk was. Rainy night| 8|Rain A. Way& fair P.”

9|A rainy day. | 9Way, & ſome ſhowers.

IO to Brisk was, & ſome rain.

II'wº and ſome rain||9|Rain, wids, hail thunder.

12 12 º' Way. Tempeſtu, nig.
BWVindy, and variable. 13 kwindy rainy days.

º }• Cloudy and windy...??, -

15 I #Moderately pleaſant.

17|A glorious day. 17|Arainy day and night.

- t - 5

16|Cloudy, rain at night. 16

#: A.Pleaſday. Ra. P.9 Like to the former.

ºffiot air,& gentlewds. 19 glºy, much rain P.
losoultry hot air. 26|Rain A.W.dy & cloudy.

9|Hot air, with pleaſ wids |z1|2 wi . . . .

h2|Hot air, but cloudy. 22|3 Windy and cool air.

13|Cldy,and ſomewhat cool/23/Sldy Some drops at noon,

*High and lofty winds. 249 loudy, but calm air. .

15Great was, & ſome rain!o A glorious day. -

16|Rain A. windy & clay. 26%.Warm, but ſomewhat . . .

17|Hot, but cloſe air, 27° cloudy.

9|Pleaſant, hot air. 28|\O * . . . . .

199. A rainy day. . . 29 *Great rain and winds..

£gr.wds, & rain all day.3%Way day. Rain at night.
31|Cloudv and windv. 2 # Cloudv. with rain.
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

G)

6)

i4
G) [Fro

2O

2. I

O

23

24.

25

26

27

28

6)

| - September 1672.

Cloudy. Much rain P.

2Vwindy, and cloudy.

3Much rain A. Fair at nig,

; Rainy and windy.

Great winds and rain.

Pleaſant. Some rain P.

9|Pleaſant, yetfreſh air.

3.Froſty A. Showring P.

1|e Avery rainy day.

2|A glorious day.

air A. M. Rain P. M.

A pleaſant, but cold air.

A.M.* nig.

Cloudy, rainy, windy.

7§º: pleaſ.

§Miſty A. M. Rain P.M.

9|Miſty A. Pleaſant day.

Pleaſant, but windy.

Cloudy, windy, miſling.

}variable. Rain P. M.

Pleaſant, but rainy night.

Cloudy,warm.Some rain.

|o Much ra.A.Curi. air, P.

Foggy A. VVdy & clay.

7

22

23

24.

25

26

G)

28

\

Rainy A. Pleaſant P.

wVindy air. A rainy nig. 29

Ottober 1672.

WWay D.& N.Some rain.

Great winds and rain.

Froſty. Rain, P. M. . .

Miſty & widy. Somerain.

WWäs & rain, A.Clear P.

Tempeſtuous day & nig.

Neerly like the former,

WVdy, ſometimes ſhowr,

Cldy, threatning rain.

Pleaſant warm air. -

Froſt A. M. Curious day,

Like to the former. |

Cloudy, but warm. |

VVdy;cold, like to rain. .

Pleaſ, air. Some, rain P. º

Cloudy A. M. Fair day.

".

Sometimes like to rain. |

{Cold winds and cloudy,ſ

Cldy, cold. Some rain P.

ºr

#Froſty and curious air.

Cloudy, cold & windy.

Froſty & pleaſant air... I
O Rain A. Moiſt & way."

Rainy,with was ſtirring.

.

Cldy & widy; rain at nig.

3O

A. Rain at night l

Froſty, & pleaſant air. k

30|Pleaf. A very wdy night. --- *',

- - . 3 I Mitº, &~

November 1672. December 1672. '

I Wery.Tharp cold WindST|o Great winds and rain. f

2. Froſty, nipping air. 2|Cldy &wdy.Somers:Curious
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O

}curiousfºoty air.

Miſling cloudy skie.

Windy and cloudy.

Cold and cloudy air.

Cold,cldy. Tempeſtu, N.

O Great was 8 clay air.

Pleaſant day.Driſling nig.

Cold and cloudy air.

12|A curious froſty day.

13 Raw cold was,&cloudy.

14|Darkra & wds, D.&N.

15|Bluſtring winds.Rain, P.

16|Windy, cloudy, moiſt.

0|Rainy and windy.

18|Pleaſant# Störmy nig.

19A rainy dark day.

20Cloudy, bluſtring winds.

*Violen; wds,& ſome rain.

12|A pleaſant day.

232dy&moiſt, Wdy nig.

©o Ijark clouds,& winds.

25A pleaſant bright day.

16Glorious m. Cloudy P.
º, moiſt,but warm

2

3.i

I I

3O

3|Froſty and pleaſant,

4|Somewhat like the formr.

5|Cloudy and miſlugair.

! 6|Hard froſt, and cloudy.

7|Snowy day; great winds.

& Snow lies. Cldy & way.

9|e A dark cold thaw,

iolCold, froſty, and cloudy,

11|Snow,& ra.Tempeſtu.N.

wind, and coldrain.

ark lowring moiſt air.

16|A cloudy cold air. -

17|Wids & rain day & nig,

18|A rainy cloudy day. . .

19|Pleaſant A. Cldy,wdy,P.

Cloudy and windy, P,44.

Warmwds,clay.RainN.

@ IBain & great waswarm,

Warm.Tempeſt.D.&N.

O Great was.Rain at N.

§oº, miſling air.

|

" - .

-

23|Winds abated Clear day.

26 | ]º . . -

..]}Arainy, windy air. .
©

- -

-

3olóreat was. Some rain, P.

31|A windy rainy day.

1 Windy, moiſt air.

2WVds abate.

3 Rain and gentle winds.

4. Much rainand winds,

Q) Froſty cold air.

+- january 1673.

Pretty clear.

5'Froſty;

L 4

| February 1673.

Mº, miſſing windy air.

Froſt, A. Miſty cold air.
3|Cldy;cold, with ſome wds.

| 4pleaſ, but brisk cold wds.

- cutting winds:. .

6 "ſempeſtu

º
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7

8

9|Bail; rain, wind & ſnow.

IO

I I

C)

I3

I

2O

2. I

22

23

24.

25

O

28

29

3O

3 I

I

©

3

4.

6

8

4.

I 5

16

17

18

G)

7|Curious fro

Pleaſant froſt.Stormy nig.

eRain,wds,hail,D. & N.

6.empeſtuous day.

Froſty, but curious air.

Foggy A. Pleaſant froſt.

Curious froſty air,

{cºld, and ſome

ſnow.

Cold, driſlingrain.

3Miº cloudy, dark

alr

Cldy, way, ſnow at nig.

Cold, cloudy, thick air.

o Cold & way. Sleet nig,

Freezing winds: Snow

like hail.

Great freezing winds.

Windy. Foggy, P. M.

Cold, cloudy, moiſt
alſ.

Froſty, way, yet pleaf

6

O

I I

I 3

I 5

O

2. I

G)

%

IO

I 2

I 4.

17

18

I9% curious bright day.
2O

22

24.

2; -

26Cldy & widy. Some rain.

27Boiſtrous was $z rain.

28Wäy, clear.A ſtormy N,

e Froſty, miſty, foggy,

Miſty, &id bad;;

Miſlingrain,ſhow or ſleet,

Cloudy, windy, moiſt.

Sturdy winds, and rain,

Cloudy,cold, dark air.

Froſty,wdy,ſnow all day,

3Rº: windy,days and

nights.

Rain, winds, and hail.

Pleaſant,but was ſtirring

A windy cloudy day.

O Gr, was, & rainy day.

Grºwds.Rain about noon,

{Pleaſant, rain at night.

Moiſt & widy.Rain at N.

March 1673. April I673.

Great & violent winds.

Violent winds continue.

Cold viol.wds.Some ſn.P.

'Fr. ſh fleet, viol. N.E.w.

;Froſt. Great was. Hail P.

Cold drifling, windy.

air.

e Froſty, cold& cloudy.

VVds, rain, ſome ſnow.

Coldwds.Violhail ſtorms

Much ſnow: wds & rain.

$Cold winds and rain. .

Bluſtringwds&coldrain.
3i

Gr. was, rain and hail.

Cold abates.Sometrainy,

- --- n_i :

Cold winds, cloudy dark,

Sharp was.Pleaſant froſt,
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º|Froſty. Wol.wds D.& N.

Rain & was. ſnow at nig

Cloudy, windy, moiſt air.

Cold,ſhow,rain& winds.

Cold abated. Pleaſant.

A very pleaſant air.

Miſty A. Rain & wids P.

Tempeſtuous day & nig.

Gr. was & rain continue.

Vio.wdsabate,Fair,warm

VVds, rain & variable.

A curious bright warm d.

Cold, moiſt, cloudy, way.

© Cold dark air. Eaſt

wind. -

Great winds and rain.

Hail A.Cldy,miſling,wdy.

A windy variable skie.

Rainy, dark and windy.

VWindy, cloudy air.

}vvinds, rain and hail.

Gr. was, rain,ſhow, hail.

i O

I I

I 2.

I3

May 1673,

#: air. Thunder, P.

ot, cloudy. Rain, P.

Cldy,warm, Gentl. was

9

IO

II

I 2

Ö

I4.

I 5

I6

17

I 8

Pl. 2 ſeen near X by day

Windy. A rainy night.

Brisk was,fair.Rainat N.

Brisk was with rain.

} Pleaſant with coolwds.

{A glorious hot air.

Great was. A rainy night.

º Tempeſtuous day & nig.

21|(OCloudy.Great winds

22|ſ continue. .

23| ): .

24A pleaſant glorious day.

25 Hot& pleaſ ſome rain,

- 26VVarm&wdy.RainatN.

© Brisk cool was, ſhowers.

28Cldy and way. Rain P.
2.

:3

3)

june 1673•

Same as before. Light. N.

Cloſe& clay.Gentl. was.

Cloudy, cool, way skie,

* Cool and windy,but

pleaſant.

Rain A. M. Cldy, wdy.

Cool air. Rain P. M.

VVindy, cool, yet pleaſ.

|

Northwds.Rain P. A.M. º

2.

3 -

4|e Hot,& gr. N. E. was.

Same as before.Rainy N.

Some rain. High S. W. w.

Showeringoſten.V.V.wds.

5

6

Windy with ſome rain.

Fair, but great Eaſt wids.

Hot air, and gentlewds.

A hot day, with E.winds.

... ra.A.gr.E.wds.

7

(2)

9

I O

Cldy, rainy, & Eaſt was.

Cloudy, warm, wä N. E.

Pleaſant, wind N. E.

Cloudy,moiſt, wind Eaſt.
*
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14|Cldy, moiſt,but warm air.

15|Pleaſant rain P. and nig.

16|Bluſtring N was, & rain.

17|Great N winds, but fair.

loudy. Brisk N winds.

19|Pleaſant, with N winds.

20|OVVarm.Ranig N was

2. I {Plº Some rain.

WWind S. W.

23|Hot.Gr.S.W.wds.Ra.nig.

24|Rain, W. wids. Temp. N.

C. Thunder & greatW.wds.

26|Moiſt & warm. W. was.

27|Much rain. High W. was.

28|VVarm, rainy. W. was.

29|Cldy,ſome ra.High W.w.

3oGreat W,wds and warm,

;24. Pleaſant. WWas. N. W.

31|A hot day.wwds s. E."

12 Great Nwds and rain.., |12 Cldy,warm E.wd. Ra. P.

13|VVds & rain, day & nig.13 Rainy, clay; gr. E. was

14Cldy,moiſt.VWind S. W.

© Rain A. Pleaſant; wid W.

16 Hot & pleaſ VWind S.W.

17 Hot. Rain P. VWind N.E. .

18A ſhowry day.VVd N.E.

19 O Cldy,ra.Gr. N.E.wds.

2O
-

21) Hot. Some drops. P. W.

O -"

23 WWarm air.Ra. P. wa W. .

\

25 Hot. Rain P. wind N.W.

26Much ra. great W. was. .

27}ºy wds ſtill. Some y

283 rain. ..

O Rain & Thund. Gr. Ww. .

3oWVarm.Some rain. Weft.
winds. ^-

l

july 1673.

1|Cloſe,Cldy.Some rain.W.

2.}clº Rain P. Great

3|} winds, W. was.

He Hot. Thund. ra. P. W.

5|Rain, & ViolentW. wids:

O |Pleaſant. Rain at nig. W.

7|Rainy dark air. VVá W.

8|Pleaſ.IV, wa, Rain at nig

IO*. greatSW, was

Moderate air. S. W.

August 1673.

1|Hof cloſe air. TS. W.

Hot, & pleaſant W.wd.

Much rain, gr, wa, S.W.

Hoteldy.Brisk was W.

Pleaſant, wind M. E. .

Like to the former.

Froſt m. Hot day. wid E. I.

Hot cloſe air.Hig.wds,E,

Bluſtring winds. S. W.

Hot. Rain at night, S.W.

I i

I 2

G

wVarm, W.wd Rainy nig, Hot air. S. W.

- 14. Pleaſant
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Pleaſ with Heat drops W.

#Curious air, wind W.

Some drops, A. Hot. W.

o A hot day,wind N. E.

Hot, clay. Some drps. N.

I4.

I

#

17

18

I 9

o

2. I

22

23

24

25

26

Pleaſ. Brisk S. W. winds.

;Cº. hot. The

wind W. . .

Cldy,moiſt.BriskW.wds.

Some heat drps, gr.W. w.

©|Hotbluſtring was S. W.

28|Cloudy, warm, wind W.

e heat drps, wind W.2.

º igh W. wil.

31|Gr. W. was d. &n. Rain.

- {Hot air, and wind W. 2.

Hof cloſe air, gr. was.
I4

15

I6 - -

©o Cloudy,with W. was.

18Cool and pleaſant, W. . .

19Cldy.High S.W.w.Ra.N.

20{Gº. bluſtring Weſt.

1j9 winds. . . . .

22Cldy, rainy, winds S.,

23 Hot Ewd. Bluſtring nig.

@ Hot Gr. S.W.wds Ra.N.

25 &Rain, and S. W. was.

26 % Bluſtring nights. .

27Rainy day, variablewd.

28Driſling air, and wind W.

29Showring.gr. S. W. was.

3oDike the former.Tem. N.

o'e Rainy day & nig. W.
• , - - tº

September 1673.

Warm, S.W. Rainy nig,

Rainy day Gr. A.W.wds.

Some rain,and N.W.wds.

Pleaſ. VVd N.W.Bluſt.N.

Tempeſtuous day. W.

Tempeſt day and nigº,

Pleaſday, terible nig, W.

Tempeſtuous day. W.

Pleaf day, bluſtr. nig, W.

Somera, great W, winds.

Stormy day and nig, S.W.

A rainy day, wind W.

Moiſt. Rain at night. W.

Pleaſant, wind S. W.

|Pleaſant, coolair, KW,

.

i
1 O

I 2

I 3

I 5.

==== Ottober 1673.

1|Coldand froſty. N. W.

2Cold,ſharp W. was d. n.

Biº day.N.W. .

4.Froſty. Strong W. wids.

©|Pleaſ. fr. wid W.Ra, nig.

6|Rain,& brisk W. winds.

7|Froſt A. Rain P. wa W.

Pleaſ. Brisk was, N.W.,

9|Rainy, and miſty, W.

iſling, S.W.Temp, nig.

11|Tempeſtuous day & nig.

© Tempeſtuous day & nig.
13|Pleaſ. W. º: at #.

14|Temp. day & nig. S. Wºº,

4.ºp.#. hold

16 Tempeſ
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I6

17

I 8

I9

2O

O

22.

23

24

25

26

27

G)

29

3o

Q.

Tempeſt. D. & N. W.

Violent S. W. winds.

Pleaſant. Rain P. S. W.

Tempeſtuous day, wdſouth weſt. Y,

Froſty, pleaſant, wid W.

}Rº:fe ſouthweſt

W111CIS,

Pleaſant, was S. E.

Cldy,wds S.W. Rainy N.

• Some rain, P. wids W.3

16|Cloudy, miſling, wind E.

17'Pleaf was.W.terible nig.

*Sloºdy; great weſt was.

©Froſty & pleaſant, S.W.

20Froſty,cloudy, wä N.W.

21|Tempeſtuous day & nig.

22. }Rºy dark days, was

23 weſt.

24

25,0’leaſant warm, winds

6| weſt.

§
28
29'>e Miſty,miſl warm, E.
O

3º & miſling, wide,

November 1673. December 1673.

Cold & miſling, N. E.

Cold and clay. Littlewd,

Cldy, wd W. Rain at nig.

VVarm, miſling, N. W.

Cold ſnow and rain,N.W.

Pleaſant froſt, wind W.

Froſty. Muchſnow P. W.

oMiſty A. Froſty,wind W.

Pleaſant froſt, wäS. W.

{Hº white froſt, wind

weſt.

G Curious hard froſt. W.

|Same as the former.

o|Cloudy,froſty, wä weſt.

17|Pleaſ froſt at night, S. W.

I SHard white froſt, wä E.

I

O

3

4.

5

6

7

8

G)

IO

II

I 2.

I 3

I4

15

1'Cloudy, brisk weſt was.

2Cold,Cldy,ſharpwds,SW

3Cldy, ra at nig, wid weſt.

4Cold air, wa north weſt.

Froſt & cláy, great E. W.

3HA. froſt, great eaſt

winds.

8.Dark rain,highweſtwds.

9.#Clºy, moiſt, ſtrong

165 weſt winds.

I I}vvarmºſing at night,

12° wind weſt, -

13 CW warm,S.W.Temp. N.,

© Tempeſtuous,wds ſouth.

15|Froſt. S. W. Temp. nig.

iéremp. D. & N, w. S.W.

17Cloudy, moiſt, wä weſt.

5

6

C)

I 3Rain, W.wd. Temp. nig.
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19|Thaw, wind ſouth eaſt.

20|Rainy, cloudy, ſouth wq.

21|Pleaſant froſt,& wa weſt.

22 Stormy D. & N. wa S.E.

o Tempeſtabated,wd weſt.

24|Tempeſtuous again, S. E.

23|Still tempeſtuous,wdS.E.

26)

27

28

29|Cldy, moiſt, wids S. W.

O|Pleaſant with weſt was.

Cldy,gr.S.E. was hold.
O

+

ToºT

january 1674. |

I9 : empeſtuous, with

20|2 wind ſouthweſt.

©|Cldy, great winds abate.

22|Miſty,cldy,cold, was.W.

23|Cldy, miſing, wäS.W.

24Gldy,miſling Strong w.W.

25|Miſty,rainy.Warm,S.W.
26 -

27-Bluſtring S.W.wds,rain.
O |\ 0 -

|

29 Froſt. Wá N. wet night.

3o Rain, & hail, wind weſt.

31|Rainy day & nig. wid W.

February 1674. •

1Great N. W, was. - - -

2Froſty, rain at nig, wäW.

3.Froſty, and wind weſt.

(2) Cold,& froſty, weſtwds.

5Curious froſt, weſt was.

6Pleaſant froſt, wind eaſt.

7|Cldy, thaw with E. was

8Rainy day & nig wa E.

9Rainy day & nig, S. W.

toCldy. Great S. W. wids.

© Dark & rainy, weſt was.

12|C Cold & clay, was.W.

13 Miſty,miſling;W. Ra. N.

14Cldy moiſt, frongW.wds.

15|Pleaſant. Rainy night,W.

16|Cldy,moiſt.Great W.wd.

17|Snow all day. Gr. E. was.

Q Cldy.High W.w. Stor.N.

19|Rainy d. &n. Gr.S.W.w

20|Cold, ra. wid S.W. Sn nig

o Rainy. Great was S.W.

Miſty.Rain P. was S.W.

3 Fr.clay,ſtrong N.E. was.

4 Fr. Sn, all d.cold. E. wil.

5 Froſty, clay,great Ewds.

#Prº, wind N. E.

O Froſt,ſnow, wind N. E.

9|Pleaſant froſt,wind N. E.

Io9 Snow & hail wa weſt.

11.Pleaſantfroſt,great was

12|} , north eaſt.

13|Thaw,ſnow, & S.E.wds.

14|Gr, was, S. W. Rainy N.

O Miſling dark air, wä S. E.

16|Froſty. Cold N. E. was.

17|Froſty with variablewds.

18|Cldy. Sharp N. E. was.

19|Pleaf froſt. Gentle N. w,

2c'Cold was N.E.Showy N.

:

|
2º froſt, N.W. Sn, nig

- |

21Much cold rain,wds N.E.

| 22 Frº
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23.7Froſt, S. E.*::::::::: rain. ET,

23

27

24|Cloudy and rainy.E.wd.

28Cold, cloudy, dark, E.

§ ſome rain, N.E.

30|Pleaſ.S. E. Stormy night.

31|Tempeſt day & nig, W.] I .

my night. . . 23|Tempeſt, day & nig. W.

ark, cold, ſnow, wd E.27;Fº ſhow:

28 5
Great N. E. was.

o

2.

3

I I

I 2.

I 3

I 4.

I 6

17

I 8

I 9

2O

2. I

º

2 3

>

+

9º

*|Miſty, ſome ſnow. N. E.

7–

| . March 1674. - April 1674.

Muchſnow; viol.N. was 1|Brightair. Cold E. was,

Snow,& ſharp N.E.wds. 2Pleaf warm.Variab, was.

Much ſhow. N. E. was 3|Cldy,ſomera.gr.S.W. w

4.Froſty, clay. Gr. E. was 4|Rain, and briskSºwds.

5Proſty. Some ſhow.N.E.9|Pleaſant, warm, S. VP,

Hard froſt, and N.V.V.. 6 Cldy, & ra. variab. wids.

"Sº winds. . . . . . . ain, and cold E. winds,

Froſt. Much ſhow. N. E. 8|Pleaſ, but cold E. winds.

Froſty. High E. winds. 99eld and cloudy, N.W.

16Much ſhow Pºwinds.109 Cloudy and rainy, WV.

Pleaf froſtstrong E. waſ 1|Rain, with E. winds.

oMuchſh H.E. thaw,P,9|Cloudy, with WP winds,

Miſty,and ſome rain.S.W.13|Rain 4. Pleaſ. P. N. E.

Rain, &cidsgr.S.W.wds.14 }Giºiº air, wind

pleaſant and warm pºi;]. S. E. . . .

* Cloudy and rainy, wä16|Cloudy, with Wł, winds,
3 N. É. , |17|Cldy, ſome ra. P. V.A.M.

Sn&ra, great N. Ewds. 18|Pleaſant air, wind N.E.

Cldy, and cold N.E.wdsoglorious air, wind N.W.

Sn melted, gr. N. Ewds20.clay, rain P. gr. W.wds.

Cold miſty air, wind E, 21 }*. §:**
22 y great N. winds.

Cloudy, moiſt, wind VV.23 in wi -

..variable, wind W.24 §Some rain, wind W.

-* rº' --

-

-

1.24|Rain, ſnow, & N.E. was.

@|Froſty. Wind S. VV. 25°. Froſt. Much ſhow. E.

26* Miſty, cloudy, N.E.26Hard froſtStrong N.wds.
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26

-2.5|} Pleaſant. Strong weſt [2.5GTCldy, great WVTV-25 ; winds. 8 5 Y2 g S.

© Rain,&gr. S. W.W. was.

º}* Miſty, warm, VW, . Rain. A pleaſ.P.wdry.' .
28 Pleaſant, wind N. W.

9|Pleaſant, hot, wind S.W.299|oudy, andrainy, N.W.
30Cldy, cool, great E. was.

31Pieńnt,but cold E was

* Brisk W. was,

|i i

|I2.

|13

|14

()

2O

2. I

2

G)

25

27

26Curious air Brick S. WV

May 1674. june 1674.

Rain, and hail, wind W. 1$º & brisk N.E.

& pairs, . Ariel 2| S Winds. {\

{Rainy; briskW, was. 3|Hot air; wind N.E.

Rain, 4. Hot air, S.KW, 4Glorious day, gent. E. w.

Warmair,brisk S.V.W.w.. 5 }Hº: air. Find weſt

Thunder and Light. VV. 6.5 wind. -

Hotair;gentle S. W. was 9Fair, with N. V.V. was.

łº, &moiſt, great | 89 Cldy, with weſt was,

o, S.W.?', winds. , ||9|Somera & briskvy wds.
Pleaſant, brisk VP. was.º: cloſe air, and weſt

Rain and brisk VW. was. I 1| wind. - - - -

Cldy, ſtrong S. W. was. 12

Warm, ſome rain,N.W. 13

Hot and pleaſant, N.W.,&

- ºw. "

}Soultry hot,windSvv.

- º {Glorious air, S. pp. 15 Cloudy and N.E. was.

16|Rain, A. variablewds.

Cldy,hot, E. Rainy nig. lºgloudy; and N. W.W.wds.

18|Pleaſant,S.W.Rainy nig, 18Cloudy, ſome ra. wa N.

|19|Rain Aſpleaſant, ºft. 19 Fleafébrisk N. Wºw.
Glorious day, wind VV.20

Hot and clay, wind Wv.9 ºve, hot, N. P.r was

22 Heatabates, high VV, w.22)

Somerah. S.W.w. d,&n. 23's Cloudy with N.E.wds.

Cldy, ſome ra. h. S. VV.24 Hot, and pleaſant, S. V.V.

s Hot air, wind S. W.25|Heat abates, wind N.V.V.

26 !cº Brisk. N. E.

Hot and cloudy. S. W.W.27|3 winds. - -

rº r +
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º

28Hot Rain at night. S. W. & {clº WWind north,

29 / . . . . . . 2. Rainy night.

3ol. Pleaſwith briskN.E.w.3oSomerain, wa N. V.V.

Q). - - -

july 1674. August 1674.

1|Great weſtwds.RainyN. 1 Cldy, great S. W.Twds. .

-2'Rain, & great weſt was. Go |A ſoaking rain,& W.wds.

3|Strong north weſt wids, 3 Pleaſant air, was. VV.

ain & north weſt wids. Rainy, & N. W.V. was,

oRaihail thundwd variab, ; Pleaſiomera. P. V.V. wi.

3Rain&hail, wä Nº. 36Moiſt airvyw. Ran,

79 Cldy & rainy, wä W. 7 - - -

§A very rainy day. S. E. §(Pleaſant, with north

º

9 Some ſhowers;variab.wd Q ( weſt winds. º
1oPleaſ. wd W. Rain at nig. IO -

I I 3ºl. with weſt 11Pleaſant, & N. E. was...

3) winds. - - 12 Same as the former. º

13 Rain,& great S. W. was 13 Miſty A.Pleaſ, N.E. was.

14Thund & ſtorms, wäW. *Pleaſ. with N. VV., was

15 Pleaſant with weſt wind. I &A glorious day, wd WV.

16 Hot, & brisk eaſt. wds. 6 Rain A. Pleaſ, P. wa vy.

17 Likethe former Light. ni. 17 Like former. Temp. nig

18Hot Lightm, thundra. W. 13 {R} and great weſt .

© Cldy.gr.S.W.wds.Ra.N. 19 winds,

20 Cldy,ſome ra.StrongWºw 23Much rain & thund, N.E. i.

21 Pleaſ but great W.wds, 21 epleaſ, air. W.V. winds, i.

22 Rain & thund. gr.E.wds.22@ldy, with S. Vy. was. ;

23 °Gr. N.V.V. wasRa. Nº Pleaf. N.E. Rainy night, [.

24 { Pleaſant, brisk ſouth 24Rain, and ſouth eaſt was I

25 weſt was. 25Gr. S. was. Rain at nig.

3) Wä S.W. Gr.Thun. Lig.26Much rain, and eaſt was,

27 Hot,ſome ra.Gr, S.W.w.27Rainy, and N. E. winds.

28 Rain A.Strong S.W. wds 28Much rain, and E. was l

29 Boiſtrous S. W. was. 33didyming, N. E. was,

so Tempeſtous day & nig. |& Cldy ſome ra.N. W.wds.

Rainy day, was. S. W. 31 Drilling BriskM.W was |
cer. o.krz
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September 1674,

Cldy,ſomera.Gr.N. wi.

Great winds abated.

Cldy,and great N.E.wds.

Cloudy, wind N. W.

}O Good air, with N.

E, winds. --

Variable, with E. winds,

Cldy, miſling, N.E. was.

Cold and cloudy, N.wds.

Cldy,N.W.wd. Raat N.

Cldy, ſome rain, N. W.

Somera. & hail, N. W.V.

Cloudy,great N.WV.wds.

Somera.great N.VV, wa,

Cldy, high N. E. winds.

Cold, cloudy, wä N.V.V.

Cloudy, cold, wind N.

O#. P. M. N. W.W.

Cloudy, and N.V.V. wids.

Pleaſant,with weſt winds.

Rain,& great S. W.W.wds.

Rain,& high weſt winds.

Moiſt,hail, P. was S. W.

Rain,and cold north wids.

Cold,moiſt,great N. was

The cold abate, wa WW.

Cldy, miſling, was S. W.

Warm rain,& S.W. was.

Rain,and high ſouth was.

O

I I

I4.

15

16

17

18

|19

21

22

23

24

25

26

28

29

30

Cloudy, and greatwd N. 8

October 1674. Tº

I Stinking fog, ra. & S. W.

2Wäs S.W.Bluffr. ra.nig.

3. $ºrk rain, great ſouth

°|$o weſt winds. . . .

-5 {some rain,violentwds,
6, 5 S. W.

ŽPietà. with weſt;wds.

.#A.Pleaſant day.W.

9Cldy,miſling, N. E. was,

19|Rain, A. M. wind weſt.

*Pleaf. V.V. Rain at night.

12|Pleaſant, wind weſt. .

13|Rain, and brisk E. was.

I4. $ loudy, dark, moiſt,

! * ... wind eaſt. … . .

"I

ºldy,milling.gr.V.V.wds.

9|-Cldy;warm,ſdropsW.
19|YC -

20|Pleaſ. VV, Lightn, at nig.

2 Cloudy,great weſt winds

22|Pleaſant, S.V.W.Storm.N.

23|Moderate air, wind weſt.

24|Rain D.& N. wind weſt.

9|Like former.Lightnat N.

Cloudy, wet, great weſt

winds.

Pleaſant froſt, was weſt.

Miſty, ſome rain. S.W.

31|Froſty air. The wa S.W.

|- November 1674.

(3) =T -

;Gldy, S. WV. Temp. N.

:oTempeſt des. n'sW.

} .

-

-->

_December 1674.

I Pleaſant, with weſt wa .

2|Cloudy, and weſt wind.

3|O Pleaſant froſt. S. V.V.

4.Froſt and fog, wä N.V.V.

- … rs- ?
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ºlº ſº, wind

| 6|9. weſt.

7|Cold rain, wind N.E.

glCloudy, miſling,wd VV.

oc

#69 eaſant,
17's Froſty

18.Tempeſt

| 9tempeſt continues...W.

25.

26. 5* N. E. wind. . .

23Froſty.N.W.Thaw

30Pleaſant air, wind weft.

* - - january 1675. -

yº

gº: froſt, wind

|

(

I

2.

(...) ſouth weſt. . . .

4 ! - - -

5

6. -

7

)
f

*

}

hard froſt,IV.W.

A. Rain P. W.

uousday & nig.

26Stormy with ſnow, S. W.

21Stormy, cold; wid S. W.

ſº Curious froſt, wind weſt.

23'Cold & ſlabby, wa ſºft
24 Curious froſt, wind N.E.

#ºſhow. Strong

27 Froſty, ſtinking fog.NE.
- atN.

ſº park ra. Gr. S. W. inds.

31

Cous mingwarf.

3|Tempeſt day &mig3%
|Somera.Gr. S. W. wind.

Moiſt air, ſouth weſt will

Froſty air,& S.W. wind,

Flying clás.BriskS.W.m.

park rainy.Variablewººl
Cldy, moiſt, cold N. mill

Froſty;wd N.E.Temphl

Y. 1: . . . . .

(Cloudy, moiſt. Hiſ

Č weft wind.

*Middy.gr.S.M.”

&Moiſ. Great ſouth ºf

was Tempeſt.ngº

21 Kain & hail, gr. mtſº

22Curious froſt, wind Nº.

23|&Moiſt and cloudy, whº

242. ſouth-weſt. . . .

23 Miſty,ſoſtygr, whº
26CH cloſe, with weft we
... •) Fro y, pleaſant,wd.”

28 Miligãº, wind weft. . .

29Cldy.ér's Wºwdº

36somera,’s wºrdpº

Moiſt & warm. Pleaſ.”

. . February 1675. i

17

18

19|

(5)

21.

: pleaſant froſt, wäwift,

Pleaſant,Cold NWmind

Tempeſi, day & # W.

pleaf waW. Snow intº

Freezing air. Snow innig

Hāīāººms,ſomeſh Nº.

8 Cloud

iI
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Froſty, wa Wº. Sn, at§
Tempeſt. D.& N. S. W.

;Rainy,dark great ſouth

weſt winds.

G) 3Riº and ſtrong ſouth

25 weſt winds.

23 Pleaſant,with S. W. was.

27 Froſty, with S. W. was.

28Cldy, W. Tempeſt. nig

29Tempeſtuous day & nig.

30 Violent W. was. Somera,

2O

2 I

22

23

i; Hardcuriousfroſt N.wd:19

163

8 º $gldy,& cold N.E. was.

9 -
9|Snow & fleet,cold N.wds.

© | \ . 1.1 - IoFreez. N. was,ſomeſnow.

11 Cloudy, cold,ma eaſi. . I{* as the former, ,

I 2. * 125 with hail. . . . .

13||... . . . . . .. . . [I3'Sn.& Hail,freez.N.E.wds.
14Cldy & cold, wäE. by No • Sn. & fleet. N.E. was.

13|2°. . . . . . . |1 5 gold, miſling, wind eaſt.

13|-Cold,but pleaſant.N.W.16 Cold freezing eaſt winds:
O

- , |17|Pleaſant, & N. E. wind;.

18Cold & dry High W.wds.1 $gold and froſty, wa eaſt.

I

26%Cldy skie, cold E. war.
G) |Y -- .

22 Fr. E. wa Some ſh;&ra.

23 Froſty, cold withÉ.wds.

24 Miſty, miſling, N.W.wds.

25Some ra. & gr. E. winds.

26 Cold & clay, wa N. Pº.

27Pleaſant froſt, wä N. E.

© Rainy D. & N.gr.W. w.

© OFroſty, pleaf hail, W.]
|

-º

r—

March 1675. April 1675.

º Some rain, wa N. W.

Pleaſant froſt, wa N. V.V.

Cold, ſhow, wa N. W.

"Hard fr. Hail.Gr. N.E. w

Rain, & greatM. E. was.

Like to the former. .

Pleaſ, froſty. wa N. E.

{Hard froſt, wind N.E.

Fr. ſa, hail great N.E.wd.

.

9iI

|}Hºl. rain. Great ºft

22, wind; " . .

3 Cold & clay, wind N. E.'
O Pleaſant.Great N. E.wds,

5|Rainy day, & eaſtwds.

| 6′Cold air. gr. N.E. was.
7Frof: A. Rain P. wa N.

8|Froſty, great N. E. wids. ,

sº W.wd

to

tº 4 c.

ºradºik W. was.
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I I

I 2

I 3

O

15

I6

17

18

19

2O

©

22

23

24.

25

26

27

O

29

3O

3 I

s
IO

1 I

I 2

----
-

Cold,but pleaſant froſt,

wind eaſt.

Rainy D. & N. wa eaſt.

Rainy, ſome ſm. wd N. E.

Cold,great North winds.

• Froſty, great N.E. w

Like former, Rain at N.

Cold ſn.ſome ra. Str.E.w.

Cold,ſome ſn, great E. w.

Cloudy,ſharp north wid.

Cloudy, cold, northwd.

Froſty, W. Rainat night.

Cldy, & rain, wind weſt.

Warm, cloudy, moiſt,W.

Pleaſant, warm. widweſt.

Warm, S.W. wids. Ra. P.

Pleaſant, wind S. W.

t,ſome ra. Brisk W.w.

Brisk S.W. waRainy N.

O Ra...day. Variable was.

AMay 1675.

Miſty, A.N.E. Rainy N.

Rain, & brisk S. W.

Cldy, and gentle W. was.

Moderate air, N. VV.ivas.

Śwarm, with W. was.

Froſty, A. M. windweſt.

The ſameas the former.

Pleaſant, with various wal.

Some drops, P.Brisk W.w

Cloudy, and weſt winds

Warm, and ſome rain,W.

Pleaſant froſt, & E. was 13

O

I 2

I

14

15

I6

17

O

I 9

2O

2. I

22

23

24

O

26

27

28

29

3O

;;
Io

#if: great north eaſt

winds.

Pleaſant,ſtrong E.wds.

O

Glorious days, great

N.E. was.}

.Fair,with cold N.E.md.

Rain, and great N.E.wd,

Very great eaſt winds.

Pleaſant.Brisk N. E. was,

Pleaſ wid N. Rain at nig,

Fair, with N.E. winds. .

Cloudy; cold north fa

- mind;- -

: ºt . r -

= june 1675.

Rain,hail BriskS.W.wds.

Cloudy, ſhowring, S.W.

{Pleaſant, with W. Wils.

Curious air, wind weſt.

Rain, hail. Brisk W. wids. .

Rainy day, wind N.E. [.

}Clºy, ſome rain. Brisk

—l

I 2

º

north winds. - ,

Cldy,ſome ra. Gr.N. wi.

Hot, ſome rain, wind N. .

Asth'former.Tempeſt.N |

13 Curious
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I 3

14|se

Brisk E. wa Rain at nig15

©|Rainy day, great E. was.

17|Cloudy, cool, wa N. E.

18

I9 -

23|PPleaſant, wind weſt. -

2 I

22|Pleaſant, & brisk E. was.

9|Very hot,with weſt was.

24Thunder and rain. W.

25Much rain, and weft was.

26Rain, and weſt winds.

27Rainy day and night. W.

189 Cldy, and rainy,wd E.

29Cldy,ſome rain, wa N.

Ó Cool air, and eaſt wind.

31|Rain and hail, wind W.

!Curious air,& W. wids. O e Temp.D. & N.wd N.

14|Froſty, wind weft.

I 5

I6

17

I 8

I 9

C)

2. I

22

23

24.

25

Rain, and weſt wids.

Some rain, gr. N.W.wd.

Rain,hail, and weſt winds.

Pleaſant, and weſt winds.

As the former. Rainy N.

Cldy, ſ. drops, wid S. W.

{Pleaſant, wind S. W.

26Rain & thunder, wa weft.

©|OCldy,wäW. Rainy N.

28Dark& rainy.Gr.Ewds.

29. Temp. D.&N.wd N.E.

30 Cldy,moiſt.Gr.N.E.wds.

july 1675.

IHotRa...at a ſer. S. W.

2 Hot air, wind ſouth weſt.

3Glorious, but hot, wä W.

9|Like former, ſ. drops P.

?

Very hot, but wa got

19( eaſt.
2)

12° Hot air, wind weft.

ºme with the former.

[4 }Clºy, cool, with

15° weſt wind;.

Very hot, wind weſt.

:
9

August 1675.

a Dark& rainy gentl.W.w

Rainy A. Pleaſ. P. waW.

Moiſt air, and weſt winds.

A hot day, with W. wids.

Hot,& pleaſant, wä W.

Curious bright air, wid

eaſt.

Thund. & rain P. wa W.

Pleaſant, and wind weſt.

• Some rain,ſtrong W. w.

Pleaſ wā W. Rain at nig.

Some rabluſtring Wºwd.

Tempeſtuous, W. winds.

§

IO

I I

I 2

I 3

I 4.

{e

Still tempeſtuous, wa W.
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16|Hof air, brisk weſt was.

17|Hot. Some dropsP.S.W.

© }cº; Brisk ſouth

I9 weſt winds.

2O &Rainy days, was weſt.

2. I

22|Cool andmoiſt, wa S.W.

Hot& cloſe air,wdS.VV.
23

}* weſt was.

24

©

26|Q Pleaſant, wind weſt.

27Temp. day & nigwa W.

28Continuing almoſt ſame

Cldy,warm with VV.irds

Cool, wä W. Stormy N

29

3O

Stormy day, & weſt was.3 I

September 1675.

ain; and brisk famil

I6

17

18

|.
2O

2. I

G)

23

24

25

26

27

28

G)

3O

3 I

Pleaſant,but the waW.

Hot &pleaſant,wd VV,

Cldy wa S. Vº Rainy N.

Cool, yet pleaſant,wd W.

Pleaſant, brisk weſt was.

Cool & cloudy, wa west.

Rain. And great weft wai,

O Pleaſ,froſt & weſt was,

Miſty A. pleaſant,wd W.

Great ſouth weſt wids,

Rain at night.

Some drops P.Brisk ww.

Pleaſant air, wind weft.

A gloriousday,wd.N.W.

Ottober 1675.

Miſry A.Glor:day.N.V.V.

Curious ſweet air. W.W.

IG)

{Cloudy, and N.E. wil.

Some ra. P.BriskN E.wd.

Pleaſant, winds N. E.

- :Cloudy and brisk north

eaſt winds.

*Some rain,great north

eaſt winds.

11|Cloudy,& great N.E.wd.

& Cool & pleaſ. N. E. was

Fair, but great WV. was.

Like the former. Stor. N.
13
I 4.

15

I6

17XCldy.moiſt Gr, ww.w.

Miſty A. Pleaſant maſſ. |

}cº, and north taff

wds. -

Pleaſant,with VV. was

Cldy,S.VV w.Stormy N. .

Rainy,gr. was,ſtormy N, i.

Tempeſtuous day & nig

e Cldy, ſtrong WW was

Cldy, great was abaté.

© Pleaſant, with weſt waſ:

1 1 Cold and cloudy, way". .

12 Froſty,miſty A. wa VW

#Clºy, warm, with

\ , weſt winds.

15|Cldy.gr.VV w;Storm.N.

16|Cldy cloſe,briskVV wº

©cidºmeſdrops?NW
I8Pleaſant froſt, wind wift,

19|Miſty A. pleaf froſt.W.

:s

1.

|

I 3

I4.
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Moiſt.gºNE wds.Ra.N.2O -

Tempeſtuous,weſt wind2. I

22

23

24

25

C Pleaſant air weſt was

Cldy,bluſtring weſtwds.

{sº. rain, and brisk

weſt winds,

Fair, & brisk weſtwds.

Rain, bluſtring S.W.wds.

Small froſt,gr. S.W. was,

Pleaſant,gentl. S.W. wids.

27

28

29

3O

November 1675.

Like the former,ra at nig.

Tempeſtu. day & nigſ/.

Tempeſt continues.

I

2.

3

4.

3).
&c. freezing air, N.W.

@Se

8Thaw. Cloudy, S. W.

9.
IO

I I

I 2

I 3

G)

15

I 6

17

I 8

19

20

Cldy,milling, widweſt.

º

Pleaſant froſt,wd N. W.V.

Cloudy,moiſt,wind weſt.

Qold, but pleaſant,wd W.

Cldy;cold Ra at nig, WV.

Cloudy, cold, north eaſt.

Hard froſt, wind eaſt.

Tempeſt abates, wa ww.

Froit Rain FWTN. El

20 Cldy, wä W.Stormy nig.

21 Tempeſtuous day & nig.

22 Cldy, moiſt,great Wºwds.

23 O Tempeſtu, day & nig.

© Tempeſt yet continues.

25 Froſty A. Ram P. V.V.

26 Cold freez, air gr. W.wd.

27 Same as former.Rainy N.

28 Cold,ſleet, wind S. W.W.

29 Froſty,& north eaſt was.

§ {Hard froſt, wind eaſt.

December 1675.

Iº moiſt wind ºff.

2.

3. Miſty, cloudy, wind

& ° weſt.

6 °Cldy,wd W. Rain in N.

7 Cldy.gr. W. wid D. & N.

8 Froſty, pleaſant, weft wid.

9 Froſty, great weft winds.

IoSome rain great VW was.

I Stormy day and nig, WV.

9|Clear and pleaſant, WV.

I 3

I+ 'sam, days & nig. W.

15

(*)
-

. o Thaw.freeze again. E.
|--

I6 {Rºy Great weſt .

17 winds.

º Froſt.W.Tempeſtu nig,

20|(Rain,and clouds. Great
2. I weſt winds.

:22| Y O -

|
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26|

27

G)

29

3O

IO

III

I2

I 3

I4.

15

17

I 8

2O

2. I

22

O

24.

25

;

|23 Surious froſt, wä N.E.
24. Thaw,ſome rain, wä W.

25 Froſty,clay;greatW.wds.

Moiſt and cloudy, wä W.

Cldy, drifling great Wºw.

- }vºy pleaſant, wind

ſouth weſt.

Pleaſant, wind weſt.

- january 1676.

Cold dark air, wä S. E.

Froſty and clay, wäS. E.

e Hard white froſt,wd E

Froſt A. rain P. wid S. E.

Cold dark air,wd N. E.

}Dark cold air, wind E.

Cold,raw fleet, wind E.

Cold,ſnow,ſleet, wä E.

Cold,& ſome ſnow, E.

Raw cold, froſt at nig.W.

Rain.W.Tempeſtuous N.

Snow at G) riſing. N.W.

Cold and moiſt, wä weſt

& Froſt A.M. Rain P.M.

wind weſt.

19 ſempeſt day&nig N.W.
C Moiſt & clay. N. W.

Pleaſant froſt, wind W.

Y

&
Warm,& great S.W.wds

Tempeſtuous days and

nights.

O

27

28

29

3O

3 I

9

IO

II

O

I 5

I6

17

I 8

I 9

O

2 I

22

23

2

2

5

;&:
;

I 2.

I4.

Rain,&great S.W.wds,
|

froſty air, wind S. W.
Miſty.milling, wd S. W.

February 1676.

Clear Brisk S.V.W. was.

Same as former.Storm.N.

Cldy, and great WV.wds.

Some rain,brisk W. was .

Miſling air, wind weſt.

Cldy, warm, wind weſt,

Pleaſant air, WV. wind.

Pleaſant froſt HighW.wd.

Variable, & cold eaſtwd.

Cold, &cldy,ſome rain,E.

O A black froſt,wind E.

rº

Dark& clay,wd S. VV, !

'e Fair, great weſt winds.

Froſty,wd W. Stormy N.

Stormy d’s & n's VV.I.

23 Froſty air, and weſt was.

24Froſt ſome ra. Pºwd S.W.

2.5Dark air, great S.W.wds.

* ,

Rain & hail great W.wd.

Tempeſtudy & nig W, i.

.

ſ

Fair, great N.V.V. winds.

w

***

A rainy day,great W.wds

Froſty clay,with VV.wd, [.

Frofly air, wind N. El
4. .

Pleaſ. & brisk S. E. wids. .
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|33 Tempeſtuous day, S.W. 26 Pleaſant, warm, S. was,

27Froſty, ſome rain P.V.V. º Miſty, A. Pleaſant, S.; W.

29 Hard fr. Ra at night, W.

& Warm rain, wind weſt.

31 Pleaſant air, wa S. W.W.

26Rain AfroſłP.wd N.W.28 Froſty air, ſouth wind.

29 Miſty A. Pleaſant, wä S.

* - - - - -

º April 1676,

2 Rainy d.&n. gr. S.W. w.

: ;Glorious days,wd eaſt

8 pleaſant,wd turn'd weſt.

9.Cold, & great N. E.wds,

I O

I I

O > Curious froſt,& E.wd.

I 3 \ - - -

I4.

15 Pleaſant froſt, wind S.

6

º

iš"

© o Dark and rainy, wäE.

2O : Moiſt and warm, winds

2. I ſouth weſt.

22 Miſty A. Some rain, WV.

23 Cldy, ſome ra.gr. E. wi.

Cloudy, ſome rain, W.
'-.

March 1676. -

1. {Plº froſt, wind | 1 -

25 north eaſt. © Cldy froſt,cold N.E.w.

3 Rainy, and S.V.V. was. 3) e.
40 Cldy,bluſtringSVV.w. 4Some drops A. wd N. E.

5 Pleaſant froſt,wind N. E.

6.Warm& cloſe,wd N.W.

7 Cldy. Rain at nig. S. W.

8Rainy day, brisk W. was.

© Cldy, cool, N. E. winds.

1o Rainy,cloudy,wd S. W.

II Guriouswarm air, S.W.

12Cldy, brisk, variab. wids.

13 Much rain A. wind VV.

14 Rainy day,wind weſt.

15 Cldy, moiſt,& W.V. wil.

© Pleaſant air, wind N. E.

17Cldy,cold, brisk N.E. W.

I§o Much rain, wind

19° north eaſt.

201’leaſant froſtwa,north.

2. I ;Peº froſt, wind

222 eaſt.

e Cloudy & cold N. wids.

24 y Dark rain, great eaſt

25 2 wind.

o Pleaſant, high eaſt wind.

24Cldy,& great W. was.

25|Cloudy, and eaſt winds.

26|A glorious day, E. was.

27Brightair,brisk S.W.wds.

28 : otand pleaſant,gentl

27

28 Pleaſant froſt, gr. Ewd.
i - 29

ſouth weſt was.
... • – S Clar;

e
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30Glorious froſty day. E.

31|Cloudy, wind north weſt and rain at night.

May 1676. june 1676.

Hot,ſome rain,ſouthweſt

O Pleaſant,brisk W.wds.

Cldy, and cold N. was.

eaſt winds.

cºweſt winds.

}Rain, great weſt wids.

Pleaſant, winds N.W.

}*. and great weſt

winds.

IO

I I

I 2.

13

9|$ winds.

15

I6 {Rain, and weſt winds.

I 9

2O

°|Rain, and great N. was.
22

23

245

|25

ſouth weſt.

łº, but cold north

Great ſouth

17C Some rain, brisk W.w.

18|Rain,and great NE.wds.

Fair,but great N. E. wids.

Pleaſant, gentle E. was 20 Hot,gr.thund.lightn.N.E.

26

2.

(2)

29Dark rain, and wind VV.
3O :

3 I weſt winds,

2. cº hot. Great

3 weſt winds. 2.

| UPleaſant, and |
5 2 gentle

6 } weſt wind.

8 Same as the former.

9 Cloudy, hot, wä S.W.
IO

I 2

{cº great weſt 13 Like to the former.
14 Yery hot, wind weſt.

15 o Exceſſive hot, S. W.

16 {Vº hot, wind turn

17 ed eaſt.

19 Hot air, ſouth weſt was,

21 Hot air, brisk S. W. wids.

Rain, brisk S. W. winds, 22 Thund.lightn.ſtorms,S.W

& Glorious days, wind 23 Fair, brisk S. W. was. . .

24 Hot, cloſe air,ſouth weſt.

Like former. Light, at Nº Glorious airbriskW.wds

O Still the ſame. Ra. at nig,

© Like the former. Lightm. -

1's Thick Clds, grea:Ww.

7 Still the ſame. Ra at nig

O X Cloſe, hot, wind weſt. .

& Hot,thundlight. &c.S.E.

26 Rain, and brisk W. was

28 5 ſouth weſt.

29 Same as former.Rainy N.

Iſler.

Rain, ſtrong S.W. wids 27 2Gloudy, moiſt, wind

Much rain, and great 30 e Same ſtill as the for
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22|{Rain and thunder, brisk

©!" Weſt winds

}F.

:- very hot, wid N.W.

ir, and brisk weſt

winds.

july 1676, | Auguſt 1676. .

1|Cloudy, moiſt, wä S. W.] I Cldy, great N.E. was.

| |Rain,hail,thunder, S.W. 2Pleaſant, & dry, N. E.

3|Cldy,ſome rabrisk W.w.. 3 - . . . . .

|4|Rainy, ſtrong weſt was, 4

5|Cloudy,& great WV.wds. 5|XHot,8& pleaſant,E wids.

6|Cldy,ſome ra. gr. W.wdſo º -

7 :Tempeſtuous days and 7. - -

nights, was weſt. 8 {Pleaſant, wind turned

|9|Rainy,and great WV.wds. 9. weſt. º

|io Strong N.V.V. was. Cldy, Io:* and cool weſt

II - . . . . . [I I winds. -

12|X Glorious days,wd N.E.12$º ſtrong weſt

I 3 - |9|}o wind. Rainy nights.

14|Cldy,and ſtrong E, was. 14

15|OThundrain.N.E. was, 15 - - -

©|Pleaſant, hot. S, WV. was.16|X Pleaſant, and weſtwds.

Curious air, gentle VW.17 --

18|} winds. - 18| - -

192Hot, Thunder, wind 19|Rain A. pleaſant P. VV.
2012 weſt. |O {Plº brisk weſt

21|Heat abates, wind weſt. 21|5 winds.

Still the ſame Rain at N.

Pleaſant, with wind weſt.

Rainy, and N. W. was.

{Pleaſant, & weſt winds.

Clouds flying, winds W.

Much rain,great S.W.wd.

* Pleaſant froſt, brisk

ſouth weſt winds.

Fair,& high W. winds.

22

23

24.

25

26

G)

28

29

3O

|31

September 1676. Ottober 1676.

I

2

@'Cldy, and great Nºwds."

2 Curious fr. brisk N.E. w.:* froſt, wind W.
º

3 Tempeſtu, day & nig.W.
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i
I I

I 2.

I3

H4

15

16

©

18

I 9

2O

2 I

22.

23

25

26

27

28

29

30

Darkandrainy,wd weſt.

Pleaſant,with weſt wind.

gºaly d. ſtrong N.V.V.

- winds.

{Clºy great northweſt

winds. -

Some rain. Brisk north

O eaſt winds.

Cldy,with north weſt was.

Fair,W. Tempeſtu, night.

Fair & moiſt, wind,N.W.

3Dº, rain, great north

weſt winds.

Tleaſant froſt, cold N.wd.

Pleaſant froſt, wind

north weſt.

Froſty,pleaſant,wd S. W.

east, |

;someº miſling, wal

north eaſt.

O

Curious froſt,wd N. E.

Fr.broke, rainy n, wid N.

4.

:
G)

9

IO

I I

I2.

I 3

I4.

(2)

I6

ſº

Much rain, various wind.

Some rain,& N.V.V.wd.

Temp. D.&N. N. p7.

Froſt A. M. Rain P.M.

wind north weft.

o Pleaſant froſt, N. V.V.

Froſt A.Rain P. wa N.E,

Rain, & north weſt wind;..

Miſling rain, wind weſt. .

R. Fair, and great north .

winds.

17

2O

O

Rain, and cold north wind.

Somera, brisk N.E. was."180ſoudy, and cold N.w

I9Cldy, miſl. cold N.E. wi.

Somedrops P.Cold, N.E.

Rainy, warm, wind weft:21, Cloudy, & moiſt, cold.
N. E. winds.

Pleaſant froſt,wd ſouth 23 Curious froſt, wä N. E.

N.E, winds.

34.3°º &moiſt, cold

25

26 e Curious froſt, wä N.

27 Cldy,moiſt, and WV. wa

28 Cldy,ſome rain, wä VV.

© Cldy, cold freezing N. wº

3o Hard froſt,ſharp N. wids.

31 Hard froſt & fog, wä N.

November 1676. December 1676.

Rain,& great WV. wds.

Still the ſame.Temp.N.

Continuing the ſame.

1Coldandcloudy, wäE.
2.

(C) |

4.

5

d

Froſty. Cold E. wind.
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6 Pleaſant froſt, wind N.

7 Cldy, froſt, N. E. was.

8 Pleaſ, froſt, great E. wds.

9 Foggy,N.E. Rainy night.

o O Pleaſant froſt, wä N.E.j9

I }Hºwhite froſt, windji I

> 3’ eaſt.

3 Foggy, milling, wind E.
4º miſling, wind

5 north eaſt. -

; {Froſty, cold eaſt windl.

* 8Thaw and rain, wä weſt,
5) - - - -

oŠCurious hard fr.N.VV

... I - -

*Froſt,Rain at night, N.E.

*}Hirdfioſ, wind N.

$5,38 Hard froſt, wind

914 ſouthweſt.

*:Thaw, great S. W. wids.

28 like th’ former, ſ. drops.

*9thick clouds, wä.S. W.

|

. . . . . . ~~

-

-

. º -
--

|
january 1677.

* - eaſt. . . . .

Tempeſtu, day & nig.W.:

;Māºri froſt, windl

Cldy,rainy.gr.S.V.W. wid,

I 3

I4.

I 5

6

C)

18

I 9

2O

2 I

22.

©

27

I

6

:* like the former.

;

25

28

*O - - - 7|3O • Q &

s - Hard froſt,ſtinking fog,"W $ Hard froſt, wind eaſt.

|| |The River of Thames now

| to Lambeth.

:

~

9|Great ſhow, windN. . .

O More ſnow, & wa N.

;Froſt, and foggy, wind

weſt. , -- . .

Hard ñoffſhow,wdvv.

Froſty, clay, N.V.V. wa

Cldy, froſt, ſnow, wä W.

&ld &cloudy, wa wº,

Thaw, wä W. Fr. at nig,

*}ºftigai,
* - wind eaſt. r. º. -

Blackfroſt,ſharp E. wd's -

26 Froſt, ſnow, wa N.E., a

Hard froſt, windN. E. :

Same as before.Shat N.

froze,that Booths were

|---built thereon, and Peo

ple commonlypaſſedgºer

S.

-

February 1677.

Some rain, wind weſt."

Cloudy, moiſt,wind vy.

Rain,& great S. V.V.wds.

4'Fog A. Rain, hail,wd V.V.
e ſ, 12.4%,…

Hard froſt, wa N. VV.:

12|Froſt,ſtinking fog Sn. W.

2Curious froſt, weſtwd.
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5R Pleaſant, wind weſt, TT;Froſty,&great weſt was

6|S. rainy night. 6|Moiſt.gr. W w. Temp.N.

©|Cldy, moiſt great W. waſ 79 Ra, hail, great W.wds,

8ãº. Little fr. W. 8 Freezing air, ſhow, W.

9 }*. and clouds, great 9|Like the former.

Iol-y weſt winds. |io Froſt, ſnowy nig. N. E.

11.

#2

I 3

G)

15

I6

17

18

19

2O

9.

22

23

24

25

26

27

G).

29

3o

31

ºld; black froſt, E.

º

}Tempeſtuous day and

night, wind weſt.

Fr. ſn. hail,ſleet, weſt wil.

Pleaſant froſt, weſt wind.

Cldy, ſome rain, wa VV.

Pleaſant froſt, wind Wº.

Hard froſt, rain P. S. E.

urious froſt, cold N.

E, winds.’.”
3C

Cold ſn.& ſleet

;Hard froft.*

winds. . . . . ."

airy,& great S.W.wds,

urious froſt, wind weſt.

r. Ewd.

at eaſt

-, *

*S)

I 2

I 3

Snowy day & nig. N. E.

Great thaw, froſt P. PP.

Pleaſant froſt, wä S. p7.

14|Miſty, cold thaw, S. W.

15|Moiſt, but moderate, W.

I6

17

Cloudy, rain, ſouth eaſt.

Rain, & great S.E. wids.

Cloudy, ſomerain, S.W.pºlò Moiſt, ra nigſtrong S.w.

Cldy,moiſt, variablewd. 19'Rain,and cliy,wd 3. Pp.

Moſt and cloudy, Prº

$Cºrious fioſ, wirr;
e Black froſt, told N.w.23

2

&Cº., wd N. Vy.

26 Pleaſant froſt,wd. PP.

27 Fog, 4 A4. Froſty, Pº

23 Pleaſant froſt, wind P7.

•Rainy days & nights.

wind ſouth weſt.

Tempeſt day,wd.mutab,

* :

*

f

2.

I

* , ºr

Pleaſant froſt, wind ºff.

:
:

+--- H

March 1677. April 1677.

> Froſt,& cold eaft wind.

Cldy,ſdrops.gr.E.wdab.

Cloudy and rain,wd eaft.

Cloudy, wind ſouthweſt.

Curious air, wind weſt, º

Sameas former,ſdrops?,

Cloudy, obſcure, N.W.

Sweet warm air, weſt. ſ

Same as the former, E.

l

- - *7 cloudv.
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#Cloudy, miling wa E.

9. Like the former,Ran.

Cldy,&rain,gr. eaſtwds.

Qldy, rain,wd turn'd W.

Cold air, ſome rain, w.
Snow & ra.gr. S.W. wids.

Cldy,wet,great W.wds.

:
IO

G)

I 2

I3

I4

I6

17

O)

- || 9

20

2I

22|Froſt, hail, and rain, W.

23|*Foggy m, rain all nig.

4|Rain, & great N.E was.

9|Cloſe &cidy, wind N.E.

*Pleaſ, but ſharp.N.'wds.

*Cloſe,cold N. wa Ranig,

*Fair,wa,N.E.Rainy N.

PleaſfioſicoldN.W.w.

Pleaf. S. W. Rainy night.

Warm air, W.Rainy nig.

29|Pleaſant,with N.W.*
3O

31 }Pleian fioſi wa te

º |

|

Rain & temp.ofW. was.

Hail, ſomera.brisk W.w.

7 º’Cloudy, ſome drops F.

63 .." w
9 Pleaſant air, N. W. was.

to Bright air, brisk W. was.

II Cldy,ſomera. gr.W.wds.

12Very pleaſant, windweſt.

13 Some drops, gr. E. was.

14 Rain, hail, great E. was.

9. Rain, and great W. was.

16Hot, thund, lightn., rain.

| Someſhowers,bluſt:Ww.

18Froſty, wind ſouth weſt.

I 9 Rain, and*. was.

29 S.Cloudy, ſome drops,

; : ©,§:sº -

9 Fr.A.ſomera, brisk, N.E.

23 Pleaſant froſt, wä W. W.

24Cldy, rain, hail, wind W.

25 Feißwith briššEwſ.
26Showring ſtron S.W.wd:

2.Theſame with th'former.

2.8Variable,ſome dropsis wº

* Rain, and high wºwds.
3Ocºwº rain,W. wids.

---.. . . . .”

`

. . . May 1677,

Rain, &#Wºwº
ºldy, rain ºld

weſt winds. *

told. N. E. 2

3|{Rºy &higiº

fººd, june 1677.

Hoºthunder forms,WV.

Rain,ſome thund, tº

Cldy & cold rain, N.W.

4Cold,cidy,brisk N. .

I

3|Foggy,ſr:Rä.E.ColdN. E. 5

©|Good air, but cold E. wid. 6

7|C Rain A Pleaſ. Pºwd E. 7

Agºrious day, Nº."

*:::::::::::
Warm,&flyingclouds F.

8|A curious warm day.S.W. 8 Much rain, & weſt wind.

9 Cloudy
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i

9

IO

I I

I 2

O

I4.

I5

I6

17

18

I9

G)

2. I

23

25

3)

28

29

3o

31

|s; with brisks.

i;
:

24|A winds. . . . . . .

25|Rain& hail.Brisk

26|Hot air, great N. E.wds

warm, wind weſt.

pleaſant, wä S.W.

Hot air S. wil. Rainy nig.

Hot,brisk S.W. was. Ra.

Cld

H.

Cldy, warm gºsſºw.

-

}Hº: air, and ſmall eaſt

winds. 3 -

Hot,Thund.& rain,wdE,

Cldy,& much ra. N. E.

Cool air,brisk N. Ewds.

• Smallfroſtgr.N.E.w.

22 Fair, & great N. E.wds.
Hot air, and brisk eaſt

N.E.w.

Hot, ſomra. P. win. E.

Brisk S. was. Rain at N.

Rainy day,great S.W.wd,

Cldy,rainy,brisk. W.wds

Hot air, wind ſouthweſt.

* . .

| |I3 {Hº and pleaſant, wäl

I4. - 2

9 Cldy & rain,with WW.w.

© Rain.A. Pleaſ. P. wa WW, ſº

1 I Rain and hail,wd N. W.W.

12 Cldy,rain.Brisk N.W.w.. .

weſt...’ .

15 Cldy. A griſtorm n. N.E. H.

16 Glorious bright air, VW 1.

© UCldy and rainy, wind.

18 weſt. - - - .

I 9

20 (6 : " - " . .

21|ſ Hot and pleaſ wā E.

22|) r -

23 Miſty A. Hot air, wä. E.

Q Exceſſive heat,wind E. . .

25|Likeformer, Light at N. l.

2.6 }\; the ſame. Thunderſ:
27|2 bat night. :

28Cldy,& cool, N. E.wds."

29), Fair, with great weſt

30% winds. ...

ſh: , , , vº ſº, º,

ºr -

ºf . . . . . . .

july 1677.

‘. . V.V. winds. . . . . .

of &pleaſant,wind WP.

Some rain, Brisk ſouth i.

* 2° weſt winds. . . .

sloſhe ſame temp. night

i

_Auguſt 1677.

ſ

ſ

39 Hot, ſome drops, P.

Hot and pleaſant,wind E.

Hot air. Thundſ drops.

Hot,ſ ra, ſtrong S.V.W. w.

Cldy, great S. V.V. was.

Some ra. High S. WP, w.

4|Tempeſtu, day. N. W. "
G !Cº. Great

ºrr.
7'Rainy, clay, with Wºº
$froñº, doºdy wind MW,

9 Hot and pleaf. S. W.

16|Cldy, hot, ſome ra. W.

1 i Å
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ITA rainy day.gr weft waſ
#. rain,gºat WW.wds, G)

13|Rain & thunder,wd weſt.[13

I6

17

18|Cloudy, & wind N. V.V.

199 Hot, yet clay, wä VV,

20A glorious day;wa N.W.

21|Hot Cldsgathering,N.W.
©

º days, wind N. E.

glºudy bui fair,swa weſt, 16

Cldy;wd W. Rain at nig.17
18

O

2O

2 I

22

23

24

25

O

". 23;

|24 -

25'2Hot, and cloudy,wd W.

26, 2 . Rain º -

27 Rain & thunder, wa VV.

28 Rainy day, wind weſt.
O

Bo

: BI'

27

28

29

3O

3 I

Rainy, and S. W. was.

September 1677.

|OFog A.Cloudy,wd VV.

;Pºt, wind ſouth

| weſt. -

Cloudy skie, wind N.V.V.

Cldy, miſling, wä N. E.

Pleaſant, with E. was.
T -|

9

... I O

Pleaſant froſt, wind N.
E.

|14|Rainy,& clay;wa N.W.143

©|A rainy day, wa N. Wºr;

I

2

3

4

5!)

G

C)

8

º rainy day,& S.V.W.W.I.

Qldy, miſt, wind weft.

Temp. day&nig, WV.

Clºudy, and ſome rain,

...ºff wind. T
Flying clouds, windweft.

Fr. ra. at nig brisk W.wd.

• Fair,& brisk N.E.wds.

Cold rain, P.Brisk N. W.

Cold,fair,brisk N.W.wd.

Cldy, rain P. wids. W.

Rainy day & nig.wd.ww.

Tempeſtuous day, Svy.

Cldy, & brisk V.V. war.

Curious bright days, W.

Curious froſt, wa weft.

Lightn.& ra. at n. wie.

Tempeſtuous day & nig.

Pleaſant,& brisk W.wds,

Ottober 1677.

FEER froſ, wind

weſt. : " . "

Rain P.Great weft wind.

Pleaſant froſt,brisk W.wd

;Dark,coldra briskW.w

Dark, rainy.gr. N.W. w.

Pleaſant froſt, wä N. W.

i I

I 2

I 3

J -

Cldy,& ſome rain,wd W.

h

Like former,ſtormat 8.P.

Pleaſant froſt, & weſtwa,

Froſt, ra, hail, ſnow, W.

14 Cloſe

Cldy,ſome ra.brisk W.w, .

–

| -
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14Cloſe and warm, ma weſt.

15 Great fog A. wa S. W.

o e Rain, P.Brisk S.W.w.

17 pleaſant, wind wesł.

18 Flying clouds, itd. ºff.

19Foggy morn: wa.mºh.

zo Cloſe and warm, waK%

iſ Miſty A. Some rain. MW.

|22. s . . . ; , , , ) -

©** rain,VW.

19 -

@ Eluſtring Hormy777. |
15}* froſt; brisk

164 e weft wind. -

|17|Cldy,wd WV. Rain at N,

18|Cldy & rain, wind Pt.

2O Cldy.moiſt warm, sw.

G) tº

22'Some gentle rain, wa W.

23'Pleaſant froſt, wd N. E.

244) : " . . . . . . . . .

25 Cloſe, warm,with W.wd.

26Rain,yer warm ind weft.

Some rain, and brisk2Q

O weſt winds.G)
:

27A glorious day, ºd weft.

28Some drops A. wa N.V/.

24.}Pleaſant froſt, wind E.
25 .

26 Froſty air, wind E. . .

27 Cldy,dark skie, wind E.

© Cldy, &ſome rain,wd.E.

29Snow,hail, rain,Cold E.w.

3o'O Fr.A.dropping P.N.E.

31 Freezing cold air. N.E.
t w

º

° November 1677.

Curious froſt, wind meſt.

Miſty A. Hoar froſt. W.

Froſty. Some rain, S.V.W.

Dark warm, rain, S. E.

Tempeſts day & nig S.E.

Miſſing rain, wa S. VV.

Rain, and weſt wind.

Tempeſts, day&nig.W.

Tempeſts,hail,lightnatn.

:
9

I {º froſt, brisk S.

G) iſ WV. winds.

13|Cold rain, wind weft.

14

" Tempeſt. night.

,

:

1'Warm rain,gr. weſt wind.

c) Moiſt,yet pleaſant, S.V.W.

3 Tempeſts d. & n. wa E.

4Cldy,moiſt,wd turn'd W.

5|Rainy darkair, wd N.E.

6|Foggy, moiſt, wind Treff.

7|Cloudy, cold wind eaff.

8|Dark & tempeſtu. N. E.

O |Froſt,wd W. Tempeſt, n.

Io Cloudy, moiſt, wa weſt.

December I67 7.

|| ||Froſty & pleaſant,wd W.

12|Tempeſts d &n. S. W.1

13|Some rain.Stormy PT’.w.

• Cold rain, wind E. 14.9Freezing air,brisk W.w.

Iº Rain, cold N. was.

: day-great P'ſ war.

!

16 Cold
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19|Hard froſt & fog, N. V.V.

20 Hard froſt, wind N. W.V.

22 Froſt,ſhow, ſleet, N. E."

23 Froſt,ſhow,hail, wind E.

24'Froſt,ſomeſh. ſharp E.w.

e) Froſt,ſhow, fierce E. wil.

26 Pleaſ. A. eldy P. was.W.

27 Pleaſant froſt,wd N. W.

28 Miſt,& froſt. Thaw n. W.

29 o Cldy, S. W. Temp. n.

39 Cldy, & ra. gr. S.W.wd.

:

© Miſty A.pleaſ.P. wa ww.

21|Rain.Cold N.E.wd.Sn, n,

13ſ.Cold dark rain, windſ® Cold and cloudy, wäE."
17 N. W. 17. Y S . *-

::$froſyair, wide.
2O , -

21 Fog and froſt, wind E.

22. Fog. Thaw P. wa S. . .

o Pleaſant froſt,wind S.V.P.

24 Miſty,cloudy, wäS.W.

25 Dark,raw, cold, wä.E.

26 Pleaſantº wd.§ E.

27] 2 Tempeſts days &

: :o nights, was S.P.A.

29 Curious froſty air,wd W.

© Stinking fog, Froſty. VV.

31 Froſty,wdW.Thaw atti.

H. january 1678.

1 Pleaſant, & weſt winds.

2Some rain, high weſt wids.

3|Pleaſant.&briskVV.wds.

3'Sharpcold air,wd N.P.”

fo Cold, dark,rainy, N. E.

11|Freezing air, cold E. wa

@|e Froſt,ſh. & gr. V.V..w.

wind weſt. -

15 Likeformer Thaw at nig.

ióTempeſts d. &n, wid W.

17|Tempeſt, thund fight. N.

: Tempeſts d’s & swl
©

* , " .

7 Éain great S.V.V. winds,

3Cold rain,brisk N.V.W.w...!

i 3 3Plº fr. Snow lies,

14'-'.

$;

February 1678.

CUFOUSFOſ. Wä N.W.,

Fr. ſh: ra, Great VW was.

Cldy,moiſt, high VV.wd.

Some rain,&gr. W.V.wds.

Pleaf fr. & brisk W.W. was

Cldy moiſt, great WV.w.

Somera, & gr. V.V. was:

Froſty, brisk wV. winds.

Cldy moiſt, high VVAwd.

Cldy, warm, wind VV.

• Froſty, pleaſant,wd W.

Cloudy, warm,wind WV:

13|Miſty & clay, wind WP.

14|Curious froſt, wä N. VV,

...]

Ş

|
(3)

I i

I 2.

I

G) Froſty, cloudy, wä W.

- 8 * a
*.
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I west wind. -

3) }M. air,and great weft

2. I winds.

22 3A black froſt, wid north

23| > west. . . .

24|Froſt, and much ſnow, E.

| 26

G|) C. . . . . . . .

28|Froſty, fair, briskE.wds.

29|Snow, freezing air, Wid E.

36|Hard froſt, ſnow, wä E.

31|Black fr. ſn.cold N.E.wd

) - -

-

Cldy, milling, wä E.

AMarch 1678.

18 ;Mº. rain; and great
18

19 mind

2O {Rºy, brisk ſouth weft

2. I winds.

: łFroſty, fair, wind W.

© Rain, and cold E. wind.

25Some ſm.hail, &cold E.w.

26|O Pleaſ, froſt, cold,S.V.V.

27|Pleaſant froſt, wä S.W.

28Cldy dark air, wid S. VV.

*-
-

| April 1678.

{cºl} milling, wind
pe

Rain, hail, and weſt, wa,

Ra. hail, ſh, gr.N.E. was.

2Snow, hail, frong eaſt

6|5. winds. -

7Cold clay, great E. was.

- §glly, cold,miſling,wd E.

9.Cold,clay, rainy nig. E

© Moiſt, clay, warm,wd E

11|Pleaſant air,wd ſouth weft

127 & Murable air. Loud

I 3-9 weſt winds.

14|Pleaſant, & N. W. was

15Some rain, viol. E. wids.

16|Rain and hail, wind wesł.

© Rain, great N. V.V...wds

18 Tempeſtuous day,wd W

19|Tempeſts continue, E.

5sI
I Fair, dry, N. E. winds.

2 Cold, ſ. drops p. N. wid.

3 Fair, but cold N. Ewa.

4Some rain,& greatW.wd.

5 Fair A. rain P. wind weft.

6|Snow,hail,ragr.N.E wa.

QRain P. High west winds.

8|Hail & rain, P. wid weſt.

9Fair & cold, N.W. wa

I oftain,hail,P.Cold N.E.w.

11|º Rain A. Pleaſant p, E.

12|Pleaſant, and cold E. wa.”

3|RSome rain,and cold eaſt
O wind. -

15|Rain A. Pleaſ day, N.E.

16|Cloudy, rain, wind N. E.

17|Cldy, ra. bluſtring, N. E.

18|Bright air, ſome drops. E.

19|Rain,and bluſtring north

20|’ eaſt winds.20|Rain & great weft wind.

2 I Moiſt

|
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21Moiſt & clay,great W.w.

22 Fair and warm,wind weſt.

23|Rain A. Fair P. wa west.

Q Cldy, warm, wind weſt.

25%Fair, but cold E. was.
26

27|Pleaſant air, N. E. was.

280 Cldy, wa N. Rainy n,

29 ;Froſty, Cloudy. Cold

east wind.3O

© Pleaſant froſt, wä N. E.

May 1678.

G

22

23

24

25

26

2.

O

29

3O

Cldy, warmſ drops N.E.

Warm & pleaf. N. V.V.

Cloudy, rain, wä N.V.V.

Cldy, rain, hail, wid N.

Rain,& brisk N. W.wd.

OPleaſant air.ſouth weſt.

Cldy & rainy, brisk E.w.

Ra. Gr. S.V.W. was.Ra.n.

Rain, & great S.W. was.

Pleaſant. S. W. Rainy n.

june 1678.

Tempeſtuous day, S.W.

łPleaſant air, wä WW.

3Clºudy. rain, wd S. W.

wet night.

3r
eaſant air, great ſouth

Hot, but pleaſant, W.
O

I

2.

3

4.

O

weſt winds.

6

7

8

9

IO

I I

O

13

I4.

I 5

f 6

17 -

18; Curious brig

G) eaſt.

2c'Very hot, ſouth weſt wid.

21 Flor:gr. E. waRainy nig.

22gldy;rainy, brisk Ewds.

Still the ſame,Thunat N.

Rain, thund. gr. W. was,

Cldy,& variable, wä W.

Pleaſant, & cool, north

eaſt winds.

ht days,wd

Rain P. Brisk weſt wind.

Cldy,wd weſt.Rainy nig.

3Thick & clay, wa weſt.

4. 3Glºriºs days, wind

5 :

I

3)

weſt.

6 Cloudy, rainy, wä S.E.

7 Pleaſant, ſ. drops, p.S.W.

8 }ºy and cloudy, wid

G)|J O northweſt,

10|Hot air,ſ dropsp. S. W.

11|Hot, cloſe air, wind N.E.

12|Curious,but hot air, N.E.

13|Hot, thund. & rain N.

14Cldy, hot air, wind N.

5. J .

9. (Pleaſant hot air, wind

17 ( northweſt.

18) ,

19 Hot, much thund, wid E.

20 Great heat, wind N E.

21 Hot, much thund, rain,E.

22Cloudy, hot wind N.W.

G) Hot, ſ, rain & thund. W.

t
5

2.acidy, ſome rain, weſt.
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Tempeſtuousday.S.

eCldy, rainy.brisk Ew.

Pleaſant air, wind S. ww.

tº º$, weſt wind. . . .

: Pleaſant air, and brisk

weſt wind. ..

º

25

Gej

27

28

29

3o

31.

| guy 1678,

3. Rain A. Pleaſant, S. Wº. 24) Q T

WV. 25; : Hot air, gr.N. W.wds.
26 - - - -

27 Hot & pleaſant, N. W.

28Like th' former. Ra..at N.

29 Hot, cloudy,wd N.W.
G) Cldy, thunder,rain. W.

---- Auguſt 1678. -

Hot air, ſome drops, W.

Rainy and clay, wä WV.

very hot, and brisk

weſt winds.

weſt.

Glorious hot air, W.

ſouthweſt.

20sº w.

Fair, great weſt winds.

22/Gr, ra, thund, lightn,

Rain, & brisk WV. was 3

yº, wind northro

Hot, didy,Variablewds. -

I 6 {H} and pleaſant,wimº

18|Ra. at noon Gr:S.W.wd.

19|Cldy, with rain.wd weſt:19}cº; moiſt brisk

W.22

Somera. gr. s. ww.

26* frongs w. wds.

2} Pleaſant air, wd weſt.

6 flain A. Pleaſantwd W.

|| 5 Glorious air wind weſt.

6 Rain A. M. wa S. W.

| 7 e Hot & pleaſant,wd W.

8:* cloudy, high

9. -

weſt winds.

o
I 2.

|I 3

I4.
Pleaſant air, wä weſt.

15| - -

o High W. was. Rainy nig.

weſt winds.

{e Pleaſant, warm wid.

Weſt. - :

20

2. I

23|Cloudy, obſcure,wd WV.

24Notable high E. winds.

@ Hot, ſome rain, thund. E.

Cldy; hot, with E. wind.|26

t
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27

©

IO

I I

I 2

I 3

I4.

G)

I 6

17

I 8

I 9

2O

2. I

@'

23

|24

25

26

27

28

G)

29

3O

Froſt A. Rain P wa S.W.27).

|Froſt A.Thundrain,S.W. 28 (Mi

Great thunder, rain, S.W.29

Cldy, rain thund. wa W.30

3 IRain and hail, wa WV.

ity, froſt A. M. Hot

day wind N.E.

The ſame, greater was.

September 1678. O&#ober 1678.

Miſt, froſt, A. M. Ho:

day. E. winds,

;§ulty hot, wind S. E.

Hot,miſty m.Ra at n.S.E.

Hot& pleaſant, wä S. E

Hot.Light at nig.wdS.W.

Great heat, wind WV.

Heat abates,cliy, wid W.

Miſty A. Pleaſait, wäW.

Cldy. Rain at night. VV.

Cldy,obſcure,wd N.W.

Miſty A.ſ, ra.cold N.E.w.

Miſty froſty A.Pleaf day.

Cloudy and rainy,wd.W.

§ Froſty A. M. Pleaſant,

wind weſt.

Q Cldy, &great W.wds.

Cloudy, ſome drops,

great W. was.

Cldy Rainy nig was W.

* Cloudy, variable. Cold

5 N.W. winds.

Froſty pleaſant,wd N.W.

Cldy, and ſtroigº wis.

Moiſt. A ra. High, w.W.

*

I

2,

3

4.

5

O)

7

8

9

(2)

I 5

I6

I ~

18

I9

@

2. I

2.2.

23

2.5

O

24

2.6

38

29

Pleaſant froſt, wä weſt.

Froſty A.Ra, thund. S.W.

Moiſt air, high weft was.

Pleaſant, great weſt was.

• Dark rain, wind weſt.

Cldy,ſtrong W.wd.Ra N.

Dark & Temp. W. was.

The Tempeſt continues.

Tempeſt ſtill continues.

Pleaſant froſt, wä reſt.

[Cldy, ſome rain,wd weft.

§ Froſty, pleaſant, wind

3 **
Foggy A. Pleaſant.N.W.

A pleaſant day, wid weft.

Cldy, ſome rain, wä W.

Cold, ſn. ra. viol. W.wds.

Cloudy. Cold N.W. was

$o Cold froſty air, wind

weſt.

Miſty, froſty air, N. V.V.

Pleaſant air, wa N. W.W.

; Froſty, and cold north

3 weft winds.

Rainy dark skie, N.W.

º,dark air, wind

ºvé|T.

Pleaſant,& cold N.F.wd.

Cldy, and ſharp E. wid.

-

-

| t
-
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-T-

3o

|
I 2

I 3

I4.

I 5

I

18

2O

2. I

22

23

25

26

27

28

29

Cldy,&ra.brisk N.E. w.

°Froſty, ſin, ſharpEwd.

Cloudy, rain, wind weſt. 30|

3 I

Miſty, clay, brisk E.wds,

Pleaſant, & brisk E. wids

Novemher 1678.

}cº, and brisk eaſt

winds.

Fog, A. Pleaſant P. wide.

© Rain, & clay, S.E.

Pleaſant froſt, wind

weſt.

Miſty, rain, ſtrong E wid:

3Plº, and cold eaſt

winds.

Miſty, A. M. Pleaſwd E.

Pleaſant froſt, wind

eaſt. -

Froſty ſtill, but weſtwd

Miſty, cloudy, wa weſt.

Dark foggy air, wä W.

} Dark miſling, wind
O weſt.

'unsgreat weſt was

Froſt, rain at nig wa W.

Rainy & dark air,wd W.

;Grº weſtwds. Rainy

nights.

Froſty air, brisk W. was,

Rain, and great weſtwds.

Rainy day.Cold N. E.w.

Froſt A. Fog at nig. W. &

IO

II

I 2

I3

I4.

I6

17

18

I9

2O

2 I

O

23

24

25

26

27

28

O

3

December 1678.

wind.

s Froſt, miſt, ſm. rain, E.

Rainy, cloudy. N.E. wid.

Cldy,& brisk N.V.v, wä,

Froſty,miſt,A. wa N.W.

Hard white froſt, wä E.

Froſty, & cold eaſt wids.

Like the former,ſn.at nig,

Snowy day,great E. wids.

roſt, ſhowy nig.wd E.

gy, froſty,cold E.wd.

toſty, clay,cold N.wds,

Thaw, dark, cold. N. W.

Raw,darkair, cold N.wd.

E. winds.

Froſt, rainy night, N.E.

Curious froſt, wind N.

:* rainy days, N.

Miſty, cloudy, wäweſt.

Cldy, ſ. ſm.Cold N.E.wd

31|Pleaſant froſt, wä N. E.

f y, cold N. E. wind

Hard froſt, cold eaſ:

Cldy, raw air, wind eaſt.

Pleaſant froſt, wind eaſt,

Cloudy. Cold eaſt winds, I

}Rºy: dark, great N,

-
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w

gamay 1679.

Hard froſt, cold E. wind.

& Thaw P. wind N. E.

Hard froſt A. Thaw,
mutable winds.

Dark & froſty, wä weſt.

Froſty,& cold N. E. wid.

Like the former.Sn at N.

Dark, miſl. ra.cold, N.E.

Moiſt.Sn, P. Cold N. E.

Froſty. Sn. P. Cold N.E.

Snow, ſ.rain. Cold N. E.

Hard fr. ſn. P.Cold N.E.

{* froſt, wind

eaſt -

;

<) clay, ſhow,wd N.W.

| February 1679.

1}e Froſt,ſ ſn.Cold N.wd.

9 Pleaſant froſt, wä N.V.V..

3 Miſling rain, wid N. W.V.

4.º ſnow, hail, N. W.W.

5 Froſt, ſhow, wind N. E.

6,Pleaſant froſt, wind N.E.

7.{H. froſt,ſnow, wind,

8.5 north weſt.

@ Snow,& rain, wa S. W.

iofroſt,rain, P. Wii S. W.

II Moiſt, ſome rain, S. W.

12 Froſt, ſ. ra. P. wa S. WW.

13|Cldy, moiſt, wäS.WW.

I4. :O Cold moiſt air, wind

weſt, - -
I

(3)

17

Miſling,& great weſtwd.

Miſty A. but pleaf, d. W.3Dº, air, ſnow lies,

wind eaſt.

3Dº froſty

- eaſt winds.

Like

27,

28 Pleaſant fr. thaw p. N.E.

29 Froſt.Rain P. wa N. W.W.

3o Froſt,thaw at noon N.W.

31 Miſty,milbrisk N.W. w.

air, Great 19

26

the former. Snow P.

Dark thaw, cold N. W.

Snow,dark,ſlabby, wid E.

24. Froſt,ſnow,thaw, p. N.E.

21

22

e
24

Froſt, ſn.cutting E.wd.

18|Pleaſant froſt, wä N.WV.

{clº , moiſt, wind

ſouth weſt.

Pleaſant, warm, wd W.

Moiſt & lowring,wd W.

Cldy, rain at nig, wä W.

Pleaſant, and wa N. E.

25|Cloſe and cloudy, wä N.

26 Pleaſant air, wa N. W.

27, 20urious froſt, wind

28, 5 weſt.
l

**.

March 1679. April 1679.

I 3. Froſyair. Cold eaſt || |Dark rain, great W. wid.

2 → G wind. 2Cloudy, moiſt, weft wind.

3 Cold &lowring, E, wi- 3Cldy,ſome ra, gr. W. wº
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4.{Fº much ſnow, wä

eaſt.

Thaw, ſome rain, S. W.V.

Cloudy. Cold eaſt wind.

Pleaſant, and cold E. wid.

3.

#Cldy, rain, cold E. wa

Somewhat pleaſant,wd

O eaſt.}

Rain&great S.W. wids.

Pleaſant, brisk W. wids.

Tempeſtuousday,wd W.

Cloudy, variable wind.

Cloudy,8. cold E. wa.

Fair, but cold E. wind.

Curious froſt, wid E.

!”
Rain, and brisk weſt

winds.

4Pleaſant, ſ. drops,S.WV.

5 {Dº and rainy, wind

3) | 3 weſt.

º cold north eaſt

8) wind.

9 Rain & clouds, wind E.

io Cldy,ſ drops, wä N. E.

1 I Rain,hail, great N. E.wd,

12|A rainy day, and E. wil.

(3) dark air, great N. wa.

|14 Froſty,& cold N. W.wd.

15 O Snow,rain, & wa WV.

I6 f

17 -

. Plaamfoſ, wie.
O º

2. I i
22

23

24.

25

26

O

28

29

3O

Cloudy, rain,N. E. was.

Pleaf. froſt, cold N. was,

:*froſt,wdN.W.

2

Ş

• Same air continuing.

Pleaſant, hot, wä weſt.

i

AMay 1679.

Pleaſant air,wind north

weſt.!
A.

Refreſhingſhowers.S. W.i Much rain, wind S.W.W.

june 1679.

O {He and pleaſant, with

2. weſt winds. !

3Pleaſant. Rain P. wa VV. l

4Rain,& ſtrong S.V.W.wd; "|

3. ;Cº. brisk ſouth weſt ||
6 winds.
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weft winds." --

eaft.

* -

x - -

2. I

|22 Hot, thund. lightn. W.

(3)

28 T}

29

33Cl. and rain, wind.

IO … . . .

9 -

|12 /

|3} Pleaf fr. great N.W.w.

23 Cloudy, hot,with W. wil.

24 Liketh'former,ſ drops P.2

e Hot air, rain, wid W.

3O

3 ilāot, but cloſe air, wid W.

ºº and brisk fouth
º
^-

I I

I 3

23

7

IO

I2.

2 I

Q |f

:

$Hotair,&briskW.wds.

ãdy, & great wºrd.
: ot and pleaſant, wind

-- weşi. . . .

o Very hot air, wind weſt.

14. V. * * * 14|Cldy,ſ rain, greatW, wa,

15.) O . . . @ Hot& pleaſ.Brisk W.wd.

|16 Cloſe hot air, wind weft:16|Cldy,hot,rain P, wäS.W.

17, 17|Cldy, great S. W. winds.

6) iſ . . . . . . . 18|Rain, hail, great S.W.wd.

|92Pleaſant,but hot,wd W.19 Much rain, & S.W. was.

2O, \, . . . . . . i2O -

Somewhat pleaſant,wd -

weſt. -

24|Cldy,hot,great N.E.wds.

Sldyſdrops.grSºwd. -

26Much rain, great Wºwd.26

27 Hot air, rainy night. W.

Pleaſant, but hot, wä

© north weſt.

Yet the ſame. Rainy nig.

Much rathund.lightn. W

july 1679. Auguſt 1679.

2Rain, great S.V.W. wids.

5. Pleaſant air, wind weſt.

|

1Flying clás,brisk S.W. w.

3|Cldy. Hollow S.V.W.wds.

4|Cloudy, cool, wind weft.

|3) Like th'former,ſdrops.P.

7 Hot, & pleaſant, wä weſt.

8 Hot, Some rain, wa weſt.

| 9 Hof, ſome drops, wäW.

G)

.

i

Hot airbrisk N. E. was.

Hot,ſ ra. gr. N. E. was,

#Thº, lightn. rain.

wind north eaſt.

Hot, fomethund wa WV.

Like the former, ſome ra.

Hot & pleaſant, wä W.

* - ". . . . . . . . .

* A = rºl.--

* *
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|

|24

i3O

3 I

I/

–

19|Miſty A. Horday,wd W.

**As the former, but wid E.

*Thunder, Lightn, rain. E.
KO go Hot and pleaſant,

*4 5 wind weſt.

*}Much thund.light, ra. W.

**Hot,clay, ſome ra. N.W.

*7 Hot and pleaſant,wd W.
I 3. Hot air. Rain P. M.

* wind weſt.

Hot and pleaſant, N. E.

**Cldy, hot, wind S. W.

22 {very hot, and gentle

*3 S weſt wind.

Exceſſiveheat, wid N.W.

Same,Ra, & light, at nig.

Hot air, with ra. S. W.

O Rainy,& brisk W.wd.

Hot air,lightn, at night,

|-5 wind weſt -

Very hot. Rain P. wid E.

Very hot, wind N. E.

25

26

O

28

29

© Still like the former.

II Same as former,ſome ra

12 O A glorious day, S.W.

13 Cldy,&rain, wä S. V.V.

I4.#.day,wd S.W.

I5 Like former. A rainy nig.

16 Cldy, but hot, wä .#
© Rain A. Fair P. was.W.

18Cldy, & rain, wä weſt.;

19 Much rain, & weſt wind,

22 Rain & great N.W.wds.
2 I .

22.

23

O

25

26

27

Pleaſant froſt, ſtrong,

northweſt winds. i.

O -

Rain,gr, thund. lightnig.

}Much rain,wind weſt. T

Pleaſant froſt, wind is

weſt.

2.8

29

3O

O

- September 1679. Ottober 1679.

Pleaſant froſt, wä weſt

Rain A. pleaſant day, W.

Cldy, ſome rain, wa W.

fleaſant froſt, wind weſt

Rainy day, wind weſt.

{Miº A. M. ſome rain,

wind S. E.

Moiſt air.Cold N.E. was.

Stormy rain, viol. Ewds:

Dark and rainy, wind,
north weſt.

7. Cold, but pleaſant,:

:

north weſt.

o Tempeſts d.&n. N'ſ

Rain,thund. & lightn.W.I.

Rain & great N.V.W.wds, .:
ſ

Rainy day,& N.W.wds.

G Cldy & moſt, wä N.W.

2.

3

4.

5

6

| 8 Cldy & rain, wä N. W.

9'? Pleaſant air,wind north
Io O. eaſt

11 Miſty A. Cldy,wd N. E.

12 Good ſweet air,wd N.E,
| -

Cldy,ſ rain,gr. S.W.wds.
t
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3 Miſty A. Rain,& N.E.w.

© Cloudy, moiſt, wd weſt.

15

16>Much rain,&S,77.wd.

17

º A. M. Froſt, wid

19% ſouth weft.

*am froſt, weſt wids

12 (Some rain, and brisk

23'ſ west winds.

14)•

15Cldy,gr.N.W.wds Ra. n.

16}Rainy, dark,brisk ſouth
17 weſt winds.

2 Cldy, rainy, wä S.V.W.

19Miſty,cldy, wä turn'd E.

}oMiſty A. ſmall froſt,N.E

|

November 1679.

-

13 Like to the former.

14|Dark and rainy,wd S.W.

15 Much rain, wind S. W.W.

16|Tempeſts d.&n.wd S.W.

17|Tempeſt continues,

18 Pleaſ. froſt N. W. Ra. n.

© Dark & rainy, wä weſt,

20 Pleaſant froſt, wind weft.

21 Cldy, rain brisk V.V. wil.

22 Pleaſant froſt, wd weſt.

23 Froſty air,with N.E.wds.

24° Same as the former.

25 Cldy, & cold N. winds.

© Cldy,and cold N.W.wds

27 3Dº miſling air, wind

28, 5 N.W. -

29 Pleaſant froſt,coldN.E.w.

3o Pleaſant froſt, wind weſt.

31* cldy,wd N.W.

December. 1679.

1 Pleaſant froſt, wä N.W.

2 Miſling rain, cold N. W.
O {Plº froſt, wind

4. north. . .

5 Cldy, remiſs, wid weſt.

6A pleaſant bright day.

To Miſty morn. moiſt air.

8Miſty,cold air,ſn, i'th nig.

2 RainAfroſty & pleaſant.

QPleaſant froſt, ſome ſnow.

*I Miſty A. M. Pleaſ, froſt.

12Sameas before.Raat nig.

13

14-Miſty A. Curious froſt.

15 -

1 Dark rainy air.

2. Froſty and pleaſant.

3 Foggy morn. hard froſt.

4 Miſty,fr. A.Somera. P.

3 Cloudy moiſt air.

6 $nkin fog, rain and

G) - C cold air.

8|A cold black froſt.

9|7. Pleaſant froſty air.

IO

11|A great deal of ſnow fell.

12|Cold froſty air.Snow lies.

13|Cold hard froſt, with ſn.

3 |A dark cold air, & thaw.

15|A miſling dark day.

16 Yet
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G). Yet continuing the ſame.

17 Miſty and cloudy air.

18. Stinking fog, but
195 froſty.

26 oggy morn. rain at nigº

-º :A.miſling darkair.

+.7 January 1680.

2 R Y - - . . . . . . .

#aaa;, dark moiſt air]26

27Wºº - -

28Miſty, cloudy, obſcure. ©

3

16 Black froſt, & cloudy aif

17 Cold, raw, miſling air.

18Dark, cold, & clāy air.
19A froſty air, & W. wids.

|

20 Pleaſant froſt,ſome ſnow

2Iſ) . . © A hard pinching fr; ſnow

22. Cldy, rain and winds. 22.3.9 Curious froſty

- . 233 days. - -

24 pleaſant bright air. 24 Miſty air.The froſtbroke

- "...' ... 25. A cloudy and windy skie
2

Cloſe midair. Rain at

night, -,

'i

27.
| -

29

O

ſ

3

; {A cloſe warm air.

Fºuary 1635.

-: {A warm,but cloſe air.

3 A rainy day. Hail i'th nig.

© Pleaſ day.Rain in the nig

S. {C Cloud, windy, ſome

65 rain. jº. -

7 Stormy,Cold wids & rain.

8Curious froſty air. †

* 9Fair, but cloſe air.

IoCloſe & clay, yet warm.

© A pleaſant warm air.

12. A cloudy and cloſe air.

13 pleaſant, inclin'd to froſt.

;: {Cloudy, but warm air.

To Cold, inclined to froſt.

14

Q A curious hard froſł.

*Cldy, rain, & greatwds

3 Froſt A. Wäs rain, ſnow.

4 O Moiſt air, violent wids,

5 Moiſt & way, with rain.

6 Cldy, windy, moiſt air.

7Some rain,& great was.

©Moiſt air, great winds.

9 Hail, rain,& cold winds.
IO -

: 1|X Curious froſt, W. wids.
2 -

3.Cidy,like toſh ColdNy
Pleaſant, cold N.E. wids.

9|Cldy,ſdrops P.Cold Ew.
6I

§ ſomewhat froſty, gr.wds.

|

Cldy, moiſt,but warm air,

17| Pleaſant

|I

froſt,Cold Ew.

is Like
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9Like to the former. |1991. S. W.wds.Tempnig.

20Cloſe & warm rainy nig %.

A pleaſant warm day.

Cldy,and ſomewhat cold.

2.3Moderately pleaſant.

24A curious bright day.

o'Cldy, & cold ſharp was.

26Cold,& ſomewhat fr. air.

27A very glorious day.

28 Froſty, and cloudy air.

29 3A cloudy, and cold
3O aſT.

31 Rain,& ſharp cold was.

2. I

22

Very pleaſant, wä W.

Pleaſant, moiſt, wa weſt.

Rain,& great weſt winds.

Froſt A. Rain P. wa weft.

Cldy,& rain,warm W.w.

2. I

O

23

24.

2.5

26

27

28

©

& ruinor W. wds.

Moiſt air, great W. winds.

Pleaf froſt great w.wds.

March 1680. . April 1683. "

Froſt,hail great W. was.

*Froſt, hail, ſhow, wä W.

3Pleaſant. Rainy night.W.

4Fair, gr. W.wds continue.

59 Cldy, rāgr.S.W. wil.

*Hail, and ſtormy Wºwds.

© Cold moiſt,violwdsabat.

I'Cldy, ſome rain, indFº e

2Rºhil, cold E. wind.

Rain and great north

( eaſt winds. . . . .

#Cold and clay, wäN. E.

*

8 }*. and great weſt 33rlºº, wind turned

937 windsº, ſº 3. weſt. " ". . . .

to Pleaſant, with .W.wds.'Forainy day,and S.W.wds,

i I§sº lent weſto Rain;hail ſtorms,gr.W.w.

123 winds. º. 2, 12+ . . . . -

13 Rain, hail, great W. wis, 13 || 2 |

Sº... ...
15 Cldy, rain at nig wiwº.13|Rain,& great S.W.wds.

16 Raihailſ thund. Nºwdići * .

I 7 }Cº. and moiſt,wº . . . . .

18 * north weſt. © je -

9 pleaſant, and reſt winds. 19'Moiſt, ſome rain, wä W.

299 Miſty A. Pleaſant. *** air. Rainy nig. S.

|

!

21 Pleaſant
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23|( , northeaſt.

24.

25|Pleaſant,froſt,thund.S.W.

261) -

27*:: fair, ſtrong N.

3) winds. -

29

3O

3 I

Miſty A. Pleaſant, wä E.

Some rain,brisk E. was.

24 -

(-)* air, wind E.

26

2.

2.

29

3O

tle E. winds.

May 1680.

Cldy skie, &eaſt winds.

O Pleaſ. & cool brisk

eaſt winds.

Cldy, thund, rainy n. E.

Cldy, with rain, E, wa,

I-|-|
Cold & clay, wä N.E.

Soaking rain, cold E. wa

Pleaſant, and eaſt wind.

Cloudy, & cold E wid,

Pleaſ, with cool N. E.wd.

I I

I 2.

13

I4.

15

O

17

º
I 9

2O

Rain, thund, hail, gr. W.

ºre Gr. Hail, ra. thun.

{Dº; and rainy, and

weſt wind.

Hot air, wä W. Rainy n.

Rain, & brisk W. wind.

2 I

22

3 Viz. 7 or 3 Inches about,

Pleaſant ſweet air, W.

Cldy,much ra. gr.W.w;

june 1680.

2 39

3 weſt winds.

5 The ſame as the former,

Io'º winds,

1 5 Pleaſant, hot, wä S. E.

169 Same as the former.

17Cldy & rain. wind weft.

18Cldy, cold N. ww.wind. I

19Hot & pleaſ, wa N.W.W.

6 Gldy, cloſe air was ſº
21Curious hot air, wd WW.

22Exceſſive heat, widS. E.

* - r-fe

Ö 21 Somewhat like former.

22|{Pleaſant froſt, wind 22 Pleaſant froſt, wä S.WW, .

23 Fair &cool,brisks.Evil

7 - º

8 (Hot and pleaſant, gen. I

1 Cldy & warm, wind WV. |

Pleaſant, brisk north ||

4Much rain, gr. V.V. was

© Cldy & brisk N. V.V.wd

7Rainy, with weſt winds. .

8Cldy, brisk N. W.V. was .

9. Pleaſant froſt, N. WW, .

1 1 Cldy, brisk S.V.V. winds.

12 Rain,&brisk S.WV.wds. [.

O Cldy, ſome rain, wid WW, .

14Somewhat pleaſ. wid W.
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& Fairgreathollow wavy 23ſ) T. —

24 Hot air,& brisk W.wds, 24|(ril..., -

:Hot air, wd turned E. 25|| Like to theformer,

26 Cldy, hot,ſ drops,wd E. 26; ) - -

2.Écº rain. Little G |The ſame.Rathund. atri.

28. wind. . |28 {He air, and gentle weſt

29 Rain, with hail & thund.29|5 winds. -

6|Rainy, A. Brisk WV. wid. 3

31|Warm air. Brisk W. w.

O

Cldy, ſome rain, wä,weſt,

july 1680.

1|QCloudy air,wd;S.Vy.
2Cldy, ſ. drops, wd,S.W.

3A rainy day ſtrong Wºw.

O Cloudy, moiſt, wind VV.

5|Rain,& clouds, wd,VV.

6'Rain A. Pleaſant,wd, W.

7 Cldy, ra, at nig.wd, weſt.

8 Rain A. M. and wa,VW.

9

$ Glorious froſt, wid,E. IO

12 Very hot air, wid,N. E. 12

13 Cldy and moiſt, wd, weſt, 12

I4.

|15 XO Cloudy, rain, wa,V.

I6

17Cldy, ra. at nig. wids S.W.

|9 Rain, ſome thunder. WV.

19 Rain, and brisk WV. was.

20 leaſant,ſome drops, WV.

|21 Much rain, brisk W. was

|22 Pleaſant, ſome drops. VV.

:23 Curiousair,wd W.Ranig.

124 Cldy,hot,f. drops, wa.W.

© Pleaſant ſweet air,wd,W.

Auguſt 1686. . .

A rainy day, windºff,

Cldy, & rain,wd,N. W.W.

Rain, A.Pleaſant,wdN.W.

Warm & pleaſ N.V.V.

A rainy day, wä, S. W.

Cldy, hot, wind S. W.

Cldy,ſ, drops,brisk W.w,

Y -

Much rain.gentle W.wd.

Cldy, & great weſt was.

!" Rainy, and great

weſt winds. . . .

Tempeſt abates, wä VV.

} Pleaſant froſt, wind

; weft.

!- froſt,wd N. E.

)
-

Same. Thunder in the hig,

Pleaſday. Rainy nig.N.E.
-
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26Rain, & thund, wä weft.

27 Rain with brisk W. wids

28 (Froy, pleaſant, wind

29 | weſt -

36 Rainy & brisk V.V. wids.

31 O Curious froſt,& wd/W.

|

September 1680.

3

#EF hot, wind

27|3 eaft.

28|Rain, light: thund. wa E,

© OSome rain, wind S.E.

o "Pleaſant, but moiſt,wd

3 I ſouthweiß.

Ottober 1680.

I'Miſt m, pleaſant,wd S.W.

2 Rain, thund, light. wid E.

3 \Pleaſant air, wind ſouth

weſt. -

3) Some rain,

6 }rlºº
74 weſt. . . . .

8 Fog, m.hot day, wä weſt.

9 - -

º ,Same asthe former. .

§§e .

13'Hot, yet pleaſant, wid W.

I#M. morn. very hot,

15.Y. wind eaſt. . . . .

16 Cloudy, rain, wind eaft.

17 Hot & pleaſant, wä E.

ºwn
3) :* m. Hot day, E.

2O )

21|Cldy, miſling, wind E.

22|Pleaſant bright air,wd E.

23|Fair, m. miſling P. wa E.

24 Miſſing, rainy nig wa E.

25 Storms of rain & hail. E.

G) Much rain, wind N. E

2- Pleaſant air, wind wesł.

#. wds.S. W.

roſt, wind.

1|Cldy, cold, wind N. E.

2 Rainy day, wind N. E.

© Cldy, m.pleaſant, p. W.

4Fair, wid W. Tempeſtun

5.{clº moiſt, ſharp

3. winds, weſt.

7'Cold,but pleaſant, wid W.

$froſty,wdº. Rinyng
}*. and great winds,

weft.

.Fºy,pleaſant,wdſ,

9

O

I. I

#3 cloudy brisk winds, W.
I*Miſty, lark,rainy, wäh.

I

§XFair,&pleaſant, wäW.

|

188till the ſamegreaterwd

19 Froſty,clay great was".

20 Rainy, cloudy, wind wift

21 Pleaſant froſt, wä weft.

22 Rainy cold, wind taff.

23 Fair, pleaſant, wä N. E.

© Rainy P. Great was,S.W.

25 Humid air, waſuthweſ,

26 Some rain,great was W.

27 O Much rain, wa S.W.

sº Rainy, wind weſt. 28Cold, yet pleaſant,wdst

|

2 aſſiſ
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2.9 Fair,wind weſt.

3o Cold, miſling rain, N. E.

29 Cloudy, cold, win E,

397 Miſty, cloudy, winds

#3 mºthº>

Movember 168o. December 1686.

i Dark,rainy,great was W.

2 Pleaſant, brisk was, weſt.

3 Curious froſt, winds weft.

4.}**dark, cold was,

5 eaft.

6 Some rain, cold wind, E.

© }Fº pleaſant, cold

8 wind, * E. d

9 &Cloudy,with rain, win

IO } eaſt. .

11 e Fairm. Ra.P. gr. S.W.

13 Cold, moiſt air, wind W.

© Miſtym. Rain at nig, W.

15 Pleaf drainyn. gr.wd,W.

16 Moiſt air, wind S. W.

17'l Fair, cold, wind north

18, eaſt.

ºCloudy, wind ºff.

s'Cloudy, cold, wind N.E.
224 Y -

23% pleaſ, froſt, cold wa, E.

. 24

|25

|26

(3)

29

*

2 Cldy, moiſtwd N.W.
Cldy, miſling, cold wa,E.

Pleaſant froſt, wind E.

Cloudy, cold wind. E.

Froſty air, cold wind E.

Cldy, ſome rain, wa rºſt.

---

12 Dark, rainy, wind weſt. *

16

20

1 Cldy, ſome ſhow. N.W.

2 Hard fr. pleaſ, cold. N.

3Cldy, hard froſt, wid N.

4 Hard fr. pleaſ wā N.V.V.

© Froſty,ſomeſh.wd N.W.

6|Snow & rain, wa weft.

7|Fr. ſome ſm. cold wa E.

8|Snow, cold wind, W.

9 Hard fr. pleafiſh. N. W.
IQVery hard fr. cold, N. W.

II * Hard froſt, ſnow, wid

S. north. - - - -

13|Hard froſt, clay,wd N.E.

14Cldy rain, wä north weſt.

I5 ;Cº. moiſt. Cold was,

north eaſt. "

17

18(Pleaſant hard froſt. E.

(3) Some ſhow 19.

Miſty.obſcure air.Athaw.

Miſt.fr. m.Thaw p. N.E.

Cldy,rainy,grºwd, S.W.

Froſty, pleaſant, wä VV.

OFroſty m.Cldy, N.W.

2. I

22

23

2.4

25

27

2.8 - -

29 Hard froſt great was F. .

3oEroſt,ra. haiſ, fit. wa F.

Hard freidy.cold, wa E.

Some rain grºwds N.E.

13 I

** * 4-ſº
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*

+ january 1681.

1. Froſcold. Snow in the

night, wind N. E.

3. Froſty,cold, cloudy,wd.

!. N4. . E.

5{*. hard froſt,

6. wind N. W.W.

73Fº ſnow.Cold

| 8.5 wind weſt.

O e Pleaſant froſt, wind

1oº weft.

I, Cloudy. A Thaw,wd,M.

12 Moiſt and cloudy, wid,W

13 Cold, but pleaſant, N.E.

14|Pleaſant,frcoldwd,N.E.

15 Cldy, cold, wind N. V.V.

© Fair, but cold, wid N.V.V.

17'Miſty, froſt,wind N. V.V.
1893), cold remits. S. W.

Igº; dark. wind weft.

2O }vely cold, cloudy, wa

2I AW. W.

22 Some ra. hail. Cold.N. E.

G) |) O

24. Pleaſ, hard froſt, N.E.

2.

- #ard froſt, clay, wä E.

27,

28.

29Cldy, cold thaw,wd,YV.

|5|Rain & hail great wºw.

|sr|Pleaſant froſt.gr. wa;VV.

Hard froſt, pleaſ wā, E.

Cldy, cold,froſty, wä,W.

February 1681.

Rain, Bluftring wis,W.

Cold froſt, ſome ſnow,

wind north weft.

: Pleaſant hard froſt, wi

weſt.

}* ſnow, great wº

W6

ºft,

• Fr miſty, clay, S.W.I.

Cold rain,# wds, S.E.

Rainy, bluſtring, wa, W.

Froſt, ſnow, wind wift.

}clºy, ſome rain,whº
weſt. 'ſ

Fair and moiſt, wä,7th i

$Clºy, waim, wid:

weſt.

O

:i

O

I 4.

15

I6

17Cold rain,hail.gr. was);

18 3Riº, cloudy. Coliº

§9 winds, weſt. º

Cldy, ſome rain,wd,ºft

Cloudy, wind north ºff

22|QCldy,ſomerawd.Nº

23|Miſt, in pleaſant d.N.E.

24. Froſt,m. miſlingrain.5%

25 Froſty, pleaſant, wärtſº

26 Cold cláy,ſome rawdº

G Cold, cláy,moiſt,wdeaſ.

28 Pleaſant air, wind S. E.

2. I

Aſarch 1681. Aril 1681.
-

# 1 Cldy, raw,Cold Wä, N.E.

2. Pleaſ rain P, wa, weſt.

1 clay, brisk was, N.W.

2Wärm,ſomet, clay.N.W.

3 Hail, ra. In ith nig. W.'s cloudy, dry, widº
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4Some ſnow, cold wan.E. #. pleaſant, wind

5 Ra.hail,ſn.Cold wan E. 5 north eaſt.

9 Pleaſant, fair,wd,N. VV. 6) -

7 7|> Pleaſant hot air. N.W.

8>Froſty,clay, wä N.E. §§ -

O

9 9 $clº rain, P. great

Ioe Pleaſ. fr.cold wó.N.W.G) winds, weſt. "

II Cldy, brisk winds, weſt. || 1 e -

12 Fr pleaſ cold was N. W.12 (Fair, pleaſant, great

© Fair variable, brisk w.W.13|C winds weſt.

14Cldy, rainy, wind weft., 14
15 Pleaſant, froſty, wa,weſt. 15}cº dry, winds north

16 Cloudy, moiſt,wd, wrff. º eaſt.
17 Cldy, ſome rain, S.E. Q Moderateſ drops,p. S.E.

18Froſty, pleaſant, widS. E. 18{Cº. great winds, S.

19Bleaſant froſt, cold waE.19% W. Rainy night.

@Sober rain, tot, die. N.E. 26Rain,m. Cldy, wä N. W.

21'Cldy, ra. Čold was, N.W.2. Pleaſant, fair, wa A. W.
22 Ra, bluſtring wds.N.V.W.22ſ. O

23 Cldy,ſra. gr., was, N.F23
24 )O > - 'G)

25' Rain,hail,cold w, N.W.25 |
26, - 23%Hot and pleaſant all this

©'Snow.& coldwds. N.E.27 time, wä N. P.

28 Rain,ſm, great wids. N.E.28 * .

29 / . 29

3o X-Pleaſant air, was weft. 30

31

May 1681. | june 1681. -

|a'Grheatºhunſároſ.WE 'Pleaſant,hºwºff.
2 Hoºleaf grºwds. N.E. 2 Cldy,rain at nig. Włł'.

2 pleal, g i goldſby fits, wind weſt.

3 - -

49 Cldy, cool, winds N.E. 4 Cldy, ra. P.gºwdsº
y, cool, Gºśā.

6Flat fair.cold was, N.E. 6 º'Some rabluſtringwiſ.

A- - — T1…A ºr
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G

11|Pleaſant,warm,wd N.W.

12|Cloſe warm,ſ rain. N.W.

13||

I4.

O

16|*Glorious hot air, brisk

17

18

I9|J

26|Cloudy, great was, N.E.

21|RModerate; brisk winds

|Q|J O N. E. & ſome rain.

-

-

:* wd N.E,

125 -

26

27

28

G

;Cldy,m, hot d, grºwd W.

7scidy, rain P.wd N.E.

9 ºver Coolwds N.W.

winds, W.

Great heat, widN.W.

º wds. N.W.

8 ;C oudy, thickair, wi

9|2- weſt.

i I north west.

I 5

16

17|(Pleaſant, warm, wind

18|ſ north eaft.

3)

20|OCloudy, rain, wind E.

2. I

22 (Much rain, great Wii,

23 north eaſt.

24.

at nig. windN.E.©
27Rain m. Thunder, with

28Hot, cloſe air, wi Nº
|29 ſhunder, ſome ra. NW,

30|Rain, ot.die, grºwds.Nº

–

july 1681.

Rainy. High wind N. W.

2|3 Pleaſant, brisk wind,

north west.

I

@

4Hot and pleaſant, wäW.

- sº Fair wid E.Tempeſt.n.

6

} Rain, clay, warm, E.

sº air, wind N.E.

––
-

August 1681.
—-7ſ

Cool, cloſe air, wäW.I

2. -

39e Hot, pleaſant, wiM.

4.

5

wind north.

@'Cldy, dry, wind N.º
8Cldy, rain, wind S.W.,

'Mud ra.brisk wds. SW

10 Pººl

IO {Hº: and pleaſant, will

O Cldy, warm, wid N.W.]:

| |13|Cldy, ſome dropsN.W. {}

14Cldy, ſome rain. N. W. º
Cldy, great winds N.W.I.

25ſ Cldy, ſomerain, ſign º

{Frº. fog, m. Hotſiºſ:

6

ſ
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O

It

1 2.

I 3

I4.

15

I6

G)

18

I9

2O

2. I

22

23

Rain m. Pleaſant,p.N.W.

. . .

Cldy, ſome rain. S. W.

Pleaſant, moiſt skie.S. W.

}*: brisk winds,

S. W. tº * -

; Cldy, moiſt, wind

5 weſt. * *

O Glorious,hot day.S.W.

Miſt, m:Hot; cloſe. S.W.

$ Pleaſant, hot days, wa

O

weſt.

{c}. moiſt, brisk was

25, 2 E. Rain in the nig.

26Much thund. & rain. S. E.

27{Vº hot Rain ith nig.

289 wind ſoutheaſt.

29Very hot, wind S. VV.

3O 3Hº: cloſe air, wind

© weſt. •

*

* c -

Pleafwd.variable, ra, pig,

ſouth;1

3 I

1o Cldy, moiſt brisk wal. W.

1 I Rain, m.Cldy P. wa VV.

12 Pleaſant, hot, wind weft.

13 Rain, m. Hot,pleaſ. VV.

9,Hot, thund.ſrāin,wd W.

15 Hot, ſome rain, raidwest.

16 Cldy,ſome drpps;wdweſt.

17 Cloudy, hot, mind wift.

$ºl. and cloudy, wä
18.

193 O weş.: º, . -

2O ;Mº. m. Froſty, pleaſ.

9||5 wind north east,

22 Froſt, m. Hot day. S.W.

23Very hot,thundra.n.S.W.

24Fair & bright.gr. was,W.

25'Rain m. great was, weif.

26 Moiſt air greatwds, weſt.

27 Rain, m. clay,brisk wº.

9 Cldy, m. Pleaſant,p. W.

29 Froſt,m. Pleaſhot, weſt.

3oSomera. hot, pleaſant.W.

Rainy, wind weft.

serienber 1681. T
- * º oãober 1681.

1Cldy, moiſt,briskwds.W.

2 e Somera.Highwds. W.

5
.

6, Miſt, morn. Pleaſant,

75 wind wesł.

| 8Rain, m. brisk was. W.

;Clºy, high winds,
wełł.

;Pºt, cool winds,

weft.

9

|IO

2)

I 2.

| 1.

|

3 -

6%Rainbluffring was W.]

WCHVR.. E.

3. Some rain,brisk winds.

ſouth eaſt. ---

Froſty. Pleaſant,wd S.W.

Cldy skie, waſouth weſt.

pleaſant froſt, wind E.

Miſty, m. Pleaſant,wd E.

Rain m.Cldy, miſty, S.W.

&Rainy, wind eaſt.|

ſ

Pleaſant, moiſt, wind E.

Froſty,pleaſ High was E.

II

I 2

iſ) .
l

* ~ Tian tº
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13

I4.

15

I6

17

O

19

2O

2. I

22

Cldy, great was, weft. 13 like the former.
* * *-*. 14 Rainy, clay, great wa, E.

W.15 Cold clay,wd E. Halo 2

9 Froſty,pleaſw. E. Halo D

Ó Froſty,pleaſant,wd, W.

uch rain, great was.W.

17 O Pleaſant, wind weſt.

18Some tain, brisk wa,W.

roſty, pleaſant, widºweft|19 Cldy, moiſt, high wq,W.

Fair, brisk winds, N. W.

*}Frºſ, m. Cloudy,great

21.2 wind weft. -

Miſt, m. pleaſant, N. W.

) Y.

22 Dark,rainy,wd, N. W. . .

! { … - 9 : Cloudy, very cold, wä .

Dark,miſſing.gr.wd,N.

inds,

24) nortth eaſt.

clay,frain highw.
k

* *

º

-

24

|26

427

28

29

25°

26 (Dark, rainy, days and

27 & nights, winds weſt. .

Some rain, and great º

28,

3}
° winds weſt.

3 sº cold, wind weft, *

O

º loudy, moiſt, windſ

tº: brisk w

north weft.

ºut,m. pleaſant. N.E.

s

November 1681. -

Rainy day & nig, N. E.

Froſty,pleaſant,wd, N.W.

Fog, hard froſt,wd,N.W.

* .

c.

December 1681.

1|{Cloud

2] weſt. - .

3:Tempeſtuous, wind weft.

Io

I 2

I 4.

;

Froſty, cold, wä, eaſt.

Rainy, cold, wind,N.E.

Cloſe air, great-wd. E.

froſty, pleaſant, wd,eaſt.

Rain, m clay, wä,S. E.

.Miſty,doudy wasy.

Kain, briskwds, wift.

© Froſty, pleaſant, wa, weft,

weſt.

7 ;Pºſt. AIalo )

8 wind weft.

9|Miſſing rain, wind west.

1o Rain, great winds, weft.

G. Froſty'd ſtormy nwd W.

12|Tempeſtu, day, wa, weft,

I 3.Froſt,m. fragr; wds.W.

14|Rain, great winds, weſt.

|
re Cloudu,

5 {Clºod, brisk was

6 -

|

-

t

|
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15

* 16

17

18

|19

'O

:21

. 22

24

26

29

30

*

2

9&i

IO

I 2

I 3

I 4.

Q)

16

go Cloudy, wind weſt,

rain in the night.

)

*Pleaſant froſt, wä,w.

{cº, remiſs, wind

weſt.

Black froſt, wind weft.

Cloudy, miſling,wd, west.

Cloudy,great winds, weſt.

Pleaſant, froſty, wd,weſt.

e Froſt, cold, clay, W.

Pleaſant froſt, wä, weft.

Cloſe obſcure air,wd,W

I 5

I6

17

O

19

20

2 I

23

2.

27

28

29

3O

3 I

22

4.

O

26

O Froſt great wind, weſi.

Miſling rain, wind weft.

Rain, great winds, weſt.

Moiſt air, great was,weſt.

Rainy, winds weft.

Froſty, pleaſant,wd, weft.

Some rain, wind weſt. -

Froſty, pleaſant,wd,weft.

Cloudy, rainy, wind weft.

Froſty,pleaſant,wd N.W.

Dark, rainy, wa;weſt.

Storms of rain,gr.wds,W.

Froſty, pleaſant,wd, weft.

}*. m. Rain, wind

O ſpe?.

Much rain, great was,W.

Cloudy, cold, wa,N.WV.

january 1682.

Froſt in. Rainy day. W.

Froſty, W. Halo 2 & 4

Rain m. great was, weft.

Froſty, pleaſant,wd, weşi.

}Miº cloudy, wind

weſt.

Rain m.Pleaſ.P.wd, weſt.

Rainy, cloudy, wa, west.

}* great was

Tºëlº.

Cldy,much ra.gr.wds,W.

go Cloudy, great was,

3 weſt.

{R
weśī.

Miſt, froſty, wind weſt. |

ain, and great winds,

I O

II

Q)

13

I4.

15

16

ſ:

February 1682.

Froſt,ſnow, cold winds,

eaſt. . . .

{Plºt froſt, wind

3 west. . . . -

Froſty, great was, S.V.V.

Froſty,cold, gr. was, E.

Cldy,miſling,brisk was,E

Cldy,Cold,ſome ſn.wd,E.

Cldy m.Pleaſ.P. Cold, E.

Froſty, cold, pleaſant. E.

Miſty m. Pleaſ. P. was E.

Froſt, miſt, clay,wd,N.E.

| 3Cloudy, cold, wind E,

17 R
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#7 Rain, m. great was weſt. 17) - -

13 Hard froſt, pleaſant. N. 18 Cldy, miſt, cold abates,

19 Cldy, rain, great wasW.19 wind ſouth weſt.

20 pleaſant froſt, wä weft. 120Some rain, brisk was W.

§*...svg ||}cº",*
23 froſt, m Rain P.wd W 23 Moderatefair, wind weft.

24 Miſty,cloudy, wind weft|24 Rainy day & nig wa E.

125 :Clºy, one rain, windz; ;Cº. ſome rain, wind

26P weſt. 35|4 ſouth eaſt.

3Mt, m. pleaſant froſt. 27°Fair & cool, was E.
3 e wind eaft. 28 Rain, wind weft.

© Curious froſt, wind east. -

|Bofroſty, clay, cold, wid E.

31|Froſty,cold, ſomeſh.N.E. -

27

{28

March 1682. April 1682. -

1|Cldy, rain, wind W. Igº .

| 2Dry and fair, wä N. E. |3) eaſt. -

{3|Froſt, ſome ſhow, wa E, 32-... . . -

#º* windl 4; Cldy, cold, dry. N. E.

º north eaſt. . . . . . 5 … . .

Froſt, hail likeſh, wä. N. 63Dry, pleaſant, miſt at
- $º

Fr.º*how,%i. :ºat |

89 wind N. E. . . . .] §Milty m.pleaſant, wº
4. Sºroſtiſh. ra.great was.E.9 Fo m, clay, rain. s.vy.

lºrreſt pleaſant, cold,wdio'Miſt mºrain.great wash.

#Tº northweſt... It 3.O Rain,hail,great was.

..}<) ;Much rain, brisk winds, 12% ſ: º:
# 3P @ west. ºf 13|Froſt cláy,Temp,n. S.W.

|14'Froſt, hail, rain,wd N. E.lºny ºpenious. W.

15) 15|Cldy, ſome rain, wd WW, .

º froſt,wd N. E.O; m. Cloudy, rain,

- 17 wind eaſt. |

d ſouth

7

ººCurious air,wind N.E., º {cº, rain, w

- || ".
-

|

.

* >

eaft.

* - Much
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21|Cldy, cold rain, wä WW.

22|Cold, ſhra. gr. wa N. E.

23|Some ſnow.coldwd, N.E.

Cldy, moiſt, wäN.E.

25|Some rain,great wasN.E.

Cold, cloudy wa N. E.

27|Some rain, wa N. W.V.

3o Hail, ſm. ra. gr. wa, N.E

Cold, yet pleaſant. N. E.

May I682.–

1|Cldy, rainy, fºr was WV.

*Fair, rainy nig-wd W.

|3|Qpenair, ſome rain, ſº

| 5

Rain, tot. die, wind weft.

ainy, cool, wind E.

.9|Cldy,ſome rain, wid E.

©|Ra.m.city briskwds, E.

Rººſe1776|º, , , , -

o Pleaſant air, was weſt.

Fair, ſ. dropsab. noon.W.

Ra m.cldy,briskwds,W.

skie,

IO

I I

I 2

I 3

G)

I 5

| 6

17

18

19

2O

Curious ſerene

wind weſt.

: Pleaſant, ſomerain,wd

fouth weſt. -

Froſłm. Very hot, wä

weſt. - -

22

20|Much ra.brisk was N.W.2dLike the former.T.

21

*{Cldy, ſome

24Pleaſant,warm, ranwäE

25 Thund. m. Showring, E.

:#;". S. W.

27 ye Showersby fits, wä

28%, fouth weſt.’ .

?? Rain, P. wa ſouth weft.

°Much rain, wind S. W.

** º
* * ,

-

june 1682.

1Clºy, Toiſ. WIS 7.

2Rainy, wind ſouth weſt,

39.99), ſidrops,brisk wiſºr

© Hail, rain, wind weft.

5Much rain, windf.
6Rain m. wind weſt. 2

13 Cldy, rain wā S.W.

33#; Iih, P.7d.

9 Moſt air, wind S. Pº.

º: m. great was
G) : . . .

I 2

ſouth weſt. - - .

* . º

Rain, P. wind ºr "
I 3.

14.

15 • . * .

16 Thund.hail, rain p. 17.

||17|Cldy;fra brisk was N.E.

©99ld air, ſ. drops P.weſt.

1991dy, threatning wa Vy.
2O Cloudy,rain, P. Stormy

2. I -

Hot.Thund. Light at nig

|
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23 {Clºy, and rain, wind

242 weft.

25|Pleaſant,warm, wä,S.W.

:::Cldy, brisk wa, weft.

º Iorious,hotair,wd, weft.
S.) • * * * * *

29

3O

I

3

Very hot,pleaſ wā E.

Very hot,th: ra.P.gr.w.E.

23 Thunder & rain,wd weft.

24 Rainy, wind weſt.

9 * Pleaſant, ſome rain.W.

26 Hot, pleaſ. Ra. O ſet. W.

§Hot & pleaſant, wä, weft.

2 -

29ław. rain, gr. was W.

30

-

july 1682. August 1682.

&
{Riº great winds,

weſt.

Much rain, wind weſt.

Pleaſant,warm,wd;N.W.

-{Hot, yet pleaf.w.S. W.

Lightn, the 6 at nig

Hot air, rain, wind weft.

$º, pleaſant, wind

:

o weft. " " . .

IoHot air. Rain, P. wil, W.

|r1|Cldy,hot, ſomera, wid;W.

1 CIdy, ſome rain, brisk

2 winds, weft.

3łº, wd E. Halo,

4% circ. 23d. day at nig

5 Cldy,dry, rainy nig.w. E.

O Rain, thund. lightn, w.e.

7 Cldy, ſome rain, wind E.

8 O Cldy,threat. ra. w.W.

9 Cldy, hot,m. Pleaſp. W.

Iowery hotd, Rainy nig. W.

11 ;Fº clouds, hot wid

125 ſouth weſt.

13|{Hot, but pleaſant, wind

west. " .. "

15

G) . .

o glly, hot, ſ, ra. gr. wV.

I4/.

15|XCloudy, hot, wind, W.

I6

§ Cldy,with rain, wa, W.
I

-

19|Cldy, dry,brisk wa,-:
ldy, ſome rain, wa,W.

Y
-

: (Cldy, rain, gr. was W.

(2) Rain-bow,23d, 7h.p.

24 3° Pleaſant air, wind

25 weft.

2. I

|

- |

17Cldy,wd,N.E. Rainy nig,

18|Rain,& ſtormy, wä.N.E.

19|Cldy, ſ, ra. gr. was..N.E.

O Fair, brisk was, N. E.

£eaſin: air, wind E.

22 S C

23|Cldy,brisk was, W. Ram,

#Mº rain, great was

25 N.
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26 Cloudy, wind east.

27 RSomerain m. Pleaſant P.

31 Cloudy, rainy, wind weft.

28 wind N. W.

29}rºpºſ wd,W. Halo

@ 9 & circ. X 30 d. at n

26Rain, wind weft.

Q Cldy, ſome rain, wid,W.

28 Obſcure, clay, wa,VV.

29 Pleaſant air, wind weft.

3o Miſt,m. Cldy, warm S.W.

31 Some rain, brisk was W.

September 1682. Oćtober 1682.

1Froſłm, pleaſant, wä, W.

2 Cloudy, brisk wind, weft.

© Dark, rainy, tot. die. W.

4Rabef. © ſet, clay N.W.

5|

6.
7

8

ofleaſant, wind N.W.
O Cldy, fome ra. p. N. W.

11|Cloudy, rainy,wd,N.W.

** air, wa,N. W.

I

I4(Cloudy, warm, wind

15 ( north weſt.

16

© Cldy, ſ. drops @ ſet. W.

18Clay, ſome dewing, WV.

I 9 - -

26% Pleaſant air, wä weft.

21.) O

22 Hazy m. Pleaſ day, W.

23 Rain, ſtormy wds, N.W.

Q Cldy, ſome drops, weſt.

ºrrºm. Coſì, win. E.

O Cloudy, cool, brisk

winds, north weft.

º:8.
Fº

Froſt,m. Pleaſ. W. Halo

& circ. D 28 at nig.

26Cldy, threatning wid,E. ||

* CEyrām ĀTITN.W.

2 Pleaf warm, S.E.Ra. nig.

3 Warm,ſome threatn.w.E.

+3* glorious day, warm,

5.9 wind E.

6 | C)

7.

3)

Miſt,m. Curious warm

wind N. E.

9.

Io Miſt m. Pleaſant, wid,E.

II Cldy, threatning, w.S. E.

12 Moiſt, variable, wa,S. E.

13 Fr. m. Rain P. wid,N.VV,

14.{cº threatning, wind

© 5 weft.

16 Cldy, rain, P.& nig, WV.

17Cloudy, rain, wind weſt.

18Rainy, great was, weft.

19 Froſt m. Rain P. wa,VW.

20)e .

21. Cold, much ra. gr. wil

© |\ north weſt.

23Pleaſant,great wasabate.

24|Froſt, fog, m. Pleaſ. VV,

#º: ſome rain, wind

26% north weſt."

27Cool, moiſt, wind E.

asca fr.pleaf brick, N. E.

ºr

…io Re
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29|Fog, froſt, m. Pleaf. W.

30|Fog m. Rain P. wa weſt.

(e) Clá.ſome rain, wä N.E. .

3O

3 I

Fr.m.Fair,wd E. Halo &

circ. ) both nights.

November 1682.

Hard froſt, wind eaſt.

Froſt, m. Cldy,ran.weſt.

Rainy moſt part,wd W.

Fair, wind weſt.

ORa, temp. d. & n. W.

Fair, great winds, weſt.

Cold, froſt, pleaſ, N.E..:
rofroſty, pleaſant, wid E. -

Froſt, cold,clay,wd E.

Hard froſt, ra. nig. N.W.

}Cloudy, rain,wä W.

12|Froſt,m. Rain P. wa W.

jºin, d. & n, wind weſt.

9.e. Frºm Cldy grwds,M.

**Cldy, rainy nig was W.

**Rainy d. clear & ſet. W.

**Fog, froſt, wind weſt.

23 Fog, cloudy, wind WV.

**Cloudy, cold, wä N. E.

* Cldy, W. Halo, circ.ab >

Pleaſantfroſt, wind weſt.

27 : Pleaſant, froſt, E. Halo,

: d:º Dº
oudy, moiſt, wind

3O : ...; weſt.”

I6

28

December. 1682.

Dark, miſling, wa N.W.

}Cloudy, dark,wd w.

O Cloudy, cold, wind E.

Hard froſt, wind E.

Dark, thick fog, wa E.

} wind E.

Cldy, moiſt, wid S. W.

O

II

I2

13 Rain, m, pleaſ. P.wd W.

14|Pleaſant froſt, wind VV.

15Cldy;moiſt,bluſtr. wa W.

Pleaſant m. Foggy p.W.

Miſty, cloudy, miſle,

16|Ra.m. Pleaf. P.gr.w.N.W.

i. Froſty,pleaſant, N. W.

I &

I 9

2G)

2 I

#Cloudy, fog, wavy,

@Dark, miſty, miſle. S.V.V.

25Dry, bluſtring wind, WV.

26|Pleaſant day, wind WV.

27 ;P. rainy, great wid, i

ſouth weſt.

Pleaf. fr.wd WV. Circ. 2

Dark, rainy, viol. wids,V.

Froſt, pleaſant, was WV.

Cloudy, fog, wind WV.

29

3O

3)

-23* ----- _la

e Fr. ſometimes clay,W. º

Pleaſant froſt, wind WV.

pleaf day, fogat nig VV,

-]
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* january 1683.

---

February 1683.

|Cldy,moiſt,brisk wa,W.

*Froſt, pleaſant, wind WV.

3)G

: Miſt, cold, froſt,wd W.

5. - -

‘Cold, dark, drille, N.W.

%|Cldy, cold,gr.wd N.V.V.

$fro , cold, cloudy, N.

9Cldy, rain, wind VV.

19Froſt, pleaſant, wä WV.

"Cloudy, warm, wa weſt.

*Rainy m Clear P. wa W.

*

|3Cloudy cold, wind E.

° froſt, pleaſant, wid N. E.

© weſt.

*Cold air,ſangrwds,N.E - -

2Hard froſt, pleaſant, N. 19 Rain, cloudy, wind E.

2

*Fair day.Showy nig.N.E.

*Miingrainy windî.

*3 Froſt, cold, wind É.

*Cold, froſty, pleaf wa E.

*}Qold,Cldy, milling,wd E.

*Hard froſt.pleaſant,wdE.
27]

©

9

Q

3 'aº. S. W.

1.0

*Cloudy, great was, W.

ºfroſt, cloudy,Cold,wd N.

º: : cloudy, wind
17.

Hard froſt m, miſle p. E.27

1|QCIdy,briskw.E.H tide,

2|Cldy, ra. P. gr.wds, S.W.

3|Driſling rain, wind W.

© Cldy, warm, wa S. W.

5|Pleaſant, warm, wi WV.

69 dy, warm, wind W.

7.9ldy, dry, great winds.

8Cldy, cold,ſh gr.w.N.W.

9 Cldy, cold, wind N. W.V.

Io Cold, froſt, pleaſ N.V.P.,

© Mild, cloſe, rainyn, N.V.P

12; Pleaſant froſt, ſnowy

#} nights, was N. V.V.

14. Froſt m, rain P. wa VV.

15 Cold, rain, great wa,VP.

16 Pleaſant froſt, wä N.W.

*Cloudy, dry, wind W.
Cloſe, miſling, wind E.

|

(3)

20 Moderate air, wind E.

21 Fairm Ra.P.Highw.N.E

*Sharp, cold Snow, wä E32
|23

ſº ra.cold was,

N. ſome ſnow 23d.

24Cldy, offer at ſhow, S.

O Snow & rain, wa S. VV.

26Fr.pleaſ. f. ra. Higwd,W.

{C} moiſt, wind WV.

28|9 Halo, circ. P. 27.day.

AMarch 1683.

I

2
ź
O

Froſty air, wind weſt. 3)

3 Fair, very cold, wa N.E. 3

April 1683.

}o Froſt in ſome rain &

hail, wind W.

Cold,clay, a little ſn. W.

2.
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GTFroſt, pleaſant, wä, weſt.

5|Cldy, brisk winds weſt.

6|Dry, ra. i'th n.gr w,W

7|A glorious day, wä;west.

ºf drops,gr. wa,VV.

9.

§ Froſty,cold, brisk wV.

12Cloudy, cold, dry,w.V.V.

I 3

14(Miſt, froſt, m. Pleaſant,

15 wind ſouth weſt.

I6 -

17Rain, brisk was weft.

©e gold air,highwds Vy.

19 Hail, rain, briskwa weft.

20 pleaſ froſty,brisk wVV.

21 Fair,dry, bluſtr. was VV.

22'Somera,Iris.Ligh gr.wd,

23|Somera, bluſtr. was WV.

24|Fairbriskw.S.w. Partlia.7him

© Fair & dry,briskw.S.W.

26

27

4.}cº. rain, gr.

5 winds, weſt.

6 Cldy,hot,thund, ra, n.W.

7 Hot, great winds, S.W.

© Cldy, dry, gr. wd,N.W.,

9 {Rºy, great winds,

Io.s N. V/. . -

11'Pleaſant air, wind weft.

12 Froſt m, Cldy, P. wa,/W

13 Cldy,much ra. P. wid,/

14 Rain, hail, wind,ºft.

© Cldy, dry, wä, N.W.

16e Rainy, cold, wind,ºft,

17 Thund, ra.hail, wa, weft.

18Cldy, ſome rain, wa, ºft.*

...º.º.º.

26Rain, great was, N. W. .

21 Somérain, gr. Wis,%

Q Fair, brisk winds, weſt. .

23|Warm, pleaſant, wä,77.

24|Fair, m. Rain P. wa,WV.

25Fair, m. clay, ra. n.weft."

26|Thick clás,ra.gr. w. VV.

2. Fr. pleaf great was,ſ.28 Froſt, pleaſant,wd,W.

29

3O

3 I

--

Rain, m. pleaſ. P.wd,W.

Froſt, dry great was, WV.

28Rainy m. pleaſ. P.w. W.

6) Much rain, wind N.

3oCldy. Bluſtring was WV.

May 1683.

Fair, great was, N. E.

Much ra. m. Fair p. VV,

Somera, clay, cold, E.

Froſt, pleaſant, wä, wesi,

Cloſe, rainy, wind,E.i

| june 1683.

1 Rain m. clay, wä, weſt,

2 Gr, ra, morn.fair even. E.

© Fair, pleaſant. wid, N.E.

4Cldy, ra. nig gr. was, E.

5 Fair, pleaſant,wd, N.W.

* ~f ----fi.
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6

7

8

O -

7. Froſt, fair, hot, wind,

: weſt.

9 - 9

16|Cloudy, dry, wid, N. E.6

11|Rain and hail,wd, N. E. 11

12 Cldy,ra. nig, wa, N. E. 12

O Rain,m.pleaſant,wd,77.13

14 Rain m. clay,briskw.W.14

15 Cloudy, rain, wä, west. 15

16°Pleaſiſra'ab.noon.S.VV16

17 Rainm, hot,briskw.vy.9

18Pleaf ra.p.svy temp.m.18

190ldy,dry,brisk w.N.W.19

@ Hot,ig.th:S.W.Halcirc.)º
21 Ra.m.hot, S.W.Fial.circ. ) 21

5, } Pleiºhº, wind WW.22

23 Płalo circle ). 23

24 Muchram.th, light.N.W12

25 Thund. ſtorms m N. E.25

26Drop.p.brisk,E.Th.midn.26

© Thund.ſtorm 2h. m. VV.27

18Much ra.th: at noon,N E.28

29Much ra. & thund, wid,E.29

30 OMuch ra.ſome thund.E.Bo

31|Ra. m. pleaſp.wd,N.W.

Cldy Aſhower, p.s. pp.

Much rabrisk was,spºr.

Pleaf very hot,wd pºp.

Heat encreaſes, wä weſt.

* Hot, and glorious,
wd weſt.

Stormy,ra. P. gr. w. Pp.

Greathallow was, weft.

§4. m. pleaſp.gr.w. 77.

Much rath:light hail,P7.

Cldy;cool,ſome ra. VV.

;Clºy ſome drops,gr.

winds, weſt.

Gloriousairgr.wds, WV.

}Hot jº pleaſant, wä,
Type

Ç) Cliftoultry hot, WV.

Pleaſant, hot, wä, weſt.

Fair, great was, west.

july 1683.

oudy,with rain great

wind, tpeſt.

3 Pleaſant air, wind, weł.

4 Fair,pleaf rainy nig. VV.

5 Pleaf.m. ra. p.ra nig, WV.

6 {Clºy, rain, great Wä,

7 1326

O) Cldy moiſt, brisk w. VV.

º

Auguſt 1683.

Rain, great winds, eaſt.

Dark, rainy, wid, west.

Cldy,ſometimes ra.W.

Cldy,ra rainy ngr. W.W.
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9

IO

I

G)

17

18

º

20,
2. I

25

28

©

3O

3 I

I

i
{3}

O

I I

13 Storms of ra. Pºwd,8. W.

26

27||

11|Cldy,ſome ra. variabl:W.

12|Hot, pleaſant, wind, WV. © | *

13| Cldy, ſome rain,wdſ
y

2 Somera. bluſtr, wa, 4%

weſt.

I ;Hot. Rain P. wa, weft. O

Much rain, wind, S. W.

Ra, thund. lightn.wd,W.

o'Cloudy,ſome rain,wd, W.22

23 Flying clouds,hot, wid,W.23

#}
n

ot, pleaſant, wind,

weſt.

t

$o Fair, hot,wd, eaſt.

j

September 1683.

- - -- \.—t.--——º-3

tººk wd, 9Rain, wind, ſouth eaſt

1763t. Fr. m pleafbrisk wiſłº,O

Fair, dry, wind, weſt

yI4|

|
2. I

| weſt.

; Froſt, m. pleaſant,

242. eaſt.

© |OFr.m. Cldy,fragry.

27 Fr. m. much ra. Pºwd.

29Fair,& pleaf grºwdſ.

31|Fair, pleaſant, wä, Wº

Oğober 1683.

Fair, pleaſant, wä, weſt.

weſt.

Miſt m. pleaſant,wd,VV.

Cldy, E.Thund, ſtor. nig.

Cldy, f. ra. thund, at nig.

Much ra.ſthund. wil,S.E.

Cldy,hot. Ra. P.wd, S.E.

Cldy, moiſt, wind, eaſt.

* Cldy,ſ rabrisk wids,E.

Pleaſ, ſome drops,wd,W.

3 Cldy, high waſ.”

&#Cloudy, windºw."

I I

I 2 pleaſiſ:

1 5Stormy rain, wind, Wt:

16|(pleaſant,but hot, wind, 16|Daſhes of rain,wdºw

17|Froſt m, ſome rawd,WA;

18|Rain, hail,thund, wil/

Froſt m. pleaſant,wd,Wł

29Cloudy, dry, wind, Wei

;Fair, ſome drops P.W.;

25Cldy,hot, ſ. drops, E.

28Cldy,ſomera, grwd."

3oCldy, brisk was, weſt

1 Miſt m, clay, gr. wds, Eli

Froſt m. Fair, wind, 2Cldy, gr. hollow wds,º

4City, mile P. brisky;

5gldy, moiſt, wind,”f

8 Fr.pleaf ſ. dr. 4h. p.ſ.
9 Cldy, ra. P. & nig, PW.

1629 froſt, pleaſ wā, ".

Rain ith. d. atrº

...)

ſkiſ

|HQſ

( H.
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I 2 - 12 Clay, ſing.R.F.W.W

13 S.Like the former. 13 2. Froſt, m. cold, wind,

I4. © 5 north weft.

15 pleaſant m. Rain p. W. 15 Fr. ſ. drops, #Cold N. W.

(2) Froſt m. Pleaſant,wd,E.: Cloudy. Rain P. wa,VV.

º Halo X 18 day. 17 Fr. cold,clay, W. Halo X

18Cloudy, rain, wind, weſt.

19Cold,fog.fr.wd,E.Driſlin.19 {Miſſ, cloudy, warm,

zogldy cloſe, warm,wd, W.293 wind, weft.

21 Cldy m.pleaſ.P.wd, N.W.9 Fr. pleaſ: wa. WRa, nig.

22 Froſt m. pleaſ. wa, N. 22 Cldy, cold, Hail P. w.W.

© Fr. cold,pleaſ. W. Halo D23 Froſt, cold, pleaſ. wid,W.

24Some ra. m. brisk wa,W.24 Cold,fr. Miſt, P. wa, WV.

25 YO -
25 O Frºmiſt m Sn ra.P.V.V.

26 26 Cloudy, miſle, wind, weſt,

27 X Froſt, fair, cold.Rain in 27 Froſt, pleaſant, wä, weft.

28V the nights, wd,WV.

29

© Miſt, froſt, m. wind, E,

& Frimiſt Rain.gr. wa,VV.

29 Fair, pleaſant, wind, WV.

3o Pleaſant froſt, wä,N. V.V.

31 Cloudy, miſling, wä, WV.

AVovember 1683.

I'Froſt, pleaſant, wind, W.

| 2 Fr.clay.Rainy nig.wd,N.

| 3 Fair, cold. Rainy nig. N.

9|Cldy, ra, Stormy nig. W.

5 Fair.cold Grºw.W.d.&n.

º, pleaſant,wd,

7.§ weſt.

- ©

j}
Cldy, cold, miſing,

wind, weſł.

to Driſlem pleaſ. P. wil,W.Ho
6)

|;

|}

Froſt m, cloudy, miſle,

P. wa, weſt.

Cloudy, moiſt, wind.

ºff.

Décember 1683.

|Pººf. Highwººk.
G} Cold, ſome ſhow,wd, W.

3. Froſt,ſh. cold wind, N.W.,

4 Hard fr. cold wa,E. Sm. ii.

5. Fr. cold. Snow lies,wd,E.

6

º
8)* . . . .

''Cold rain, theſe days,

riding hard fºwd, E.
º

T i. º wind, north eaſt. -

12Cidy, with rain, wä, Vºſ.
|

13|Pleaſant froſt, wä, vº.

1. Fr. m. miſ, miſlinºv. 5%

- - -? -- ſº----
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16|Froſt, miſt, clay,wd, E.

17|Thick fog, tot. die, wä.E.

@|Froſty, clay, cold, wä,E

19|Cold, clay,froſty, wa, E.

20|Raw, clay, cold, wind E

2. I {clº froſt, cutting

22. wind, E.

23|Froſty, cold, offer at ſh

- 24°o wind, north weſt.

O Froſt,ſleet,Fog at nig, WV.

26 Fr. ſleet,offer at ſnow, N.

27Cldy.meling ſn. all d N.

28Cloudy, miſty, wä,N.E.

29'Miſt m. cold, pleaſ, w E.

30Pleaſant,hard froſt,N.W.W.

+ january 1684.

|IsſPleaſant,froſty,wd, weft|15Cold, miſt, milling, N.E.
G) Snow, ſleet, cold, wd, E.-

Fr. m. cold, moiſt p.E.

Hard froſt, pleaf w.N.E.

Froſty, pleaſant, w.N.E.

Froſt, ſome ſhow, N. E.

Hard cold froſt, w N.E.

Fr. ſnow P.great wa,VV.
| O

17

I 8

I 9

2d

2. I

22

24

25||... -

26 Bitter hard fr. ſn. lies,

27| wd,VW.&ſomeblew

28 | miſt.

29||

O |J

31|Hard fr. ſtill, Cldy P.t

Februray 1684.

I

2

3. Hard froſt, clay,wd,E.

4.

5. -

G|e Bitter cold froſt,w. N.

7

8.

5

to Cldy, cold, drifle, win.E.

II Froſt,m. Drille, p. wil, E.

I2Cldy, moiſt, wa, S. E.

© Froſt, gold,dark, wä,N.E

|I 4. ;Harº froſt, clay, wind,

I 5P eaſt.

16Hard froſt.pleaſ, wid, E.

17Hard froſt, ſnow, N. E.

|

Froſt,Cldy,offerſn.N.E.

Hard froſt, wind, E.

Fr. cold, ſome ſnow, E. .

Pleaſant hard froſt, w, E.

Bitterfr.pleaſ. VW.Sm.at n.

*Fr.m.ragr.w.p.tot moſt.

Gr.wds continue tot.die.W

Much rain, wind, weft.

Cldy,ſome rain, wa, wift.

Fr. wa, WV. Stormy nig.

Storms of rain, wä, S.

}: m. & p. gr. wé,S.

is

(3)

II.

**C. Halo 2 13 d. 8hp.

14|Fr. m. rainy p, wa, wift.

15|Fair. pleaſant, wa, wºff.

16|Froſt m. rain, p. wa, E.

17|Cldy, rain P. wa, weft.

18 Froſt
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s

3

4.

;;

J northeaſt.

Froſt, cold, dark, wä, E.

#. froſt, ſome ſnow,

O wind eaſt.

Bitter cold froſt, and

ſhow, wd, E. .

Hard cold fr. pleaſ. N. E.

Fr. clay, m.Pleaſ. p. N.E.

Cldy, fr. ſome ſm.p.N.E.

3. Fog, hard froſt, wind,

£ eaſt.

March 1684.

WFroſt, ſnow, great wid, I 8

I 9

2O

2. I

22

23

G)

25

26

27

28

29

Rainy, great wil, weft.

Cldy, great hollow w.W.

OFair, cold,N.W.Halo D

)

>Some rain,great wa,V.

Froſt, m. clay p. wa, weſt.

Cloudy, wind, weſt.

Rain, m. and p. wind, E.

Rain, ſnow, ſleet, wä, E.

Pleaſant hard froſt,wd,E.

Hard froſt, wind, E.
--—-

&#This was the time ºf the greateſtFrºft

of our Age. The Thamesfrozen over

almºſt 6 weeks together. There were

Booths upon the waterfor many Irades,

&c. It waſ called.--- Blanket-Fair.

April 1684.

Froſt, cold, pleaſ wā, E.

Fr.cold, ſome ſm. n. N. E.

Fr. clay, offer at ſh. N.

Cloudy,Cold dry, wä,N.

$2. at ſnow, ſome

© drops, wind N.

-
Froſt, cold, wa,N.E.

} Cold,froſt,0ffer at ſhow

great wind, eaſt.

Coldſnow, gr. was,N.E.

Fr. pleaſ. ſome ſn. N. E

Fr.ſharp was,N. Sn. nig.

Snow, m. clay, cold, E.

Cold, ſnow & rain,p. N.

Fr. m. Cldy p. cold,w.N.

Fr. fiſh m Ra.p.gr.w.W.

Froſt, ſnow,& fleet P.

wind various,

I I

12,

O

8-|14

15
I6

17

18

I 9

|G)

Froſt m. pleaſant,wd,VP"

Rain,gº wds, weft.

Fr.mſ, ra. Gr. wa,S.W.

• Somedropp.bluſtr.S.W.

Cldy, miſling, rain, WV.

: Fair,pleaſant,great wa,

weſt.

Cloudy, great wil, weſt.

A glorious day, wä, weſt.

Cldy, m. pleaſant p. S.W.

Rainy, wa,N. E. Ra. nig.

Cldym pleaſant p. W.

{Pleaſin; air, wind, north

weft. -

Froſt, cloudy, cold, E.

Froſt, cold, pleaſant, E.

; Pleaſant froſt, wind, E.

Halo D both nights.

Q Rainy day, wind, S.

Cloudv. wind. S. --
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gººds Hail ® ſet.

© \"

24 (Ftoſt, ſharp cold wind,

25 northeaſt.

26

27 Rain m. pleaſ. P. wil, E.

...}cº, moiſt, wind,

29 ſouth.

© Cldy, rain,warm, wä,W.

31 Rainy by fits, wid, weft.

21 o Cold ſharpair, N.V.V.21

23

Miſt m. pleaſant,wd, S.E,

Hot, but clay,wd, S. E.

{sº drops, bluſtring

wind, weft.

Hot, pleaſant, wä weft.

Pleaſant, hot, wind,

ſouth eaſt.

Hot,ſome drops,gr:w.W.

;Cº. rain, and brisk

wind, weft. |

l

22

24.

25

26

(3)

2.

29

30

May 1684.
june 1684.

Somera, brisk was,S.W.

X Fair,hot,brisk wa;S.W.

{}
-

Pleaf. m. ſ. drops p. S.W.

Hot, pleaſant, wä, S. W.V.

&Miſt m. hot, pleaſant,

° wind eaſt.

Cloudy, warm, wind,

weft.

R Fair, warm, brisk was,

weſt.

Rain m. brisk wa, S. W.

Hot, rain P. wind, S. W.

Rain m. hot, wa, N. W.

Hot, pleaf brisk was,N.

§Cloudy, m. hot, fair,P,

5 O wind, north. -

Pleaſant, hot, wä, N.W.

Cldy, moiſt brisk wi, E.
O

{

Š

Cldy, m. pleaſ wā, N. :

G) ;Cº, ſome rain,g

, 2 wds, ſouth weſt.

39Pleaſhot m Ra.P.w.W.

4Fair, warm, brisk wa,W.

i.

Y,.

Very hot, but plaſm,

wind, eaſt.

|

J

;(Hot, ſometimes clá

7|( wind, weſt.

G) -

9

IO

I I

I 2.

I 2

T

|

O

I 6|J |

I § 2 OExceſſive, melt. heat,

I - h -

19|) wind, ſouth weft. º

20|Cldy, but hot, wä, S.W.

Cldy hot,ſome ſprinkle, i.

swind, ſouth eaft. i.:

Wery hot, brisk wis, E. |
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24

O Like the former.

26

27). . . .

28 Fair, pleaſant, wind, S.

29 Great was, W. Rainy n,

30|Cldy, moiſt, ſ. drops, W.

31|Miſty, clay.Rainy nigſ/.

..!24 & 1 :

: {Like the former.

Žáo; & pleafwd, S. E.
27 •

39sideſme
(S) • -

3o Cloudy, hot, wind, weſt

july 1684,

1Hot,cloudy,wd, weft,

| 2 º’Cldy, gentle raw.S.W.

3|Cldy in; pleaf p. S.W.
4Cldy,ſdrps,5h.P.gr S.W.

$3C
©2 wind, S. W.

7 Hot,pleaſſ.drps, Gºr.S.W.

8 grwd,S.W. Ra. 4h. p. n.

9 Raat noon,brisk w.S.W.

Io Fair m. clay P. wid,S.V.V.

I ICldy m.clear P.gr.w.S.W.

12 Ra. till 4h.P. gr.w.S.W.
O {Pleaſant, cool, great

142 wind S. W.

15 &Rain,thick clouds, great

162 o winds, S. V.V.

17 Cldy, ra.brisk wa S. W.

18, 2 Hot, ſomewhat cloudy,

19 2 wind, ſouth weft.

Q Pleaſ, drops at noon. W.

2 I }*. pleaſant, wind,

22. weſt.

33 2 Fair, hot, wind, north

24 eaſt. -

25 Very hot, pleaſant wid; E.

* bef & riſe, E. Ra. n.

l

P A.

oudy m. hot, pleaſant 5

August 1684.

Igººm,

2|5 wind, northeaſt.
•) Cloudy m. hot, wä, N.E.

#(Pleaſant m. hot, cloudy,
3. p. wind; N. W.

7 Ramhot, pleaſp. N.W.

8 Fr.m.ſ. drops, S.W. Ra.n.

9 Cldy, ra. S. W. Th: ra.n.

• Bright flying clás, S. V.V.

II & Hot,pleaſant,fome rain,

12 \ wind, S.P.P.

13 Cldy,wd, WV. Rainy nig.

14 Storms 9 & 1om.wd,PV

15 O Pleaſant, hot, wa, WV.

16 Rainy, dark, wid, S. W.

, Fair, hot, clay, p. N.W.

18Cldy,dry, wind, N. E.

I 9 - -

20 (Miſt, m. hot, pleaſant,

2 I ( 'wind, north eaſt.

22.

3 Miš m. hot, pleaſant,

© 19 wind, foºth weft.

25 Much ra. brisk wa, N. E.

26 Pleaſant,wd,WV. Rainyn.
º

27 Meltinº
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28

29

3O

3 I

I

2.

3

4.

5

6

O

8

9

IO

_III

I 2

I 3

G

15

16

17

I8

20

G)

22

23

24

25

26

27

{Mºgº. 27
Some rain i'th nig's.28

Very hot, rainy, N. VV.29

Froſt m. hot day, N. V.V. 30

Froſt, fog,m. Hot, fair, E.O

Some rain, high was, weft. I

Cldy m.pleaf. p. wa, weft, l:

Rainy by fits, wa, weft.

© Much rain,wind, west.

Fair & pleaſant,wd, weft.

September 1684. . .

Much rain, wind, weſt. I

2|Fair, pleaſant, ſouth weſt. 2

Fr. m. Ra. thund. S. W. 3

Cldym Pleaſp.S.W.Ran 4

Rainy day & night, E., &

Ra. E. Thund.lightn. nig. 6

{*} wind, north 7

wełł. 8

Froſt, cloudy, N. V.V. 9

Froſt,m. Rain p. N.W.W. 10

Fair, pleaſant, wind, weft. 11

Fair,m. Rap.N.V.V. Rain.6)

O Dark, rainy, wa, west. 13

}Frº m. pleaſant,wd, 14

weſt. I 5

Fr. m clay, W. Ra, at n.16

Cldy, ra, wa, N.W.Ran, 17

Clim pleaſiſ drps sh, p.18
O)

Froſt m. pleaſ.wº
2 I

}Froſ, fog, m. Pleaſant, 22

wind, weft. 23

Miſt m.pleaſant,wd, weft. 24

Ośtober 1684.

Rainy, dark, wind, west,

Cldy, warm, wa, weft.

Cldy, ſomera.P.wd, weft,

Fr.pleaf.W.Ra. n. Hal. )

Cldy, ſ. ſhowers,wd, weft,

Fair, checker'd clás, WV.

Muchrabef Q r.gr.w.W.

Much rain, gr. was, N.E.

Fr. m. flying clás, w.weft. "

Rain m, variable,w, weft. [.

Rainy morngrºwds,wtſ,

Fr. m. clay by fits, weft.

CFr. m.ſ.,drps p.wd, weft. .

A moiſt, wdy skie, N.W.

Fr.m. ra.temp.n. S. W.W.

ºple. brisk wa,S.W.

Mid,fr. m.glorious d, WV.

Cldy, ſ, ra. briskwa,VW,

Froſt, miſt, m. Pleaſant

p. wind, weſt.

Cldy, ſome ra. & hail N.

Fr. ſm. hail,wd, N.Sm.n.

{Fe} m. Pleaſant, wid, 25

weft. O

Cldy, rainy, wa, S. W. 27

* Cldy,threatn, wid, weſt, 28

z

Cldy,ſharp freez.w.N.W.

Cold fr pleaſ, wa,N.VW,

Hard fr. Snow i'th night,

º Sn, lies, hard fr. weft,

20 Rain
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29 Rainy, m. Cldy.p. wa,V.

30 Fr. m. flying clds, wa, W.

Pleaſant hard froſt, weſt.

Fr.much ſm.N.W.Thawn

Thaw,clay,ſleet,gr.W.N.

.29

3O

3 I

Novemher 1684.

& Sharp frºſhaw at n.s.W.

3'Cloudy, rain, wind, S.

4 Ragr. wa,W.freez at n.

5 Cldy, old, rainy, N.W.
6|Pleaſ. fr. miſt at nig, E.

|Miſt m.pleaſwd,W.Ra.n.

8|Cldy,ſome rain,wä, E.

9|Cldy, cold rain, wä, E.

IoRainy, cloudy, wä, E.

11|Cldy, rainy, wind, weft.

I 2. $o Froſty, pleaſant,wd,

I 3 weſt.

15|TFroſty

O 3. weſt.

north weft.

19 Fr.cold, much ſn. p. E.

22 Rainy, dark, wä, weft.

© Pleaſ, wa, W.Temp. nig

24. Fair, gr. was, W. Ra. nig

25 Dark, rainy, wd, weſt.

26 e Dark, ſ. miſle,W.Ra. n

27 Rain m. Cldy,wd, weſt.

29 Dark, cold, rainy, N.VV

© Cldy mpleafpºw, N.W

l

1 Fr. m. bit. n ra.fm.w.WV"

14|Miſty, cloudy, wid, S.W.

, cold, wid, north

177 Froſty, pleaſant, wind, 17{3} y, p 2 2

20Thaw,much ra.p.gr.N.E.

21 Froſty,pleaſant, wä, weſt.

28 Cold,obſc Raab.noon,N.

December. 1684.

Hard fr. clay, wä,N. W.

Fr.m.Miſt n,N.W.Halo D

Snow and rain, wä, weft.

Cldy,miſle, wa, S. VV.

Froſty, pleaſant,wd, weft.

Miſt, m. dark, miſle, E.

Pleaf. froſt, cold wó, E.

Dark, miſling, wä, E.

Pleaſ. ſharp was, N. E.

Froſtm. Cldy,wd, N.E.

I

2

3

4.

5

6

G)

8

9

IO

I I

I 2

I 3

O

I 5

[6

O

Cldy,Cold,ſ miſle,N.E.

{H. froſt, pleaſant,

wind, E.

|Snow m Froſt,fair.N.W.

Hard frcláy,gr. w N.W.

Fr.ſharp wa,N.E. [Sn.n.

Cldy, cold, remiſs,w. W.

Ram hail,ſn. fr.p.N.W.

Hard fr. ſome ſn.wd, W.

Hard froſt, fair, wa, W.

Sharp fr; clay,gr. wa, E.

Tempeſt abate.Fr N.V.V.

Froſty, wind, N. E.

* Froſty, ſn. at nig, WV.

Hard froſt, pleaſant, WV.

Dark, rainy, wä, weſt.

Miſty clay, brisk wa, W.

Froſty,clear,high wid, W.

Froſt m. clay, wind, E.

18

I 9

2O

G)

22.

23

24

25

.26

27

|G)

29

.30

3

-

january 16
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+ january 1685. * February 1685.

1 Hard fr. ſnow at nig, E.

2. Much ſnow lies.Froſt. E.

wind, Iveſ,

I:
© P. wind, N. W.

Cold thaw, wind, N. W.I 2.

I3 3rº, dark, cloudy,

I4. wind, weft.

15|Froſt, m. Thaw, p. wV.

I6

17| Cldy, miſt,miſle, wV.

©

Miſle m. clay, wd, N.W.

Cloudy, miſling, wä, E.

Fr. m. ſ. ſn. W. Temp.n.

Moiſt, pleaſant, wä,VV.

Ratill 1h. P. wa, S. W.

e Fr. pleaſ. gr.wds,S.W.

Pleaſant, gr. wa S. W.

Rain m. clay. P. wa, W.

Miſtm. pleaſant P.wd,W.

Fr. fog, clay, wd, weft.

Cold, cloudy, wä, N.W.

Fr. m. pleaſ. Pwd,N.W.

Ra, m froſty nigw.N.W.

I 9

2O

2. I

22

23

24.

(3)

26

27

28

29

3O

3 I

| -

d {Pleaſant froſt, wid, N. :

5 Bitter froſt, w.N.Halo P 5

6Miſt,frthaw noon. N.W. 6

{Pºp bitter froſt, 7

Froſt, ſome ſnow.wd, W, 9

O Pleaſant froſt. Thaw I of

I I,

O

2.

Fr. miſt Ranwd, N.W.

Cold rain, wind, N. E.

Pleaſant, cold, wa, E.

Curious froſt, wä, E.

Cold,fr. offer at ſm.w. E.

Fr. m. ſn.& ra. P. wa, N.

O Hard froſt, pleaſ. W.

G)

; Froſt, fog, wa, weſt.

12 Froſt, pleaſ cold, N. W.

13|
-

3. Froſt, pleaſant,wd, W.

ićfog, froſt, wind, N. E.

I 7 & Cold, cloudy, win
18 : eaſt. Y2 d,

19 Hard fr. cold,pleaſ. E.

20Miſty, clay, cold, wä, E.
2. I

6)|(Cloudy, cold, offer at

23 ('e ſnow, wid, N. E.

24.
|

25 ;Cºy, cold, yet plea

26 ſant, wa, N. W.

27|Cold,ſn.& hail,wd,N.W.

28Much ſh cold froſty, N.E.

*y

– March 1685.

|TFroſt, cold, pleaſant,

|- wind, N. E.

i(•)

April 1685.

rööld fr. m.ſdrops, W.W.

2Cldy, ra. wid, W. Halo 2

3 Cloudy

ſ
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, 23

7 Cloudy, ſome drops.

§ Cold abates. N. E.

Ra.m.cold wa,E, Ranig.

Rain, bluſt.w.W. Halo 2

Ra. hail,gr.wd,W. Halo)

) .

Ş

1%i

I I

I 2.

I 3

I4.

winds, weſt.

Froſt m. cold ſharp w. N.

Fr. m. ſ. drops at nig, N.

Cldy m. pleaſant, wä, N.

I 6|Pleaſant,warm,wd,N.W.

r?

I 8

|I 9

20

21

ºatia.wd,W.

; Froſt, miſtm. Fair, wa,

eaſt -

Miſtm. pleaſ. warm.S.W.

24.

25

26

27

28

Ge):

3O

3 I

Ra.m. pleaf.cool,w.N.W

S. droping, brisk,w.N.W.

Cloudy, great was,N.W.

! Froſt, hail, ſome rain,

great was, N. V.V.

weft.

AMay 1685.

. Cloudy m, warm, wa,

; weft.

Fair, brisk winds, E.

S. drops, a thund clap,W.

Ra,warm,W. Th; Halo 3

|

ldyſmiſle.N.E.Halo X

O Cldy, moiſt, brisk

S. ra.& hail, P.brisk w.W

Snow, hail, cold wind,

3 Rain m. hot, W. Halo 5

4 Ragrºwds, S.W. Halo 2

©. Fr.m. pleaſ w.W. Halo 2

6 Clf.dr.m.gr.w.W. Hal. 5

Froſt, pleaſant, wind,
eaſt,

7 /

8łowº m, bluſtring

9 Ş O winds, weſt.

Io Ra.moſt part,bluſt.w.W.

II

G) !
I 3

I4

15 Cldy,m. pleaſbrisk wW.

16 Pleaf. d. wa, W. Ra. n.

17 Ra.light.thund,7h.p. WW.

18Some rain, great wa, WV.

O Ra. gr. was, W. d. & n.

20 Fr. m. ra. hail, gr. waſ/.

21 {Fº m. pleaſant, wä,

22 weſt.
*.

Cldy, ſ. drops, 3h. p. W.23 e Ra, moſt part.gr.w.W.

© Pleaſant.Cold wa, N.W.24Fair, dry, great was WV.

|25 |Pleaſant, great winds,

• weſt. .

27,3Fº m, very hot, wä,

28 W. Halo X 28 day.

29 Cldy,Cool, ſ. drops p.W.

30 Froſt m, cloudy, wid, W.
|

june 1685.

1 Cldy,ra.6h.P. Iris, gr.W.

2 Miſt m.pleaſiſ.drops p.W.

3,Pleaſant,warm,wd, W.

44 Halo 3 4 day.

* wind weft.

6 F
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6Rain m. great was, weft, 6|o Cldy, hot, wä, N. W.

7§º morn. Pleaſant, O |2 Pleaſant, warm, wind,

3 SO wa, weft. 8 north eaſt.

9 Cloudy, rain, wind, E. 9 3C
6, pleaſ, brisk wds, S. VVlio north weſt.

11'Cldy,ſome drops, weſt. 11|Qldy;gr.W.N.E.f.dr.Sh.p.

12 Cldym. Pleaſ, hot, weſt. 12 Hot, bright air, wa,N.E.

3}Dºg morn Fair, 13|Cldy m. Pleaf p.wd N.E.

119 warm, wa, weſt. |3| Hot, pleaſant, wind

I ; Rahot,ight.th: at nig. E15% ſouth west.

ićRain m. warm, wid, E. 13 Cldy ſome rain p.wd,W.

©! {Fº miſt in Pleaſant, 17 Pleaſant, brisk was, weft.

18 wind, N. E. º m. Cldy,gr.wds.

I 3. {clº m. Hot, pleaf. 19% Rain, 3h. P. 19 d.

23, 5 wind, N. E. |26 Fair, pleaſant,wd, weſt.

21 Cldy,ſdrps, P.gr W.N.W.9 :- Windy, rainy,day &

22 Fair, great was, N. N.W., 22 night, wind, weſt.

23 ge Éleaſant, hot, brisk23Some rain, m. Cldy, WV.

G) ; wds, N. W. 24Fair, moiſt, hot,wd, weft.

25 23%. rain, days and

26 (Cloudy, ſome drops, 26 nights, grºwds, W.

27 Cold wind, N. 27 2Gr. rain, & thund. P.

28 6|3 W. Hail,ich M.38 d.

23|Pleaf rain P. wind, weſt...9Some racidy, variable w.

ºcloudy, warm, wä,S.W.26Cldy, dry, wind, weft.

3 Pleaf warm, wa, weft.

july 1685. - 1" August 1685.

I {Hº pleaſant, wind, Moderatew. W.Temp.m.

22 weſt. @ Ra.m. Pleagry.W.wetn.

3Rain, m. hot, fair,wd, W. 3 Showr ſmart ſhow. 6h.P.

42 4.ORahighwds,W.[wetn.

©! O Very hot, clay, W. 5Warm,pleaſbrisk w. W.
6. w

| - 6Pleaſ. m. dropping p. W.

7.Cloudy,m. Fair p.brisk 7 Hot. Rain p. wil, weſt.

oudy, warm, wind,

º

-

83 winds, weſt. sium mPair p, wd, E.

– LI-----
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9|Hoppleaſſ. drops,w.7P.

winds, weſt.

O Cldy, hot, wind, weft.

13|Cldy, ſ. drops P. wid, W

14|Thind much ra. P.w.W.

I5. ;Cº. ſome rain, brisk

16 winds, north west.

17Much rain.Stormy, w.W.

18 Cldy, rain, wä, weft.

& Some drops m.Cldy, WV.

20 pleaf brisk was, west.

, , ºka. m.Fairpgrºwd.W.

Fair, pleaſant, great

22} Vinā, ºft.”

21 Fairm. Rainy p wa, weft.

23Rainy bluſtring was, W.
g|Cldy,dry, variable wind.

27 Fair, pleaſant, wä, weft.

28

23|Rain m.Pleaſ. p. wa;weſt.

36 Fr. m. ra. p &n.w. N.W.

4. Rainy, great was, weft.

lio}sº rain, hot, great

I I

Rad.& n. bluſtr. was,W.28

(e) {Fº m. Fair,wd, north

IO eaſt.

I IRa, P. gr. was,W. tot.die.

12 Much& ſmart ragr.w W.
I 3 ºr, .

I4. #Fair, great was, wesł.

15|Cldy, hot, wind, weft.
G) Prºps m. pleaſant, WV.

I 7 & Cloudy, a -{}} .." nd rain, wa,

1989 Rain m. Cloudy,wd; north eaſt. Y.WG,

21 Fr. m. Rap. gr.wd,S.W.

22 Cloſe,yet fair, wä,N,W.

9 Somera. wid, W. Halo D

24Cldy m,hot, pleaſ. p. VV.

25 Much ra. d. & n. wa,VV.

26 Some ra.bluſtr. w, N.W.

27 2 Fair, dry,bluſtring wid,

285 north eaſt.

29 Froſt m. Pleaſ wā, N.E.

393. Froſt, miſt,m, pleaſant,

31|P wind, N. E.

sºmember 1685.

1|Cldy.coldſ rawd,N.W.

2|) O

3|} Pleaſ, cold, wa, N. W.

fºod, ſome rain, wd, N.

Gj|Pleaſant, cold, wind, E.

7|Cold, ſome drifle, w.N.E.

8|Rainy, cold, wa, north.

9|Cldy,drifle ſometimes. N.

Ottober 1685.

Frfog.m. Pleaſgr.w.S.W.

OWarm,pleaſbrisk S.W.

#Fº fog, m. Fair, wä,

fouth weſt.

Rainy by fits, wä, weft.

Fr. m.Fáir. Rainy n, W.

Much rain, wind, N. E.

{Fº pleaſant, wind,

northeaſt.

1o Cloudy
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|ioCloudy, dry, wind, N. E.
I I ;Colº, ſometimes rain,

129 wind, N.W.

9 Froſt, miſt, m. pleaf. p.E.

14|Fog m. clay, wind, N. E.

15Cldy, warm, wa, S. VV.

16 Rainy d. & m. wil, S.V.V.

17Cldy,ra, n. gr. wa,S.V.V.

lº- Froſt, m. pleaſant,

19% wind, ſouth weſt.

© Rainy day, wind, S. W.

21 Froſt m. hot day, wa,W.

22 Cloudy, miſty, wa, weſt.

23 Miſt, m pleaſant, wä, E

24 Ra. m. pleaſ w.S. Halo 3

25łº, cold, wind,
26) eaſt. f

Q, Miſt m, rainy, wä, S. E.

• 28 Rain m. great was, N. E.

29 Ra. d. & n.Th., noon, E.

39Cldy,ſdrops at noon.S.W.

IO

O)

I 2

I 3

I4.

I 5

I 6

17

(2)

I 9

2O

2. I

22

Great fog m.hot,fair.)

Great fog m, clay.

Frfog m,hot, pleaſ.

& Foggy, dark air, E.

28 Fr.m.pleaſ.w.W. Halo )

29 Fr. m.fair.Ra.n. w. N.W.

3o Moderate.Ra.n.w.N.WW.

3 I Fair,ſ drops,5h.P.w.WV.

Novemher 1685.

O O Much ra. gr. wa,S.W.

2 Fr. m. ſome ſhowers. W.

3 Miſt,froſt m pleaſant,W.

4Cldy, ra. Sh, P. wid,8.W.

5 Miſt, ra.m. fair P.wd,W.

6 Rabef. (ºr cold, fair, N.W.

7 Frfog cold rangr N.W.

G Ra.Tempeſt n gr.wd, S.

9|Cldy, cold, brisk wa,VV,

to Pleaſ. m. rainy P, wa,W.

I t|Rain m, fair, Rainy n, E,

!

December 1685.

1 Cldy, raw, cold, wä VV.

2.{º m, cold clay, wid,

3 weft,

4. Fr. m. ſomera, higw.W.

© Grhail,3 m frar.w.S.W.

7 Froſt m. Rain p. wa, W.

8 gold frclay. Ra.n. w.W.

9 Frithick fog,m.Ran S.W.

tº: clay. Rainy nig.S.W.

1 I Rainy day & nig wa, E,

|

…

:

| *:

Froſt m. pleaſ wā, wift,

23 Fr.ra hail,thun.lightn.WV ;

24 Fr.cold, rainy nig wa,VW.

© Fog m. Fair Rainy n, WV.

26Fair,pleaf. W.V.V. Halº

27Cldy, ra. p.& n, wa, W.

5 Tempeſtu. gr. hail,n SW
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I2 }M m. fair, cold,

3|2 N. Wº.

14|Cloudy,Cold, wid, N.W.

6|Cldy, miſle, P. west.

16|e Fr. m. pleaſ hig w.N.

17|Fr. m. Ra. at noon. N. E.

18|Much rain, wind, meſh,

19|Fr.m.Tempeſt. n.w. S.E.

20|Cloudy, windy, weſt.

Fr.m. pleaſ. S.W. Halo X

Cldy,rain, great wa,S.W.

Froſt, miſt m, Pleaſant,

wind, weſt.

;Fr. pleaſ, wa, W. High

Tides. Halo X 26 d.

Froſty,foggy, W. Halo X

Fr. fair Cldy at even.V.V.

wd,

O

23

25
26

27,

56

O

Fr. m. Cldy. Temp.T.W.

Tempeſt. d. &n.wd, W,

14Cldy, rainy, wind, weft.

15|) &

16 (Pleaſant froſt, wind,
I 7. treff.

18 -

19|Miſtm. Cldy, miſle,w.W.

© Cloudy, miſle, wa, weſt.

I 2

21|Ra.m.clay,ran.W.Hal. D

22. Much rain, wa, S. W.
23 Halo ).

24!? Cloudy, rain, wind,

25° ſouth weſt.

26 Dark,rainy, wa, S. V.V.

o-Froſt, m foggy day, VV.

28 Fr. m. ra & temp.n. S.W.

& *Miſt, fog, cold, wind,35Rain m. pleaſant. N. W.V.

30° C) west. A 360 Hail,& rain, wa, weſt.

31 Fr. wara, hail, n, wa,W.

+ january 1686. February 1686.

1 Rainy m. clay, wä, weft.

2 Fr. pleaſ. Rainy n, w. W.

O Rain m. wid, W. Halo 3

4 Fr.m.driſ Ioh.m. wet n.W.

5 Cldy,Tempeſt.n, wa,W.

6|Cldy, ra, tempeſt. n. VV.

7 Fr. m. clay,moiſt,w. VV.

8 Fr.m.clay,ra.p. E. Light.

*: [at nig.

oš Froſtm. pleatwa. Vy.
1 I'l Froſt m. fair, cold, wa,

eaſt.

Froſt, m. pleaſant, wa,

e ſouth.ºrg.

|12 \

º
|"

Cloudy, great wind,W.

2 big and bright.
:

'rea. froſt,wd, N.W.

Cldy, moiſt, froſtyn W.

Pleaſ fr. red even wa, W.

8viſt m. clay,mild,wd,W.

9|Miſt m. cloudy, wa, weſt.

1oclay,m Pleaſ N E. Hal. 2

I Il Pleaſant froſt, wil reſt.
12 $ 9

13 Miſt m clay.cold,wd W.

* Cold, fog all day, w. W.

! -

I

2

3

4.

5

6

O

8

2-1 -
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4.

I 5

I 6

(3)

18

I9

2O

2. I

22

23

(2)

25

26

27

28

29

3O

N--

9

I

I 2

I 3

G)

I 5

I 6

I

2

3

4.

5

6

G)

8

IOI -

Cldy, calm, dry, wa, S.

ºldy miſp Sn.ngr.W.SW

Miſłm.Fair.Rangr.W.W

Cold & moiſt,wd,N. W.W.

) Froſty, pleaſant, wind,

bout ) 23d, at nig.

wind, north.

Rainy,Cldy, wind, S. W.

Fr.m.Thaw noon.Tem,n.

OTemp of wid,ra.contin.

$ like a Comet. .

Fr.pleaſwd, WV. Halo

• Cldy, rain,great was, W.

weſt, great Circle a-23,

#Fº fog, m. Pleaſant, 25

15 Like the former.

16 Froſt, cold,pleaf wa,W.

17 Fr.cold, fair, W. Halo 9 |

Cold clay,Rain gr.W. W.18 Cldy, ſharp wa, N. W.V.

Much ra hail,ffn. W. wi9 Miſty m,Mille p. wa;weſt,

20 Froſt m.Miſt p.wd,N.W.

Miſt,hard froſt, wä, meſ. O Fr.fair, W. & like a Comet.

22 Cloudy, cold, wa, weſt.

24%. Cloudy, cold, wºrtſ,

2.

267. Froſt, cold,cloudy,wd,

27 3. north eaſ. 2 ."

9|O Fr.fair, very cold,N.E

AMarch 1686. April 1686.

*Cold, froſty, wind, E.

Halo 3 each night.

[Rainy nig.

Cldy.moiſt, brisk w8.W.
!clº ſome ra. brisk

wd, ſouth Treff,

nights, wd, S. VV.

Fr.m.W.Temp.m. Halo &

ge Cold, moiſt, Ha

lo Y. \

Ra bef.3 r gr:w.W.Ra n,

{Cº. dark, miſle,

great wa, weft.

7|Cldy dry,W. Ha, 2 too 175 greatwa,

- {Cldy ſomera grºw.S.W.19 |

*Tempeſtuous days and

I -

2. Froſty, pleaſant, cold,

3. wind, eaſt.

5'Ervery cold gawd,N.E.

6S drim very cold,gr.N.E.

7 Raſh temp.d.&n. N.E.

8Cold,ſra. hail,gr.w.N.E.

9| 2 cold, rain, and hail,

I C) wind, weſt.

o pleaſ ra. at n. wid. S. W.

I 2. {< Miſt, froſt m. Pleaf.

I 3 wind, west.

I4. ;Cº. bluſtringwds,

15 S. S. W. Rainy nig.

16, Much rain and hail P.

S. W.

18 Froſty
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18Froſty, pleaſhigh wq,W.

19Ra. m. clay,warm, S. W.

26Fair m, ſ. drops p. S. W.

© Violt was, S. Stormy nig.

22 Hail, P. violent was,ſº.

23 Fair, great winds, weſt.

24 Cold rain, great was W.
25 Pleaf.m. ra. p. gr.wds, W.

26Cold much hailp.gr. N.W.

27, Hail, rain, bluſtringwa,

9|) weſt.

to Cold, froſty, fair,wd,

weſt. -

Pleaſant,brisk was,N.W.

29

3O

.

Somera.gr.bluſtry.S.W.

Froſt m. pleaſwd,S. W.

Cloſe, warm, wind, west.

Pleaſant,warm, wa,west.

Pleaf. m.cldy p.gr.wd,W.

!Cº. ſome rain, p.

wind, weſt. .

Cldy,ſomedrops,wd W.

:Cloudy m. drifle p. Ra.

nig, wä, ſouth weft.

O Fair, cool, gr.wd,S.W.

Much rain,#. wd,S.V.W.

Cldy,ra.by fits,gr.w.S.W.

Q)

.
2O

2. I

22

23

24

©

26

27

28

29

3O

- May 1686.

1|Rainy day & nig, wid, E.

9 Fr. m. rap. gr. wa, S.E.

3 Fair, pleaſant, wä, S. W.

4Ra. m. fair.Rainy n. VV.

3Gldy, wet m, fair p.S.W.
Fair, warm, wa, S. VI’.

Much ra. p. & nig.wd, E.

Cl.driſle tempeſt. n.S. W.

Tempeſtuous day & nig.

Fair, warm wind, weſt.

Cldy, ſomera. gr.w.S.W.

& Much ra.bluſtr.V.S.W.

Fair, warm,wd,PV.Ha

lo / I Ih. P.

15|Hot, fair,ra at nig, wd.W.

© Cldy,ſra. ſtrongwd, reſt.

17 Ra. m. warm,brisk wV.

'*'Fair, hot, wa, W. Hal

!:S > the 13 day.

6

7

8

O

IO

I I

I 2

I 3

I 4

june 1686.

Much rain, great wind,

weſt. -

I

2

3

4.

5|Fair, warm, wä, weſt.

0|Hot air, ra. p. wa, S. W.W.

7

8

9

IO

I 1 -

12|Hot, pleaſant, wä, eaſt.

O Gr. heat continues, E.

i4|Much ra.m.hot,thund.W.

15|Rath:very hot,wä,S.W.

16|Very hot, ſtill,wd,S. W.

17 }Much thunder and rain,

18 hot, wä, ſouth west.

19|Cldy, hot,wd, ſouth weſt.

- Hot, much ra, wa, S.V.W.

Gr, heat, pleaſant,S. E.

©

ſº
Q. -

! {{s
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24Some drops, cold, N.W.24

25Showrp.cold,b
lit.w.N.W.25

26Ra hail m.cl. wet p.N.W.26

27'O Much ra.ſome hail, W.G)

28Somerain & hail, N.W.28

29{Cº. rain, hail,1h.P.29

OW wind, north weſt. 30

31Much rain P. wa, weſt. | -

2Tike the former. 21 :Cloudy...ho...ſome drop

22.}cº. hot, brisk wids, 22 wind, weſt.

G) north weſt. 23|Ra, bluſtring was, S.W

Fair, great was, S. VV.

O Pleaſant,warm,wd,W.

Rain, great was, weſt.

:Cloudy, ſome ra. great

winds, weſt.

Much rain, wind, weft.

Soultry hot,clay,wd, WV.

Auguſt 1686.

july 1686. -

- gºvery hot, brisk wind, 9
2. Tre

3 Hot and cloudy, wä.E. 3.

|o 4
5. Fair, dry, blitingwd,E. 5

6§ - 6

7Very hot, gentle wid, E. 7

| 8}*. rain.Thund light,9.

9:5 wind, eaſt. 9.

Ioe Soaking rain,wd,N.W.1o

© Cldy, dry great wa,N.E.11

12 Rainy day, wä, N.E. 12

#Cº. brisk wid, WV.14.

15 S. Rain in the night. IG)

|16 Cldy,ſome rain,wd, weſt, 16

17 Froſt, m. Pleaſant, wd, W.17

|9 Cloudy, dry, wa, weſt. 18.

|19 coldràby fits.Thihai,Wii,

20 Cldy,Cold,W.Sta
r-light n. 20

2. I [2 I

22 : Froſt m. Pleaſant, Wºjc.

23S 23
} - - l

& Some ſmart ſhower,

wind, weſt.

Ra, by fits, gr. was,wtſ.

Rain, tempeſtuous, wºff.

Fair, brisk winds, weft.

Cldy m. Rain p.wd,wift.

#Pleaſiº warm, wind,

e weft.

Much rain, great wind

* , Tytºſt. - ,

Fair,threatn.Ra
gr. wº.

13 Cold yet pleaſ, wii, N.E.13 Rain, great wind, weft.

Some ra. wa,V. Ra. nig,

;Fair, hot, wä. W. Tem:

peſtuous night.

Cloudy, great wid, weft.

;Froſt, m. Fair, Hot,wd,

weſt. |

Thund & ſtorms migr)

gº fog, m.fair, hº

wind, weſt. -

o Very hot. Pleaſant.W.

- . Much

|

Cldy, frabrisk warf

aft. | ?:
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|29

|17.

24

©

26

27

28

O Cldy,warm,gr. N. W.

{Fº warm, wind,

north weſt. ,

Fair, warm, wind, weſt.

}cº, hot, rain, P.

wind, weſt.

3O

3 I

Much ra. ſomethund. W.24

25

26 -

27Frºm clay p. Ranig.s.W.

Much ra. & thund. S. W.28Rainy day, wind, weſt.

Q Rain& cloudy, wa, WV.

3oE. fair, brisk was, weft.

31|Cldy, rain, great wa,VV.

Like the former."

}Riº m. Cloudy wind,
ºpeſt.

September 1686.

Cldy, bluffring, wa, weft.

Cldy, moiſt, brisk wil, E.

Much rain, wind, weft.

Fair, warm, wind, weft.

{Hº curious air, wind,

•ºrmaVery hot, pleaſ muc

§§ Li #. n. wa, weft.

9frºš. diſdrops noon,

rol; Froſt m. Hot great waſ
II weſt. º

© }ſº m. Fair, cool,wd,

I 3

I 4.

I

2.

3

4.

G)

6

I

weft. I

I

162Fr. miſt,m.

- I

Cldy p. W.

18 .

2O >Cold, clay,ſrain, N.W.

2 I Y G) -

22 Cldy, told, wind, N. W.

23 Cldy. m. Rain p.wd, weft.

24 Rain m. fair, cool,wd, W.

25 Much Fain, wind, weſt,

I

2

;
© Ragh.P.Tempeſt.n.w.

I 2

|I 4

I6

O

I 9|:

2C

Toil. I.T

Fogm. Cloudy, cold,

wind, N. E. . . .

4Cloudy, rainy, wi, wift.

5 Fairm. Rain p. wind,W.

6|Rain m, fair p. wa, W,

78 Froſt m, rain p.wd,w.

8.Moiſt air, ra. n. gr.w.W.

9Much ragrºw.WTemp.m.
G)|

1}>Pleaſant froſt, wind, W.

Gr, fog froſt m. fair,W.

}M m. cloudy, rain in

the night. (- -

Rain m. pleaſ. p. wind.E.

Miſty,cold, clay, ra. n. E.

J.Cloudy, miſty, wind,

3 eaſt.

Fair, cold, brisk wa, E.

© Fair,cold m ra.p. N. E.

Cold, pleaſant, wä, N. E.

Rainy, dark, wä, N. E.

Cldy,miſling, ra. n. N. W.

Miſt, ra. m. clay, w.N.W.

3

5

8

I

º

22

23

(3)

25

-------—

|
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o }Fr. fair, clouds, in

27J Storyes, wº weſt.

28 {* m.fair, cold wind,

255 north eaſt. . .

2.

J-T

Novemher 1686.

I'Cold, Cldy, dry, wd, E.

IO)

wind, ſouth weſt.

13 Fr.m. rap.Temp.w.S.W.

O Tempeſt. wd, & ra. weſt.

15.;Cº. cloſe,wd,
16, 5 ſouth weſt. I

Ilºcº Tempeſtuouslı t

'I 2.

6

27

d.128

- 29

36Fogm.cold,heavy air,N.E.30

G)

--—a--------

Fog, miſtm. pleaf.N. V.Y

Miſt m ra.p.cold W.N.E.

Fr. m. pleaſ wā.N.V.V.

Čldy,heavy air, wä, reſt.

December 1686.

Cold, miſty,cloudy,V.

Halo 2 10 day.

Cldy,cold.gr. was.S.W.
I 3.łcº. d.

I 4. 3 &n. wd, ſouth weft.

#M. rain, and great

6. wd, S. W. Halo 2.

|Cold, fair, wind, E.

19Fair, ſharp, wind, ºr

• OFroſty, pleaſant, E.

22'Fr. m. exceſſive rain,

18|Rainy, cold, wind, N. E.

33dolá, much rain, wid, B

;Froſty, fair, wid, weſt

17Much rain gr. was,S./.

18Fr.m.pleafºw.WV. Ha.2

9|o Rainy d.&ngrw//.

2O'Fair, cold, wind, irºft.

21 Much rain, cold wa, N.

E|22 Cold, pleaſant,wd,N.W.

23 Froſt, miſt, cold, N.W.W.
24Cldy, cold, dry, wid, E.

2; Ra.m.cold w.W.Tempn

26 Cloudy, great wid, weft.

27 Rainy, great wa, wift.
3) Clay, bluſtr, ra. at n, WV.

25

|)

Coláſ dropsnoon Rant

-

2 o Cloudw.

ily—

º}*. cold, wind; :{*. froſty, pleaſ. VV.

-º: cloudy, miſle,wd, 4|Miſty, clay cold,wd ºff.
§ 3 ; ſouth weſt. ©leCold,inclind to freez,W

| &Rain P. great wa; S.V.W. 6 2 ||º e Rain, great wa,S,h'/] 7 Froſt, pleaſanºwdrift2 .

87 §§ Halo 9 8 day.

9. Ra. m. clay, warm, S. 9
- IO

*cºlºnikºv:
28S
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29 Cldy, rain, gr. wa, weſt. 29

30 Miſling air, grºw.W.ra.n. 30

3 I

{º} cloudy, inclind

to ſnow, wa, E.

Fr. cold, pleaf wid, N.

|F january 1687.

| FF mºldy, cold, Wä, N.

© Fr.miſt, offerat ſm.w. W.]

| 3 e Miſty, cold, clay, WV.

4Cold aba.fair,S.W.Tem.n

5 Fr. m. clay,briskw. weſt.

6 Fr.mſrap. SW.Temp.m.

7 Cldy,ſome ra. gr. wa,W.

8Cldy, freezing, wid,N. E.

Io; Fr. cold, ſome ſnow, E.

I I

12 Hard fr. ſome ſn.wd,S.E.

13 Hard fr. fair, E. Halo D

14 Miſt, ſleet,cold,E. Halo X

I5 {Mit. cold, cloudy,wd.

(3)

:

&:

;
IO

I I

I 2

G)

I 4.

15

16

17

I 8

1 9

G)

north eaſt.

17 -

18. O Hard fr. fair,N. V.V.

I9 -

20 Hard fr. relent p.wd, weft.

21 Cldy, cold, fr. n.W. Ha.)

22 Hard fr. pleaſ wā, weſt.

o ;Cº. very,cold,miſty, 21

24 wind, weft. 22

25 Cold,ſdrops,brisk,N.W.23

|26 Alternat O & ra.gr.w.N.24

27 Cold ra turbulwds, N.W.25

28 Pleaſ, hard fr. wa, weſt. 26

29 Much rain, wä, N. V.V.G)
O ;Cº. fair, froſt-like, 28

3 I wind, north weſt. |

Februrary 1687.

§ſiſtin.fair cold, wind,

• north weſt.

Miſtm. pleaſ, rain at nig.

Fr. miſt m. fair, wä, WV.

Halo 2.4 Tides this d.

Alternate @ &ra. wid,W.

Fr.m.ra.p.gr.wd,W.3 g)'s

feen i Ih. m.

{Rºy days & nightsgr.

winds ſouth weſt.

Fair, pleaſant, wä, weſt.

Cldy m pleaſp.cold. N.W.

Fr.fair, cold w. W. Halo X

Hard fr E. Halo,Circle X

‘cloudy, cold, wa, E.

Cold, yet pleaſant, wä,E.

}ºſt m. very cold, wa,

© eaſt. . . .

Cold,cl. E.Light:at Ioh.n.

º cloudy, dry, wä,

north eaſt.

}Cold, but fair, wä, weft.

... Halo's about the Stars.

Miſt m. cold, cl. drifle. N.

4.Froſt m, cloudy, dark,

2 wind, north weſt.

7Hardfr pleafwd, N.W.
5
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i
IG)

I Il.

H2,

I 4.

I 5

16

17

*Fairhailp cºld, W.N.W.

::::::::::::::::25

|Cldy;cold,ſ ſm. w.N. W.

TMarch 1687.

gº fair, cool, wind,

weft. -

•Cldy m, ra.p.gr.w.S.W.

Tempeſts of wa,& ra.

5 wind, ſouth weſt.’

Rainy by fits, wä, weſt.

Much rain, cold, wid, E.

3Cº ſome rain. Tem

5 peſt, wind, west, º

Much rain, and violent

winds, west.

:Fair,wd,W. Halo, circ. )

Froſt m. rain p. w. S. W.

Somera. fair even, gr. W.

Fr.fair, w.W. Halo circ.)

Ö Cold, fr. fog, wä, weft.

Cold, ra. by fits, grºw. W.

Cold, fairm clay pgrºw.

[N.W. Rainy n.

3riº, hail, very cold,

wind, north wesi.

Cold air,hail ſtorms, N.

Fr. ſn, hail, ra. wa,N.W.

Fr.ſm. @ r. ſharp w.N.E.

Very cold,ſrſh hail,NW,

Much ſm. m. ra. p.wq,W.

Fairmghail,ra.h.w.N.W.

2.2.

.
26

27

28

30

April 1687.

Cldy,dry, Halo H.Aräur.

• Cldy,ſome ra.wd,me{#.

Froſt, clay, great wa,W.

Cldy m.fair, ev. gr. W.W.

Ra.m. fair, warm, w. W.

Fr. m.ra.p. brisk w. S. W.

Showr, hail, thund p. W.

Cldy,rap.w.W.Storm. n.

Cldy, wet,gr. w.W.Ha.2

;Fair, warm, wa, weſt.

Halo ( i I d.

Cold, fr. fair, E.gº.circ. X

}co. froſt, m, fair, wa,

north east.

Fr. m. farops p.cold, W.

Cldy,Cold,grwd,N.I ſaw

§ near 8h. P.

O Cold, fair,bluſtring,N.

;Cº. hail, rain, wa, N.

Stormy night.

Fr.m.hail,ra.W.Halo»

20 day after mid-nig.

Rainy day and night.

Fairm. ra. p. wa, N.W.

!Cºl. fair,froſty, wind,

weſt. -

;Fº m. fair, very cold,

| wind, north.

Much rain, wind, N.

Fair,warm, wind north

weſt, p

|-

-

- May 1687.

• Fair, bright skie, WWł

3|}Miº Pleaſanºwind, |

2.

o I wº

june 1687.

Cldy, warm, fra. W.
º . . I ilre.

Q

K
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|ALike the former.

- 5 {

7|Fair m.cldy p.W.Halo P 7

0|Tempeſtu. d. &n. S.V.W. 8

9|Fairgr; wid contin. S.V.V.

IoHot, pleaſ brisk wa,W.I

11|Hot,thund. at noon,S.W.11

12|Ra. 11 m.turbul.w.S.W.

I3

6)

2. I

Q)

23

O

3 I

14|Ra.cool, brisk wa,S. W.V.

I6

17ſ. O

18 C
I9

...?

24|Cldy,warm, briskwd, S.

25|Much ra. p. &n.gr.S.W.

26Cldy,ſ ra. gr. wa, S.V.W.6

27

28.

3O

i;

T4|Hot, bright air,wd, weſt.—

Fair, hot, wind, north o

weſt.

.V.V.

Fair, great wind, S. W.

{Fe} cool, wd, S. VV.

Halo D. .

urious warm, air, wd,

eaſt.

2.

2.

Cldy, ſome rain, wd, S. 2

Much ra.briskwd, S.V.W.2

Froſt m. fair, wa, S.V.W.2

33. ſome rain, gr.2

• was, ſouth weft. IJs

Fair,pleaſbrisk wa,S.W.W

july 1687.

RaGr.thundlight.N.W.

Cldy, warm, brisk wa,E.

Curious air, wind, E.

Cldy & rain, wid, S. E.

Very hot, wind, weft.

Halo X.

6|)

9

O

le

I 3

I4.

15

I6

17

18

C)

2O

24
(2.

(3)

Fair m clay p. wa, WV.

*Much was ragrw.w.

Ra.m.fair p.brisk wa,W.

Fair mira. p.brisk wa,W.

Fair, ra.at n.brisk w. W.V.

Some rain, wind, weſt.

Fair miſdrops p.wd, weſt.

Fairm. rain p. wa, weſt.

Q Rainy, tempeſtu. V.V.

Cldy,ſomeragwww.

-

}cº brisk wind,

ſouth weſt. -

}*. glorious air, brisk

wd, ſouth weſt.

3 Hot,thund.&rain, N.V.V.

Rainy migreat wid,S.V.W.

;Fair,hot, great wid,S.V.V.

;Vºy hot, brisk wind,

7|*... ſouth weft.

§Miſtm, very hot,wd, W.

3}• Very hot, fair, brisk

. E.

Auguſt 1687.

I $Hº: Tain P. wa, north

29 weſt. -

3 Fair, hot, wind, weft.

4Much rain, wind, S. W.

#"; miſt m. Hot,

I

2.

6 pleaſant, wä, S.W.

Halo 2 5th. day.
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T3

9

(3)

I I

12

I 3

I 5

G)

- || 8

I9

2O

21

23

@)

25

o

I4.

16

22

26

27

28

29

3O

s

i

8

9

IO

II

I 2

I 3

(3)

I5

Cloudy & rain, wa, weſt.

Hot, pleaſant,wd, N.V.V.

Hot, clay, dry,grºwds,

E. Halo D 13 day.

O Ra.m. hot,fair,w. E.

Hot, but pleaſant, wä,E.

Rath: lightn, n. wa,S.W.16

Warm, ſ. ſhowers, S.W.17

;Hot, pleaſant, wä, ſouth it
weſt. I 9

Cldy, ſ. dropsp.wd,N.E.29

;Pleaſiº very hot, wä, Ö

north weſt. " .22

Very hot,ſdrops.gr.S.W.23

Rain m, hot, wind, weſt. 24

&Miſt, m, hot, pleaſant p. 25

wind, eaſt. 2.

Bot, ſome rain, wa, E. 27

Much ra. gr.th:light. S.E.9

© Rainy, clay, wind, N.29

;Fair, pleaſant,brisk wa,3o

3 north, |3 I

'i

-

Cloudy skie, wind, E.T.,

;Rain m, cloudy, brisk

wind, eaſt.

Cloſe rainy, W. Halo )

g m. Cldy, wa, N.V.V.

Much rain, gr. wid, weft.

Cldy threatning,wd, weft.

Cldy ſome rain,wd, weft.

Rainy d. &n.gr. wa, W.

Cldy & ra. gr. wa, weft.

Fair, great wind, weft.

Miſtm, fair, wind, weft.

:Clºudy, ſome rain great
wind, weſt.

Fr.m.ſra.evengr.w.N.W.

Froſt m, fair, wind, weft.

9|Rain m. moderate widjſ.

& Cldy, ra. at nig. w.W

Fr. mfair,warm,N.W.

Fr. fair. Rainy nign.W.

September 1687. October 1687.

Cldy, fra.gr wa, S.W.

Much ra. p. gr. wa, S.W.

Cldy, cool,dry, wä, weft.

Fr. m. ra. p.&n.gr. W.W.

Much rain,cold wó,N.W.

a 3

Fr. m.clay, wid, N. W.

I O

|

Miſt m. fair,warm,wd.

W. Halo P 4 day.

}Clºy m, fair wid, E.

Halo 2 5 day. -

Much rain, wind, weft.

Cool, but pleaſ, wa, weft.

$º: rainy, wind,

O weft.

l

w-r- Rainy
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je)

|i 5

28

I 2.

|I3

I4.

H6

6)

19

2O

2 I

22

23

26

27

3O

5 Rainy day,wd, S.W. 11{R}, bluſtring wn.V.V.

2 Rainy, cloudy, wind, 12% Halo 12 day.

Ś ſouth weſt. | 13 Fr. m. much ra. wa, S.E.

Fair..a daſhraab.noon,W 14 Fr. fair,w.N. V.V.Halo»

Fairm rap &n. wid, W. 15 Rain m, fair, wä weſt.

Rainy by fits, wind, weft. 9 Pleaf. m. clay.gr. wa,VV.

17|Ra. temp.W. Halo D. 17Somera. p. gr. wa, weft.

Cldy, m. fair p. wa, Vſ. I 8. ;Fº: cold, pleaſant,

Much ſhowring,wd,N.E.192 great wa, north weſt.

Cldy m. fair p. wa, N.E.2OMiſty,m clay,warm WV.

Fr.m. rainy d, wa, N. E.21Froſty.fair.cold,wd, weft. .

Rainy d.&n grºwd,N.W.22Much rain, wind, weſt.

Ragº.wds, N.W.light n.9|Froſty, fair, wind, west.

24|Fair, cool, wind, N. 24'Cldy threatning,wd, weft.

Froſt, fair, wind, N. W.V.25|Much ra. gr. wa, weft.

• Rain m. wid, N.W. 26's Froſt, much ra. weft.

Cloudy,moiſt,wd,N.V.V.27Fairm, ra.p. wil, weft.

2 28|Fr fair, cold wa, N. V.V.

Fr.fair,warm,gr,w.W.W.29'Fr.thic fog.m.fair p.N.W.
Š Gº Fr.º m. fair p. w. N.E.

r

z 31|Cold fr. m. clay ra. n. E.

November 1687. December. 1687.

Rabyfits,brisk w;S.H.2, 1|Coldfr; fair, WV. Halo &

Rainm. fair p. wind, E. 2|Ra, bef O riſe, clay, WV.

9

IO

I I

i
Rain, m. great wa,S. V.V. 3|Rabef ºr & 2h.p.n.S.W.

Fairm. ra.2h.p.W. Ra. n.6 Fair,hail, ca. Oſgr.w.S.W.

Froſtm, fair, wä, weſt. 5'Fair,moiſt grw.S.W. H.D

{Mi m. fair, cold wind, 6 Fr. m. ra. at n. wa, S. E.

eaſt. | 7 Miſt m, rain p. wa, E.

Clcold, ra. p. gr. was, S, 8 OFrºm rap.S.V.W. gr.tide

OBluſtr.w.S.V.V.Ra1h.p. 9 Fr.cold,cldy,VV. gr.tide.

Fr m. ra. 3h. p. gr.S. W.W. 10 Fr.m. ra. p. & all n. VV.

Hail,ra.p.gr, wa, contin. O Fr. fair m. clay p.wd,"W.

3

12|Fairm.gr.ſtorms ra.hail,p 12 Fr.m. ſomera. p.wd,weſt.

Fr.m.cl.p.ſtormy n.w.WV 13 Cold, cloudy, wind, west.

* \ .
-

14. Clo
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I4.

I 5

I6

17

I 8

I 9

(•)

22

23

24.

25

26

29

3O

21|-}.

©

28

Cldy m, much rain p. W.

Froſt, cold, fair,wd, weſt.

Froſt, fog, cold,wd, weſt.

Stinking fog,cold,all d,W.

;Fº cold m. fog. p.

wd, north weft.

Hard froſt, cold, wid,

north wesł. -

Fair,fr. rainy ngr. wa,W.

:* m. fair p. Temp.

© nig, wä, weft.

Miſt m, ra. p. & m. gr. W.

Fr.ſ. ſn. Tempeſt. n. VV.

Great hollow winds,V.

Rainy nights.

Cldy, moiſt, gr, wa,weft.

Fr. m. clay.gr. was, weft.

I

I

I6

17

G)

I9

2O

2. I

22

23

24

C)

26].)

27

28

29

30

3 I

º; ra,after O ſet,WV.

Fair, dry, wind, weſt.

Miſt m, rainy, wa, weft.

Miſling rain all day, mºſt.

Cldym. fair, wind, weſt.

Grºmiſt m.fair,tempn/N.

Cldy,Cold,wet,gr.wd,N.

Froſty, cold, wind, N.

S. ſhira.gr.cold w. N. E.

Sn.& ſleet.gr.cold w N.E.

OHard fr.ſharp cold, N.E.

ned weſt.

Hard fr. miſty, dark,WV.

Froſt, cold ſnow, wä,

north weſt.

Fr. m. cold,thaw,p, N.W.

Fr. m.miſle at noon,N.W.

january 1688.

Fº offer at

ſnow, N.W.W.

Miſt, fr. m.miſle p.s. W.

Miſling ra.with ſm.w.S.W.

- ;Hard froſt,gr.wd, weft.

3 Halo X 6 day.

}oº remits,Cldy, w.

WV. Halo X 7 day.

Miſling rain, wind, weft.

Fr. m. ſome ra.wd, weſt.

Fr.m.dark,hailat noon,W

:* froſt, cold, gr.

wind, S. E.

Rainy,grwds contin.S.E.

I 6cº with****I6

ſ
Froſt m. ſair, wä, weft.

I O

I I

(>)

I 3

I4.

15

Februray 1688.

WPleaſant froſt, wind, E

J. Halo& Circle X 2 d.

Gr, ſtinking fog& fr. E.

Pleaſant froſt, wind, E.

{gº miſty, foggy,

O ſouth. . .

Cold, raw, cloudy, wid,

ſouth eaſt.

Hard froſt, fair, cold,

wind, N. E.

froſty fair, miſt p wid, E.

Pleaſant froſt, wä, S. E.

Froſt m. rain p. wa; S.

Some rain, gr. was,wcº,

17 Froſt

Hard froſt, wind tur
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Fr. m.clay,E.Ra at @ ſet.

Moderate, fair, wä, eaſt.

{Miº m, cloudy, wind,

north eaſt.

Froſt, miſt m.wd,

17

|| 8

|19

2O

2I

|3)

|23

|24

|25

26

27

28

Ra.m. cláy, dark, N.W.

Fr. m. ſomeſh. & hail, E.

Froſty, fair, wind, E.

3Hº fr. very cold,wd,

E. Halo p 27 day.

Fr. mmiſle, thaw, N.V.V.
D [Halo D

:* froſt, wid N.3O

3 I

2.

N.W.21

Miſt m. clay, N.W.W.22

17 Fr. m.ſome ra.gr.w.S.W.

18Cldy, moiſt, viol.w.S. W.
O

#Froſt, fair, wind E.
O

ge Miſty, cloudy, cold

...wind, E.

23 Miſty, cold, clay.E.Rain.

249'dy m. fair p. N. v.v.

25Cldy, cold, moiſt, wä,N.

O Black froſt m. fair, N.

27Cold fr. ſn.at nigwd, N.

28;bitter cold froſt ſomeſh. . .

29 & rain, great wa, N.

r –

March 1688. April 1688.

I $º cold, froſt,wd,

2. eaſt. -

3 Bitter cold fr. offer at ſn.E.

G) Snow, cold froſt, wa, E.

5|Hard fr, m, ſhp, w.vario.

6| A Hard bitter froſt, wd,

© N. E. Snow nig.

8 Cold, cl. ra. offer at in.E.

9.Cold, ſnow, ra. ſleet, E.

1 o'Sn. m. ſleet, cold clay, E.

G Coldſome ſh, & ra. E.

12 Cold, ra. & ſn. wa, N.E.

1 3 Cold,ſ drops P. gr.w W.

14|y|Cloudy, cold remits,

#1 5 great wind, weſt.

16|Fair, warm, wind, S.

17

Hard froſt, fair, wä, W.

© Fr.fair, rainy n, wa,N.W.

2|Cold, ſnow & ra. N.WV.

3|Cold,hail,r.n.N.W.Ha.)

ŽRamfieri 5h.p. Ha.)

5|OCl.cold,ſt.ra.hail, N.W.

6|Cold, ra.hail,m.gr. N. W.

7|Much hail, ra. thund, W.

© Cldy,ſomera.brisk w.W.

9 ;Fºm pleaſant,wind,

I O weſt -

II Frcoidºidy,bluffr. N. E.

I 2

. Frcold,fairgrºwd, N.E.I 3

I4

G|Froſt m, fair, wä, N. E.

16|Fr.m.cldy, cold, wa,N.E.

In|Much ra.p.& ngr.wd,W.

18|Rainy, wind, eaſt.

I 9. Froſt m. cold, fair,wd,

O

I 9.

2O) 20. So eaſt.

21 Froſt
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ºntº
2

2.

2.

2.

2.

3

I

ſt

|I

H

i

i

22.

24

©

26

3O

e
I 4.

i

Ra.temp.d.&n. wa,S.W.

>

Frºm. f. ra.hail,gr.w.S.W.

Much ra.ſome ſn.wd,WV.

Fr.m. clay, ſome ra.west.

Much ra.great was,S.V.W.

Cold, fair, ſ. drops,p.W.

Fr.cold, ra.hail, 3) ſet, W.

7

8

9

1|Froſty, very cold, N. V.V.

*Fr.cold,gr.w.S.W Ran, 21

Ra.& hail,ſtormy w.S.W.23

Frºmiſt’m ra hail, N. v.v.

oudy, with rain, wi

º
Cldy,ſome ra.gr. W.N.

3. Raby its verjºin
25 Fair, Cold, rain wā,N.W.

26 Fair, clear, wind, mºſt,

2791. ſ. drops grºwd, WV.

O

30|Rainy day and night,

ſ

28Cold,but fair, brisk wi.
O Rainy,& great was, ºff.]

fºſtſ

El

*m (.

“Id:

AMay 1688. june 1688.

IRainyby fits, grºwd, weſt'

2. Much ra,& gr. wa, west'

3 Fairm, rainy p. wa, weſt.

4Cldy rainy, wind, weft.

5|QFr. m. ra. p. &. n. weſt.

& Fair,warm,briskwd, weft|

7 Ra.m. fair p.gr. waveft.

8 Fr;m.f. drops,Ra, nig, W.

9 Fairm.clay p.gr.wd,weſt.

oCldy, fidrops p.gr.w.W.

1 Fair, warm, wind, weft.

2. {Clºy, ſome rain,wd,

£ań.

5}}

3||

7|Hot, but pleaſ wā, meſſ.

Fair, & hot, wä. N.W.

- 18 Rainy m. great winds

$º ‘e ſouth west. 2

ſo D

2
1. Much rain, wä, S. V.V.

22|)

23|Cldy,ſomera, wä, S. p7.

Clim Fair.gr.w.E. Hal)

Cloudy, hºt, windºis

G)

I. I

I 5. {c.
I 6 north weſt.

18

19

2O:

2. I

22

Coolm, fair, hot, W.W.

Pleaſant,hot,wind, ºf

Lightning at nightti,

:º 23d, day.

9 Much ra.th, lightnW:

S. ram hot,fair,brisk, W.H.

Ramoſt part,brsikwif|.

Rainy, warm, wä, S.E..

S drops m.warm,fair,SEI.

Ra. m.hot, clay,wd,$E.

Cldy;cool, brisk w.N.E.

Ra.m. high wq, N.W. .

Cldy, cool, great wil, Nº.

12Cl warm,ſo rap. N.W.

13|Miſt m.very hot, ra, p}. [.

14Cldy,Cool ſ. drops p.N. I.

oudy m. fair, will, º,

(c) •Warm, almoſt pt,SW,

i.

{{

|

24 Fººl|
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*4Fr.m.cold,ſdropsp.N.W.

25.3 Froſt m. cold, rain and

26 S hail, wä, N. V.V.

9 Fr. m. cold, fair, N. V.V.

;3frºm clay p. wa N.V.V.

|

;

|

...(Froſtm. fair, wa, eaſt.

; Halo D 21 day.

G)

25

26

27

28

29

30

Cldy,Coolfrap gr.N.W.

Cldy m, ſidrops pgr.V.V.

Cldy, very hot, brisk W.

Cldy, ra, gr. wa, S. V.V.

Ra, thundgreat wa,S.W.

Auguſt 1688.

9|Cldy rath, Oſgºw.S.W.

2. 3Cl. rainy, bluſtring

3 wd, ſouth weft.

-4 Fair, but threatn.R. gr.W.

5 Fair, pleaſ. Raº) f w.W.

6. ;Cº. warm, wind,

: 7 weſt.

G) very hot, fair,wind, mºſt.

9 Cloudy, warm, wa, E.

io Cldy m. hot day, N.W.

I Il {Mi m. hot,fair, wind,

I 2. eaſt.

|13 Cldy,hot,ſdrops pgr.W.

14Cldy,but hot, wind E.
o :* to exceſs, wa, E

1615 Lightn., 6d. at nigh,

179Hot,much th: ra.light.n.

18 Hot, cloudy, wd, west.

I9|Rain m. hot, wind, weſt.

20 {very hot, but fair, wä,

2. I weſt.

º }clº;ſomera, brisk

23 wind, weſt.

24 3P
eaſant, but hot, great

26|Hot, clay,In much rap W.

wind, weſt.

z

I I

2,

I 3

I4.

15

16

17

I 8

G)

2O

21

22.

23

24

25

G)

;

O
-

Miſt m.fair hot, S. E.

Cldy,hot, brisk wa, N E.

Fair, melting heat, N. W.

;Cldy m hot, pleaſant p.

3 wind, north weſt.

Hot clf.drps,Oſgr.N.W.

Fair. hot, wind, west.

Cldy ra. p.high was,weft.

Fair m, ra.p. wa, weſt.

Gaymrahl, p. wa,W.

Froſt m. fair, cool,wd,

e north weſt.

Ra. Or fair, cool, brisk N.

Cl. much razgr. wa, reſt.

Cldy, ſome ra. wd, weší.

Fair m. clay p. wa, meä.

Cldy, much ra. wa, weft.

}* m, cloudy, hot

wind, weft.

Much ra. hot, wä, weſt.

Fr m, fair, hot, wa, meſł.

Miſt m. hot, pleaſwa,\V.
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27

28

(3)

3O

3 I

Cldyſ, drops,grºwd,W27

º";

Sudden ſhowr. th:gr. W.29

Cldy, much ra. was weſt,3o

Cldy,threatning,wd,weſt. 31

September 1688.

#r. miſt, m. fair,hot,

wind, weſt.

Cldy m. fair,hot,wd.weft.

{gº, hot, bluſtring

C) wind, west.

Očiober 1688.

Fr. m. clay, brisk wa,W.

Miſt m. much ra N.V.V.

Cldy,driſle, rainyn.N.W.

Cldy,m. fair,warm, weſt.

Fr.m.fair,brisk wa,N.W.

Stormyra,& wa, S.V.V. 6

i

Fr.m. ra. p. gr. wa, S.W. 8

- 9

'Ma ra. highwd,S.W.Io

II

Cldy,dry,warm, wid, weft. 12

Pleaſm.clay,ſome ra.W.13

*Cldy,much rap gr.S.W.9

'Froſtin fair. High tide :

16 day. 17

Fr.miſt m. pleaf wil, weſt. 18

Fair, fr. m. clay, p. weft. 19

Cldy,ſomet.droppingW.26

Clth:lightnath grºw.W.9

Warm, rain p, wd, wesi.22

Froſt,fair m, rain p. weſt. 23

Froſt m, fair, wind, weſt.24

Froſt m, much ra. p.V.V.25

Fr.m.fair, wa,W.Halo N26

Miſt m.ra.by fits,W. H. § 27

29

|

{º}} rainy, wind, 3)

O weſt.

Fr.m. much ra.gr.w.S.W. &

Cldy cold, ra.p.brisk VV.

Cold fair, dry,wd,N.V.V.

;Frei m. cold, fair,brisk

wind, north weſt. -

Cl, remiſs,wdy d. n.S. W.

Fair, brisk wa, N. PV.

Fr.fair, cold, ra, n. N. V.V.

Cold, ſdrifle, ran. N.V.V.

;Fº m. cold, fair, wa,

north.

Hard fr. m. ra. p. W.P.W.

Froſt,fair, cold,wd, ZV.VV

Miſt, fr. m. cold, clay,N.

©Miſt miclay,ra.n. N. W.

Ramoſt part.Stor.n.N.W

Cl.raſtormy, was, A.W.

Fr. cold, fair, gr. wa, N. :

R. Miſt m. cloudy, cold,

wind, north wesł.

Fairm, ra.p.temp.n. S. W.

Fair m. Tempeſt. d.S. W.

Fr. fair, cold, rainy n. VV.

Ram clay, cold,W. Hal.

Fr.m.tempeſt.p.& n weft.

Fr.m. fair,ra.Q) f.W.Ha.)

Fr.m. ra. p.& n. wind E.

Fairm much rap.W.H.)

O Pleaſ, hard frira. © ſet,

wd, weft. Halo ).

29 Frfair mºckly p, wa,VV.
ºn Fair
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Ó Fairm. rain p. gr. wa,V. 3O Fr. fog, m, fair p. wa, E.

Cloudy, cold, wind, E.

November 1688. December. 1688.

9Cldy,miſing rainy n.V.V.9

rol Cloudy, moiſt, cold,

(2) wind, north.

12 Cloudy, rain, gr. was, E.

13s frimiſtmciſcold, N.W.

142Froſt, fair, cold, wind,

155 north weſt. I 5

16 Froſt, and fog, wind E, 9

17}rºup froſt 17

(3) wind, wełł. |

|19|Hard fr. much ſh, wä, E.19

20Gr:thaw, temp.n. S. W.20

21 Friſm.m. temp.d.&n.S.W.21

22 Tempeſtd.&n.wd,S.WV 22

|23 Temp.wds holdſ ra.S.W.O

24 Froſty,cold, fair,wd,weft.24
|G)#

262 & nig, wa, S.V.W. 26

27 OFr.ſn. m. rainy p. weſt. 27

28 Fr. miſt m rain p.wd,W.28

29Cold miſling rain, wä, E. 29

3o Cold,much ſn,& ra. great 9

[wd, N.E.3

I I

I2

I 3

I 4.

IO

#:

ard froſt, m.Tempp. 25|)

1 Cldy, very cold, wid, E. Snow & ſleet, wä, N.E.

2Cldy ra. ſleet, giv.N.E.1°Cold, miſling rain, N.E.

| 3 §h. cold, dry, wind, 3 }sil cold, miſling, wa,

9|}... north eaſt. , 4° north eaſt.

5'Miſty, rainy, wind, E. 5|Froſty, cold, wind, E.

6Great fog, rainy nig. VW. 6 {very cold, cloudy,wd,

7 Rainy day, gr. wa,S.V.W. 73 northeaſt. ‘’

|8Fair in clay p. wa;weſt. || 8 Fr.cold,miſle, ngr.w.N.E

Much ra. gr. wa, N.E.

Fair, but moiſt,wd,S.V.V.

}º: and rain, great

e wind, weft.

Much ra. ſtrong wid, weft.

Fr. fair, tempeſt. n.weft.

Cldy, moiſt, gr. wa,west.

Fair& pleaſ.gr.wd,S.V.V.

:Much, and fierce rain,

violent wid, weft.

Cold,ſh, & ſleet, N.V.V.

{Hºl froſt,fair, wind,

weſt. ,

Bitter ſharp fr. wind,

north eaſt,

Cldy, very cold,ſh.n N.E.

*

> O Cloudy, bitter froſt,

) ſnow lies,wd, E.

Froſty,cold,ſſn.E. Halo )

Froſty,fair,ſhi'th n. NE.

Hard fr. fair, wind, N.

Hard froſt m. ſp. p. bitter

[wind, N.

ºfanuary 1689
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F. January 1689. |

1|Hard fr. very cold, N.W I

2. gº ſome ſnow, wid, 2

3 west. - Q

4|Fr. much ſh, wä, E. 4.

5 -

© XSharp froſt, fair, wä,E. 6

7. 7

8Miſt, much rain, wa, E. 8

9Gr, miſt, much ra. SWV, 9

16|Mild,&gentle air, weft. 9

112 Froſt, ſnow, cold, N. 11

12 Cldy, froſty, ſm.lies, west. 12

© Fr. fair, thaw, p.w.N.wi 3

14 {Herº froſt, fair, wind, 14

15. Trešº. | 5

16|Snow m, cold rawd,WV.16

º fog, miſle, wind, 9

18W ſºuth weft. | 8

19|Very cold,wd,N. Halo 2.19
O - 26

21{ Cldy,foggy,miſle,N.W.21
22. 22

23 Moderate fair, wä, weſt, 23

24 Fr. m. clay p.wd, weft. 6

25|Q Cldy, dry,wind, reſt. 25

26:* rain morn. wind 26

© S weſt. 27

28 Moiſt, ſprinkling, gr.S.W.28

29 3Ckº moiſt, wind,

|30, 5 weſt.

31 Fair, but cold, wind, weſt.

AMarch 1689.

a. §

T-P- -

February 1689. .

Cold, yet fair, wä, weft.

Rainy day, wind, weſt.

Cldy, moiſt, wind weſt.

Froſt m. fair, wind, weſt,

5|Pleaſ. warm air,wd,weſt.

Cold, clay, miſty, weſt

Miſt m, fair, wind, weſt ||

Miſt, fog, m, wind, weſt. .

• Fair, cool, wind, weſt,

;Friº, fair, wind S.E. º

Rainy night 11 day, i.

Stormy d. &n, wind, S.

Tempeſt continues, weſt, i.

Fr. m. fair, w.W. Hal.)

Fr.m.ra.p.briskW Hal.) ,

Fr.m Hailp.w.W. Hall;

{ & Circle 16 day.

Fr. m. rain p cold wa,W.

Froſt, fair, wind, weſt,

Cold,ra ſleet, W. Hal J

Cldy,ſ ra. S. WV. Hall)

Fair, moderate,wd,S.W.

{gº, moiſt, great

O wa, ſouth wift. . ;

Froſty, fair, wind, weſt,

}Froft m. cloudy, brisk f.

winds, weſt.

Froſt m.rain p. Thunder,

Tempeſtu, nwdweſt |

| ?

—-

April 1689,

I Fr.bluſtring.w. W.E.T.

2Some rain, wind, weſt.

º, Fr. fair, wa,W Rainy n.

1|Fairm, ra.p. wi.S. W.

2|Rain, ſtormy, wä,S.W.

3Ra fleet, gr. wa, §
, WW,

* ... 1
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TaſRain& Hall, Wä, N.W.

5|Froſt m rain, hail, N.W.

6

7

8

9

: Fogm.cold cloudy,wd,

north weſt.

3.Cºl. cloudy, ſ. drops,

© wind, north weſt.

I I 3- Cloudy, dry, wind,

I2. weſt. .

13|Cldy, ſome drops wid,W.

14'Cold, a ſn. fleet, N. V.V.

15|Hard fr. cold, clay, E.

I 6 #C3,rain,bluſtringwa,

3|2 ſouth weſt. . . .

18Fair,froſty, wa, W.Ha.)

19|Ragrhollow wV. Ha.2

26Cldy, rain, gr. wa, weſt.

21 Tempeſt, rain & wa, W.

|22 Hail,ſra, gr:w.W.Girc.)

3 Some drops, gr. wa, weft.

© Froſtm, clay, wä, E.

25'O Friſtorm, ra.hailp, W.

26 Fr. fair, very cold, wa,E.

27 Miſt,fr. m.rain p, wa, W.

29, 2Cloudy, rain, great wa;3 'º . . y

@** audible wid, S, W.

Fr. ra. ſn.hail,wd, N.W.]

4.

5

6

O

8

9

I Q

I I

I2.

I3

O

15 -

16 Much rain, wind, weſt.

17Fair, warm, brisk wi,W,
I 8 Miſt II].£4.1), * wd,S, W.

195ume rain, wa, weft.

20 Cldy,Cool,S. W. Halo 2

O

22. -

23 Pleaſant air, wä, weſt.

24 QFair2 mild, wind W.gr.

25

26

28Froſt m. rain p. wa, weſt. 27.

O)

29

30

Pleaſant, cold wind,

north weſt.

Fairm. ra.p. wind, weſt.

Fair, cold, wind, N. W.

.Fair, dry, warm, wid3e '...} w" tº w wig

- Froſt, fair m, clay p.gr.
wind, weft. ypg

j}

ſouth weft,

Hot, fair, ranbrisk w.W.

|º Rainy, wa,ſouth weſt,ſ } º '...}, ºft

|| Circ. Poh, P.

Fair m, clay,ſdrops,S.W.

Froſt, miſt, m, hot,wd,

weſt. . . .

Some dropsm. fair p. W.

;Pºt, but hot,wind,

eaſt. . . .

| - May iss, -

- 5une I 689.

I

:*m.fairp grºw.NE

3'

4. Fair, hot, wind S. E.

|9 Fair m, rap.&n, w.S.W.

R

CI. variable, grºwd,S. W.

S. ra. m.& p. gr.wd,S.W.

Clgr. wa,S. W. Rainy n,

Ra, at @ r & ſetting, W.

Ra, Q r.fair,warm,wid,W

A M,ºrks

{Fº m high winds,
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6Much F.&Rail grºw.S.W. GT Cloudy, cloſe, warm,

- 7Fair, cool, wind, weſt. . . . & wind, weſt.

- º: Cloudy, rain in $|Hot, cloudy, wä, weſt... "
tº the nig, wd, reſt. *|{Vº hot, fair, brisk

lºcºmoiſt, warmwariab W. I O wind, weft. . .

- . . . . [I t }cº cool, threatn,

t| - Fair, warmwind, P. I 2. wind, weſt.

|Q). º
- 13|Cldy m, fair p.wd.S. w.

º pleaſant,wind, 14|Fair, warm, wind, S.º.

it;|3. eaſt. * *- : ...}} Hot fair, lightn.at n. Kłº,

16Hºra, thund. p. w.S.W.1° Cldy m.fair,hot, w ś:

º'Cldy, warm, wa, S. Wſºlº pleaſant, hot, wind, S.E.,

§§rioſtºm ra. p. Wilsº 18|Cldy, & rain, was reſ.

ºfdropscolº; 19|Cldºm. hot, fair S. W.

issºr moldyra tºwdº #20 Hot & pleaſant, wd,wºff.

2.º Clºudy, cold, wind, lº Clhotſdrps, W.Iris 7hp.

º º north west, biº-, 22. Öğüeatdrops.gº. .

* | & Cl ra.9ſet,gººd, N.W.

24. -

|23 clay, raday;gº wºoºidy raiºnwº º: fair, w; W.

W

(2. - - *. -º: wd, fift,'

ºf a moſt part, gº Šiv.26 Muſhraft; thund...W.

... fair...warni, ºft. ot, fair, wind, peſ;

|23 tºº. rain day & 28 Flo jdy moſtpart briš.

"|29| night,wd; ºft.*,\, \! ind, ſouth weft...,

...º.º.º."- 12O :* **** : * - - - -, -ºx - l

; Fairm.rañooñºram.S.W. © Much rain, wind, weft.
.#2 * : . . . . . ; ; ; ; , ſo sº sº º

juy ió89. " |..., Auguſt 1689.
—-a------Fra T. —-i-T

|Riº riſe.fair, wa, S.W. Frºm "P. brisk w. W.

.Nainy,thund. 7 p. N.YV } ºr [1ris's 5h.

Rain, bluſtring wind, 3 Cldy,ſ.ſhowers, S. V

north meși. - - -
- Froſtm. cloudy, ſho|Cldy, gr. Wä, north. - Lava y 3

&le Claym.fair,hot waſ 6. e mg, wd,º r:

Fr.m. fair, warm, wd,W

G) º: heat, wind - - --

s ſouth west. Curious pleaſ.but hoº
2

9 Wer
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Io Thund: light.ra, wd, E.

11 Hot,ſ drops 5h.p.w.vario.

12 Rain m. hot, fair, wa, E.

13 &Vº hot, fair, wind,

"|G) | north'eaſt. . .

|15 Cldy m. hot, fair, wid,W.

16 3Mºy m. hot; fair,wd,

17 weſt.

oudy, cloſe,hot,brisk

3 wind, ſouth weſt,

20 Ra. d. & n. brisk wal, W.

|Q Rainm.fair p.wd,various.

22 O Fr. m. pleaſ wā, S.W.

23 Miſt m.fair,ſdrops, n. W.

|24 Cldy, threatnig,wd, S.W.

25 Fair, warm, pleaſwd,W.

8 * Cl

;3

26

37 (Hot, and fair, wind

. ſºuthweſt.”"

3O

31|Cldy,ſdrops o'ſet,w. S.

9 Very hot, briskwd,N.W. 9

- |29

I O

G)

I 2

I 3

I 4.

I 5

I6

17

G)

I-9

2O

2. I

22

23

24

G)

26

27

28

3O

31

Like the former.

{cºl}; fair, hot, wid,

northeaſt.

Cldy,hot, ſdrops,gr.SW.

Hot, much ra. ith'n. S.W.

Hot,much ra. thund.p.W.

Hot, cloſe air, wä, weft.

;Fº warm, wä, north

eaſt. . . . .

O Cl. rap.w.E.Iris 4h.p.

Rain m. fair p. wind, E.

} Miſtm. fair,hot,wd.W.

Cldy mira.p. &.ii.w.S.W.

Fair mclidy p. wa,S. W.

Hot,fair, rathund.lightii:

Ra.m.cldy,rainy ngr.w.S

Much ra.gr.S.W.Temp.m.

Cldy, rainy,ſtrong w.S.W.

Much rain,wd,ſouth weſt.

September 1689. Ottober 1689.

o Cldyſ drops,p. briskW.

2Cldy m.pleaſ. p. brisk W.

3'e pleaſant froſt,wd,S.W.

4. Rainy moſt part, wä, W.

5. Pleaſ. fr.wd,W. rainy nig.

6|Much ra. gr.wd,W Ha. &

G|Cldy, ſome dewing,w.W.

9|Fair. A ſhow. 1 h.p.ſ/ra.n

to Cloudy, rainy, gr.wd,W.

i 1|Much rain.highwd, S.W.
º . . . .

7|Fair, ſome ra. at noon,W.}

f

2

3

4.

5

G)

|}

Great fog, ſome ra. S. E.

:* m. cloudy, rain,

© wind, ſoutheaſt. .

Miſt m.pleaſant,wd, weſt.

Pleaſant froſt, wä, weft.

|Fog froſt, mºra. p. w.S.E.

7|Fr.m. ra. p. bluſtr m. w.E.

Fair,dry, violt, cold E.d.m.

Fair, dry, great wind, E.

Cold, cloudy, dry, rain

7

8

9

C

T

§ 3.

ith night, wä, N.E.

12, Froſ.
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I

26

27

28

O
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Froſt, m. pleaſantºwd. Wºl.
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{son. clay, warm,9

wd, west, Halo 2

Gr, thund. light, ra. N.

Fair, but great winds,

north. -

I 5

I6

{M. rain, great was,

weſt.

Fog, rain at.
Rainy m. pleaf. -

- - 3 I

November 1689.

Cldy, rainy, wind, E.T.C

e Some ra. clay.cold, E.

}* froſt, cold,

Rain,ſome hail, grºw.N.E 5

Much ſhow, great wa, E. (2)

Cldy,cold ſilies, wid, N. 9

Frºm'ſdropsp.N.E.H. D. Io

Some driflingrain, wa, E. 11

s
* 4

Dry, cloudy, cold, E. , 12

Cold, froſt, fog, N. E. 13

Bitter cold,wd,W. Ra, n. 14
l

Cldy, ſome ra. was S.; dry,

28; cloſe, wind, weſt.

wd,S.W.29} -

p. wd, v.36Sldy;

2

3

4.

Some rain, great wind, 6 -

day and night, N.E. 7 . . . . . |

A glorious day, wä, N.E.
Cold,clay, ra. p.& n. E.

14|Much ra.wd, S.E. Ha-P.

Fair dry,brisk S.W. rain:

Rainy moſt part,wd, S.W.

Fr. fair, wä, W. Halo P.
17 17

#Fair pleaf briskwd,N.E.18o Cldy, ra. p. W. Ra. n.

igo Fr. m. fair, warºl.9|Raſtrongw.W.Lightnin.

3. Frºmiſim fair, S.Halo, P!” }cº ſome rain, gr.

21Cldy, briskwd,Wººlſ, c wind, weſt. .

& Fr. in fair,cold,wd N.W.22 ;Cº. great wq,

23|Cold froſt mºra, p grºº? ſouth weſt. |

24|Miſt, fra. fair p. wā, S.E.24 & Fair,year, great w;

23|Somera. m. & p.cold W.2;|2. weſt.
great wds ſtill...!

Fairm.ra. p. great wa,W.

Fair,dry, great wind, W.
ry, W. Halo M.

Fair,dry, cold,S. W.Rain.

--T

December 1689.

{* Froſt, pleaſant, wä,

weſt. -- -

Foggy, cold,clay,w. E.

Froſt, fair, cold, wind,

E. Halo P Io day.

Fog, clay, thaw, wid, W.

Cldy,cold,wd,W.Halo )

Pleaſant, froſt, wä, weſt.

Cold and cloudy,wd, W.

- = Fraſ.
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15 Fr. m.hail,ra. p cold, W.

16 O Cold froſt, pleaſ. W.

18Hard, cold fr.wd, weſt.

I9

zo X-Cldy, ra.briskwd,S.W.

2. I

22 Fr.hail, ra. i'th n. Halo /

23 {F} cold, fair, wind,

9| º ¥ and 3.

25 TCloudy, ſome rain, gr.#3 -º, weſt.” g

27 Fair,& moiſt,gr. was, W.

28, {son. rain, great winds,

29 weſt.

sºftoº, pleaſ wā, weſt.

© Fair, froſty, cold, wid,W.

16 ORa.m.clearp.cold,N.W.

© Cold, ra.m. fr. fair, p.W.17 Pleaſ, whitefroſt, wä,W.
I

I

20

21 Fr. fair, wid,W.Stormy n,

O Ra, in, hail, gr. was,N.E.
2

2

25|Dry, was, S.W. Rainy n,

26|Agloriousda

: Rain m..
2.

3 I

Cold, miſt, miſling, wd,

W. but rainy nights.:

#sº friſtormy wds,N.E

4Ra. m. fr. p. wa, weſt.

, wä, S.

i p. wa, S.

Miſt, miſling, S. Rainyn.

9|Fair, & froſty, wind, W.

3o Fr.m.ra. p.ſtormy n.S.W.

e Froſty, pleaf wa, W.

º

a

F I N I S.
.*
* .



... Something touching the |

DIARr of the WEATHER,

By w A y o F

PostsCRIPT
S for the foregoing Diary of the Weather,ſome

Men (ſuch as know how to value their pre

cious Hours) would fancy they had deſerv'd

well at the hands of the World by ſo greata º

Labour, and ſokind a Communication. But I, who never ||

knew what it was to Adore the Great Mundane Goddeſs,

INTEREST; eſpecially when ſet in competition with |

TRUTH, dare not challenge anything from it of Merit.

He lives to little (if to any) purpoſe on this Terrene ||

Theatre, that makesno Obſervations on Natures Viciſt.

tudes: and if he make any, and not inform the World

thereof to the beſt of his Skill, he does it no Service at

all; Isa Drone for all his Induſtry; or like the churliſh

Aſſºr, makes a Feaſt only for himſelf. - -

£ut, alas! I am none of the 2axo'opi'aazac, or Hail.

Obſervers in Ordinary, as Seneca mentions, in Lib 4. Nat.

gueſt. and yet dare ſay I have imparted in this Diary, as

many Meteorological Rarities, as if, with them, I had

Sacrificed a Lamb or a Pullet. It is a Free-will Offering,

and done at my own Charges too; No Man contributes

to the Pains of my Notturnal Watchings, nor do I, or

ever did, receive any Salary to recompence my Diurnal

Słłditſ. Ideem it Guerdon ſufficient, and am fully ſa

- tisfied,
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isfied, if what I have done ſerve to inform future Ages,

how for their ſakes, more then my own, I have been thus

Sedulous in waiting upon Nature, and obſerving how

mutably (yet conſtantly too) ſhe hath vouchſafed to ſhew

her ſelf tous Sub-Lunars for XXI Years together. Poſ

fibly, twill appear ſome Novelty even to the moſt Intelli

gent Reader (if he have not done the like himſelf, as I

ueſtion not but many have;) and ſuch that he'll not every

- 3. or inevery Book receive an account of No! Not

in the Polumes of ſome who Pride themſelves with the

Trim and Gaudy Titles of Wertuoſo's in this Envious and

Critical Age. -

The Induſtrious and Modeſt Reader, who truly Thirſts

or Pants after an acquaintance with the works of God,

will thank me for thus lending him mine Eyes, and for

doing ſo great,but uſeful a peice of Drudgery for the ſer

vice of the Divine Orania. While in the mean time,

the envious Sciolift will perhaps diſdain the work, and

cry Tuſh Termit a Trifle: and it may be, will be ſo

thankleſs and ungrateful, as to tell me, I might have

ſpent mytime to better purpoſe, if (with Sir W. P.) I had

numbered all the Lawyers Chimneys in theſeveral Inns of

Court in London; or full as well, if I had ſlept away my

time with Lampatho's Spaniel. But, do not all wiſe Men

know, that Envy hath no Commerce, or Communication

with true Induſtry. The invidious Man, like the Dog

in the Manger, is never contented; he'll do nothing him- .

ſelf, yet be ſtill ſnarling at the performance of others.

Howbeit, jačia eſt Aleå. The work is done, and I am

proof againſt all Cenſure. The Commendation of Good

Men will not make me Proud, neither ſhall I value what

witty Malice, or groſs Impudence can ſpeak, or do againſt

theſe my Endeavours.

That worthy Gentleman Dočtor Beal, Votes it uſeful,

for the Advancement of Natural Philoſophy, to have old

Almanacks ſprote rather than mem ones: To give an account

of paſt, rather than of future Storms. Which were in

deed, (beyond Queſtion) the ready road to come to a

: - R 4 riº
-
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right underſtanding of the Heavenly Influences. And, if :

God ſpare my (much envy'd) Life, I reſolve ſhortly, to

Reprint all Ephemerides that (to my knowledge) have been

Jºrinted ſince the firſt Diſcovery of that moſt Excellent

Art, (for ſo it is, if not to baſe purpoſes proſtituted) and

perhaps may add unto them the Planetary Motions for

Fifty or a Hundred Years before that time; (if my

Friends, and Amanuenſes fail me not ) Whereby, not

only the Cauſes of all Storms, but of moſt other amazing

Aſundane Piriffitudes, for the ſaid number of Years, may

be plainly ſeen. , Aſtrology wanteth its Hiſtory as much,

(if not more) than any other Science; That being the

only via regia to its Perfeótion, as was worthily and truly

obſerved by the Ingenious Dočtor Childrey.

I find it Recorded in the Hiſtory of Oxfordſhire, ſet

forth by the Learned Dr. Plott, as a Rarity worth the

preſerving— That one William Merle, Fellow of Mer

ton-Colledge in Oxford, Compiled a Diary of theWea

ther for VII., rears, together. Fol. 6. If ſuch a piece of

ſervice for the Planetary Philoſophy, were worthy to be

remembred to Poſterity, certainly, a Diary of triple the

length, will not, with the Ingenious and knowing Natu

raliſt, be refuſed a Friendly Entertainment into his

Thoughts, and Library. -

It was the Opinion of the late Excellent Dr. Goad.

That the Heavens and Stars were like a well-order'd Inſtru:

ment which the Planets making their Appulſes to, or Paſſing

by, do conſtantly ſtimulate ſuch Influences as are agreeable to

their Natures, and to the conſtellations inhence they pro

ceed. As a skillful hand touching the ſeveral Pegs of the

Harpſtchord, or Kirginals, move them to diſcourſe to the

Ear variety of Melodious Aires.— And, have you not

heard of the Muſique of the Sphears 2 -

The Noble Plutarch thinks that on every Carleſtial

Orb there is a Syren fixed, who, by vertue of her Ra

wiſhing Charms, Creates, not only Admiration, but De

light among Mortals. This is certain, that the ſerious

Obſervations made of the Stupendious variety of weather,

which
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which one ſingle year affords, is ſufficient to ſtrike the

Atheiſt Dumb for ever: and can teach us to Honour,

Love, and Fear Him who brings forth Mazzaroth in his

Seaſon, and Guides Araturus with his Sons.

Many are the uſes unto whichthis Diary is Applicable.

I. It will prove to us, and that by more than CXL.

Inſtances, (if any will take but the pains as I have done

to obſerve them.) That the Heavens are ever ſubjećt to

Diſturbance and Onquietude, when Mercury Changes his

Sign. Probably one main reaſon why the Antient Aſtrolo

gers have Affigned him a Government equal to Saturn in

the Airy Trygon. - -

II. That we have a fall of wet upon every New or Full

Moon, at leaſt within the compaſs of the Triduum, which

Rarely failing verity is Eminently ſupported by Dr.

Goad in his Aftro-Meteorologica, Conſult his admirable

Hiſtory of the Moon therein. -

III. That the Sun, Venus, Mars, do occaſion the like

Commotions and Alterations as Mercury, more or leſs,

when They paſs from one Sign to another.— Dočtor

Goad, conſidering the certainty of Mars his Effetts in

the Mutation of the Air, was pleas'd to term him his

IDOL. See his Learned Diſcourſe of the Pleiades. And

this our Diary affords abundant Proof of this Truth to any

Man that ſhall be pleaſed to take the pains to obſerve it.

IV. That all the aforeſaid Planets paſſing by, or riſing

or ſetting with the Fixed Stars, as are the Pleiades, Aſelli,

Windemiator, Eagle , Dolphin, &c. or tranſiting their

Oppoſite places, do produce an alteration in the Air, ſuta

ble to the Natures of thoſe Conſtellations,and to that of the

ſeveral Seaſons of the Year. The Learned Hartgil affirm'd

an Influence in the Aſpetts of the Fixed Stars, as well as

in the Erratique. - -

V. That hereby is ſufficiently evinced to every Indu

ſtrious and Skilful Obſerver, how the Four Seaſons of the

ſtar, viz. Winter, Summer, Spring, Authmm, * to be

- - Qll!
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found,and fairly diſtinguiſhed, even in a Lunar Revolution,

(and in theſ/inter Seaſon too) according to the Opinion of

Cicero, de Divin; Lib. 2. though not ſo palpably, I muſt

confeſs, as in the Solar; by reaſon of the Moons velocity

of Motion, and often largeneſs of the Shadow, and of the

Cold, which is Naturally and univerſally then prevailing.

VI. That the greateſt ſhare of ColdWeather in Summer,

or of Warm weather in Winter,(for ſuch Variety is plainly

to be found almoſt in every year; but in ſome moſt re

markable) happens when the Moon, and Ruling Planets

are poſited in Winter or Summer Signs.

VII. That the Planets or Lunations, or Conjunctions,

or Oppoſitions Regnant, happening in Azimene, Deep,

Pitted or Smoaky Degrees of the Signs they poſſeſs, do

irritate the moſt Unwholſome and Unhealthy Storms, and

Disturbed weather. Pray obſerve a Famous proof hereof

in the New Moon ſucceeding New-Tears-day laſt, which

was Celebrated in ſuch Degrees; and at the ſame time

Mars being in Degrees Azimene, and Pitted, and the

Moon paſſing Aquarius, where almoſt half the Sign con

ſiſts of ſuch like Degrees. And lo! What a continuant

Storm for near three days and nights together, happen'd im:

mediately after. Let us remember alſo the Fogs that fell

on September, the 29th. and 30th. days; and on Decem

ber the 22d. and 23d, days, Anno 1682. And conſider

how the Planets were then Poſited. To theſe we may

juſtly add the ſeveral Foul Holes which Dr. Goad hath ſo

happily ſet up his Mark at. You may find which they are,

by the Second Part ofmy Ephemerides,Printed, Anno 1680.

where (that ſo uſeful a Diſcovery might not be obliviated,

with the conſent of that my Worthy Friend) I have inſer.

ted them.

VIII. That the Conjunctions, Oppoſitions, and Luna

tions, &c. of the Sun, Moon, and Planets falling in Bright,

Litcid and Fortunate Parts of Heaven, are commonly at.

tended with Pleaſant Air, and very Salubrious Effe:#;

but ſtill with regard to the Seaſon. Pray try theſe things,

3 truſt them as you find them true. I could produce

- fundry
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Fundry Inſtances of this Conſpicuous Truth, both out of

This, and alſo out of the Learned Keplers, Diary. But

that is needleſs,ſince you may diſcover them here,even by

INSPECTION, in a manner, without further trouble.

It being much eaſier to prove theſe things by Inſpection,

than the troubleſome Calculations of the Planets Places,

as ſome lately, with more Confidence than Truth, have

preſumed to do. . . -

IX. That hereby is, taught and proved, that the latter

part of Cancer is the Hotteſt part of the whole Heaven.

And alſo, that the laſt week in May is generally inclined

to Moiſture. There are but three Inſtances in the whole

Diary that oppoſe it; andeven thoſe produce great Heats,

which are the certain Prodromi, (if not the proper Pa.

rents) of Moisture. And, for a clear Demonſtration of

the Former,(beſides many others) you may conſult june

1673. May 1675. September 1689. Auguſt 1682. §u

ly, in the years 1684, 1686, 1688. I need not be more

plain in a thing ſo obvious. In all your Exceptions to our

Rule, muſt advertiſe you to heed theprevailing conſtitution.

X. That Planets near the AEquinoxes are of the moſt

Powerful, and rarely failing Influences. And this the

Learned Woffius, and moſt Naturalists, allow of A Fa

mous Evidence whereof is the Month of AMarch, in its

proving Windy, Turbulent, &c. to a Proverb. Chiefly,

the latter part thereof; the Sun being then in Aries, in

Oppoſition to the Virgins Spike. Nor is it much different

in September, when the Sun is in the Autumnale/Equinox.

Neither do the other Planets fail to irritate the ſame re

markable Commotions or Turbulencies, when they alſo in

their Turns approach the 44ttinoxes. This is general.

But the Learned Goad goes further, and affirms that the

Weather may be found, not only to a Week, and Day,

but time of the Dayalſo; For the Planet Mars (faith hey

Strikes the Hour of the Day as well as the Clock. And this

chiefly when in the AFauinoxes, &c.

XI. Hence likewiſe is plainly proved that the rear

which affords the feweſt Froğs in it,Exhibits to us, in this
- - * Clºz,
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climate,more than LXX. Days fraught with that Meteor; .

And ſometimes the Solar Revolution produceth 80. 90.

may an 100 days of Froft in them.Which conſidered, may

we not juſtly brand ſuch Almanack Men among us, for

Ignorant Impoſfors, that pretend to give an account of the

eather, and yet ſcarce afford us a mention of one Frofty

Day in a whole year. Theſe filly Wretches forget, That

3|aniocer, is 3free;21Bot by the #ire. But I am not for

Controverſy. - -

xii is the Eaſt wind (as the Learned Mr. Rºn

obſerves) do moſt commonly prevail in the Spring with

us. But we find the West-winds more generally accom ||

pany us all the year; as the whole Diary moſt plainly |
affirms in its Evidence.

And is it thus in the Alterations of the Air, and Seaſon:

of the rear 2 Then certainly we ſhall find Aſtrology ſo

far from being an Inanity, or a Sonorous Nothing, asa

more witty, than wiſe Antagoniſt (viz. Dr. More) has

been pleaſed to term it; That we may reaſonably affirm ||

it will hold good in other matters, viz., even in Mundant :

Mutations: and moſt probably alſo, in the va

rious Deſtinies of Men. Yea, perhaps, in the common

Oeconomy of all Humane Concerns: Werewe but ſo wiſe

and fortunate as to find out the Myſtery. Nay, Idare

aver, that Men and Women may learn by the Stars good

Husbandry, and Huſvifery, though they never were ſo

happy as to be acquainted with the QBeazgicks. Some

what of this Nature I have formerly hinted at in myCar.

dines Cali ; wrote in Reply to ſome part of Cometoman.

tia, unto which Book I refer the Reader.

It were no hard matter to produce out of this Diary

Variety of Inſtances for a further Dilucidation of this

3ury of Particulars, having them Collected in readineſs

by me. But to publiſh them at large, would require more

Copious room to breath in,neither is it very fit Furniture

for a Poſtſcript.'Tis ſufficient that I have heredeliver'd the

INSTRUMENT, for the ſervice of the Ingenious, and

likewiſe Explain'd to them (in part at leaſt) to what#
- '. mirablº
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mirable Aires it is Tuneable. If Men are but meanly In

duſtrious, they will very ſoon learn to Play thereon, and

that without much Study or Tutoring.

Happy, yea more than thrice happy muſt that Man be,

who comes truly to underſtand how God Almighty is

pleaſed by the Agency of the Stars and Planets, to King

the various PEALS of his PROVIDENCE on this Ter

rene Globe, ſometimes to the Pleaſing, othertimes to the

Amazing QHomber of Humane Ears. He that knows,

and Religiouſly admires how the Sun, Moon and Stars do

Praiſe their Maker,is to be look'd on as one of the beſt ſort

of Men and Chriſtians, being in Poſſeſsion of ſome part

of Caleftial Verity, and little leſs than a Privy Councellor

of Heaven. .

To conclude, the Caeleſtial Orbs diſown all Anti-A40

- marchical, Diſloyal, and Rebellious Principles. There

are no Commonwealth;-men (falſely ſo called) to be found

in thoſe Superiour Franchiſes. All are for Monarchy in the

Heavenly Regency, and readily bow toone Supreme Being,

upon whoſe Regular Motion that of all others depend.

: The Ecliptique is the Suns Qābiteball or ÇHinoſo; ; where

; his Illuſtrious Satellites, his Stars of Honour, do, in their

ſeveral Poſts and Turns wait upon this Uliſible gleity, and

affirm him unaccountable to any Power but that of God;

asour Hlaing (not wreſted by Machivillian Intereſt)declare

our singg to be. And,he that dares (with Lucifer) but

think of Dethroning the Auguſt (Emperoy of theſe Di.

vine Manſions from his Royal office, upon any pretence

whatever, is deem'd a Traytor againſt the God of Order,

an Arch-Incendiary, and Introducer of Confuſion. And

ſucha Wretchought to be abhorred by all Good Men, as

the Coloquintida and Bane not only of Humane Converſa

tion,but of Government. For to this Wight, let his pre

tences be never ſo ſpecious, every thinghe Atts is juſt ſo

it be Safe. The Event only proving his doings Fair or

Fraudulent. That's his Principle. And, God knows, a

very ſad and ſandy one. But alas ! If this (worſethan

Turkiſh) Doctrine had any Face or Colour of Truth init.
- - W -
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why, as a late Learned Prelate ſaid, do Men Pray? or

give Thanks 3 or why do not all Men Temporiſ, turn

Weather-Cock;or VVitneſſes 2 after the Egregious Exam.

ples of, &c. – Oh Reader | Have a care of ſeeming

£ºcmizChriſtiang; (for ſome ſuch we have that pretend

° to Aſtrology) they are more dangerous than 2nti-Cºriº

ſtians. Theſe aré ºppocrites, and thoſe plain ātītiſts.

The Latter youmay eaſily avoid. The Former charms you

by his ſeeming an Angel of Light, which the Devil toooſt

transformshimſelf into. They are Religious in their word,

but their Aëtions render them ſcarce Men, Be careful of

them I ſay, and obſerve not the way, but the éad of ſuch.

A little knowledge of Philoſºphy puffethup (as the Apoſtle

ſpeaks)and only ſerves to ſhew an Atheiſt or Scoffer. But

it is a ſolid and ſerious underſtanding in the works of God iſ

and Nature that renders a Man a true Adeptus. - Letus

therefore likewiſe ſhun Prophane and Atheiſtial Perſons,

(Uraniah Foſters ſuch Brats alſo, tho againſt her will)

or ſuch that take no Care of their own Souls, wemay be

ſure will have little regard to the Life, Liberty, or Eftal:

of another) ſhunning ſuch, I ſay, Let us with the Learned

Cauſabon begin and end every thing we undertake, with

an ºxiſon to God. So may we expect our Lawful Eh.

deavours to proſper,and meet an happy Iſſue in this Lift,

and atſº (when God ſhall vouchſafe to ſhift this Scant

of our Aºrtality) hopeto arrive with joy, at the Port of

the Bleſſed, and there Commence a Converſation among

, the Holy Angels, and with them be madepartakers of the

featifical Piñºn; where, and when, we ſhall ſee all arts

| (and 3rtiffs too) in their Perfection and Glory. Whereas

here, being cloathed with Fleſh and Blood, we muſt be

content with our Earthly Portion, which is, Tokyor itin Part. I am, , . " ºw - “t |
*~ : … . . . . . . . . ."

* - - - - - - - -
(Gentlemen)

... Brick-Cºrt, in colledge.ſirtut - , , ,

by the Dang-Yard, Wilminlir, Yº Yours and Urania's

* * * * *meineſt Servant,
. . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . ! ~,

John GADBuRy.



The Names of thoſe Ingenious Gentlemen,

and Excellent Artiſts, who had the Honour

to Build the X. ſeveral Brave SHIPS of

WAR, whoſe Genitures are herein Re

corded, which the Author (1)eeming wor

... thy to Live with Their Noble Works)

hath thought fit to Commemorate to Poſteri

ty, by Interting. Them at the end of his

ASTROLOGICAL SEA-MAN.

I. r. THe peñante; Built by Mr.Robert and - r:Willi

. . . . am Caſtle, at Deptford. . . . . . . .

II. The Loyal Hlombon; Built at Deptford, by Mr.

Commiſſioner Taylor. -

III. Charles the ºcconb; Built by Mr. Jonas Shiſh,

at Deptford. ~.

Iy. Sir William Petty, poulºttom's slip;
Built by Mr. jomas Shiſh, at jamaica, near Redriff.

tº V. The ºtbgar; Built at Briſtol, by Mr. Taylor; and

Rebuilt by Mr. Iſaack. Bets, at Portſmouth. .*

VI. The at

Dean, at Harwich,

VII. The II. âlopal alombon; Built by Mr. jomas

Shiſh, at Deptford. . *

VIII. The Itoyal Catºctine; Built by Mr. Chriſtopher

Pett, at Woolwich. º

IX. The Cambridge; was Built by Mr. Jonas shift,
at Deptford. ... - " -

* - . .

º X. The saint pittael; was Built at Portſmouth,"

Sir john Tibbets. E

- - - s - r:
ſ

upert; Built by Mr. (now Sir) Anthony
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*

Age 9, line. 2. read vnleſ; Gods Grace and Good Edu.

cation, l. 30. r. Circle, p. 18. I. 6, r. ſerviceable, p.

27. l. antepenult, r. better, p. 31.1.2. r. Critical, p. 33.1,

19. r. therefore, p. 53.1. 19. r. Teſtimonies, p. 54. I. 23. r.

Arguments, p. 63. 1.4 r. Conſtellation, l, antepenult, r, this,

p. 106, l, penult, r. prejudice,p. 119.1. 8. r. Owners, p. 115.

1. 4- and 7. r. drops, alſo, r. Auguſt, 1684. p. 124. 1. 20.

r. Aftrologer. p. 220. l. 16. r. drops. p. 229. r. February.

. . Other Literal Errors the Author will flaidindebted to

the Readers Charity to amendashe meets with them.

- - -

* -

- - -

tº . - - - -
-

Advertiſement about the Albreviations uſed in the

Diary of the Weather. . -

Tº are eaſily underſtood thus.– Fr. ſtands for

Froft. Ra. for Rain. Sn, for Snow. Dr. or Drif for

Drifle. Cldy for Cloudy. Miſ, Miſl. for Miſle, or Aſſling.

Th: for Thunder. Hà ) for Halo D. Temp. for Tºm

peń, or Tempeſtuous, Wä for Wind. The Capital Let.

ters expreſs the prevailing Winds; as E. Eaſt. W.P/ºff

N. North. S. South. S. E. South Eaſt. S. W. South

Weſt, &c. The Letters m. n. p. d. denote m. morniº,

fit to advertiſe the Reader, to remove all Block, or

mora's out of his way. . . . . - -

m. night, p. poff, or afternoon, d, day. Of theſe Iº: -

- . - -

|
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